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PREFACE 

All the texts in this volume are literary; and all the editions, and the indexes, are the 

work ofa single scholar, Dr M. W. Haslam. The content ranges widely. 3695, Anacreon, 

and 3698, Argonautica, represent early poetry. 3712-19 contribute to the textual tradi- 

tion of Euripides; 3720 illustrates the textual fluidity of popular literature. There 

are new musical texts (3704-5); new fragments of ancient technical writing, on myth 

(3702), music (3706), metre (3707), and rhetoric (3708); and large pieces of ancient 

commentary, on the Odyssey (3710) and on matters of Lesbos (3711), of unusual richness 

and interest. Most of the material presents exceptional difficulties; we are deeply 

indebted to Dr Haslam for applying his exceptional skills to its publication. 

At the Oxford University Press, we are obliged to two learned Readers for comment 

and correction; and to the Managers and Compositors for setting so thorny a volume 

with such speed and accuracy. 

P. J. PARSONS 
j. R. REA 

General Editors 
August, 1985 Graeco-Roman Memoirs 
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NO PO NEEL EeN bo OD OPSPUBETCATLON 

In general the publication follows the conventions of the Leiden System, see CE 7 (1932) 

262-9. Square brackets [ ] indicate a lacuna, round brackets ( ) the resolution of a 

symbol or abbreviation, angular brackets ¢ > a mistaken omission in the original, braces 

{ } a superfluous letter or letters, double square brackets [| |] a deletion, the signs *’ an 

insertion above the line. Dots under letters indicate that the reading is doubtful. In texts 

for which a double transcription is offered, letters marked as illegible or doubtful in the 

diplomatic transcript may appear without dots in the reconstruction if the context 

justifies. Dots inside square brackets represent the estimated number of letters lost or 

deleted, dots outside square brackets mutilated or otherwise illegible letters. (These dots 

are printed slightly below the line, to distinguish them from punctuation. ) 

Corrections and annotations which appear to be in a different hand from that of the 

original scribe are printed in small type. 

The use of arrows to indicate the direction of the fibres in relation to the writing is 

confined to codices and opisthograph texts. The term ‘front’ refers to the side of the 

papyrus presumed to have been used first; in the case of rolls this is normally the side on 

which the writing runs parallel to the fibres. 

Heavy arabic numerals refer to Oxyrhynchus papyri printed in this and preceding 

volumes, ordinary numerals to lines, small roman numerals to columns. 





TL NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY 

TEX LS 

3695. ANACREON 

Plate I 

Inv. no. unrecorded Fr. 12 4X13cm First century 

Fragments assembled by Mr Lobel and assigned by him to Anacreon on the 

strength of the coincidence of fr. 3. 3-4 with the quotation PMG 443. While he noted 

that that quotation is vocalized as if Doric and that he discerned no specifically Ionic 

features in the new pieces to confirm its given ascription to Anacreon, I do not think the 

attribution of 3695 is in much question, even if only two manuscripts of this poet have 

turned up before: XXII 2321, 2322. 

The text is written, with a rather thick pen, in a good-sized round and upright 

hand, assigned to the first century by Mr Lobel, who adduced the hands of P. Berol. 6926 

(Schubart, Pap. Gr. Berol. 18, Roberts, GLH 11a) and P. Ryl. III 484 as similar. To me it 

has a somewhat more recent look than those, though I should not quarrel with a first- 

century dating; the presumably later script of XVIII 2159 etc. (Turner, GMAW 24) 

may also be compared. Back blank. 

The text was articulated by means of paragraphus (frr. 1, 2), coronis (frr. 1, 2, 21), 

and asteriscus (internal; frr. 6?, 19). There are a few high stops for punctuation, some of 

which seem to have been added subsequently. Lection signs of most sorts are employed; 

commonest are circumflex and acute accents (one grave, fr. 12. 5), also occurring are 

brevia and longa. Most of these look as if they were made by the same pen as the text; one 

or two are thinner. Elision is signalled once. A few textual alterations have been made, 

entered with a thinner pen and in a less watery ink but perhaps not by a different hand. 

A note or heading has been added in cursive in fr. 12. 

A variety of metres is represented. There can be no assurance that the fragments 

come all from a single book, but there is no indication to the contrary. 

I am greatly privileged to have had Mr Lobel’s work on this text put at my disposal. 

He had made a full transcription and a few characteristically sparing notes, and had 

drafted an introduction that I have freely plundered above. On the few occasions on 

which I have ventured to diverge significantly from his transcript, I have recorded 

the fact. 



2 NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

iret ity 2 fre fA 

] 7o.[ Vx | Peed Jevr[ 
J ars ]. vf Jardv[ Jecx[ 

]° ww, sear jel JSady, [ Jwp. [ 
| i Kon ]. radric[ ; ; 

5 ] = ae[ 5 |paxu[ 

otal }, dex[ 
; : |paror[ 

fr. 5 fr. 6 |vevde[ ir 

nae ee ieoiel —— 
hol Lf La Lf 
].<@ lant 10 = |pavd[ ]. apo, .[ 

]. ovye[ i ]. eceA[ Jvremrec, [ 

Jou [ JAéwcad| eal tak 
5 eae 5 jatwoovp[ 

Jo. [ 

fr. 1. 1 _[, slightly sinuous upright 3 .[, slightly sinuous upright 4 pl, only left-hand 
upright close to edge 6 _[, upper left corner of y, w, or 7 

fr. 2. 1 Toleft of x, an element of a coronis, see fr. 1 2 ].,upperpartofy,e,orc Abovev[,aspeck 

on the edge (an accent?) 

fr. 3. 1 Letter-foot traces 3 .[, specks on the edge 4 |., upright on the edge Culs 
oblique at lower right suggesting a or (EL) 6 7 w, the first half closed at the top (hardly a circumflex; a 
running correction from o?) 10 interlin. ],,mediandot _ ]¢, or p (so EL), but size of loop looks better 
suited to Ir ],, vsuggested 

fr. 4.3 ,[,¢or0 

fr. 5. 1 Speck on the line, then a suggested 2 |,, lower right-hand arc of a circle? (0?) Beal li, 
extremities of x? 5 What I have taken for a high stop was taken by EL as the thickened top of an 
upright, but it appears to be free-standing. It is followed by a sloping stroke standing free above and to right 

fr. 6. 1 Dot on the line, followed by lower end of stroke curving down from left, A or « suggested, but 

perhaps two letters 2 |,, trace of apparent circlet as of p, with faint suggestions ofdescender _ [, foot 
and tip of upright 3 The three discrete traces which I have taken as the right-hand edge of an asteriscus 
(see fr. 19) EL preferred to interpret as respectively the tail of |p in 2, the cross-stroke of a letter in 3, and an 
apostrophe after A in 4; see comm. 6 ]., apparent letter-top horizontal as of t or 7 _—_, [, top of a 

suggested 

fr. 7. A possible placement for this fragment suggested by fibre-matching might be to the left of fr. 12. 
10-13, but I cannot be at all certain. 1 Three specks presumably of letter-feet 2 |,, right-hand 
end of cross-stroke touching a, probably yorz ___, [, foot of upright hooked to right, followed by lower left- 
hand arc, e.g. tc 3 .[, upper left arc as of e Ao 4 Apex as of a6, top of stroke descending to right 
as of ad A 



3695. ANACREON 3 

fr. 8 fr. 9 fr. 10 Chere 

JAe[ ], ocxy[ Vel | | jer [ 

eS | Jett i oer ]yn [ 
Jev¢[ 

fr. 8.2 ],, perhaps right-hand side ofa __ [, e or 8 

fr. 9. 1 ],, on the line, flat end of a stroke from left 2 First, flat letter-top, second, top of possible 
upright, « suggested by spacing, third, y suggested 

fr. 10 ],, thickened top of upright, e.g. 

fr. 11. Traces of a line above 1 would probably be visible if written. 1 |,, aspeck level with letter- 
tops and a dot vertically below just off the line, possibly 7 (EL) but more probably €? _ [, left-hand end of 
apparent letter-top horizontal, 7? 

fr. 1. Apparently the end of a poem set out in four-line stanzas, the lines either iambic (or iambo- 
choriambic) or diverse. Four-line stanzas again in 2322 fr. 1 (PMG 347 fr. 1, 71-2 Gent.). A paragraphus will 
have stood below |. 6 in attendance on the coronis, cf. fr. 2. 

2 to€-. Bédoc fr. 12. 19. 

3 vov [de? (Lobel) as at PMG 347. 3, 373. 2, 388. 10, 391, 417. 5 (71, 93, 83, 100, 78 Gent., + [65. 2]). 
4 «vdyu[(a) could conceivably cohere with the imagery of fr. 12. 6-8, but I find no fibre correspondence. 

fr. 3.2 Mention of Tantalus (cf. ra]vradiL[er, -ear below) is a possibility strengthened by the presence of 
the accent. Ifso, there may be relevance in the testimony that Anacreon ‘uses the proverb’ TavrdéXov réAavra in 
bk. 3 (PMG 355, 34 Gent.). This is lent a certain colour by the comic line ra Tavrddov réAavra tavtaAilerar, 

though the application of the verb by Anacreon in the present passage was evidently different. 
3 f. PMG 443 (76 Gent.), quoted by Schol. S. Ant. 134 as evidence that ravraAwfe’c means S.acercbeic: 

transmitted is peAaudvrAw dadvai yAwpar (ex -7u) 7 eAatat ravradiler. The identification was made by Mr Lobel, 
who commented: ‘If the attribution to Anacreon is not mistaken, there must be written inl. 4 yAwpiu 7” eAaine 
ta|vradAil[ex, and if this was preceded by a similar verse, inl. 3 ~— ~ weAapPvAran ~]Sadvni[, whatever one may 
think of the metre.’ re adv? The specks of the letter following dadv suggest rather a than 7, but 7 does not 
seem quite excluded. Metrically comparable, I take it, would be the ‘hypercatalectic iambic trimeter’ labelled 

anacreontium by Serv. GL iv 458. 25 K. (PMG 499(d), test. de metr. xxii Gent.; hardly to be analysed as 27a,|2th, as 
Gentili, since the fifth syllable of the example is long); cf. also the transmitted colometry of 2321 fr. 1 (PMG 346 
fr. 1, 60 Gent.). Is ravradAile: (i.e. ravtadileau?) applied to someone wavering between the bay and the olive, 
viewed in opposition as in Callim. [amb 4? 

g dpve[c? 

fr. 6. 3 The recognition of an asteriscus (as in fr. 19) is, I think, reasonably assured despite Lobel’s 

different interpretation. The right-hand side of the upper circlet is intact and hardly to be associated with the 
tail of p, the medial horizontal lends itself to no ready identification as a letter, and what I take to be the right- 
hand side of the lower circlet is anomalously high for an apostrophe (contrast fr. 12. 25). For the asteriscus’ 
placement within the line, rather than in the left margin (as e.g. XX VI 2441 fr. 1 ii 15, fr. 3, or the London 
Bacchylides, B. 6 fin., 8 fin.), cf. XV 1792 fr. 47, XXVI 1792 (5. 2440, p. 15) 8 45. It is unclear whether it is 
employed independently or in conjunction with a marginal coronis, but I should guess the former. If reliance 
can be put on Heph. z. cn. 3 (p. 74. 8-14 Consbruch) the next poem will have been in a different metre. 

4 An opening apostrophe, e.g. (0d) ¢ulAéw c’ & 8[-, A[-? Otherwise e.g. Bact ]Agwc, Te ]Aewe. 
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NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

fr. 12 

], rovepwr, [ 

], Weta@icdex , [ 

JAorrocdevte[ 

Jarax@pacay[ 
], exa‘coudadyxal 

JAovepev|[ , |, av[ 

], epeov-cv[ 

JeicadraBpw| 

mesa 
cry cee ail 
]. exauteprrver, [ 

]. we7r0Bwe, [ 

|, €cac, pwra, ard 

Jacr@, , ml 

], ocyapdpeval 
]. npadcor[ 
Jue, [ 
]xos[ 
Pes cea 
|tocBeAocad[ 

|. evach[ 

Losiele a 
Jetreiz, S[]r, [ 
|tpova[, Joc, [ 

]ueyvacdor, [ 

dy Oey ee. 
], evece[ 

], dacy[ 
]. “puca[ 
POI 

fr. 13 fr. 14 

Je. 
Jez, [ 

Jap 
]¢l 

igen til: 

Jv. [ 



3695. ANACREON 5 

fr. 12. Upper margin, cursive _]_, arc at top edge, offtheline, v? _, [, Traces on edge above and to right 
of r: superior 0, i.e. o(c)? 1 ],, suggestion of right-hand edge of circleasofoorw _, [, specks on edge off 
the line 2 Off, base only, o perhaps not excluded (e or o EL) but the curve appears to terminate and the 
curvature better suits € 4 |., upright 5 ],, suggestion of letter-top horizontal coming in to apex 
ofa _v[, w, p not excluded 6 |,, upright close to edge, p? 8 ]_, foot of upright closely preceded 
by a speck on the line 9, e perhaps not excluded __, two specks, upper left and lower right, positions 
suitable e.g. for v 10 ]_, right-hand end of cross-stroke touching « below top» (so EL without 
comment) looks anomalous, represented at left by seeming foot of upright _ [, traces on edge, perhaps of 
curve (€ 8 0c w) rather than of upright 11 ],,median speck onedge, <? _, [, csuggested Tae |e 
upright close to edge, thickness towards top perhaps suggesting » Before p, base trace, « acceptable 
Between qa and a, lower part of upright 13 _,, ve suggested 14 ],, upright dp (so EL), of d 
only the tail, of p only a median dot to left of ¢; I should have expected to see the tail Of y only part of right- 
hand hasta 15 ]|., dot just below letter-top level, minimal speck vertically below at foot nlf, 
lower left-hand side of circle (c?) 18 After w right-hand ends ofstrokes, on the line; anomalous as 6, but I 
can suggest nothing better — Above and to left of supposed circumflex, another trace, perhaps of a letter in 
line above (B?) 20 |__, letter-top specks | Of the supposed circumflex, only the left-hand side; it was 
taken by EL to be the lower left ofa letter x following @ in 19, but (as EL himself noted) would be anomalous as 
such 21 ],, trace off the line suggesting of vowelsa Before ¢é, y or rsuggested After ¢ perhaps start 
of stroke rising to right, and minimal specks above and to right 22 Je, only the extremities Apparent 
‘long’ rather a grave accent? After 7, suggestion of arc at upper right Of §, only base and upper 
speck _[, letter-top trace, perhaps +r 23 ,[, trace of apparent arc on the line 24 _[, dot at 
letter-top level 25 ]., oblique trace suggesting perhaps circlet of p | After 1, which might be part of 
another letter, tops of 2—4 letters, of which first or second a circle 26 |,,traceontheline  ¢[, @ possible 
(so EL; in fact @ better?) 27 ].,specks on edge, perhaps of circle (0, c) 28 |.., ]w EL, noting it as 

anomalous; what survives is two specks, upper and median, followed by upper part of apparent upright 
bending to left at top; « seems suitable 29 ]., median speck followed by upper part of upright, ]p 
EL _[, top of apparent upright 

fr. 13. 1 ]., upper part of upright 2 _[, left-hand edge of circle apparently inserted mid- 

line 5 ]., a dot, perhaps not part of a letter 6 Of only upper part of left-hand branch, which 
looks uncommonly steep; ink above not certainly ~ 

fr. 14. Slightly darker 1 _[, foot of apparent upright hooked to right 2 _[, speck off the line 

fr.15.1 , [, tip ofastroke descending to right 2 |w, o not excluded 3 Upper part of upright, 
upper left of circle, dot just above letter-top level 

fr. 16..1 _[, lower left-hand arc of circle 2 Apparent letter-tops, horizontal followed by higher 
specks 

fr. 17. EL noted: ‘surface loose and rubbed; decipherment now very precarious’. I give EL’s transcript, 
which he notes as having been “made earlier’. Tl, OP (EID) [v2 (EL) 3 me no longer to be 
made out 4 A seems to me to be rather « 5 I cannot recognize vw; the letters before v[ appear to 
have been crossed through, and at least one cancellation dot placed 

fr. 12. Itseems to me that the metre is likely to be (anaclastic) ionic. If we could be sure of trimeters rather 

than tetrameters, some further restoration could be attempted. 
1 ta@ cau. Mr Lobel noted that the accompaniment of the possessive adjective by the article seems to be 

the preferred usage of Anacreon, while the much more frequent practice of the rest of the lyric poets is to 
dispense with the article. 

2 -Aomoc & (apostrophe not written). Gen., e.g. []éAomoc, or nom., e.g. émixAomoc? 
3 «ata k@pac seems implied by the diacritics. Mr Lobel queried the contribution of the ‘long’, but it may 

have been thought desirable to obviate confusion not only with c@pa but with caraxwudlw, and in any case 
diacritics are not always applied on totally austere principles; cf. 12. w virtually certain, not ov. 

4 €tlvexa. coi 8’ & xa[-. Female, e.g. ya[piecca, if the reference of the participle in 7 is the same; but not 
necessarily so, even if 6 cv[ is cv. Mr Lobel noted that there is no other instance of coéin Anacreon (but it is what 
one would expect for the non-enclitic form). 



6 NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

5 -Aov (e.g. waddov) ued. The orthography is regular, cf. e.g. PMG 418, 421 (74, 79 Gent.). 
6 Perhaps yet]uéprov, in view of 7 AdBpw[c, -w[v. In 8 ofSed[v7a is a possibility (but so is e.g. Kad]Ackopor 

ded[TE). 
10 te(?) Kal repmve@v strikes me as both palaeographically (w rather 49?) and metrically (three successive 

longa) questionable, but I do not know what else to suggest. 
12 -€cac (wécac or aor. part., e.g. e€e]uécac?) épwra maid[-? Mr Lobel noted that 7ac8[ is ‘not suggested’. 

The position and shape of the upright preceding qid[ might suggest rather épwrdra:, but that would be 
undesirable in metre and form alike (jpounv PMG 387, 89 Gent., efpwra Thgn. 519, cf. Adesp. iamb. 7. 5 
West), and zraid[ seems to me acceptable. After ac any diacritics, except on w, will be lost. 

13 Jact@v (acr@v, xJacr@v?—an a-stem would probably be written uncontracted) émB[-, émi B[-. No 

room for more than two or three letters between the circumflex and Ja. 

14 Alidc(e.g.) yap dpeva, -alc. 
15 alenpac perhaps suggested, Av|aypac alia not excluded. 
19 e.g. "Epw]roc BéAoc, & [mai]. 

21 [a]réAev[roc would suit the indications, but I dare say not uniquely. 
22 If the ink above the first « is a sign of cancellation, the remains become less intractable (perhaps -reé 

dat. adj., e.g. edm]ered, since -e7 for -ée. would be unexpected); but it does not have the appearance of such. 
23 «pov m[ploc acceptable. 
24 peéyac 0’ 6 1- (rv¥[pyoc| e.g.)? 
28 (-) Jeipuca, -a[v? 

fr. 13. 2 If xA‘¢’[, as looks likely enough, «A ‘e ‘[- is probably implied, «A(e)irvc vel sim. 

fr. 17.3 PMG 380 (g1 Gent.) runs yaipe didov dwc xapievtt werdi@v mpocwmw1, Himerius’ addition to which 

includes the phrase Moucawy 7’ aAcn, cf. ’aA{ in the next line here. But I should doubt there is anything in this. 
6 80 €pw[ra the likeliest articulation? 

fr. 18 

erl 10 Jewepwe [ 

iP ea ]cpxpov-oiad[ 

ALS Veuprea |tatoc: [ 

|. outeTipac| 

Jwol] ai 
5 ]. cavrapreél (sf 

Jor [ 5 |Mapl[ 
|pawopal 

Jexav —[ ]oAAad[ 
]. vVOvpocar[ aside 

fr. 18. Darkened and brittle 1 ],, oblique descending to the line, A? .[, foot of upright? 
3 ]., median trace, e? After p, top of circle? 4 Above o perhaps an acute accent overwritten by ex 
(not ev) 5 J. (jy EL), upright touched by median stroke at left, e.g. 7 or eu 6 . perhaps struck 
out g |,, a trace above mid-letter (so EL; I am not sure it is ink) — 7[ damaged; there might be « 
between a and the next letter but one (y, 7, 7?) 13 ]., |] EL, but it seems to me to be ]i, perhaps with 
acute accent 15 Of JA only lower part of right-hand stroke 15-17 EL took 15 for the last of the 
column, and the line below, which is written in a smaller version of the text hand, for a marginal addition. This 
may be right, but it leaves traces of ink immediately beneath the latter line unaccounted for. The traces in 



3695. ANACREON 7 

fr. 19 fr. 20 

ihe ea 

question, though very meagre, are in a position and of an appearance suitable for letter-tops of a regular 1. 17. 
In that case the smaller writing will be a supralineation, and the regular |. 16 will have terminated short 
of the extant papyrus; in fact there are a couple of specks beneath 15 ]A which may belong to the end of the 
regular |. 16. 

fr. 19. Darkened, but less so than fr. 18 1 ],, a headless upright, v? 2 _[, upright with foot 
hooked to right 3 ]., oro  _[, upright 4 Above and to left of Jv, traces of apparent 
supralineation 5 ]., upright, and specks at top to left, v? 6 ],,a trace on the line he Menger 
7? ¢, c EL, but vestige of mid-stroke seems discernible _, [, upper left corner of y or v? 

fr. 20. ],, upper right ofanomalous 7? Of only the top, unexplained ink within _ [, start of a stroke 
rising to right, A? 

fr. 21. Asmall square of papyrus with all but the lower part of a coronis towards the right-hand edge. The 
coloration is similar to that of fr. 18. I cannot decisively dismiss the idea that the coronis stood in the margin to 
the left of the asteriscus of fr. 19, but I see no suggestive fibre correspondence. 

fr.18 As Mr Lobel observes, the metre appears to be the same as in PMG 432 (44 Gent., Anacr. fr. iamb. 5 
West), i.e. 32a|D (cf. Archil. 182-7 West). That is quoted as év dauBw. It is difficult to assess the likelihood that 
the same poem is represented here; ifit is, we have dialogue: in PMG 432 a female speaks, here a male (at least if 
8 éywv agrees with 7 paivouac), doubtless Anacreon himself. The context in both is erotic. Cf. also Anacr. fr. 

iamb. 7 West (PMG 424, 54 Gent.). 
5 am’ auzé[Awy, -ov, is the obvious supplement; in view of the need for a caesura, perhaps a structure such 

as t]jc am’ auré[Aou dpdcou (cf. PMG gog. 4, Pi. O. 7. 2). Other articulations: ro]ic dap7é[xouct por, -ca 

trapmré[ vnc, Taptre[sreupa, €.g. 
7 paivowo PMG 428. 2 (46. 2 Gent.), in comparable metrical context; émpatvouar PMG 359. 2 (5. 2 

Gent.). 
8 rAnpova bvpov éxwy Il. 5. 670, AdJccav Exwv Il. 9. 305. 
10 -€p’ or éw’ épwc probable. Any accent on Je will have been lost. 
II -c puxpov or curkpdv? puxpdv reported in the quotations of PMG 373 (93 Gent.), and no metrical reason 

for cutxpov here; but there can be no certainty. 
ola 8[7? ofa re PMG 408. 1 (28. 1 Gent.). 
13 ore TYydc[ Bax? TYsdc vel sim. metrically unlikely. If obre, a second ode at the beginning of 14? But -ou re 

is not excluded. 
15f. It looks as if the smaller writing below may be a rewritten version of |. 15. But if it is in the lower 

margin the inferior traces cause difficulty, while ifit is not, and the traces represent |. 17, it is oddly placed. 

fr. 19. On the asteriscus see at fr. 6. 3 above. 
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3696. CHORAL Lyric 

Plates I, V 

6 1B.8/G(c) 3.7 x 8.3 cm Third-fourth century 

A scrap of which little can be said beyond that it seems to be of a triadic composition 

in ‘literary Doric’, possibly dactylo-epitrite. It is written in a medium-sized, oval, 

slightly sloping hand which may be assigned to the later third century if not to the early 

fourth. Both sides of the papyrus are written on, and the presumption is that this was a 

codex. I see no indication which side preceded which. 

A second hand, distinguishable by paler ink, has made corrections (—>5, /6) and 

added some of the accents. 

al ] 
] cl 
] © def, . of 

] 
et aie 

AS 

~~ —r9 co" U dimevan, [ |npa: 

teria ie 
| cwmpad’eveid[ JexAe‘ot- [ 

]xavoucweAew| |v7odv[, Jev«[ 

] ‘p9po[ |cemd[ ]Bape, [ 
]. vxav7roda, [ |yvepac8[, 

10 “|. xeToKaAAd[ 10 |paxal[ 

], um, [ ihe) 
Jero[ 

— 1 _[,speck online 3 Of:, only the foot, then remains suggesting ait; missing above, so that any 
diacritics will be lost 4 ,[, around upper edge of hole suggestion of arc as of € or 0, not A 5p 
crossed through and vy written above, in very pale ink; and a further intervention has been made above at, 

possibly a cancelled circumflex 6 Accent by m. 2 7 |, o perhaps not excluded 8 ]/, lower 
right suitable for a; accent bym.2 __[], room fora lost g |.,mid-line speck, e suggested, rather low for 
T, perhaps insufficient room at left fory _, [, curve consistent with c, 6 10 |,, an inserted ¢? Before it, 
room for one broad or two narrow letters 11 ],, right-hand side perhaps of a rather stumpy y _ [, 
upright with traces to right suggesting « 

) 7 v[ in correction 8 | [, outward-curving upright The interlinear space between 9 and 
10 is unusually wide, but hardly enough to accommodate another line; it looks as if 9 drifted upwards 

—> 3 de&di tw[ is suggested. Conceivably the right hand of Zeus, 2 ¢[. 
3/4 The coronis will probably be marking triadic boundary. 

4f. Pi. I. 6. 51, strophe-beginning, efmév re Swvyjcarc ate pavtic avip: “"Eccerar xrA. It seems likely that 5 

vov paive, paivera: sim., begins a speech. On the relation between speech-beginning and metrical structure see 
R. Fuhrer, Formproblem-Untersuchungen zu den Reden in friihgr. Lyrik (Zetemata 44), 66-76. 



CORRIGENDUM 

On p. 8, 3696—3-, the central elements of the 
coronis have dropped out of the printed text. 

L Sefs.. wf 
In place of 

]) © etevxad [ 

please read 





3696. CHORAL LYRIC 9 

6 chpa & eded[éc? B. 9. 31 daive (impf.) Aavpactov Séuac, but cdma would hardly be used in such 
a context, and all lyric instances of everdyc are applied to females. 

7f. If dpApo[:|c in 8, as looks probable, peAéw[v ‘limbs’ rather than ‘songs’ or ‘wretched’, and dcv]|xalouc 
might be considered along with A]|yavoic, ap]|xacouc. 

8 The dot above « seems to be by the second hand (light ink) and is in just the right position for 
a cancellation dot, but may be casual. 

8f. Is the sense something like emt 8[€ (evédapevoc) | edyav 7ddac [ (Koddouc vejuov)? I owe the suggestion to 
Mr Parsons. Cf. on 6 above. 

10 (—)|@]tyero seems indicated. 

{ 6 Kneot corr. to KAevoi. For the variation in spelling cf. Pi. Pae. 7a. 7 (with Schol. NV. 2. 17¢), N. 3. 83; at 
B. 3. 3 KXeco? is written but must scan ~~. Kie(c)o¢ B. 3. 3 and 12. 2, each at outset of poem. It is possible that this 

is the first line ofa new poem, and 1. 4 the last line of the preceding one (or conceivably a heading, but nothing 
points in that direction except its isolation). 

iD TTodv[8]evx[-. 

8 Bap|Bapix[-. 

3697. Lyric 

Plate I 

73/1(a) 2.4X 4.7 cm Second century 

Written in an informal second-century hand tending to cursive which I have not 

recognized among other lyric manuscripts from Oxyrhynchus, this scrap mentions an 

apxayeérac and for all its exiguity may I think fairly be said to convey the impression of 

Pindar or Bacchylides, epinician or not, though the apparent occurrence of ai in 1. 6 is 

something of a deterrent against such ascription. 

al 
]vBro[ 
]. yeyerva[ 
Jopxayeral 
Jr avOepie[ 

5]. pepadey| 
“|sov7’ que 

], ovdocnp, [ 
eee 

The space above Jvfxo[ is slightly greater than the normal interlinear space, so that this may be column 

top 2 ],, raised upright as of v 5 ]., oblique at upper right as of e, v 6 a, offsets or 

washed-out ink to lower left and above; the papyrus was damaged when written on 7 |., two specks 

suggesting raised upright asofy _ [, a suggested 8 Various letter-top traces 

1 ]vBcof[. Though I suppose Bioc or cognate has far greater probability, the possibility of Talthybius may 

be worth mentioning (cf. Hdt..7. 134?). 
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2 Probably xeivo]y ye, rH |v ye vel sim. 

3 dpxayéra[e dat. is probable in view of the longum. Whether hero or god (in the latter case the odds must 

be with Apollo), I see little hope of any but speculative identification on present evidence. 
4 avOeuié[. In the absence of other diacritics dv OewiE- may be assumed, in which case very probably 

Oeuitevoc, attested at Pi. Pae. 6. 131 rav Oeuiéevov dper[av with reference to Aegina. That together with such 
image-corroborating passages as O. 8. 20-23, NV. 4. 11f., 5.8 and J. g. 4-6 is perhaps an encouragement to think 
of Aegina here too, and mention of Heracles (7?) would certainly be at home in an Aeginetan ode; but 

alternatives must be many. 
5 o]¥(?) wéwade(v) seems indicated. This ‘hyper-Doric’ form is probably to be recognized in a Pindaric 

dithyramb, X XVI 2445 1 ii 10, where see Lobel. 
6 ‘|covr’. The grave accent probably implies masc. sing. or neut. pl. participle. The position of the first 

accent suggests that Jc was immediately preceded by a vowel: therefore presumably future. 
-r’ aiz[. The letters are damaged but the reading is hard to avoid. Unless the dialect is either Aeolic or 

strong Doric (cf. PMG 87) it would seem that ai is to be recognized, as transmitted just twice in the Brit. Mus. 
Bacchylides papyrus and so far as I am aware not at all in Pindar; and virtually not in tragedy. 

7 lvovdocnpa[. Perhaps mention of Heracles (Heraclidae, Hera), preceded by ovédc (the first trace 
scarcely compatible with 4] pod8oc or -c]zov8oc, ”Evovdoc unlikely). Heracles and od6dc in mutual vicinity at B. 

fr. 4. 21, but I see no relevance in that. It would be foolhardy to assume that Heracles or even a Heraclid is 
himself the apyayérac, though that is of course possible. 

3698. EARLY HEXAMETERS: Argonautica? 

Plate II 

17 2B.55/H(a) 7 x 28.8 cm Second century 

A tall strip with line-beginnings, badly abraded in places, written in the same hand 

as XXX 2513 and apparently from the same manuscript. Like 2513, 3698 is written on 

the back of a document (a register) running in the opposite direction, and the physical 

appearance of the two fragments is so similar as to leave little doubt that they are parts of 

one and the same manuscript, one would guess from the same vicinity. 

2513 has been thought to concern the sacrifice of Iphigenia (R. Janko, <PE 49 

(1982) 25-9, after ed. pr. on 14ff.). 3698 is unmistakably Argonautic: we have Orpheus 

(10), Mopsus (14), Jason (17), Aeetes (18), and a ship (25, 30). Orpheus plays (10-11), 

Mopsus makes a speech (15-22), the first word of which is vécroc; if 16 yay[ov is right, he 

says Jason must marry— Medea, evidently. Little else of the action emerges with any 

clarity. But the narrative is told in the first person (éyw 12). The speaker cannot be 

Orpheus as in the Orphic Argonautica; I will not suggest the Argo herself; perhaps Jason 

reminiscing? 

The Homeric tincture noted of 2513 is in evidence here too, and there is an ugly 

hiatus at 25. Verse of such unrefined character could be late, but nothing betrays this 

composition as such, and the likeliest supposition is that it is archaic. But ascription is 

difficult, with or without 2513; I can make no convincing link with any known fragments 

or testimonia, and see nothing specially in favour of the Naupactica. 

Elision is regularly signalled, other lectional aids are provided sparingly (a grave 

accent in 12, 6’eyw). A second hand has added punctuation, in the form not of a round 

dot but of a short thick oblique, placed above the line: less markedly different from an 



3698. EARLY HEXAMETERS: ARGONAUTICA? Il 

ordinary stop than the intratextual oblique found in L 3533, and I would not suppose it 
has any function other than ordinary punctuation. For its occurrence in 2513 see the 
note appended to the commentary below. I represent it in the transcript as a high stop. 

Lert 
Irv. 

Jpwdpar’|. |v. [ 
J. yop, . [Jocl 

5 Jwcxpa[a[, Jw, [ 
.v,apTw, , pal 
ovderw[,.].p.[ 

_vounw, , ilynew[ 

|npackxov-rored[ 

10 = | ,ayp.u,[, ], ocvi[ 

Tovd éywo[, , |ra[ 

avtapemeid, Al 

popocdntor ere, [ 

peev 

15 voctocdnmavTo[ 

.pyterecary, [ 
Jcovdnvun[ 

qinrew xpndap, [ 
adda, ..o, . [Jv 

20 Xpnuataxaice| 

en Sara 

G.5 Ihe vy, [ 

ct |pwhar’ [, |v, [ 

.d. vo, . oc[ 
a¢ «pale|r[y]ac [ 
ov yap TH , , pal 
obdé mw al, .].p.[ 
Tvoune vt ailnale 

y|jpackov: tore 6[7 

O]faypov $[i]Aoc vi[dc 

mAnktp,..€t. [ 
tod 8 éye of , , |ral 
avrap émet on , A[ 

Moiboc 57) 767” érres[ 

Noctoc pev 81) ravto[ 

Xpn TeAEcar you. ov 

Ai]covidny un[ 

Aintrew: xp) Sap, [ 

adda, w, ar[ 
Xpypata Kat c¢| 

The surface is much damaged, which makes decipherment and transcription difficult in places. Where no 
ink remains and there may have been letter loss I put square brackets. 3 .[, apparent arc with 
suggestion of mid-stroke as of €, 6 4 |.,twospecks, onelow ___,, first indeterminate, second perhaps 

cross-bar of v 6 |v, consistent with 0, a not excluded (a, yor7t  ._, partial letter-tops, 7a not 

commended 7 After w, only aofvowels? Before p, letter-topspeck After p, upright CeO 

left of hole an upright, to right a descending oblique ligatured to 1 10 |,, upright bent to left at 

top ___ [, left side of apparent circlet and high speck ¢, Oro 11 After 7, « or x acceptable, 
then miscellaneous traces on torn and displaced papyrus, possibly rpwx, then trace of letter-top horizontal as of 
y before «  _[, foot of upnght 
14 ,[, possible upright 15 o[, or w, hardly a ore 

_., 9 acceptable for first, then specks on abraded surface 

16 | w, scanty traces, » identified on basis of curl 

at lower left 18 _ [, trace suitable for » but perhaps not excluding f, 7, ¢ 19 ,,,, first probably y 
or 7, then three letter-top traces 
which case no letter lost before y 

_, [], first an arc on the line as of e, 0, c, second an angle on the line as of a, in 



30 

35 

40 

45 

3) 

NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

evn, []e-da,., . [ 
tovro, .[, Jo, w[, Jul 

cepal, a, arou, 
ecdexpn, ate, ev| 

_naev[, , JeAuov, , [ 

eDA... $7.1. In. [ 
elt |e eh Cae tel 
worl, Javriader, , [ 
.. papel, . |. pevoral 
eee ee 
Ser... Jnf.J..f 
Sha 5 | Piola 

ML. ane oak 

.. au, (rl 
c.9 — Jwpol 
ete el 
c. 10 Jel 

c. 9 ], vic[ 
c. 9 Jucac[ 

9 — Jowr[ 
c. 9 leuk 

edpjpmc da... , [ 
mévrov ,[, Jor, w[, Jul 

wc €pal’: of 8’ dpa rod , [ 

éc O€ xpyyat’ efev[To 

alle €v[ccleApov: Al 

eworl, Javtiader, , [ 

.. |pare[. . |, pevoral 
vy loc éem[t y|Aadupyc o, [ 

_ lv der[,... lonL]..[ 
_JAod, [.. Jol. Ize. . [ 
xIpulcletny. ... ep[ 
_eede, 16... 0. Jee 
w pron, ev[,. , ]9ar, [ 
0]88° dp[a] ror. .[... ]uo.[ 
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21 After w, lowish thick medial traces, space suitable forw,notforo _ _ , , [, first alow speck suitable for 

t, p, v, then leg and suggestion of cross-bar of 7, then perhaps o, then indeterminate lowish trace 205 | 
two legs as of v or 7, then traces on damaged surface perhaps suggesting « _, ,, upright, perhaps u, then 
damage, a speck at lower right 23 ..., consistent with od _, [, trace off the line 24 After te, 

suggestion of curve as of 6, c 25 .,[, free-standing oblique perhaps intended for high stop, then perhaps 
back of A 26 After A, only » of vowels, then upright and further traces, v not suggested, then after an 
interval specks before dsuggestinge —_ [ (prim.), heavy downward curve, surrounding surface lost _, [ (alt.), 
two specks perhaps of upright 27 eee , abraded, first three perhaps ewe, fourth perhaps « or 6, fifth 

perhaps a, A, x, sixth vsuggested — After a, upright and upper right speck, then oblique suggesting back of a, 4, 
A ___[, letter-top speck 28 _,speck atlowerright,e.g.5,« [,],roomfore.g.c,hardlyforé _, , [, aw 
suggested? 29 T, ory 30 Before ¢, a best of vowels? —__ [, upper left of v, x? g1 _ |, or 
walk 32 ]A, ora Anomalous ink above stop, see comm. 9, orw Before p, perhaps € (w[c]mep 
poss.)  , , [, minimal specks 33 ...[, me? — |. ..., specks at letter-top level, then possible top of a, 
then a stroke rising rightwards from the line, then damage, then emergent mid-stroke of ¢? 34. 6, to 

lower left a stroke unaccounted for __[, perhaps 0, but anomalous, , _[, minimal letter-foot specks 
35 |., arc consistent with initial w After 0, specks not excluding corz After 7, specks compatible with r, 
hardly c 36 After v, traces consistent with 6 |, letter-top horizontal? —___,_, [, first possible upright, 
then minimal traces _, [, trace at letter-top level, hardly 37 |_.., first letter-top horizontal, second 
perhaps right side of 7, third concave upright missing to right —_ Before 4, oblique as of « or A BS) Io © 
rather thana  [, a? After v, oblique rising from lower left Before p, descending oblique _p, or 
o _, ,[, letter tops, e.g. uc 39 Ja,orA After $, perhaps « or o, then specks suggesting x,v, x? —_, [, low 
speck, e.g. foot of « 40 After 7, curved upright as of 7 42 |,,mid-horizontalasofe _ _ , [, first, 
back of a, A? second, left of w? third, curved upright and specks, v? | Between y and v, variously assignable 

specks, perhaps two letters _[, upper left trace as of + 43 »’, apostrophe doubtful Me || a 

confused letter-top traces 45, 46 Scattered traces, surface stained 49 .[], », of. ]? 53 A 

single dot directly above iota 55 Jo, or 8 

2 If7 vis rightly read—there is damage, but I see no alternative—dup- would seem to be indicated. 
3 ct|pwda7’: perhaps -raz, ifin a simile (see on 5), otherwise -ro. Then e.g. &6[a (év6[a Kai €v8a?) would 

suit. 
4 €.g. d]yvdpevoc or a] pvipevoc (but hardly a]ivdpevoc or a]yvdpevoc) would suit the traces, but other 

articulations are open, e.g. _ |, vu ydvoc. Rhianus has Bidrovo pev 6c x? emideunc | crpwhGrat, waxdpeccuy Em 

poyov atvov larre | dxvipevoc, «ra. (fr. 1. 3-5 Powell); but 6]pydpevoc best for the context here? 
5 |\&c kparmvac Il. 15. 83, 172, each time in exit from a simile. The terms of the previous two lines could be 

appropriate to the vdoc, as in the first of the two Iliadic similes. xpavmvac perhaps with reference to the mvouy 

of 8? 
8 avout’ ailnd[c. A surprising phrase. Homer has avoije drr6 Avyupye (Il. 13. 590, 23. 215, cf. Od. 4. 402). 

ailnéc is applied normally to men, and is used by Hellenistic and later poets, after Homer, more or less as a 
synonym for dy%p or évOpwrroc. I do not find it applied elsewhere to a feminine noun. Either this is a deliberate 

extension of the normal range of application, or the meaning has not yet become stereotyped; I presume the 

latter. ix’ (or bm’) ailna[v is formally available but is hardly encouraged by Hes. Th. 863 réxvyu vm’ (or b7’) 

ailnav. 
Is this an adverse wind which impedes the Argonauts’ sailing? That might make a thematic connection 

with 2513, if that does indeed concern the sacrifice of Iphigenia, the more so if a seer then reveals the measures 

necessary to achieve a cessation. (Cf. AR 1. 1092 ff.) Marrying Medea is hardly comparable with sacrificing a 

daughter, but Apollonius’ Jason is at least reluctant. Alternatively we could try to fit 2513 to 3698: 8 OpnKal 

and 22 Sv[c]xezépw[c could cohere well enough, but I can offer no cogent interpretation of 2513 as Argonautic 

(26a, , eenis hardly Adyeén[c, almost certainly Apyeén[). But I do not know what to make of 9 y]npackov in the 

present papyrus, on this or any other construction; applied to the effects of being weather-bound it is 

excessively hyperbolic. 

Perhaps y]/packov contrasts with xpa[t]7[v]a<; €.g., for not yet (6-7) were they (the crew) aged by their 

buffeting on the sea (8). This suggestion is due to Mr Parsons, who also raises the possibility of 8|npackov as a 

theoretical alternative, cf. ynpaw alongside ynpackw. 
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10 Orpheus. Cf. e.g. Adurrov didoc vide Il. 23. 289. Apollonius avoids the banal collocation, but cf. 

Hermesian. 7. 1 Powell oinv pev fidoc vide avnyayev Olaypovo. 
II mAnKtpwr emeipyrile (kata pépoc/pédoc) is suggested by HH Herm. 53, 419, 501, and is I think 

compatible with the remains: perhaps 7AyK«rpw ‘« ’ errexp[, though the trace of the first « looks more like the top 
of an upright: rather mAj«rpax revp[jrefe? Apollonius’ mutation is dv dé cal’ Opdevc | Aare avacxopevoc KiBapw 

metpalev aovdyc, 1. 494f. 

12 o[va]ra would make a good fit, though I should have rather expected a reference to the music (6ccay, 

oudny excluded). 
13 €A[n&e (wai... ?)? But (a) why not Age? (6) the specks before A perhaps suggest a rather than e. 
14.ff. Mopsus’ speech, with its yp7s perhaps indicating prophetic authority (cf. e.g. AR 1. 1092 Aicovidy 

xpevw ce xrA.), apparently occupies ll. 15-22. 14 é€mec[ra highly probable. 
15 pev is added by the copyist himself. 57 is to stand, I take it. The connection between 15 and 16 is 

unclear. ‘The return of every man (zav7¢[c, otherwise dvr9[c(e)) depends on this: Jason must marry Medea’? 

16 ff. ydu[ov is not assured but makes a good reading. One of the parties is apparently Jason (17 
Ai]coviSnv); the other is not inevitably Medea but Aiyjrew is suggestive and py inviting, e.g. My[deav ayovr’ 
evamida kovpnv. Cf. AR 4. 1161f. od prev ev AAKwooto0 yapov pevéawe TeAéccat | jpwe Aicovidyc ... 767 ad xpew 
ye wryHvac. The location and circumstances of the wedding varied from author to author, see esp. Schol. AR 4. 
IT41, 1153-4, 1217~-19a: at Colchis (near the river, Antimachus; with Aeetes’ blessing, Timonax), on Corcyra 
(in Alcinous’ palace, Philetas; in Macris’ cave, Ap. Rhod.; commemorative altars set up near the sea, 

Timaeus), at Byzantium (Dionys. Scytobrach.). Hes. Thg. 997-9 is most naturally read as implying that the 

wedding did not take place until they were back in Iolcus (cf. AR 4. 1162f.). 
18 8 dupe? 
19 GAA’ dyapwe is a possibility, as is dAAa yaw Oav[arov, but yay is far from inevitable; e.g. 7évw would be 

just as good. aAd’ aye not suggested. 
21 Not Eid¢npoc. 5 adrov might suit for what follows, but the stop is clear; a possible reading is da:7dc. 
22 movroy: or Il6vroy, the Euxine? Not zrovtozop-. 

23 Perhaps the Homeric ac éfaé’, of 8 apa tov pada pev KAvov 7b€ TiBovTo. 

24f. Probably: the men loaded the ypjyara (cf. 20) on to the ship. Cf. Hes. Op. 672 ddprov 7 éc ravta 
tiWecbar, AR 1. 357f. émAa dé mavta | evbépevor. 

25 vha ev[cc]eAuov: the hiatus presumably not in learned imitation of Homer’s otdAe “Overpe but— 
analogously with that—the hapless result of singularizing vijac éuccéAwouc. Arguably comparable phenomena 
occur in Hesiod too (see West’s Theogony, pp. 95f.). Unless merely late and bad, the poem will be early. 

26 Perhaps écOAqu, the v a subsequent addition; but I can recover no more. 
27 we [y]é we Pad’ arAnt[ov is the best I can do with the remains. xdp’ perhaps not excluded. 
28 xeivou[c], dewoi[c] avria? Then not dev- following. 

30 voc emt yAadupyc Od. 4. 357, vnac émt yAadupac I. passim. 
31 Even if only one letter is lost at the beginning, there are several possibilities (dv, év, nv), and e.g. 7o]v is 

not excluded. No apostrophe after 6, so probably dé. (Apostrophe omitted in 18, but possibly lost in 8, 23 dis, 24; 
present in 12, 14, 27.) Then JJ[, , , , ]8n[c] suggests itself as a possibility, but I find no one apt. 

32 aA]Ao: looks rather cramped but is perhaps acceptable; a@]A[A]ou also may be possible; or , Ja[c]ov. I do 
not know what to make of some ink above the oblique punctuation mark, presumably an interlinear addition, 
which may be by the second hand; not a simple stop, and hardly ¢ or e, and a double point would be most 
surprising; there may have been loss, at either side. 

33 xlevlcleiny wlelza xep[cé is a possible decipherment (xep[civ exwv, EAwv?). wepdv[nv a far-fetched 
possibility for 32. 

34 vf or vjie Avg[c] offers. The latter, followed by /Ao[c E]ccu («[at)? In the next line & iAdrn7’ will then 
be less attractive than & ¢iXoc: followed by 7 (F rev[Eac]Oa, 7 7’ €d [Béc]ax, e.g.)? Addressee: Castor and/or 
Polydeuces? or Heracles (as at HH 15. 1, g) likelier? It seems the speech—an appeal? — begins at 34, but I do 
not see where it ends. Heracles’ place in the Argonautic expedition was not fixed: he was the leader (Dionys. 
Scyt., DS 4. 41), he was left at Aphetae (Hes. fr. 263 M-W), he did not take part at all (Herodorus, FGrHist 31 
HAM) 

40 o0]8° ac? But no apostrophe written. ]8’ too long if the obvious supplements in the neighbouring 
lines are correct (38 m]JoAAa[, 39 x]ai, 41 7] dv). 
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49 The Argonaut ITa]\aiywv is conceivable, but I do not think the number of letters lost at the line 
beginning is much underestimated. 

It may be appropriate to append a couple of notes on 2513, which I have inspected under glass. 
(1) Punctuation. Mr Lobel in ed. pr. drew attention to the presence at a number of places of ‘what looks 

most like a thick acute accent where it is inappropriate’. With the benefit of 3698, where the same mark occurs 
in Il. g, 18, and 21 and is evidently to be interpreted as a stop added by a second hand (cf. intro.), we may 
recognize punctuation in 2513 and read as follows: 8 Jc: Opy«a[, 28 -nv, 29 ], Kedadjy: curf, 33 ], ra Tov 
eccy[pev-. 

(2) Metrical position. Dr Janko, art. cit., reconstructs. At 16-18, however, it is clear that only a single foot 
is missing before the extant text. Line 15, ~~ é]umA[éx«]apoc «rA., stands in vertical alignment with |. 16, which 
will accordingly be — == |ncr[~ av]agé dvdpa[v (for dvaé dvdpav straddling the caesura cf. I. 1. 7; rather than 
Janko’s #cr[o, perhaps -nc r[e, as there, e.g. ArpeéS|nc, Aijjr|nc); and so on. 

3699. PHtLosopHIcAL DIALOGUE 

Plates III, IV 

25 3B.55/C(a) fr. (a) 26X14.cm Second century 

Several fragments, the largest of which, fr. (a), has upper parts of four consecutive 

columns; the others may belong to these same columns, and have been tentatively so 

assigned, but they defy definitive placement. The text is written in a good-sized, very 

round, slightly sloping hand which avails itself of ligatures and shows no thick-thin 

contrast. The tail of p descends, but v and € are confined, and o is not diminished or 

laterally compressed; w, ¢, and w are similarly full. The hand is not easy to date. Most of 

the letter-forms are matched by PSI X 1176, which was written before ap 60, but 3699 

gives a distinctly later impression, the leftward curve of the uprights being much less 

pronounced. XXX VIII 2829, assigned to the later third or early fourth century, is also 

worth comparing, though several of its letters are differently formed. While the 

appearance of « and sometimes of A might suggest a later third-century date, I should be 

inclined to place 3699 in the second century, and perhaps in the first half. 

Most but not all of the punctuation is by a second hand. Speaker-change is 

apparently signalled as usual by double point in conjunction with paragraphus, and it 

seems that paragraphus also accompanies major stops (fr. (a) 1 11, iv 5?); a forked 

paragraphus at fr. (0) ii 1. o& is given a breathing (of interesting form) at fr. (6) 1 3, 

perhaps again at fr. (c) i 2. The scribe made several running corrections, and there are 

interventions by the second hand. 

The dialogue is in reported form. Not only the interlocutor’s but also the main 

speaker’s utterances are reported in the third person; no formula other than é¢7 is in 

evidence, used recurrently for both sides of the exchange in fr. (a) i; cf. e.g. X. Symp. 

There are no names or addresses to be seen. In the short dialectical passage the 

interlocutor feeds token responses, elsewhere the main speaker holds forth. The story of 

Alcmeon is adduced, a Euripidean diatribe against athletes is directly quoted. The main 

speaker may or may not be Socrates; who the narrator may be, there is no sign. 

The content is standard protreptic fare. Possessions, glory, beauty, and so forth are 

liable to do more harm than good to the amaideuroc: they are ‘like a knife to a child’ 
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(fr. (d) i6-7)—a phrase which recalls the same proverb’s use in similar context in IV 666, 

a treatise plausibly identified as Aristotle’s Protrepticus and showing notable affinity with 

the argumentation here. Whether or not there is direct dependence, our dialogue may 

itself belong to the fourth century. Its philosophy is of generic brand, in substance as in 

expression; there is no more technical language than dxpacéa (fr. (d) 1 12). It does not 

read like a Hellenistic diatribe, nor does it betray itself as a product of the Second 

Sophistic. If late, it may best be called pseudo-Platonic; but I see nothing that really 

stamps it as such. No better than a fragile case for lateness could be built on the 

vocabulary (see on fr. (a) ii 13-14 Kaxodamoviler, fr. (b) 1 5 aAvciteAne, fr. (d) 1 12-13 

nOuTdbevar; likewise with the asyndetic strings at fr. (d) i 2 and fr. (a) iv 3-5) or on the 

insipidity of the argument. Probably the earliest name with a claim to consideration is 

Antisthenes, who wrote a Protrepticus and is said to have described dmaidevtor as évirvia. 

eypnyopora (fr. 68 Caizzi). The lists of Aristotle’s own works include a zepi watdecac. But 

there was no lack of post-Aristotelian ethical and protreptic productions, of which at 

least some will have taken dialogue form, and without more determinate clues there 

seems small chance of establishing authorship. 

fr. (a) col. 1 

a 
Joverc 

]yrov 
|avev 

5 ela lec 
Jevnc 
|vav, 

|vov 

15 E 
lo 

I ],., ye or 7u suggested 7 ,, diminutive, 7? 11 ],.[, lower parts of oc? After w, severe 
abrasion 12 ],, trace at upper right consistent with v _—_ After we, surface abraded, and some offset or 
washed-out ink; perhaps few 13 ],.[, perhaps oc 16 Jo, orw Dplengs 
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fr. (a) col. il 

|, ovar| 

cial, JoAqval 
_ ovrrouncare|, , |Kev _ Ov Trouncat E€[ ve | Kev 
apyvpiovtradwreo| , | apyuplov: mddAw te 6 [AA]- 

5 KULEWVWCTIAPAKEKO KMEWY WC TAPAKEKO- 

[| , CTLCKQLOLOMLEVOC pwc TLC KL oldpevoc 

>< Oe a a) xaplelelic]Oal 7) 7@ tra 
|Oeore-ryv Tpl 1» Toic] Beotc TV 

_. Te, [, Jawoxrewac untép[a] amoxreivac 

1... [].. .pevem DL. . repev em 
Ov... aroxrewar Oy... , amoxreivat, 
_¢T€, ovOEeTTOLN, ac UcTEpov d€ TroLncac 

peTapeAccbarkarka petapéerecBar Kal Ka- 

KodayuovilewautTov Kodayovilew avTov 

15 Kayacvec[ Kal paivec| Bar 

T@VvouK| T@v ovK| 

fr. (db) col. i col. il 

c.5  J.az[... Jord, [] tl. ra. [, Jol 
~— 

c.6 Jew[, , Juxe do€o[ 
oF 

c.5  letoovovvedn TT 

c.5 |pwoyxOnpocectw: 

He ot: ]vouxadveite 

). 

fr. (a) 1. Since 1 stands opposite the second line of col. i, which has column top, probably only one line is 
lost from the top of this column 1 ]., horizontal as of y, 7, coming in to top of o 3 _, apparent 
vertical, thick at top and bending strongly to left at foot, an uncharacteristically formed p? |x, or 
x 4 [.], [. . ] not excluded 6 [],, are with run ink, w acceptable 7 Aftera,upright J. [, 
upper right speck After 9, a. suggested? At end, lower parts of za? 9g .., specks consistent with 

un __ [, descender 1o At beginning, traces on broken fibres, « suggested, then letter tops only: upright, 

tightarc, upright |]... , traces on broken surface, variously assignable: angle at upper right (?), suggestions 

of arc as of 0, third perhaps r 11 After v, most of surface gone, first more suitable for » than c, then foot of 
upright, then damage and substantial but not readily identifiable traces (au, v possible?) beforea At end, 
high stop possibly lost 

fr. (b)it ],,u? dA,orx  ,[, suggestion of upright as of 1 2 [,. ], space suitable e.g. for [yo], 
[avo] 3 ov, what I have transcribed as a breathing has a complete loop at the right-hand end 
6 ]., upper loop, p or (better?) B? 
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Olea fr. (c) 

J. of. al 
Joved, oBrocadl od bn 6 Bioc ad[vcire- 

JAncKarBrAaBepocect| Ajc Kat BAaBepdc éct[u(v), 

].[.. ]. ve@tiAvcurede|]é |v col. ii €[Ke](van ti AveiTeAl U- 

5 J... xXev'n. sovterov or aa Tapxew; — NOvdv TE Tov 

ec ce i 
Ae) ]. . vrocral[ ] k[ 

fr. (a) col. ii 

; : ’ , aAvcite- | 

AncKatBrAaBepocof , Ajc Kal BrAaBepoc 6 Bi- 

ocectuadvaiteAnc oc ectiv; — addAvciteAnc 

pevouvedy ovKouv ev obv Eby. — odKodv 

edymavtocrovarrat épy TavToc TOU aTral- 

5 OEevTOUpLOY, Npoco devTov woxOnpoc 6 

Buockataumpageuceucw 
j. Cree , Se, 

Bioc Kat Ql mpageuc €lcly, 

[vy] 9 ob; — wal, [..] é¢n. 
— ri av obv ep [rt] at ToL- 

_nou'kat, .[,, le.7 

tiavouvedy| , ], erou 

ovtwu a |Aver[, | 

10 yxorkavyaperkablevtic 

ednenr. .[. ]A.[].¢. 

eo! “Onie: cee. 0 aot a eee res ace eve eer e ovTwr Avcit[ eA] 
\ \ > 7&7 

X01; Kal yap ef Kaf” Ev TiC, 

eon, Snt..[. ]A.[].¢ 

fr. (c)i1 ],, perhaps 7, otherwise two letters. Below, trace of a tight arc, missing below, perhaps of a 
breathing on 2 ov formed as in fr. (6) i3 4 ,[,topofarcasofe,o,c  ],,footofupright — [/<]], «crossed 
through, damaged trace above consistent with « 5 |...,letter tops consistent with wap After n, traces 
on damaged surface consistent inter alia with 6 6 ]....[, letter tops, first two perhaps va __‘j__,, first 

perhaps € or ,« (z7e?), second upper left of 4, v? After v, very heavy and thick, perhaps in correction or 
cancellation, c? 7) ees cor. 

fr. (c) ii 1 7[, see comm. on fr. (d) i 13f. 

fr. (a) iii. Four or five lines are lost from the top of the column. 
with y with cancel-dot above _,_, [, apparent upright bent to left at foot, and another trace at foot to right, 
very close Between e and », ascender g alightly crossed through and dottedabove ]._.., , upper 

curve as of c or o, specks of feet, horizontal (letter top or e), some of surface lost at end 11 After 7, curve as 

of € or (better?) 0, top of upright After A, apparent upright ],, perhaps At end, trace possibly 
belonging to extended tail of a 

7 At beginning, traces consistent 



fr. (d) 

5 

10 
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col. i 

hol 
_, , So€apwunkadrroc 

_, |. ravrayeciou, ret 

|... aAveireAn, ecrw 

Toul, Tat. Joyrwicyedov 

yapwcrepal. , ua 
. |, spayewerau, 7, , dey 
, orgrOpwra[]rov 
_, , Jovrwrrixpnya 

_.. mMevyaputapéav 

, Jwvadopunvexerv 

Jnaxpaadac....[ 

_., | d6€a pan Kaddoc 
A {2 > 

_, ]a Tatra VE, El OL, TEL 

wd...) GAvcuredAg écrw 

to. [t]o[cjovtwu cyedov 

yap weep tral toe] ua- 

x apa yetverat amradev- 

T]we avO paw] TV 

ToL]oUTwY TL. XpnUa- 

twr| ev yap vrrapEav- 

tTlwv adopuny éxew 

T |e axpaciar etc )Sv- 

19 

aie Pineal dn. vB[. Jc tw] aQiac Kali] Ady (Kal p[a]AAo(v) ’) KdB[ov]c 

_ Javyuvarxackal. |... ou K]at yuvaixac kale] aAAou- 

fr. (a) col. iv 

Ka pounce THE , [ 
pevnc evyecvo|peé- 

Kaipwuncrn, . [ 
peevncevyewwo[ 

vnc Brasor, a, [ vac, Biavor Opac[eic 

pe. [ 
5 voprorkc, [ 

BiwKev, . [ 

publoxivduvor a- 

vomo.. K, [ Be- 

Biwkévar [ 

cw acKkodcw [| 
cwackover | 

aup |) 
mm, [ 

fr. (d)13 ].,a?  supralin. ¢, or ov, cu? 4, , curving to left at top, papyrus lost at upper right, then 

upper and lower traces in damaged context suggesting perhaps c, ors, could be 7 4 |...., lower parts 
of ?ec, then traces in damaged context suggesting w After 7, specks around letter-top level 10 €in 
correction 12 At end, traces difficult to assign, first perhaps ct or 7, hole, stroke coming in to foot of 
sloping upright as of v, further specks, e.g. avt[, ], Avt[], du> 13 ],,a,A? 9, e not excluded but less 
good  supralin., y[a]AAo poss.  [], scarcely room even for « First y in correction? Before v, B, 
Kp 14 Before 91, A suggested, [c]aAA acceptable 

fr. (a) iv. Probably 9 or ro lines are lost from the top of the column 1 _ ,[, curved foot consistent 
with c, rising oblique as of A 3. .a,[, tops only, first probably @ or o, second probably 8 or (better?) p, 
fourth probably o or « 4 _[, tight arc at left, trace of possible ascender above 5 .[, descending 

oblique as of a, A 6 |. [, feet consistent with au 8 _[, unassignable traces on damaged surface 
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fr. (d) col. ii 

Sed] Ka 

> [Kkwv yap ovTwv pupt 

> wv [kal EAAada o|v6[ev 

[> ]xa«*[vov e]crw aban 

5 > Tlwv ye]youc ov mpw 

tov oixew [olute palv 

Oavoucw ey out av [du 

vawTo Trwe yap [octic 

ect avnp yval[ Bou re dou 

10 Aoc vndvoc 8 n[ 777 

VT aVceV ew Jaye oy H€VOC KT?) [cout av 

fr. (a) 14 a 

fr. (a) ii. ‘... for the sake of money; and again when Alcmeon like a crazed man and thinking he’d be doing 
either his Aube or the gods a favour killed his mother, at the time(?) he was ina pasten\ ) to do the killing, but 
later he regretted doing it and reckoned himself ill-starred, and went mad . 

2 Not dcaBodAnv; e.g. [tH of]xia[v] oAnv? Then if the trace at the Poe of the first letter of l. 3 is a 
paragraphus rather than part of the letter itself, a[vacra]|rov (Rea) may be possible. 

3-4 €[ve]xev| dpyupiov. If an exemplum (see next n.), conceivably Eriphyle (cf. Od. 15. 247, Hor. Od. 3. 
16. 12f. domus ob lucrum | demersa exitio, Hyg. fab. 73 dont cupida), though the necklace was actually of gold (Od. 11. 

327). 
4ff. madw re: the latter of a pair of exempla? It is not clear pei what the story is meant to show: 

apparently something to the effect that the daiSeuroc (fr. (a) 111 4-5), 1.e. (?) someone who fails to control his 
émtOupiar (10-11, cf. axpacia at fr. (d) i 12), does not have a good Gane) life. The conclusion drawn seems 
to be that ifa person’s life is bad it is also unprofitable and harmful, see on fr. (b) 1 3-5 below. The context may 
be distinguished from that of e.g. Pl. Grg. 470ff., where the example chosen, Archelaus, is of someone 
apparently evdaiuwy (cf. Arist. SE 173226 roic 8€ modAoic Gdo€ov 76 BacitAéa 7 eddaysoveiv, adduced by Dodds ad 
loc.), and the point here is probably less subtle: tragedy is liable to strike even (or especially) people of great 
wealth and power. Cf. Isoc. ad Nic. 5 érevdav . . . dp@ct Tove pev bf Hv neicta xpHv duefPOappevouc, tovc 8 etc Tove 

oixevoratouc e€apaprteiv HvayKacuéevouc [such as Alcmeon] ... , 7aAw drweoty Cay Hyotvra: AvciteAciv wadAov 7} 
peta TovovTw cumppopav amracyc THe Aciac BaciAevew. Alcmeon is more summarily adduced at [Pl.] Alc. 17143 c 

10, in tandem with Orestes (Orestes can hardly be the preceding exemplum here, in view of €[ve]xev apyupiov); cf. 
Arist. EN 1110228 (Euripides’), Rh. 13973 (Theodectes’). 

Alcmeon committed his matricide in obedience to his father’s injunction (so Hyg. fab. 73, DS 4. 65. 7; E. 
Alcmeon) or in obedience to an oracle of Apollo (so Apollod. 3. 7. 5). If 7-8 are rightly restored, our author was 
evidently familiar with both versions. 

7 xoplelelic]Oar. xae[][ec]9a, could alternatively be read, but seems slightly less well suited to the space. 

The phrasing closely matches Th. 8. 65. 2 (on the murder of Androcles) ofduevor 7@ AAKiBiddy . - - xapreicBar. 
1of. How to restore? ¢reuev could be read in 10, but this seems to lead nowhere. More promising is pe: 

a phrase in parallel with 12 dcrepov d€? rére p€v, | should suppose, though it may have been rather wore pev that 
was written (]z perhaps not quite excluded, but ]7 is suggested). If this is so far right, at the beginning of |. 10 
we could look for a main verb to govern both the 7é7e pev and the dcrepov dé clauses (despite the apparent 
paragraphus— which is not a trema on the v of dcrepov—at 11/12) and in 10-11 try émOupeiv or émibvpar. But 
this is problematic. (i) I can suggest no suitable verb at 10 zm. The first letter appears to be «x; and while ex or au 
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would be possible directly before ror¢, there seems then to be room for only one letter intervening. ya/per would 
be very forced. (ii) émOy- is apparently ému#up- rather than én Oucéau vel sim., and I cannot positively exclude 
any of émBupeiv, émOupar, embuujcar, érOvpia, but I find no reading entirely free from objection. Against 
émOupeiv or émOvpav is the somewhat anomalous form of the putative v; but I find no more satisfactory 
reading. 

13-14 kaxodaovilew avrov. avrov is written with no breathing, and adrév may be intended, but adzév is 
surely requisite. 

cognates are no part of Aristotle’s or Plato’s regular vocabulary; but X. Mem. 1. 6. 3 has vépule Kaxodapoviac 
d:ddcaXoc efvac (Antiphon to Socrates in an anecdote concerning evdaipovia), and xaxodayovilew is easily 
formed, especially if the context is a discussion of edSaiovia. Lack of control over émfuuéac an impediment to 
evdayovia? 

Placement of frr. (/) and (c). I cannot verify on physical grounds the lateral placement of frr. (b) and (c) 

is certainly acceptable. The vertical position of fr. (6) cannot be fixed, but if fr. (d) is correctly ranged with fr. 
(a) ili-iv it can stand at no great distance beneath fr. (a), and there may be no line lost between fr. (a) ii 16 and 

fr. (b) i 1. Fr. (c) has column foot, as has fr. (¢); and that the two surviving line-beginnings of fr. (c) ii belong 
with the last two lines of fr. (d) ii is to a degree confirmed by fibre correspondence. If frr. (6), (c), and (d) are 

rightly identified as belonging to the lower parts of cols. ii-iv of fr. (a) as suggested, at least three lines are lost 
between fr. (4) and fr. (c), and iffr. () ii 3 and fr. (d) i 1 are consecutive lines, as fibre correspondence between 

the two fragments perhaps suggests, the number of lines lost between fr. (b) and fr. (c) will be about four. 

fr. (b) i. ***. .. So the man whose life(?) is bad,” he said, ‘isn’t his life(?) unprofitable (and harmful)? .. .” 
1-3 If the suggested placement is right, this will be the end of the Alemeon exemplum. (-)ei[au o]ix 

é[ c. 5 Jero, with Alcmeon as subject? 
3 ff. I suppose something on the lines of od odv &d7y | [6 Bioc] woxPnpdc ecru, | [e€xeivo]u ov aAvcite| [Ac Kat 

BAaBepoc 6] Bi|[oc écriv; if that is not intolerably jejune. Cf. fr. (c) i 2-4 and fr. (a) iii 1-6. 
5 aAveireAnje occurs just once in Plato, once in Isocrates, two or three times in Aristotle; their normal usage 

in such contexts as this is not (a4)AvciteA- but (av) wded-; but cf. AvcuteAety at Isoc. ad Nic. 5 (cited on fr. (a) ii 4 ff. 
above). Nor does the use of woxfnpdc and BAaBepdc seem quite characteristic. 

fr. (c) i. ‘“*... The man whose life is unprofitable and harmful,” he said, “what possession profits him?” 
“More pleasant...’ 

4-5 tl... trapxew. Cf. fr. (a) iii g-10 below. I translate ‘what possession’, but the reference is not just to 

material possessions, cf. fr. (d) i 2 ff. below. 
5-7 mddv re Tod | [Bio]v adv[ct]teAodc xa[t | BAaBepod 7 ovodroc ra would fit, but I can do nothing with it. 

Perhaps cf. the point made by Antiphon to Socrates ap. X. Mem. 1. 6, kal piv xphuara ye od AapBaveic, a... 
eAevbepiwtepov Te Kal O.vov Trove’ Cyv. 

fr. (c) ii. See on fr. (d) 1 13-14 below. 

fr. (a) iii. ‘‘‘. . . his life is unprofitable and harmful?” ““Unprofitable, certainly’’, he said. ‘‘So then,” he 

said, “every uneducated person’s life is bad, and his actions, or not?” “Yes indeed(?)”’, he said. “So what 

possession would profit such a person?” he said. “For if one were to seek(?) . . . individually...” 
2... écriv; | punctuate as a question on the strength of the response and the continuation. 

3 ‘Assentient’ pev ofv, Denniston, Gr. Part.? 476 (pev ody iii(a)), where described as ‘practically confined’ 

to Plato. 
4-5 mavtoc Tob dmadedrov. Cf. fr. (d) i 7-8. For the insistence on 7rasdeca cf. esp. Arist. Protrept. frr. 2, 4 

Diiring (édv 4 meradevpévy sc. 4 puyy; dmadeucia S€ yer’ eEovciac avovay sc. rixrer), Pl. Grg. 470 £; more 

remotely P. Flor. II 113, a Gynic(?) diatribe, and P. Flor. II 115 verso 1. 2-9. 

6-7 It looks as if the copyist wrote ecci|v, and the corrector adjusted the syllabification. 

7 Between xal and éf7 I should have expected jdAa, but that is not to be read if the trace to the immediate 

right of the foot of the first stroke is taken account of. But nor does there seem any suitable alternative. If we 

discount the trace in question, 4.[dA’] might be acceptable (not p[4Aa]: too tight). 

g-10 The remains do not seem compatible with Aucit[€A]@c (or -evav) €|xou, and better than Aveit [eA] ocn ef 
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élyoe might be Aveir[eA] ec ¥r[4]p|xou. [a]p is cramped and a must have been written unusually small, but at 

line end that is acceptable. 
11 fyro{[n] would make a good reading. Ayjpal[ra (e.g.) would make a better fit than A7[p]y¢|[7a for 

what follows: An<>a[7a, or something else altogether? 

beneath fr. (a) iii 11. 

Placement of fr. (d). The proposed lateral placement of this fragment (fr. (d) i-ii= fr. (a) iii-iv) is 
consistent with the fibres on the back. I cannot firmly establish its relation with fr. (4), but it may be that 
fr. (b) ii r and fr. (d) i 1 are consecutive lines, in which case there will have been five or more lines between 

fr. (a) iii 11 and fr. (d) i 1. An alternative, namely to join fr. (a) iii and fr. (d) i so as to read Cyro¢[n], 
xel7]wal[ra] d0€a pedpen «dAXoc in fr. (a) iii 11 (= fr. (d) i 1)—fr. (d) i 2, was tried, but no satisfactory result 

was achieved. 

fr. (d) i. ‘... reputation, strength, beauty, ... are unprofitable for such a person. Any of such things to an 
uneducated person is ‘like a knife to a child’. When there are material possessions he has the starting-point for 
lack of self-control, leading to fancy living and gaming and women and other kinds of . . 

2 dd€a pwmpn KaAdroc. In view of what follows, as well as such lists elsewhere, preceded perhaps by Aodroc 
or ypjara? No distinction is here made between bodily goods and external goods; the implicit distinction is 
merely between those on the one hand and goods of the soul (vel sim.) on the other. Similarly Arist. Protrept. (frr. 

2-4 Diiring), and cf. e.g. Pl. Men. 87 £-gA, Grg. 4518, Arist. EN 1. 3. 3 (109417). peop, picked up in fr. (a) iv, 
is more Platonic than Aristotelian. 

3 mavrja would fit at the beginning. I have no suggestion for 3-4; a correct guess could probably be 

verified. 
6-7 wemep ma[di] waly]acpa. Cf. esp. Arist. Protrept. fr. 4, Diiring 70 yap “ju7) avd! paxaipav”’ tovdr’ Ecti TO 

p.1) Toic havAouc tH eEouctav éyyerpilew (1V 666 155-60, om. Stob. [Ar. fr. 57 Rose|). The context is the same 

but the application of the proverb in the papyrus is slightly different inasmuch as it is not restricted to power. 
Iamblichus’ formulation, kcal émichadéc Kal oporov pawopévw Sodvar madi payarpav Kal poxOnpa@ dvvayw 

(Protrept. 9. 8), accords in this respect with Aristotle; similarly Plu. ap. Stob. Flor. 43. 136, in direct reference to 

the proverb, jz7 rad? mAodrov unde avdpl dmadedtTw Suvacrevav; and Ath. 5. 214A quotes the proverb in 
incoherent reference to ra ApictoréAouc Kai Oeoppacrov d6ynara. The proverb is glossed at Corp. Paroem. Gr. i 
276 yn Toic arreipouc eyxetpeiv (leg. éyyerpilew?) weyaAa mpaypata, wn Twc Kal’ Eavta@v xpycwvrat; cf. Call. fr. 75. 
g. That our text is dependent on Aristotle’s seems to me doubtful. 

off. The infinitive is without a construction; did it come later in the sentence? 
12-14 tT] dxpaciaz. I see no significant correlation with Aristotle’s treatment of dxpacia (as distinct from 

axoAdacia) in EN 7 or elsewhere. 
79v[7]alac (= ndvmabeiac) is not a certain reading but is I think in little real doubt. 7dumaera, like 

qOuT7abeiv, occurs in Xenophon but not in Plato or extant Aristotle (edzafera Pl. R. 404D g), nor in 
Demosthenes or Lysias. The most pertinent doxographical testimony concerns Aristippus, for whom 
evdayovia depended on 7dumdGeva, which was the réXoc of life (Ath. 12. 544.4). Our dialogue could accordingly 
be anti-Cyrenaic, but I would not suppose it has so specific a target. 

xa[¢] 75. It looks as if the iota was cannibalized to become the left hasta of the first eta; and this eta seems 
to have been crossed out at least in part, so that «at 6x is perhaps the text intended. The supralineation 
apparently offers cat waddov, as a v.1.? Not pvpov or wébnv. 

«0B[ov]c. For this application cf. Lys. 16. 11 trav vewrépwv dcor tept KUBouc 7 7drouc 7 {rept} Tac ToLavTac 

axoXaciac Tuyxdvouce Tac dvaTpiBac movovpevor, and very similar phrases (Lysias-derived?) in Theopompus ap. 
Ath. 12. 527A, 532D (FGrHist 115 F 49, 249). 

13-14 Fr. (c) 11 may provide the beginnings of these two lines. Fr. (c) ii 1 looks more like 7 than 7, with the 
upper bar extending well to the left of the one remaining hasta, but 7 is probably acceptable. 

fr. (a) iv1 There is no room for anything lengthier than pawnc tHc A[eAey]|uévnc, which itself seems a bit 
on the long side. Dr Rea suggests A[eyo]|évy< ‘so-called’ (contemptuous). 

3-5 The restoration should perhaps not be regarded as certain. For the string without connectives cf. 
66£a pan Kaddoc at fr. (d) i 2. 

8 Evpi]|m5[- unverifiable. 
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fr. (d) ii. Euripides fr. 282 N®, variously represented in a number of sources, principally Ath. 10. 413¢ (in 
full) and Gal. i 23-5 Kiihn (piecemeal extracts), mutually independent. The starting-point of the quotation in 
the papyrus was probably xaxay, fr. 282 init. Given its context in the dialogue it must have continued at least as 
far as v. 9, and probably beyond. The marginal diplae, which were added by the second hand, mark the 
quotation, cf. e.g. III 405. 

5-6 mparov oixeiv with Galen: mpwra pév Civ Ath. Galen also presents o¥8¢ . . . drav for bre. . . od (but 
this post-Galenic corruption?). 

fr. (e) 

], drade| 

1 ],, loop on the line as of e 2 Letter tops, perhaps ]:AgBoy[, above ) a tiny dot, casual? 

3700. Mime 

Plate II 

21 3B.29/D(13-14)b 8x 18cm First century 

The right-hand part of a single column, full height preserved, written in an 

informal hand similar to PSI X 1176 (Norsa, Scritt. lett., tav. 11), which has a terminus ante 

of AD 59-60; cf. BGU IIT 1002 (55 Bc), P. Mert. I 12 (Ap 58). 3700 is given a reasonably 

secure terminus ante by the writing on the back: several sets of documentary phrases, 

doodling or draft, among them a date clause of ap 48-9. A transcription is offered below, 

after the commentary on the mime. The writing on the back is less well controlled than 

that on the front, but seems to be by the same hand. 3700 may thus be dated fairly firmly 

towards the middle of the first century. 

The text is clearly dramatic, or at least quasi-dramatic, and equally clearly does not 

belong to any of the classic genres. It is metrical in part: some of the lines, so far as can be 

seen, impeccable iambic trimeters (unless trochaic tetrameters, cf. II] 413, the Charition 

mime, 98-106), others apparently prose, but with a discernible tendency to iambic 

rhythm. If there is any correlation between the use of metre and the distribution of parts 

I cannot trace it. It is possible that the first two lines, which are at column-top, in fact 

give us the piece’s opening: a high-flown pair of verses referring to Heracles in servitude 

to Omphale. Action and dialogue follow. 

In ll. 5 and 7 we apparently have a nota personae: erep’ clear in 7, presumably 

€rep(oc) or érép(a) (a variant of the ‘algebraic’ system, A B etc.?) but conceivably for 

éraip(a) or éraip(oc). Change of speaker within the line is apparently indicated not by 

double point but by a pair of short strokes curving towards each other at the centre 

(represented = in the transcript). The same sign occurs in the Charition mime, but not 

with this function. 

The action cannot be reconstructed with any certainty. It appears that A is paid a 
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visit (3-4) by B, A’s ‘once glorious friend’ (8), but B is not recognized (5-6?) and not 

welcomed (g-12?); he asks for a goodbye kiss (13), which is given (14?), but still protests 

his rejection (15-16?); his poverty is adduced by A (19, in an address to the audience?) 

with reference to the kiss, and by B himself (22). But this leaves much obscure, and it is 

not certain that there are only two parties to the dialogue. If Heracles is one of the 

characters, he may be the visitor rather than (as in Ar. Ra.) the householder: 

unrecognized in his present guise, acknowledging his degradation in referring to his 

erstwhile glory, wanting a kiss in his ‘drag’ character. But this is far from compelling; it 

does not account for the harking on poverty in 1g and 22, and leaves difficulty with the 

nota personae. Uhe reference to Heracles may be no more than an allusion, as at Ter. Eun. 

re27t. or Ach, Uat.o.; 6, 

The text appears to be more in the nature of a fair copy than a draft, but this may 

well be a contemporary and local composition. Its apparent corruptions may be merely 

phonetic. 

On the mime in Egypt see G. Manteuffel, De opusculis graecis Aegypti e papyris ostracts 

lapidibusque collectis, ch. 3, A. Swiderek, Eos 47 (1954) 63-74. Material is collected and 

discussed in H. Wiemken, Der griechische Mimus (1972). 

I am greatly indebted to Mr Parsons and Dr Rea for help with the interpretation of 

this text. 

|. cnpakAeavixndopov — [ ].¢ ‘Hpakr€éa vixnddpov 

JoudadncOnruvvAarpw —[ ] (Oudaance O74Avv AGT pw 

|tnvOvpav [ |tnv Odpav. 

|dadadawerwaPrerw [| ] bd.da gaive. tiva BAétw; 

5 Jere, ovKodacnua, . <p[ |] ETE, (). ob« ofSacnua, , ep[ 

|vdeAec= katapabaxp, [ Ju OédAev. — katapal’ axp, [ 

]ue= eteP ayvow [ Jue. — ETEP(). ayvod. 

|corote]] , |Aaperrpoccoud.A[ Je 6 more Aaptpdc cov PiA[oc 

]. nrarcOupaicobevraper| ]. ntatc Odpaic 60ev waper[ 

10 Jeywpn, aBycuBpwrad, [ Jeyw un AaByc VBpw radra[ 
|radworovpor, ,[, Jeuc, 180, [ |madw 6rrov por, [, Jere evdov[ 

Jaxovcovporewapndavnc — [ Jaxoucdv por etva wy pavijc 

1 ],, on the edge, speck at letter-top level, 7, v? 3 |r, ory 5 eve, , cursive, erec?, followed by 
supralineation (x?), differentfrom 7 |, , cer perhaps possible, though cramped 6 _[, medial trace on 
edge suggesting a, «? 7 ere? cursive 9 ]., tip of stroke coming in to 7 near top 10 y, or 
A? _,, lower left trace suitable forA —_, [, low speck 11 _, [, rising oblique as of A, jt, v, 7, 7, x, speck on 
the line — After c, perhaps lower part of e, but anomalously flat __ [, foot of curving upright bent to right, uv? 
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J, ocuoupiAnpaxal], yerave [ ]$6c por PiAnpa Kale] vyetawve 

|vextrodwv =  oovu [ |v éxmodwv. — idov. v. 

15 |, cupmrabnuntmorreyerc [ Jacuptraby pn ti wor Aéyetc; 

JeAnOncotavateAPw [ JeAn Onc orav arérAIw 

], Aevcat [ |vActcar. 

], avdpeciSapoctwvdvo [ |, avdpec, iSapoc THv dvo0 

|emTtwxocwvderrewberer [| Je wrwxoc dv hevreiv Prec 

20 |rncouwrepordactrpocuevuv [ |7¢ otmrep ofdac mpdc pe viv 

|], cwourroAAarpocrautatir€e |, ¢ poe TOAAG mpoc Taba Ti A€éye[ 

|], wocectweywdmurernc — [ ]. woc éctiv, éyw 8 tui révnc 

|, wcrapataravnpaoupnl, [ ]Kuc mapataravnpa ov py Cf, [ 

|reveadAadovAeucweKxew[ |Teve, GAAa SovAcicw exew[ 

13 ],, Suggestion of trace at lower left ofo 14 = written over washed-out ink 15 |,, back of 
a suggested 07 svc Ory 18 ],, washed-out 6, ¢? 19 vA corr. from pv? Phe || oqo 
v 22 ]., tip of mid-line stroke, «? 23 |., upper extremity of «x? _[, tall upright, 7 or « 
24 «€, or @ 

12 1. va 13 l. bytawe 18 1. ¢rapoc 19 l. dideiv 22 1. etl 

1-2 Elevated, perhaps mock-tragic, conceivably borrowed from a comic or satyric source; vuxnddpov 
pointedly ironic, #7Avv probably implying transvestism (cf. e.g. Ov. Fast. 2. 303-58, Luc. Hist. Conscr. 10). We 
expect a besotted lover willing or eager to abase himself, and perhaps an imperious female. We find dovAedcw 
exeiv[n(?) at 24 and ?d0]vAedcax at 17, but little else that conforms without forcing. 

3f. 3 spoken by either the visitor (e.g. «éyswpev] rHv Ovpar) or the householder (e.g. tic éc6” 6 Koysac] 7. 6.;), 
4 by the householder, perhaps disturbed from sleep. 

5 The form of the nota personae, if such it be, is virtually identical with that in 7 as far as ere, but is ended 
differently. It seems most natural to suppose that the reference is the same; the alternative is that the 
termination differentiates, like Tweedledum and Tweedledee. 

ovK 06a © would match 7 ayvow, but ov ofdac yudc; (for ofdac cf. 20) is tempting: the visitor is not 
recognized (whether sincerely or affectedly), and has to identify himself (8). If this is right, and the preceding 
ere, () isrightly taken as a nota personae, the visitor can hardly be Heracles (unless we take the nota as designating 
the second actor); if Heracles is the householder, who is his ‘once glorious friend’? ac indicating more than 
one visitor, or paratragic? If jac, perhaps érep[ follows, though there is little room for ce and 7 is small and 
anomalous; if érep[, apparently text rather than nota. 

6 oft OéAev? Edel, e.g. To ]60” EAe’, not formally excluded. 
axp,[. Perhaps axpe[iBaic, -Bécrepor, |. axpr-. 

9 -n (2 med.-pass.) raic Avpaic 60ev rape? 
10 Something on the lines of ‘Go back where you come from, AJéyw, lest you get a beating, raAa[v’? 

Jeyw may rather be JeAw, O]éAw? 
11 porxe[ desc, wou A€[y]evc are among the possibilities. What follows looks anomalous: rather than Sov 

1. ‘Sov, perhaps iS0¥ preceded by speaker-change sign; or something else altogether. 
12 vm]|dKoucdv jou? 
jor etva: hiatus similarly in 13 and 24, cf. II 219. e: for short v, again 13 vy¢iawe, 19 perdreiv. 
13 ‘Give mea kiss and goodbye.’ The temptation to add j.ov at the end for the sake of the rhythm should 

probably be resisted, cf. 16, 17. 
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14 v. Cf. of. Otherwise 5. ‘Ugh!’? ‘Wow!’? 
15 ‘(?How can you show yourself so) heartless (acupaby)? Won’t you say something to me?’ 
17 do0]pAcdcar, cf. 24, or Bo] vAcicar? 

18 dvédpec: to the audience? 
tav dvo (unless 7’ dy): cf. 22 (where e.g. mAovctoc éx |eivoc)? 

21 Aéye (ri; Aéye), Aéye[ic, etc. 

22 Cf. on 18 above. The speaker is presumably the mrwydc of 19, who in turn is presumably the speaker of 
13: the visitor. 

23 moda] Kuc mapa tardvypa |. dardvywa? For 8/7 confusion cf. 18 ‘éapdc (if rightly recognized). Or 
*rapadardvnua, a side expense? 

Back. Upside-down in relation to the mime-text, variously spaced, is: 

etov|c evatou TiBepiou KAavdiov K[aicapoc CeBactot Teppavixot 

?ad|roK [ 

7 |poxextpicwevw v0 Awpiwvoc [ 

Tp loKexepycwevep [ 
5 Jc O€wvoc Ilépcyc tHe eqvy[ovyc 

| pear [ 
O€]wroc [lépenc ric emuyovijc ev ayvera [ 

apyupiov CeBacto]é kai [IroAepaixod vou[ic]waroc [ 

|] €rouc évarouv TiBepiov KAavd[ tov 

10 ] Kaicapoc CeBacr[ot Dleppavixot. [ 

€rouc evatouv| TiBepiov KXavdiov Kaicap[o|c [ 

CeBacrot Teppjavixod. [ 

3, 4. 1. mpoKxexerpicuevw 7 |. ayuda 

The same way up as the mime text, in addition to some fainter remains at the left, is: 
13° _Lappévouc [lapadicov [?€rouc évatov TiBepiov KAavdiou 

Kaicapoc CeBactot Tepu[avixot 

15 : [. Jan 

13, 1. ITapadeicouv 

13 This is the earliest mention of the amphodon Pammenes’ Garden. 
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3701. MATERIA MEDICA 

20 3B.34/H(7-8)b 10 x 18.5 cm First century 

A collection of pharmacological extracts, congeneric with Dioscorides’ De materia 

medica. Vhe fragment has remains of two columns, written in a documentary hand 

belonging perhaps to the latter half of the first century; the back is blank. Materials listed 

are animal and mineral as well as vegetable; properties (Suvduecc) and method of 

preparation (cxevacia) are given. The principles of arrangement are not clear: perhaps 

partly by material, partly by function; not alphabetical. Once an authority is cited: 

Apollodorus, with reference to weAdv@vov (i 23). 

A work such as this, however derivative, will have laid claim to discrete identity, i.e. 

will have had an author. It is not Dioscorides, though there is a certain amount in 

common. An Asclepiad of some repute who might be thought of was Sextius Niger, one 

of Dioscorides’ immediate predecessors (Dsc. praef. 2 [i 1. 16 Wellmann] = Niger test. 2 

Wellmann [Dvoscoridis de mat. med. libri quinque 111 146-8]) who was read and admired by 

Galen (Simpl. vi prohoem. [xi 794 Kuhn] = Niger test. 4 Wellmann). The papyrus text 

has various points of contact with both Dioscorides’ De materia medica and Pliny’s Natural 

History, and cases of congruence between those two works are held to indicate derivation 

from Niger (Wellmann, Hermes 24 (1889), 530-69, cf. ibid. 59 (1924), 130). Cf. P. Ross. 

Georg. I 19. But there is little real correspondence, and a discrepancy of nomenclature: 

Aevkoypadic pap. (ii 10), AiBoc wdpoxGoc Dioscorides and Pliny. Besides, pharmacologica 

tend to have complex interrelations, and such compilations were put out by many. (On 

attribution, moreover, Gal. Libr. Propr. makes instructive reading.) PSI s.n. (Pack? 2388, 

ili AD) consists of entries abridged in relation to Dioscorides but each assigned to an 

authority (see Marie-Héléne Marganne, Jnventaire analytique des papyrus grecs de médecine 

(Geneva 1981), no. 157); the case of P. Ant. III 123 (vi aD) is comparable. 

Medical papyri have recently been catalogued by Marganne, op. cit. A noteworthy 

new accession is H. Harrauer and P. J. Sijpesteijn, Medizinische Rezepte und Verwandtes 

(Vienna 1981); and Dr John Scarborough, to whom I am greatly indebted for extensive 

comments on this text, draws attention to the wealth of pharmacological material in the 

magical papyri, omitted by Marganne. 

No punctuation, except paragraphus between entries. The scribe corrected some 

copying errors calamo currente. 
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col. i 

Jove... pecw 

Jra xpn[cu]pever 
Kat |amAacuata Kat 

]. vpme. Kae 
J... We METS KeN- 
|ea Kal KatatAa- 

xpncip lever d€ Kal Toic 

mlorilopevy 

]un eviewevn 

]... eyouc pe- 
| kat kedadadyotc 

]. yap rove’ weyara 

|v dreypatwdn 

]dy: tAelw dé mreuvo- 

w]dn Kal vdaipwa 

] wéAava. (vac.) 

], mic HdaTwSy (vac.) 

Jrou pila dreywatwdn av w 

Klat xoAwSy peta Kvy- 

]xaAKod avOoc dreypa- 

]. Kat xoAwSn audorte- 

€|Aatov péAu yoAwSn (vac.) 

|v ArroAAodapou pweAavAt 0’ (v) 

]. €xeu dvocua Kal a- 

] emecxotobvra 
] dvayxee Ta 17y- 

|a:Opwy ep- 
Jerat d€ kaba- 

|e vac:) 

14 1. mwo- 

col. i 

/ a 

Tov Tpeipew ew[c 

eit’ ev nAtwx Enpl[a 
/ \ a 

madw Kal xp , [ 

[LLKOV. [ 

yic Capiac ric [ 

pic THY O¥vap.e[ V CKEV- 

actav €xe mapat|Anciav THL 

’Eperpia|s du cat , [ 

pa Kal xpncyrw|Tépa 

Aevxoypadic bY[vapuv exer pa- 

Aaccet Kal TAnp| of KotAd@pata 

para wera cTib[ ewe 

ctadaypoc avOov[c 
\ > \ a w” 

Ta avTa Ta avbe[t 

ToAAdu evepyect|ep- 

cuxnc KAdGSyn Sbv[ ap exer 
> / \ 

atroxabaipe pe[Ta 
/ \ 4 / 

clac Kal cripewe [ cxeva.le- 

Tat dé ovTwe: AaB, [ 

Kpdaddac Tac Tapady[ 

TaTac Kat eAappw[tatac Ka- 
uA A € Taxavcac TpeiPe v[ 

Xéwv Kal Tapamacc| wr 

70 BéAtucTtov Ewe [ 

cmrodoevoec Kal a, [ TAe- 
/ > / 

ovakic avatrAdcac , [ 

xoAn{c} cKkopmiov Ba[Aacctov 

dvvapul|c |v exer az[ 
es > A \ > pe Tac Te axAdc Kat [ aKka- 

Bapciac Kal Tac ovA[ ac 

capKwdn Kat TOA[ 

Exkpicly TroveiTal[e 

Tel: TpiBew 16 1. Kpady 22 1. rpiBe 
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i" de Kal 7) TOU KaAALw[vdpLoU 

_. |vnc Oadacciac [ 

35 trap lamAnctwe dé mp[ 

_ T|payeta icxup||a jo[répa 

_, |v 9 7épdixoc af 

Atlee 

col.i1 Ifthe context gave sufficient encouragement, dddccw or dvyccw might be read, but either reading 
would force the traces. 

5f. pera pu7|[xwvoc, -xwviov. Opium poppy(-juice). Cf. Gazza, Aeg. 36 (1956), 88F. 
6f. «karamAa: part of xaramAdccw or cognate, I should suppose, but Dr Scarborough suggests part of 

katamAatvvew (Gal. ii. 298 Kiihn). 

Q evienevy: of an enema? 
10 €](Aelyyouc |. (€)iAtyyouc (Rea)? 

12 ovtw|¢? 

14 mAeiw dé mwo|[uéevn ypdovov? 

17 (yadAxod) Alemic, ‘flake’ of copper, would comport well with yaAxod avOoc in 20, cf. Dsc. 5. 77-8, where 
they are successive entries. Jdatwdy: perhaps cf. Dsc. 5. 78. 1, on the properties of Aemic, mwopévn S€ pera 
peAckparou vdwp aye. 

18 pila. Dr Scarborough suggests that this refers to the ‘root’ of an ailment. 
18f. dvw, ave|[duv-? 

19f. I had supposed pera xvy|[Kov, -Kivov, as the ingredient of a potion or other preparation, but Dr 

Scarborough suggests xvy|[aTwyr, ‘scrapings’ of cupric sulphate (20 yaAxod avOoc); he gives the references 
PGM xii 195, 199, Dsc. 3. 80, Plin. WH 34. 123. 

23 Apollodorus: presumably the iobolologist, PW 69 (iii Bc). Several applications of weAavO.ov (nigella) 

are found in later pharmacological literature which may derive from him: against snake-bite (Nic. Ther. 43, cf. 
Dsc. 3. 79. 2, ‘Dsc.’ Eup. 2. 132 W.), against spider-bite (Dsc. loc. cit., cf. ‘Dsc.’ Eup. 2. 262. 2 W.), against 
various bites and stings (Philum. Ven., pp. 10, 13, 16, 18, 24 W.); cf. Plin. NH 20. 182-4; it is also said to be 

lethal itself, if drunk in excess (Dsc. loc. cit.). For Sextius Niger’s use of Apollodorus see Wellmann, Hermes 24 
(1889), 560-4. But I cannot relate the following lines in the papyrus to any of this. He is nowhere else explicitly 
cited with regard to nigella; cf. the reference to Diocles of Carystus in P. Ant. III 123, and those to various 
authorities in Pack? 2388. 

As an alternative and ‘equally possible’ identification Dr Scarborough suggests a certain Apollodorus 
who wrote 7. pvpwr Kal crepdvwy, apparently from a quasi-medical angle (Ath. 15. 675&, cf. Plin. NH 14. 76). 

This seems to me less likely. 
24 avO|n éxer dvocua? The seed of nigella is said to be edwdée by Diosc. loc. cit., but nothing is said of the 

flower. 
26 diayet ra 17\[xOevta vel sim. Or diayxev? 

27 vrjaibpwr bep|[p-? 

col. ii1-g Eretrian(?, 1-4) and Samian (5-9) earth. Cf. Dsc. 5. 152-4 and Plin. NH 35. 191-3, 38, where 
similar instructions for preparation are given; the direct common source is taken to be Sextius Niger 
(Wellmann, Hermes 24 (1889) 530-69). Cf. also Gal. xii 188 Ktihn (Scarborough). 

3f. énl rv 66OaA]|ucxe@v? Specifically ophthalmic application is not mentioned either by Dioscorides or 
Pliny except in the case of Samian earth, where Pliny adds oculorum quoque medicamentis miscentur; one of the two 
kinds of Samian earth was xoAAovpiov, which might well imply use as an eye-salve. 

5-9 According to Dsc. 5. 153. 1 and Plin. NH 35. 191 there were two kinds of Samian earth, coA\ovpuov 
and dcrnp, though it is not clear that they are distinguished here. yjjc Capiac ric [€rEpac 7} --|puuc KA? ’Hpetpiads 
corr. from ’Eperpia. If we reconstruct rHv dbvayu[y Kal cKev]|aciav éxer mapar[Anciay rH] | "Eperpiddi, Kat 
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é[Aadporé]|pa xal ypnciw[répa écriv, reasonably consistent line-lengths result, but it may be suspected that 

the lines were longer. 
10-13 Aevxoypadic: another clay, which for Dioscorides goes under the name of AiBoc pdpox foc, 5. 134, dv 

nor yadrakiay 7} AevKoypagida éxdAcecav; cf. Plin. NH 27. 103. Rather than rapepm]|Adccer (Dsc. doxei de 
mapeumAdccew), syllabification suggests pa]|Adcces, cf. Dsc. etc re ra paraxa dfbadpixa petyvutar. Dioscorides 

continues 7Anpol yap Kodpara Kal pevuara icryci, which suggests something like cal créAAer ped ||wara in the 

papyrus. Similar properties are listed by Dioscorides for e.g. washed lead, 5. 81. 3 (dvvarar de cridew, .. . 
paddrrew, mAnpobv Ta KoWdpara, ...), and litharge, 5. 87. 2 (Sdvapw Se crumtixny, padakrTiKy, .. . KoAwp ato 

TAnpwriKyy). 
On Xevxoypadic Dr Scarborough writes as follows: 

I think this may be a form of a talc or perhaps a soapstone, given Dioscorides’ first synonym (galaxza, lit. 
milk-stone, prob. from the custom of eating a boiled milk and hulled wheat mixture [a frumenty] at the 
Athenian celebration of Cybele [Theophrastus, Characters, 21. 11, and Hesychius s.v.]). If my guess is 
right, this ‘milk-stone’ is a form of an acid metasilicate of magnesium, called variously talc, soapstone, 

steatite, “Tailor’s chalk’ (in England), and ‘Rensselaerite’ (USA, from deposits in upstate New York). A 
generalized formula would be H,Mg,(SiO;),. The various names in antiquity suggest its variations in 
color, from white to pearly-gray, or from silver-white to apple-green and sometimes dark green, but the 
distinctive feature in the gross, empirical manner is the ‘greasy feel’ of the mineral. I find no other refs. in 
Greek except here in the papyrus and in Dioscorides, v, 134. Not in Goltz or Halleux. PGM, m, 511 has 
a magnétis lithos which is possibly a soapstone (Theophrastus, On Stones, 41), but is more probably a 

magnetite (Dioscorides, v, 126 and 130); but since PGM, tv, 1721, says to carve the magnétis lithos, one can 
presume a talc or soapstone; PGM, xu, 410 has kérit@, most likely a soapstone or steatite (Pliny, WH, 37. 
153; Theophrastus, Stones, 42). I think we may presume kérté = leukographis = galaxia = lithos morochthos 
and sometimes = magnétis lithos. 

13-15 Noparagraphus, so apparently part of the Aevcoypadic entry, but I suspect that cradaypoc avOouc is 
in fact a new entry, to the effect that ‘drippings’ of flower of copper (13) have the same uses or properties as 
flower of copper in normal form (14), only the former is much stronger (15, -epoc). Presumably this is the form 
of yaAxav6éc elsewhere attested as craAaxrov (Dsc. 5. 98, so called by Cyprian mine-workers) or stalagmias (Plin. 
NH 34. 124); Dioscorides and Pliny describe the manner of production, and Pliny (cf. Dsc. 5. 98. 3) says there is 
no purer form. 

16-26 cuxyjc KAddy |. Kpady. For lack of phonemic distinction between p and A see Gignac Grammar i 
102-7, and cf. e.g. émi«Aaré |. émuxpareé SB 5110 ii 34 (AD 42); contamination with «Adéoc may also be a factor 
here, cf. «]paéy corr. from -oc at P. Ross. Georg. I 19. 58; xpadac correctly at 20. For pharmacological 
application of fig, and specifically the young shoots, cf. P. Ross. Georg. I 19 (Marganne, no. 146) 58-60, Dsc. 1. 
128. 4-5, Plin. NH 23. 118-29, and see further Marganne, p. 265 n. 2. P. Ross. Georg.’s entry is also cux7jec 
«]pa5 («]padq[c]]), and it shows further correspondence with our papyrus’ entry, continuing Sévayu exer 7 
70|[a paddcclew (rather xaBaipjew?) wera crip[ewc] Kal ep|[wavcewc] (or Bep[actac?): ccevalerar S€ otTwe ; 
there broken off. The only use specified by Dioscorides for fig-shoots is in culinary preparation. Pliny, however, 
reports a variety of uses; and he prescribes the ash of dark-fig leaves for gangrenes and excrescences (NH 23. 
119), and the ash of wild-fig shoots for soothing a sore uvula (WH 23. 129). 16 Sdv[apuw exer droxabaprixyjy? Cf. 
28 below. 17-18 Beppyal|ciac? 19 AaBe@[v rather than Aaf¢, 20 kpadac tac wapadu[ddac or rapadv|opévac, 20-1 
perhaps rac arradw ||rdrac Kal €Aadpw[tarac, 22-3 [wp ... (mpocemt) ||xewv kai taparrdcc[wv. 25-6 e.g. tplc rc 
Huepac 7) Kal Ae lovdxic, dvamrAdcac x[pa. 

27ff. Bile (gall, Lat. fel). Cf. esp. Dsc. 2. 78, a section on various uses, largely ophthalmic, of the bile of 
various creatures: first the method of preparation (which in the papyrus may have followed, cf. ii 1-4, 19-26), 
then: eict d€ macau at yodal Spyseiar, Depwavtixal, r@ waAdOv Te Kai Arrov Kara Sivayw aAAjAwY Siadépoucat. 
doxodct d€ emureracBar 7} Te Tob Dadacciou ckopriou (cf. 27) Kal ‘xOvoc Tod Aeyopevov Kaddwvipou (cf. 33), xeAvyC 

te Gadacciac (cf. 34) Kai vaivyc, Ere dé mépdiKoc (cf. 37) Kal derob Kal dAexropidoc AeuKyc Kai alydc dypiac (cf. 36), 

idimc appolouca mpdc dpxopevac vrroxdceic Kal dxAdc (cf. 29), dpyeua Te Kal rpayéa Br€hapa. Tic 5€ rob tpoBarou 

Kal Tob Tpayou (cf. 36) Kai rod cvdc Eru Se Gpxov €umpaxtixwTarn ectiv } Tavpeta. kTA. This is largely incorporated, 
with some modification, in Galen’s chapter on bile qua ‘humour’, Simpl. 10. 13 (xii 275-81 Kiihn), whence in 
turn Aetius 2. 106 (CMG viii 1. rgof.) and Paul. Aeg. 7. 3 (CMG ix 2. 272f., cf. F. Adams ad loc.). Various uses 
of various creatures’ gall included in Plin. NH 28. 216-18, but I find no particular point of contact with the 
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papyrus; cf. Plin. VH 28. 40. On the cxopmioc and the caddudvupoc (33), today more familiar as ingredients of 
bouillabaisse than as sources of eye ointment, see D’Arcy W. Thompson, Glossary of Greek Fishes, s.vv. 
27 xoAn{c} presumably dittographic error, but cf. ii 5 above. 28 dt[oxa8aprixny rather than dr[Ajv? 32-4 e.g: 
opotwc] | S€ Kal 7 Tob KaAAw[vipou Kal 7 TH xE|AW]vyc Oaraccéac [Kal daivyc. For the KaAAua@vupoc, cf. not only 
Dsc. loc. cit. but also Plin. NH 32. 69 callionymi fel cicatrices (cf. 9$A[dc 30) sanat et carnes (cf. capxebSy 31) oculorum 
supervacuas consumit. Pliny also reports (NH 32. 77) that callionymus bile infused with rose-oil is good for the ears 
(cf. Dsc. 2. 78. 4 on pig-bile), but the papyrus appears not to mention that. 35 zp[: either mpoBdrou, -reéa, or 
mp[oc e.g. Oia, see below. 36 7 T]payeca or 7% 5é t]payeca. Goat-bile has special properties: it lifts warts (Dsc. 
loc. cit. Pdpud re aiper, Ruf. 533 [cit. ap. Dsc. loc. cit. Wellmann] dixerunt Ruffus et Dyascorides: fel hircinum tollit 
verrucas) and controls ‘elephantiasis’, i.e. leprosy (Dsc. loc. cit., Plin. WH 28. 186); cf. Plin. NH 51. 189 Mt ‘Dsc.’ 
Eup. 1. 88. Cf. Gazza, Aeg. 36. (1956) 109. 

3702. MyTHOLOGICAL COMPENDIUM 

Plate V 

32 4B.2/B(1-3)a fiat 125o07 cro Second-third century 

Remnants of a jejune mythographical text of miscellaneous content, written on the 

back of a roll of accounts in an irregular and ungainly plain round and upright hand 

which may be assigned to the latter part of the second century or the earlier part of the 

third. Fr. 1, in two columns, has remains of three items: a list of the Greek leaders on the 

expedition against Troy; the suitors of Penelope; and the story of the Danaids. On fr. 2 

may be recognized a list of the Argonauts. The text was originally of some length: fr. 1 ii 

is numbered pxf, 122. It appears to have been strongly catalogic in nature, the more so if 

the Danaid story is leading up to a list of the Danaid—Aegyptid bridal couples; and the 

presentation is exceedingly bald and summary, quite devoid of literary pretension. 

Clearly we have to do with a mythological handbook of the same type as Hyginus’ 

Fabulae—though I would not posit any closer connection between the two works. Other 

remnants of the same sort of thing are P. Stras. WG 332,! P. Med. inv. 123,? and perhaps 

P. Vindob. gr. inv. 26727 (CE 49 (1974) 317-24). Cf. in particular P. Haun. I 7, which 

has remains of a catalogue of ships.% 

The list of Greeks against Troy is basically that of the Homeric Catalogue; attention 

focuses on the divergencies. As one of the four leaders from Elis is named not Diores son of 

Amarynceus but Amarynceus himself (1. 2). Alongside Menestheus, the Athenian 

leader of the Catalogue, we find the Theseid Acamas (1. 8). A tail-piece to the list 

1 Ed. J. Schwartz in Studi in onore di A. Calderini e R. Paribent, ii 151-6. It has remains of three items, at least 
two of them lists: Muses and offspring (i 1-7), victors at Pelias’ funeral games (i 8-111 5), ?Europa story (iii 6 ff.; 
in 8 ‘Pa]éapav6[- may be suggested). Schwartz sees a direct relation with Hyginus’ Greek source, on the 
strength of certain similarities between the two Pelias’ Games accounts, but discrepancies of context as well as 

of detail make for doubt. 
2 Ed. S. Daris in Proc. XII Intern. Congr. Pap. (Toronto 1970) 97-102. Remains of two catalogues: Actaeon’s 

hounds (m. and f. listed separately, cf. Hyg. fab. 81. 3-6), and unnatural mythological phenomena. 
3 This rather odd text has embedded in it a couple of apparently poetic forms: rot A[cxAnm]ddac 11 3-4, 

@npabe ii 8 (perhaps also [vq] |ac ii 4-5, but that also appears in late prose). Onpabe, instead of the expected €x 
Pepar, is especially remarkable (the eéa in the first syllable, as the editor points out, is matched only at JI. 2. 763, 

@npyriddao), and the Doric form would seem to point to a lyric source. Perhaps Stesichorus? 
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includes a Boeotian, probably Thersander (1. 25), and also Aegialeus son of Adrastus (1. 

28). Of less moment are the addition of Calchas and of Patroclus, and various cases of 

omission or sequential disruption. 

Similar lists are to be found in Hyg. fab. 97 (qui ad Troiam expugnatum terunt et quot 

naves), in Apollod., epit. 3. 11-14, in the Latin Dictys Cretensis 1. 17, and in the Latin 

Dares 14. (Cf. Wagener, Philol. 38 (1879) 99-105, Schissel von Fleschenberg, 

Daresstudien 96-115.) These all include ship-numbers, which the papyrus does not. The 

catalogue offered by the papyrus has no close affinity with any of them, though there are 

scattered agreements in particulars, notably one with Hyginus over Amarynceus. ‘The 

inclusion of Acamas, on which see at fr. 1. 8f., is a point in common with the lyric 

catalogue embedded in E. JA 231-302; cf. on the possibility of Eurytus at fr. 1. 2.1 

Apollodorus of Athens, On the Catalogue of Ships lies far behind; Hellanicus, Damastes, 

and Aristotle’s Peplos, further still. 

An unexpected element is the incorporation of personal address in the Danaid 

story, mpoexOjcopuai cor fr. 1. 37f. Is this t2bz lector, or does it point to an actual dedicatee? 

The manuscript could in fact be an autograph. Only with such derivative material as 

this one can scarcely speak of authorship. 

1 T.W. Allen (CR 15 (1901), 346-50, cf. id., Homeric Catalogue 23-5), asserting that Euripides ‘can have used 

no other’ catalogue than the Homeric, suggests that the JA divergencies, the substitution of Theseid for 
Menestheus among them, come from the Euripidean edition of the Homeric text. This seems most implausible. 
Why cannot an Jiu Persis have been the source, if prior authority there must be? 
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col. i 
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Ap]youc: [Tepi[ kAdpwevoc 

], dou é« ITy[Aov- 

Ayx|atoc ITocew8[ @voc €« Capou: Zit Kal 
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fr. 

At 
[ors] 
le. wl 

fr.1. 1-4 The Elean (Epeian) leaders. In accord with Homer (JI. 2. 620-4) would be Audiwayoc Kredrov, 
OadAmoc Edpitov, Aiwpyc ApapuyKéwe, TlodAdEevoc Ayacbévouc; but the papyrus apparently offers Amarynceus 
himself instead of his son Diores; and this is a divergency shared with Hyg. fab. 97. 11. No justification for the 

substitution is to be found in Homer (Diores’ death, //. 4. 517-26, Nestor’s reminiscence of Amarynceus’ 
funeral games, 23. 630ff.): chronological difficulties in local tradition? But none is apparent from Paus. 5. 1. 
10-11, 3. 3-4. As for Amarynceus’ paternity: Hyginus’ source had ’Ovycipaxov, but that seems too long for the 
space here, and other candidates are Alector, given by Eust. 303. 10 (cf. Diod. 4. 69), and Pyttius, given by 
Paus. 5. I. 10. 

The second leader, to be supplied in |. 2: Thalpius son of Eurytus, or Eurytus himself? For here too 
Hyginus diverges from the Homeric catalogue, ifit may be agreed that Eurychus Pallantis, the reported reading 
of the Hyginus codex, implies not Euryalus, as Rose and earlier editors, but Edputoc (Combellack, A 7P 69 
(1948) 190-6; did the codex in fact have Eurythus?). Cf. the Iphigenia catalogue, which gives Eurytus as the 
(only) leader of the Epeians, JA 279-82. Again there is variation of reported paternity. Hyginus’ Pallas, just 
like his Onesimachus, is otherwise unknown. Eustathius, who bases himself on the Homeric data of JI. 2, 621 ff. 

but seems to hint at the existence of other versions (303. 7, 18), names Eurytus’ father as Actor, cf. Paus. 5. 3. 3. 
Tied up with this is the text of //. 2. 621: Axropiwvoc is the vulgate, but Aristarchus read Axropiwve. 

In view of all the above, the likeliest reconstruction of the papyrus is perhaps Evputoc "Axropoc, 
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Aplapuyxede | [Adéxropoc, xrX.; the participant personnel in common with Hyginus (reading Eurytus for 
Eurychus), their paternities with Eustathius. But the source (or sources), like the rationale, is beyond recovery. 

A further peculiarity of Hyginus’ list, not shared by the papyrus, is that he assigns a different homeland to 
each of the four leaders; Hyginus is often idiosyncratic in this respect, and shows a fondness for Argos. Dictys 
and Dares, who name the Homeric four, and Apollodorus, who says merely Audiuaxoc Kat of cdv adr@, offer no 

trace of divergence from Homer here. 
In 4, of réccapec vel sim. 
4f. Meges: Il. 2. 625-30. Hyg. 97. 12, Apollod., Dictys; E. JA 283-7. 
Between Meges and Idomeneus in the Homeric catalogue come entries for (1) Odysseus, and (2) Thoas. 

Odysseus may have been promoted to an earlier position in the papyrus’ list, as is probably the case with 

Achilles too (see on 13 below); likewise in Hyginus (Ulixes 97. 4.). What has happened to Thoas I cannot say, 
unless he was carried along with Odysseus; he succeeds Meges in Hyginus (97. 12), Meges and Odysseus in 
Apollodorus, and is in the right proximity in the lightly disrupted sequence offered by Dictys. The [phigenia 
catalogue lists Meriones and Odysseus successively (JA 201-4), and has no Aetolian entry. 

5-7 Idomeneus and Meriones: Il. 2. 645-52. Hyg. 97. 7, Apollod. (Idomeneus only), Dictys, Dares; E. [A 

2o01f. (Meriones only). 
7. Menestheus of Athens: //. 2. 546-56, out of sequence here, with no geographical or other justification. 

The other catalogues are more faithful to his Homeric position between Elephenor of Euboea and Salaminian 
Ajax (Hyg. 97. 11, succeeding Elephenor but with Ajax shifted towards the head of the list [read Men¢estheus 

Petei et Melib) oeae filius? |; Apollod., Homeric sequence; Dictys, Elephenor and Menestheus transposed), except 

that Dares has him at the very end of the list (19. 6 Meister). As for Ajax, there is no telling whether he had an 

earlier entry or has been displaced by Acamas, see next. 
8f. Acamas: a rank intruder. No Theseid has any place in either of the Homeric epics (Schol. S. Phil. 562), 

nor—perhaps surprisingly, in view of the early and widespread tradition of their participation, from the Jiu 
Persis on—is either Acamas or Demophon named in any of the other extant catalogues, except as the final entry 
in Dictys’ catalogue of those present at the assembly at Argos two years before the gathering at Aulis (Dict. 1. 
14, postremt omnium). But it is 6 Oncéwe maic, and not Menestheus, who leads the Athenian contingent in the 

Iphigema tally (IA 247-52), cf. Eust. 284. 34 on Il. 2. 552, mepi b€ Tov amomAovy cractacavtec of APnvaior 

Tpoictacw apxew chav Anpopavra tov OnceiSny (sc. rather than Menestheus) with E. Tro. 31 and schol., and 
Hellanicus ap. Schol. E. Hec. 123 (FGrH 4 F 143, rationalization of conflicting traditions). We have in the 
papyrus a reflection of the same tradition, side by side with the Homeric. (Marginally relevant is ancient 
suspicion of references to the family of Theseus in the Homeric text, e.g. Zl. 3. 144, Od. 11. 631.) 

é€ A@nvav? But Acamas and Demophon are said to have sailed with Elephenor of Euboea (Paus. 1. 17. 6, 
Plu. Thes. 35.5, Schol. E. Hec. 123), so that é& EdBoiac is a possibility, cf. Hyginus’ Scyro in the case of Achilles. 
Or an alternative reading of 7-9 which would get in both Theseids could perhaps be Me]|vecOevc | [ITerew Kai 
(num 7?) Anpodav «lat Axdpac | [Oncéwe e€ Abyvav. 8 Jar and |v make equally good readings. 

gf. Tlepolemus: //. 2. 653-70. Hyg. 97. 7 (from Mycenae), Apollod., Dictys, Dares. 
1of. Nireus: I. 2. 671-5. Hyg. 97. 13 (from Argos), Apollod., Dictys, Dares; E. [A 204f. 
11-13 Antiphus and Phidippus: //. 2. 676-80. Hyg. 97. 14 (Antiphus only?—confused entry), Apollod., 

Dictys, Dares. 

ex K& probable; otherwise éx Neucvpou, ex Kaprabov, éx Kadvdvac. 

13 €« Pepaw(v) virtually dictates Fipyndoc Adurjrov before it: I. 2. 711-15. But to read Jv rather than |cis, 
I think, impossible. Conceivably a divergent tradition (e.g. Adpunroc Pépyro|c, cf. Amarynceus in 2), but 
more probably scribal error, whether small, e.g. Adpnroc or -ouc for -ov (but -ouc for -ov, unlike the reverse, is 
rare: Gignac, Grammar ii 23), or larger, e.g. AyiAAede Hndew]c (e& Apyouc Tedacyixod- IIpwrectAaoc EidixAov 
éx Duraxyc: Hipydoc Adunrovy ex Pepd(v). The problem recurs at 18 below. 

Eumelus is present in all the other catalogues, with no divergence from Homer (Hyg. 97. 8, Apollod., 
Dictys, Dares; E. ZA 216-26). 

The papyrus apparently has no entries here for (1) Achilles, and (2) Protesilaus, who succeed Antiphus 
and Phidippus in the Homeric catalogue (2. 681-94, 695-710). Unless they have simply dropped out, Achilles 
at least may have been moved to a more prestigious position, as in Hyginus (97. 2), and he may conceivably 
have taken Protesilaus with him. Cf. the case of Odysseus and Thoas, 5~7 above. It is curious, but can hardly be 
significant, that Protesilaus has dropped out of Hyginus’ list in the course of transmission (97. 12 <Protesilaus 
etc.) Podarces frater eius etc.). 
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14-16 14 prima facie e€ Apicre-. Not in Homer; and I find only Apucrepa‘, an island which cannot merit 
consideration. But to interpret other than as a place-name seems impossible. Perhaps éé A{pr}cre|[piov, 
preceded by Evpimvdoc Evaiuovoc: cf. Il. 2. 735f. This is not totally free from objection, for while Asterium is 
indeed specified in the Iiadic catalogue as one of the places in Eurypylus’ domain, we expect him to be said to 
come from Ormenium, the first place in the list; so Hyginus, Apollodorus, Dictys, and Dares (except that 
before editorial intervention Hyginus, Dictys, and Dares each have Ore(h)omenus: a v./. in the Homeric text?) 
and I find no source that gives preference to Asterium instead. The choice would need no explaining if the 
papyrus entry originates from a Homeric text without v. 734, or one which had v. 735 preceding v. 734 —like 
Venetus A. 

An alternative avenue of approach, opened up by Mr Parsons, would be to read é€ dpucte|[pac ‘on the left 
wing’, referring to Achilles’ position at the extremity of the vadcraBuoc (Il. 8. 225 = 11. 8); for scholiastic 
remnants of ancient scholarship on the relative positions of the Greek ships see K. Lehrs, De Aristarchi studiis 
Homericis* 221-4. This saves the given text, and the departure from the normal pattern of entry might be 
justified in the case of Achilles; but the rest of the data do not readily accommodate themselves, and the 
papyrus nowhere else shows concern with the vavcrabwoc as such. 

In 15 [Todadeiproc cat Maya wy offers itself: cf. Zl. 2. 729-34. The sequence in 13-15 will then be Eumelus, 
Eurypylus, Podalirius and Machaon, Philoctetes, whereas the Homeric sequence is Eumelus, Philoctetes, Pod. 

and Mach., Eurypylus. The other catalogues show comparable variation (Hyg. 97. 6-8, Apollod., Dictys, 

Dares; the JA has only Eumelus). P. Haun. I 7 offers (ii 1-9) Polypoetes, the Asclepiadae, Philoctetes, 
Protesilaus, Eumelus. 

AcxAnmod and the place-name, probably é« Tpi««nc, will follow in 16. 
Proposed restoration of 13 ff. is thus: 

Ka: Etunroc Adujto)<u){c} ex Depd(v): 

Evpimvdoc Evaipovoc] é& Af{pu}cte- 
plov: [TodaAeipioc Kai Maya |wv 

Ackdnmiot éx Tpikknc | Piroxry- 
THC KTA. 

16f. Philoctetes: //. 2. 716-28. The papyrus’ Meliboea is shared by Hyginus and Dares; Dictys opts for 
Methone, Apollodorus for Olizon. 

18-20 exyup can only be éx Iup|[taévyc, which practically enforces [ToAumoirnc ITetpiOdou (or [TeupiGov) 
before it: cf. Jd. 2. 738-44. But the |c is clear: not vu: cf. 13. Hyg. 97. 4 (from Argos), Apollod., Dictys, and Dares 
(paired with Leonteus). 

Aeovred< Kolpavou: cf. Il. 2. 745-7. In the Homeric catalogue Leonteus’ entry is subordinated to 
Pirithous’ (2. 745 ov« oloc, dua tH ye Aeovtedc xrX.), and he has no regions of his own. Hyginus, idiosyncratic as 
often in this regard, says a Sicyone (97. 14); Dictys gives no place-name; Apollodorus has no Leonteus entry; 
Dares has Polypoetes and Leonteus ex larisa (dothonia F), Argissa edd. Here, I would suppose éx upra@vyc again, 
but there can be no certainty. 

2o0f. Prothous: Il. 2. 756-9. Hyg. 97. 13, Apollod., Dictys, Dares. 
Before Prothous in the Homeric catalogue comes Guneus, apparently omitted here. (Hyginus’ Cycnus Ociti 

et Aurophites, all daggered by Rose, is readily mended to Guneus Ocyti et Aurophytes; cf. Apollod. Douved< ?Qxvrov, 

and [ov- > Cy in Dictys codd.) 
21-9 Prothous is the final entry in the Homeric catalogue. Appended in the papyrus is a miscellany of 

additional entries, seven in number. Hyginus’ and Dictys’ lists each have similar tail-pieces. Two or three of the 
entries are members of the Homeric catalogue who presumably were omitted from the body of the papyrus 

catalogue (cf. Dares, who appends Agapenor and Menestheus), but the others are names which have no place 

in Homer’s list. 
21-3 Schedius and Epistrophus: /l. 2. 517-26. Hyg. 97. 10, Apollod. (unnamed), Dictys, Dares; cf. IA 

261. 
23f. Patroclus has no place in the Homeric catalogue, but is an unsurprising accession. He is in Hyginus’ 

list too, along with Automedon after Achilles (97. 2), cf. Dares. 
Perhaps éx ®O/ac at the beginning of 24 (Phthia Hyg.); but if KaAya]c follows (see next note), something 

longer is called for: éx Oeccadlac? 
24-7 Theson of Thestor must be Calchas, who has a place in the tailpiece both of Hyginus’ catalogue (97. 

15 Calchas Thestoris filius Mycenis augur) and of the Latin Dictys (Calchas ex Acarnania XX [sc. naves]; but absent 
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from Malalas’ Greek version). But if the previous entry ends é« ®Oiac, KaAya]c by itself leaves the line too 
short, and since the Calchas entry seems to have terminated at @écropoc (see next note), KaAyac pavte|c is a 

possibility, specification of profession substituting for that of homeland (cf. Phocus Danai filius architectus and the 
succeeding two entries in the appendix to Hyginus’ list). But that gives odd word-order. 

For é« @nBa(v) in 25 I think the likeliest candidate is Thersander, son of Polynices. Not mentioned by 
Homer, he is the first of the miscellaneous entries at the end of Dictys’ catalogue, immediately preceding 

Calchas (Thessandrus, quem Polynicis supra memoravimus, Thebis naves L; but like Calchas, he is absent from 
Malalas’ Greek version); neither Hyginus nor Apollodorus nor Dares has any mention of Thebes or Thebans. 

An alternative would be one of Homer’s Boeotians, but it is improbable that any of them would be said to be 

from Thebes. @épcavdpoc (or Oécc-) TToAvveixo|v (on the form of the genitive see at 3712 56) would fill the 
missing part of the line. Thersander will owe his presence to his participation (as leader of the Bocotians?) in the 

first, abortive expedition against Troy, in which he was killed by Telephus (Cypria, cf. esp. Apollod. epit. 3. 17£,, 

Paus. 9. 5. 14, Dict. 2. 2). Virgil makes him one of the Greeks in the Horse (Aen. 2. 261 Thessandrus; the 

identification as Polynices’ son is ancient, see Serv. ad loc.), but the fact that the next papyrus entry is 
apparently his successor Peneleos suggests that it is the more traditional version that is responsible for his 

inclusion here. 
In 26 | could perhaps be read as a, but nothing else. This may be IT7nvéAewe “ImmaAxi)pou (“InmadAk|pov, 

sim., see below). Peneleos stands at the head of the Homeric catalogue as the first of the Boeotian leaders, //. 2. 
494; cf. the displaced entries of Hyg. 97. 8, and Dictys, who has a single Boeotian entry running ztem ex omni 
Boeotia Arcesilaus, Prothoenor, Peneleus, Leitus, Clonius naves L; Dares lists only Arcesilaus and Prothoenor. Homer 

does not provide his parentage. Hyginus offers Hippalct, but versions of the name variously proffered elsewhere 
are ‘ImmaAKoc (DS 4. 67. 7), “Immadxpoc (Schol. b Il. 2. 494, Plu. Qu. Gr. 37) and “Immadpoc (Apollod. 1. 9. 

16). Why is he not in his proper place in the catalogue? He may have been omitted through simple 
inadvertence, or he may have been deliberately displaced in order to have him stand next after Thersander, his 
predecessor (Paus. g. 5. 15, ultimately Cypria?). 

27f. Ascalaphus and Ialmenus: //. 2. 511-16. Hyg. 97. 10, Dictys, cf. Apollod. (unnamed: 6’[!?] sc. 

ayEewovec). 

éx Muwvpou; our expectation would be Orchomenus, and the other lists conform (except that Hyginus has 
Argos, as also for Schedius and Epistrophus, Elephenor, and several others). M(¢)wupov or -oc is unknown. But 
Homer’s phrase is *Opyopevov Mwvecov, and it may be suspected that Mwvupov is simply a misreading of Mwviov, 
written originally in supplementation of ’Opyopevod and here displacing it. 

The Boeotians, the Minyans, and the Phocians are the first three contingents in the Homeric catalogue, 
and it is curious that it is precisely these three whose representatives appear in this appendage to the papyrus 
catalogue. It may be that they were omitted en bloc from the body of the catalogue, or at least that the Minyans 
and Phocians dropped out together, the scribe’s eye perhaps having skipped from ackaAagoc to atacorAewc, 
which would have been the next entry after the Phocians; but we can only speculate. 

28f. Aegialeus: a surprise and an impossibility. The tradition was firm that Aegialeus died in the second 
attack on Thebes, and no chronology can have had the Trojan expedition precede that—unless perhaps 

Adrastus’ second expedition was made to intervene between the first and second expeditions against Troy, but 
any such synchronizing tradition would surely have left traces. It is Diomedes (Adrastus’ son-in-law), 
accompanied by Sthenelus and Euryalus, that Homer gives as leader of the Argive contingent, with no 

mention anywhere of Aegialeus or any other male member of Adrastus’ own family. It is interesting that a 
tradition unrecorded in Homer has Aegialeus’ son Cyanippus present at Troy (Ibyc. SLG 151. 37, see Barron, 
BICS 16 (1969) 130f., and Paus. 9. 30. 10, harmonizing with Homer), but I find nothing suggesting or even 
potentially enabling participation by Aegialeus himself. Curiously, the manuscripts of the 7A offer none other 
than Adrastus himself as the colleague of ‘the son of Atreus’ on the Trojan expedition (v. 268), but the 
emendation ddeA¢éc is generally accepted and in any event this can hardly be relevant. Is it conceivable that 
the Cypria had Aegialeus as a member of the first expedition against Troy, that ended up in Mysia (cf. on 
Thersander, 24 above), or among those at the earlier gathering at Argos (cf. on Acamas, 8f. above)? But then 
why is he not in Dictys, or elsewhere? It must be accorded more likely that Aegialeus, with or without 
attraction from Thersander above, is merely a stray from a catalogue of members of a different expedition 
altogether, that of the Epigoni. 

30-4 Suitors of Penelope. The ultimate source is Od. 16. 247ff. (a text including v. 252). The 
papyrus alters the order of listing, and supplies the bard with his name. A fuller version is given by Apollod. 
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eput. 7. 26-30; there the individual suitors are identified, and (as also with the Catalogue of ships) the numbers 
differ from the Homeric. The extant Hyginus has a list of Helen’s suitors (fab. 81) but not of Penelope’s. 

31 Eixapiou p.c. See W. Lameere, Apergus de paléographie homérique 26. 
Before 1B I should have expected é& ’[d«nc. 
34/35 A paragraphus may have been lost, but ifso it did not protrude into the text anything like as far as 

the one at 29/30. : 
34 ff. Other potted accounts of the Danaids, all rather more literate, are given by Schol. A Il. 1. 42 ~ 

Apollod. 2. 1. 4f, Hyg. fab. 168, Schol. E. Hec. 886 and Or. 872, Serv. on V. Aen. 10. 497. 
Both in Apollodorus and in Hyginus (fab. 170) there follows a list of names of the bridal couples—drawn 

apparently from discrete sources, for names and couplings differ, and there is a formal difference too: in 
Apollodorus the pattern is “Ictpoc ‘Immoddpevay sc. €Aaxev, in Hyginus Philomela Panthium sc. occidit. That the 
papyrus also had such a list is suggested not only by the catalogic nature of the rest ofits extant contents but also 
by the prefix of rpoexOjcouat in 37. The formulation of the opening, éxacrov(?) éxdcrn dméxrewwev, implies that 
it will have been on the pattern of Hyginus’ rather than of Apollodorus’. 

34 Ovyar[€pec: or -wv. Then hardly room for more than a single letter before line-end. 
35 1 cannot make anything of this without emendation. €]|kac{rov) rav? Kact- seems an acceptable 

reading, though the same series of letters in the next line occupies appreciably less space. 

36 dia{v} 7[va rather than 8’ (7>vrwa? For the intrusive nasal cf. [11 528 14 adrqv 77 Spa (1. adrH 7H dpa) 
and the other examples listed Gignac, Grammar i p. 113. 

37 mpoexOycouai cor: cf. e.g. Hermog. Jnv. 1. 1, p. 93. 8 Rabe, dmwe 5€ rabra Eyer, SveAwy ex Ojcoma. 
38 {ao}? 
44-5 etc tH v[dv xadovpe]yn[y IT]eAowévyncov? Other accounts mention the ship (44 v[adv?) built at 

Athena’s suggestion, and the island (44 v[7cov?) of Rhodes, where an image of Athena was set up, and they 
specify Argos as the ultimate destination. 

45-7 €.g. [Kat ray exe’] BaciAetav exer Bpayd[v dé BaciAed|cac ypovov KTA. 

48 Possibly rapayevnbérrec §[é, in which case a point above § must be the tail of a descender. 

fr. 2. Catalogue of Argonauts. See Seeliger in Roscher’s Lextkon, i 1. 507-10. The main comparanda are 
the lists given at Apollod. 1. 9. 16 and Hyg. fab. 14, cf. also Val. Flacc. 1. 353-486, Orph. 119-231, Schol. Lyc. 
Alex. 175. Apollonius Rhodius’ catalogue was influential, but never attained the authority of Homer’s 
catalogue of ships, which itself was not definitive; lying further behind were not only Pi. P. 4 but Sophocles’ 
Anpriddec and Aeschylus’ KaBecpor (Schol. Pi. P. 4. 303), cf. also Dionys. Scyt. Argon. F 14 Rusten (Diod. Sic. 4. 
40. 2) and the AR scholia. The papyrus’ pattern of data (name, father, homeland, just as for the list of Greeks 
against Troy of fr. 1) is fuller than Apollodorus’, who presents a bare list after the pattern Opd¢ede Oidypou, but 
less full than Hyginus’, who supplies both parents and records variants and other details. A point exclusively in 
common with Hyginus is the inclusion of Hippalc(i)mus in the papyrus’ list (11), see also on Erginus (6f., if 
rightly recognized). But there 1s no close affinity. On Hyginus’ list see C. Robert, NGG philol.-hist. KI]. 1918, 
469-500 (not utilized by Rose). 

1 é& Ap|youc. There are several possibilities. 
1f. Periclymenus: AR 1. 156; Hyg. 14. 14, Apollod. é« J7¥[Aov seems to confirm the identification, but 

whatis ], dov? The trace is of the top of an upright: v, y, or v. All accounts give Neleus as Periclymenus’ father. I 
can do nothing with the possibility of IT. NnAéwe cai NN -1d0v. Conceivably [Tepu[ KAvpevoc TToceddvoc vt] 1500, 

genealogically unimpeachable but descriptively odd. Perhaps likelier, [Tepu[KAdpuevoc Nyndéwe at XAwp ]iSoc, if 
the alteration is from rather than to v. 

Between é« ITé[Aov and Ayx]afoc presumably one entire entry is lost. 
3 Ancaeus son of Poseidon: AR 1. 188; Hyg. 14. 16, omitted from Apollod. Navz]Aroc, another Argonaut 

son of Poseidon, could equally well be read, but he comes at 10 below, if I have rightly recognized him there. 
Erginus (’Epyei|voc) would also be available, but he I think is taken care of at 6f. below, see n. 

3f. Zetes and Calais: AR 1. 211, Pi. P. 4. 181-3; Hyg. 14. 18 (long entry), Apollod. The supplement for 3/4 
is undesirably long, but fr. 1 shows much irregularity of line-end, and xai may have been abbreviated or 

haplographically omitted before Kad. 
af. Lynceus and Idas: AR 1. 151; Hyg. 14. 12, Apollod. Probably é« Meccyync (Messenti ex Peloponneso 

Hyg.), otherwise éé Apnync (Apnvnfev AR). 
5f. Heracles: AR 1. 122, Pi. P. 4. 172; Hyg. 14. 10 (Thebanus), Apollod. IToAvded«|nc would be an 

alternative, but he presumably goes in tandem with Castor, at 12 below. 
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6f. Erginus: the only Argonaut I find who can be accommodated to the data in 7. For Apollonius (1. 187) 
he is a son of Poseidon, along with Ancaeus and Euphemus, and he is from Miletus; but this may be a piece of 

unorthodoxy on Apollonius’ part. Pindar in Pythian 4 has only two Argonaut scions of Poseidon, and they are 
Euphemus and Periclymenus: no mention of Erginus. Apollodorus in his list follows the Apollonian paternity 
(1. 9. 16, "Epytvoc ITocewdsadvoc, with ITepuxAvpevoc Nndéwc immediately following), as does Valerius Flaccus in 
his (1. 415, proles Neptunia), but Hyginus, in his, augments: Hrginus Neptuni filius, a Mileto, quidam Periclyment 
dicunt, Orchomenius (14. 16); and his source is apparently the scholiast to Apollonius loc. cit., who reports 
Erginus’ father as Clymenus son of Presbon, this in accordance with the genealogy recorded by Paus. 9. 27. 1, 

cf. Apollod. 2. 4. 11; and the son of Clymenus at Pi. 0. 4. 19 must be Erginus. Evidently it is the non-Apollonian 

intelligence about Erginus that the papyrus purveys. [In Hyg. loc. cit. I take it that Periclymeni, printed 

undemurringly by Rose, is a slip (whether made before, by, or after Hyginus himself) for Clyment, abetted by 

the occurrence of the Argonaut Periclymenus a few lines before; cf. [Pert|Clymene at Hyg. 14. 2.] 

7-8 Admetus: AR 1. 49; Hyg. 14. 2, Apollod. 
8-9 Eurytus and Echion: AR 1. 52, Pi. P. 4. 178-80; Hyg. 14. 3, Apollod. (without Echion). On their 

place of origin, Hyginus (14. 3) says: ex urbe Alope (~ AR), quae nunc vocatur Ephesus; quidam auctores T hessalos 

putant. (Cf. Robert, NGG philol.-hist. Kl. 1918, 485.) They follow directly on Admetus both in AR and in 
Hyginus. 

10 Nauplius: AR 1. 134; Hyg. 14. 11, omitted from Apollod. 
11-12 I base the restoration on Hyg. 14. 20, Hippalcimos Pelopis et Hippodamiae <O)enomai filiae filius ex 

Peloponneso a Pisis. Hippalcimus is otherwise unknown as an Argonaut, but cf. [InvéAewe ‘ImaApov 
(= ‘ImmaAxkijou, see on fr. 1. 26) in Apollodorus’ list. 

3703. RHETORICAL DECLAMATION? 

Plate VI 

A 3B.6/gE 18x 17cm Fifth century 

A fragment seemingly of an Attic oration; but it is written, in the direction of the 

fibres, in an informal Byzantine hand of probably the fifth century. On the other side are 

fragmentary remains of an account (not transcribed), also written along the fibres, and 

conceivably that was the side used first. The best guess I can make as to the nature of our 

text is that it is a rhetorical declamation, whether a copy of an exemplary émiSevéuc such 

as those transmitted under the name of Libanius or the draft of an original one. But there 

is perplexing interchange of grammatical person and number, and efév wor in|. 8 might 

suggest the report of a conversation. 

ial 
Hex teagan ee ee ae 
J..[....]. poevedqun 

Basor 

JavovcexovrecevyncwriypncackaTe 
y) 

]. . Gada’ ravtpinpwvovkavactynceraindy 

| F ovxabeAKecBartacvavcouKouverTEvLor 
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|evouncay, EVILELCEKTWVAULPOTE PWV 

10 Tempatnat... \eersie€.e0l,.)0an | 

a : 7 m” > if / (2 \ / 

6 Javouc Exovrec ev vAcw Ti xpHcac Kal Ti(-) 
\ Q LA / > > ¥ ” 

T|nv Oadatrav Tpinpwy obK avactHyceTat HON 
/ N a > oF / 

|, ov KabéAkecbat Tac vatc. ovdKovv etréy pou 

Jemouncay , € byeic €x THV audotépwv 

3 vpeiv (1.e. div), cf. g duetc. Then édyun|[yopyce vel sim. 
3-4 The right margin is unusually irregular. Line 4 is nearly 2 cm shorter than. 3. A reluctance to divide 

words between lines might account for it, though |. 3 (unless the articulation is -wewe 57 7), but éwewe cannot be 
read) apparently spills over. 

4 of On|Baior, Bé]Bacor, al. 

Conceivably there is allusion to the famous ‘wooden walls’ Salamis oracle of Hdt. 7. 141, for which see on XLV 
3236 fr. 2. This would give some points of contact in ll. 6-8, but what is the island? One guess might be 

Sphacteria: so Mr Parsons, envisaging a speech against Cleon (cf. XXIV 2400) by Nicias in the situation 

either zroAe|udouc or Aaxedaipo|viouc is to be read. 

7 @ddarrav. Since contemporary usage vacillated between -rr- and -cc- (Gignac, Grammari 149), the Attic 
form may be of no significance. 

Punctuate after tpijpwr? ovx avactycerau: a challenging question with reference to an opponent? Or in 
view of vueic below, avactycerar = -ere might be considered, as suggested by Dr Rea, who adduces 

avactycavtec TO ctpatomedov Th. 1. 62. 4; similarly perhaps 8 08 KabéAKecbar = -ecbe. 
76n- A blot between $ and y might be cancellation: 7 (or 7) {| 5y- |? But 7 looks to me more like v, and off nv] 

might be read for 87. 
g tueic: addressing the Athenian assembly? éx rv dudorépwv: a threat from both sides? from both sea and 

land? 

3704. Text witH Musicat Notation 

Plates IV, VI 

51 4B.18/G(1-3)b fr. 11 X1rI1cm Second century 

Three scraps of musically notated text, unidentified. The text is written in a round 

informal hand similar to but not I think identical with that responsible for the text of 

XXV 2436, also musically notated. It may be assigned to the second century. The 

notation seems to have been done with a thinner pen, and gives the impression of being 

by another hand. The fact that the notational letters are differently formed from the 

textual ones does not necessarily mean that they are by a second hand, for the notational 

forms may have gone their own way, but I should prefer to recognize two scribes, as is 

supposed also for 2436. Both sides of the papyrus are occupied. We may be dealing with a 

codex, or, if the composition was short, with an opisthograph; the latter perhaps more 

likely. At any rate there is no reason to suppose that more than one composition is 

represented. 
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The notation is very loosely executed. The notes were apparently meant to be 

positioned above the vowels, but the placing is far from precise. Similarly with the 

rhythmical symbols that accompany the notes: the diseme (a superior bar) and 
especially the stigme (a superior dot) tend to stray rightwards. In the transcription 

offered below, the positions, as well as the forms, of the notes and of their attendant 

symbols have necessarily been normalized. Add that their very identification is at many 

points uncertain, and it will be clear that reliance on the transcription will be more than 
usually precarious. 

We have no coherent run of either text or music. The text may have common theme 

with Hesiod’s Theogony, if Typhos at fr. 1 | 6 is not a misleading clue. It seems to be 

predominantly dactylic or anapaestic. Sequences such as ... vy—-|-vv ... (fr. 1 } 4, 

—> 5?) rule out hexameters but could be either elegiac or anapaestic. ’Epewdwy, fr. 1 > 4, 

would normally scan v-v-, but v— (as at E. JT 931, 970) is perhaps not excluded. 

Musically notated texts are usually written in lines longer than the hexameter, non- 
stichically. But fr. 2 > appears to have a line-end, with a longer line above; irregular 
line-lengths suggest disposition kata criyov. The one surviving line-end is Kuzpu, 

presumably —-. The notational stigme should be applied on principles associated with 

the metre, but I have been able to make little use ofits evidence, or of that of the lemma. 

The surviving musical documents have been collected by E. Pohlmann, Denkmdiler 

altgriechischer Musik (Nuremberg 1970). Since then there have been published XLIV 

3161 and XLIV 3162 (both third century), and a third-century Bc text of lyrics from 

E. IA, P. Leid. inv. 510, CRAT 1973, 292-302; add also 3705. 

In the notational transcription given below, + indicates a note too damaged for 

identification. Dubious identifications are signalled as such in the apparatus, not the 
transcript. 

ag, 

J.a.[ 

(6 7 =e} 
re — — = On * salou) lene us 

7 Ie 70 

3 jexe. €.€,, , avouwxepip[ 

ie oS © = C75 eS Th 

4 ie be _ Jvacepewvuwvouxevo, [ 

(EE es eran snl an A 
5 ih Peres ovpoviovOnparit[ 

| ¢ © 088/11 
6 |. voudercapevoc, [ 
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Text. 2 ¢B practically certain; then traces suggesting yu; next letter almost completely lost except for trace 
of apparent horizontal at letter-top level; then 9, almost certain After, a curl at foot, a hole, then a vertical, 

lost at foot: qu? 3 Abraded After second ¢, perhaps v (not A); after third ¢ perhaps v or v AL Ne 

letter-top speck as of e.g. v or + 5 er[: the papyrus now has only .{, but iz[ is clear on the 
photograph 6 _[, anomalous low traces 

Notation. 2 &, tailonly After C the papyrus is damaged, and notes may have been lost + and + 
are slight traces, broken above 3 Z,oryv | uncertain; the surfaceis mostly gone _—_ Signs after Z most 

uncertain: twospecks Of the next note there is a trace as of the top barofC — Above av: the first note(?) was 

low and small (O?); thereafter the surface is relatively undamaged, but the decipherment is uncertain: the 
putative diseme is touching the putative I, so that F would be an alternative transcription The diseme 
above C is unusually short, and the stigme at an unusual distance to right and above _ Final I uncertain 
4 Before ® perhaps C, but there are further traces intervening | —, too low to be a diseme, and there is no 
apparent loss — After the second &, and less probably after the first, a stigme could have been lost; otherwise 
the last five notes are intact and clear 5 Diseme(?) after Z is low, but does not seem to be simply the tail 
ofZ I notaltogethercertain Above ov, I(?) is very short and sloping; the combination is quite unlike that 
in 3 

rete : ¢ 

I JaAay| 

ova fe eat 
2 | peda, devdpwen, ¢.[.].[ 

 2aes 20 Ss 1 70 

3 | Wi@yevernyerapnpevor| 

10 256 M4 +70" | 

4 JEcxoteAwve€Bopevgol 

} ree") Sf 1), 27 
5 JerxeAwvetavtpa[, \nABe[ 

J+ ZEAE o7A074[ 
6 Jetnpntvdwenck, [ 

Text.2 ],,apparentupright After a, traces of one broad letter, perhaps v, or two narrow 5 Jeu 
visible on infra-red photograph 6 ,[,a hook, most suitable for v among vowels, rather lower than would 

be expected for 7 or t 

Notation. 2 ® not certain +, low horizontal, lost above 3 Between & and & all most 

uncertain Last +, perhaps I or = 4 First three notes not certain 5 No trace of notation until 

the horizontal bar, at note level 6 E undamaged, but decipherment uncertain: C is an alternative 

reading Above c, possibly O’ or an ill-formed C, with diseme 
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fr. 2—> Y 

; ' ; |-41 

] [ Jou 

lar Ik J+ [ ]+#4++oe 

2 Jnag[, J. evn Nase aleetel 

ee Wea Lal JC [ 

gu eeu mpun | Jevexev| 

iim }e ee 

1 Blank: top of column? 

ir33 > : ; : ) Blank or abraded 

te ome) 

JA AL 
3 el 

3 First A uncertain 

Text 

fr. 1 — On the murder of a relative? In 2 cUvaspoc is the only acceptable reading I can find (e.g. 6 
cbvaipoc éu[oé). In the next lines we are probably to recognize 3 dvouw xepi, 4 Epewtwvr, 5 doviov O7pa, 6 (ov) 
feccduevoc. If there is a connection with the | side, this could have something to do with Typhos, though 
mention of the Erinyes would then need explanation. Or one could think of the castration of Uranus (which 
generated the Erinyes, Hes. 7A. 185). tur[ in 5 1s possibly “Titan’. But the context can hardly be fixed. 

fr. 1 | 3 ]edew is an almost certain reading. | (5(w yevérn makes a reasonable beginning, but then what? 

There seems little promise in I'éra. ynyevy or ynyevérnv would be very apt for Typhos, seemingly mentioned in 
6 (ynyernc [A.] PV 351, of Typhos; yiyavre ynyevéra mpocdpmoroc E. Ph. 128, of Hippomedon, no doubt with 

Typhos in mind, cf. A. Sept. 493 and Hes. Th. 185), but this is to move too far from the text. yeyapnyeévov is 
tempting, though it does seem to be r, not y, that is written. Ifso, what neuter female (tépac?) married her own 
father (or son?)? This line of approach is owed to Mr Parsons, who adduces Hyg. Fab. ‘praef.’ 3, where Tartarus 
is listed among the offspring of Earth and Aether; Typhos was born (cf. on 5 below) of Earth and Tartarus. 
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4 cKkorréAwy e&€Bopev. 

5 CixeAdy e& avtpw[v] 7A. Typhos is invariably connected with Sicily; on the other hand, the cave 
associated with him is not Sicilian but Cilician, where he was born (e.g. P. P. 1. 16, [A.] PV loc. cit. and Schol.). 
But the manuscripts have év CuxeAia at Apollod. 1. 6. 3 and Schol. Pl. Phdr. 230. 

6 The most promising articulation is perhaps |¢rnp 7) Tudadc y Cx, [. Aristotle knows of a Giant Acrnp, 
fr. 657 Rose (I owe the reference-to Mr Parsons). I find no Giant in Sc-; Cxy[AAa would be at home in a 
catalogue of monsters. Or if rupuic ‘typhoon’, rpn|erip 7) rude 7} cxn[m7dc(?) offers itself (rudd cal mpyncrhpe Ar. 

Lys. 974, Tupwvro1 cxnmroi Hermias, In Pl. Phdr. 75). Typhon had special Egyptian connections (see esp. Hdt. 
2. 156, 3. 5), but there is no indication that they are in play here; the same goes for his place in magic. In a post- 
classical composition one would expect not Tudde (ruddc) but Tudadyv (rupav); perhaps Tuddc was chosen as 
being more high-flown. 

fr. 2 > 3 This line ends shorter than the preceding one: therefore Kump: rather than Kirpi-? 

Notation 
Identification of the musical notes and the accompanying symbols is more than ordinarily difficult. 

The papyrus is damaged, and the notation is loosely executed. Most if not all of the notes are letters 
of the alphabet—it is the so-called ‘vocal’ notation that is used, as regularly—but they are not formed 
in the same way as in the text itself. The most secure guide to their identification is comparison with 
the forms they take in other musical documents. XLIV 3161 and XXV 2436 are palaeographically 
close. 

On the front (—) of fr. 1, notes identifiable with some confidence are Z, &, O, C, ®, and I. Z is often no more 

than a sinuous curve (cf. 3161, less extreme); & is a similar but extended squiggle. O is generally clear enough, 
though sometimes open at the top; it tends to be small and flattened. C shows some variation of form, but 

consistently has a squarish appearance, its top being made in a separate stroke, more or less horizontal and 
liable to be mistaken for the diseme. Of ® there is only one instance (4), but it is tolerably clear. I is rather 
problematic. It looks clear towards the end of 5, and also at the end of 4, where it is a little curved but it is 

only doubtfully recognized at earlier points in 5 and in 3. Also on fr. 1 — are: a horizontal bar in 4, 
apparently a note, something of a mystery, perhaps occurring again at |5; and a shallow cup in 3, on which 
see just below. There is much else that is uncertain here, but that is attributable largely to the condition 

of the papyrus. 
Decipherment of the notation on the back (|) of fr. 1 is more troublesome. &, Z, I, and O are clear enough, 

and perhaps C too, but in addition there are the following: 
A shallow cup (clear twice in 5, once in 6; cf. +3). Notes which this could conceivably represent are Y, @ 

and 0. Y I should have expected to retain a shank, © to retain some trace of a central bowing, and © (omega 
Umtvov) to retain some vestige of its side-pieces (cf. 3161). On musical grounds only U is acceptable, however 

(see below, ‘Musical Interpretation’), so while I transcribe the note as v I shall refer to it less non-committally 

as 0, omega vzrtvov. 

A sign looking something like an inverted version of this may be not a note at all, but the leimma symbol, 

A: the leimma, or ‘rest’, is similarly formed as a simple arch in other papyri. 
E is probably to be recognized in 6. Doubt is occasioned by its being formed exactly like C, only with a 

superior dash. 
In 5 and 6 O is directly followed by a stroke rising slightly from left to right: not a diseme, for there is a 

diseme above. Such a stroke is found also with = (probably) at the end of 5. I would take it to be the dash which 
in the scales of Alypius, much as in modern alphabetic notation, raises the note by an octave. It is to be found in 
the Berlin tragic papyrus (Pohlmann, no. 32, plate in SB Kk. Preuf. Akad. d. Wiss. 1918, opp. p. 768); the stroke 

there is in a similar position but at an angle of about 45°. 
The badly damaged fr. 2 adds nothing to these data. But fr. 3 + clearly has A. 

Of rhythmical symbols, the leimma has already been noted. The diseme and the stigme are both of 

frequent occurrence, separately and in combination. They tend to be placed to the right of their note, but the 

placing is very variable, and itis often uncertain whether or not a dot is to be taken as belonging to the previous 

note. The double-point is clear at fr. 1 — 6. 
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Musical Interpretation 
The reasonably assured notes on fr. 1 > are ® CO 31 Z. These form a consecutive sequence of notes (in the 

diatonic genus) in three tonoi: 
Hyperionian: from rapurdrn bratwv to pécn. 
Ionian: a fourth higher, from rapurarn pécwv to vary cuvnppevev. 

Hypolydian: from Aiyavoc pécwv to vay bieCevypevwv. 

The same options were presented by 3161. 
If fr. 3 +, which has A, belongs to the same composition, Hypolydian may be excluded, for A (/#°) has no 

place in it. In Ionian and Hyperionian it is a standing-note (fOdyyoc écraic; outer note of tetrachord, of fixed 

pitch). 
The music on the back may well be in the same tonos. Again we have O & I and Z, and probably ® and 

C. There are also: a note which I have taken as 0; O’; probably &’; and probably E. In the Ionian and 

Hyperionian tonoi, E belongs only to the latter (tpiry cuvnupévwy); and the same is true of E” (rpiry 

bmrepBoAaiwv), which is beyond the range of the Ionian. 
Unless there was modulation xara révov (see on 3161, p. 63 n. 1, and the next number in the present 

volume), all may be in Hyperionian. In that case, the music on fr. 1 — is all but confined to the two lower 

conjunct tetrachords, drarwyv and pécwv; OU, however, if rightly recognized in 3, takes us into the next 
tetrachord up (but not via the standing-note pécy, Z), whether conjunct (cuvnupéevwy) or disjunct 

(SveLevypévwv). Fr. 1 | goes higher again: O’ is the common standing-note of the upper two conjunct 

tetrachords, dveCevypévwy and depBodatwy, while &’ is the next note up. 
On the front there is nothing which may not belong to the conjunct tetrachords drdarwv, wéecwv, and 

cuvnupevey, i.e. to the lesser perfect system. But on the back we have (after a lemma) E U in 6, which, if rightly 
deciphered, must be within the conjunct tetrachord cuvnupévwy, while in the previous line (again after a 

leimma) we have UO’, a sequence which belongs to the disjunct tetrachord dveCevypévwy; and in fr. 3 we have 
A, the lower standing-note of the d:elevypevwyr. If we are to interpret the composition with reference to the 
theoretical treatises, the system must be the ‘immutable’, ro dueraBodov. 

Remaining unexplained is the note, ifsuch it be, above « of *Epewvwy at fr. 1 4; its neighbours are ® and 

C. Its form is a horizontal bar, too low to be a diseme. Such a note is attested in Alypius’ tables as c, but this 
identification is discouraged by the fact that it is confined to the Phrygian (and Hypophrygian) and Dorian 
(and Hypodorian) tonoi. 

Nothing much can be said of the progressions. Sequences such as & C and ® & show that movement 

between tetrachords may be effected without standing-note mediation. One wonders whether tetrachordal 
principles are operative at all. 

At fr. 1 + 3 we apparently have the sequence I U C Z I, which in © C (neither of them a standing-note) 
incorporates a downward leap of a seventh (g—a’). The progressions are usually small, however, and the single 

surviving melism, :O& at fr. 1 — 6, is the smallest interval available in the diatonic genus. The melody is 
beyond recovery. 

Rhythmical Symbols 

Stigme (superior dot). I cannot discern the principle informing the use of the stigme. Difficulties of reading 

aggravate the problem. | thought first that it marked the biceps of dactyls (-“~ and —), but this is to force the 
evidence in places. 

Diseme (superior ~). The diseme is of frequent occurrence, and is regularly associated with long syllables. 
Its only apparent application to a short syllable is at fr. 1 3 d(vouw), but the decipherment is uncertain. That 

it applies to the syllable rather than to the vowel is indicated by its presence with e.g. é€ dv(tpwv), fr. 1 | 5. It 
could be that the diseme is meant to attend every long syllable; though it is absent from 04(pa) fr. 1 5. In that 
case, the function of the diseme would simply be to give musical recognition to metrical longa. 

Double point (:). The double point occurs certainly at fr. 1 — 6, and probably at fr. 1 | 5 (immediately 
before a lacuna). Itis used as in other musical documents: placed in front of a pair of notes set to a single syllable 
(a ‘melism’). The syllable in question is short, (dev) ca(pevoc): cf. on 3161. 

Leimma (). The leimma, if rightly identified, appears in three successive lines on fr. 1 | : once in 4, once in 
5, twice in 6. Each time it is accompanied by a diseme; in three of the four instances (5, 6 bis) it is accompanied 
also by a stigme, and in the fourth instance (4) there is now a worm-hole where a stigme could originally have 
been. The position of the leimma seems to be above the last letter of a word: ccoméAwy 4, CxeAwe 5, |ernp 6, 
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tudwe 6 (in the last instance the note belonging to w has slightly displaced the leimma rightwards). The 
leimma more probably signifies a ‘rest’ than a protraction. It is notable that in 4. and 5 it comes at the same 
place in the same metrical sequence: vy—AQ—-Vu— 4, YY—A-—~ 5; and it is tempting to extend the affinity to 

accommodate the stigmai and disemes too, as follows: WU=AQ=VU= 4, WU=A=== 5. The leimma would be a sign 
of what in metrical terms is syncopation, or perhaps of catalexis: we could even see elegiacs here, the leimma 
coming at pentameter-end. But this, while not I think incompatible with the evidence, does go beyond it (e.g. 
the beginning of 5 is seemingly without any notation at all); and it hardly fits the occurrences in 6, even though 
we may note that the first leimma is followed by —--, just as in 5. On the most natural reading of the text of 6 
(see on “Text? above) the leimma articulates the text: Jernp M 7) trudade A 7} cx, [. 

Oblique (/). At fr. 1 | 3 Z is followed by an oblique stroke. This is much closer to perpendicular than the 
near horizontal dash with O and &, so that Z’ is certainly not to be read. It could possibly be the letter I, ZI then 
being a melism on ()dc(w), but in that case we should expect the double-point to precede, as at fr. 1 > 6. An 
oblique does occur in other musical documents (see at 3161). Its function is obscure. 

The problems of reading and interpretation make it impossible to see with any clarity the extent of 
observance of word-accent in the melody. But there are at any rate two cases where unaccented syllables are 
apparently set to a higher note than the accented: yep at fr. 1 — 3 (e-d) and ddmov at fr. 1 > 5 (d-e-d). This 
suggests, what is no surprise, that the music is not of classical or even Hellenistic date; it may be practically 

contemporary. 

3705. TExT with MusicaL NOTATION 

Plate II 

16 2B.50/H(b) 7.54 cm Third century 

A single line of text, written several times over in an informal third-century hand, is 

given a variety of musical settings, written apparently by the same hand. Liturgical? But 

the text is iambic, by the looks of it. 

The text is written along the length of a «6AAnua-joint, in the direction of the fibres. 

This means that we are dealing with a charta transversa (see E. G. Turner, Actes du XV? 

Congres Int. de Pap. i, Pap. Brux. 16, ch. 4). It may be that the other side had been put to 

use in normal fashion, and that the musical text is written transversely on the back; the 

other side is in fact blank, but it is only 4 cm across. 

pV My 
Tov 07 TOTOU TL LY [NH 

2 MV ZI MZ IZ Ol E[ 
A \ / Tov 67) TOTOV TL LY | 

eit) Pee Oe PC 

Tov 61) TOTOV TL LY 

4 MV VZ ZV Ve SI 
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Above 1. 1, a few traces of ink at various points: unclear whether they belong to the notation or to a 

preceding line of text. 

Text. 1 First o of rozrov in alteration. 

Notation. 2 J, or P _[, trace at papyrus edge, position suitable for Z, O not excluded 4 MV, 

inferior hyphen perhaps lost —_& (bzs) in apparent correction 

Text 

Ifiambic, priya or pvypovev-, and probably 7 rather than ri. 

Music 

Recognized notes are C, P, O, ©, M, I, Z, and © (inverse Q). All these are reasonably assured except M, 

which seems to have been written more stiffly at the line beginning than within the line and in neither case 
much like a textual y; but the identification is given comfort by this note’s comparable variability of 

formation in P. Oslo inv. 1413. 15-19 (Oslo B, no. 37 Péhlmann, Denkmiiler altgr. Musik). Remaining 
unidentified is a note transcribed as V. 

These notes (V apart) may suggest that this composition, like several others (see at XLIV 3162), was in 
the diatonic genus of the Hypolydian tonos. In Hypolydian © is rapavyry of the tetrachord trepBoAaiwy, and 
the other identified notes belong variously to the disjunct and conjunct tetrachords, which according to the 
Alypian tables were constituted in diatonic Hypolydian as follows: 

pécn disjunct 

| ! 
CR OH My IZ 0 (@) 
LI ae ai a Se eS] 

conjunct 

(A tetrachord’s bounding-notes make a fourth; the disjunct tetrachord’s lower bounding-note is a tone above 

pécn, enabling a fifth.) But in view of a progression such as ZM (I. 1, cf. the melism MZ in |. 2), which on the 
Hypolydian hypothesis violates the integrity of the tetrachordal structure, it is probably more realistic to 

recognize kata tévoy modulation with the Lydian, in which tonos the CPMI tetrachord is pécwv; the 
modulation being effected in regular fashion via the common standing-note Z (1. 2, MZ I&, cf. 1. 4). 

But all this ignores Y, which is a mystery. The most suitable note from a musical standpoint would seem to 

be I, but while Lis not consistently formed (at least, not if | have rightly recognized it in ll. 1 and 4), it is quite 
distinct from Y, which I cannot believe to represent the same note. Also untenable palaeographically are E, (5, 

and <, the notes of the next tetrachord up. A note which V could conceivably represent is what the Alypian 

tables offer as V (in origin, inverted labda), which is Hypolydian rapuraryn tratwv (an octave below &, rpizy 

dieCevypévwv), but that seems musically all but incredible; it would entail progressions highly anomalous in 
themselves and quite out of keeping with the rest of the composition. I cannot solve. 

Rhythmical notation is minimal. The hyphen has its conventional function of linking a pair of notes set to 

a single syllable (its omission from IZ in 2 may be inadvertent or may be due to there being scarcely room for 
it). Otherwise there is nothing but a single diseme, placed on the first note of |. 1. The stigme (the dot that 
distinguished dpcuc from Gécec) is not used; Oslo B, which is iambic, provides a parallel. 

If the notes set to rézov in |. 3 are rightly identified, there was no respect for the tonic accent. 
All the musical indications are that this was a contemporary composition. 
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3706. TREATISE ON Music 

Plate VII 

1 1B.120/E(c-d) fr.1 12x 10cm Second-third century 

The text of these few fragments of a musical treatise, the largest with remains of two 
columns but broken on all sides, is written across the fibres, presumably on the back of a 
roll. On the other side some faint traces of a large documentary hand can be made out, 

written apparently the other way up. The text of the treatise is in an informal, rather 

irregular hand, freely ligatured, assignable to the later second or earlier third century. 

dé, kal, wév and yap are routinely abbreviated. I see no good indication of column-width 
or -height. 

The treatise was no elementary one. If I have correctly recognized rpitoeddyjc at 116 
(the word is previously unattested), fr. 1 has to do with a tetrachord’s two inner or 

movable notes, discussed with reference not to A¢yavoc and wapumarn, as in Aristoxenus 

and elsewhere, but to apav7jrn and tpirn. The discussion may concern the transition 

from one genus to another (the three genera being the diatonic, chromatic, and 

enharmonic), resulting in a mixed melopoeia. But exact reconstruction seems out of 

reach. 

Another—if indeed not the same—treatise on dppovixy is represented by IV 667, 

which is very probably by Aristoxenus himself (Mountford in J. U. Powell and E. A. 

Barber, New Chapters in the History of Greek Literature, 2nd ser. 180f.). Even if it does not 

belong with that, the present text may well be Aristoxenean, whether the author is 

himself or a later expositor. It could come from Aristoxenus’ treatment either of 

modulation (jeraBoAy) or of melopoeia: his discussion of these, the sixth and seventh of 

the seven parts of apywovixyn (Harm. 2. 38. 7-27), is missing from what survives of his 

musical works, the transmitted three books that go under the name of Appovixa Crouxeia. 

These are not the only Oxyrhynchus texts for which Aristoxenean authorship has 

been mooted. Alongside dppovix7 stood puduxy and perpixy; and it is to Aristoxenus’ 

‘Pvbuixa Crorxyeia that 19 + XXXIV 2689 has been attributed. But in view of certain 

apparent discrepancies with what little is transmitted of that work, ascription to a post- 

Aristoxenean rhythmician may be better. 
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iat fr, 

col. 1 col. 1 

] [ leeal 
|xva[ | Kyetc| Jaucuv, , [ 

ential eke eee on iyetince | 
]ereAslo pLadd[ ], wereéa, [ 

Jexdva ped, [ 5 ]cBaind, [ 

5 ].. ernpedo Kou ].. 0. Jverauyl 
IrL.. J. voy... pyroesdnc, , decra| ]. .  avrove[ 
], mer coun padictavtgc Two ], covyw[ 

JartonbocpeAwdertary toe pore |, wdakr, [ 

|dcatovourapa, . , , [] ea al 10 |vrote,..,. | 

10 lex [oj] <Srov8arav nl |vyurwval[ 

Jperncrn|[, logurepa., [] ral Jenexry, [ 
eo a ra pony 
Jwxevappor[ ] ev[ ]. vyery| 
]AAadecrou7[ | av[ 15 |ra[, Jul 

15 Pon 2 a vn lv. [ 
|roz[ 

dremel 

fr. 1i1 a[, probably last letter of line 2 ,[, ¢ suggested, o not excluded, hardly 6 3 Jed, 
hardly » 2 intact, but possibly v (written as in 12, 15) € in little question, but -6 conceivable 

5 |. ., lower parts, e suggested 6 ],,footofupright  _, _, feet of two apparent uprights, then a, A, 7? 

At end, perhaps ev 7 |., curved upright as of — supralin. e cursive 8 marg., very faint traces, 

possibly offset 9 ...,, consistent with yyry 11 After 7, hole of suitable size for: or c, probably too 

narrow fory Atend, short upright suggesting v, not excluding c 12 ],,sloping upright, possibly v, but 
with suggestion ofleftward curve attopasofa __ ., foot of upright, then traces consistent with v 14 9, 

or a? 17 ,.[, perhaps oc 

fr. 2.3 ]., high speck, v acceptable, not a 5 .[, foot of upright, y or (better?) « eal 

specks suggesting 0, then perhaps y[:] Wh as HRS 8 ]., a or e suggested 9]., ¥ 
ort 10 _,, ,[, scattered specks 
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a ir. 2 
col. 1 col. u : 

leak 
|xva K(al) y(ap) etc[ Jac cov, , [ 

Hox |» eM relrd Bal ayevee 
J2ekfo- als) aa] iL Geese 
| €« dca- peXo| 5 —_ |cBar 78, [ 

5 wlerkrn wedo- K(at) oul Jo v[verae pl 
|7[. . |. ovov, . tprtoednc, , devta[ |... avrod ¢[ 

], wevEevou K(al) waducr adr(al)c awd ], cov yor[ 

Jas 70 HO0c- pwedwdeirar y (ap) pw ye |tw daxrv[A 

| dtarovou mapavyry[c] laa 10 |vroce | 

10 cuvlexec 6(€) TobA amav nl |vyuwval 

Jpernc rH, ] 0furepa, (ev) [ Je peer, [ 
De eee ra | rexpaxolps 
Jw x(at) evappor[ie ev[ ]. vyery[ 
JAra Set rout av[ 15 |za[. Jul 

15 Meret esl vn lv. 
ror[ : 

| Acme 

irs fr. 4 1s fr. 6 

somal ]eAL Ira Inol 
J.azl Jde¢[ lel 
Jerw, [ ]vdz. [ 
Jouza[ 

5 Jeno 
|dor7o0[ 

J. cel 

ne Seen I aue 

fr. 4. This scrap looks as ifit may come from the lower right of fr. 1 i, perhaps to the right of ll. 15-17, but I 

cannot precisely place it. 

Remaining: three tiny scraps with illegible traces. 
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fr. 1i1 |«va. If rightly read, little offers but (-)yAv]«v a-? It is to 76 BobAecBau yAvKaivew dei on the part of 

musicians that Aristoxenus attributes the displacement from popularity of the enharmonic genus, with its 
extreme intervallic differences within the tetrachord, by the chromatic and diatonic, Harm. 1. 23. On P. B. 
Meyer’s interpretation of 1) yAvxeia potca at Pl. Lg. 802¢ 6 as a reference to the chromatic genus see W. D. 

Anderson, Ethos and Education, 195. 

2 Apparently not Avd[c]-, of the ‘Lydian’ mode. 
3 €deArLo|[u-, however surprising textually, looks the best reading palaeographically. peAcCo- is perhaps 

not quite excluded, but that too is not a word one would expect to find (Phld. Mus. xi 87, fr. 12 [= bk. 3 fr. 30] 
3f., but no occurrence that I can recall in the mainstream treatises). An alternative decipherment might be 

JeAev-do. 

4 €k d1a|[rdvov? Cf. 9 below, and on 6, 8. 
5 Ifpedois right (the papyrus is damaged and ink lost, but eA is in little doubt and it is difficult to take the 

last letter as any other vowel), eAo|[zor- is very probable: hardly 77 reAo[zouia, if preceded by «: (-)wleccrn 
eAo[ roca Would well suit the remains. (ucxr7 again at fr. 2. 12, but there so spelt; and cf. 7 below?) In Aristides 
Quintilianus’ chapter on melopoeia, 1. 12 (Aristides treats melopoeia as the final, seventh part of dppovixn, 1. 5 
jin. cf. Aristox. Harm. 2. 38), itis stated that weAoroua can differ from one another in respect of genus, system, 

tovoc, Tpomoc, and Hoc (p. 30. 8-15 W-I); clearly we should need to have more of the context before we could 

know just what would be meant by mixed melopoeia here, but it does seem that change of genus, and 
correspondingly of ethos, is under discussion. Aristoxenus’ general statement on genera (which constitute the 

first of the seven parts of dppovixy, Harm. 2. 35 init.), Harm. 2. 44. 24-7, goes wav péAoc Ecrar Hot dudtrovov 7 
XpwwariKov 7) evapovixov 7) LLKTOV Ek TOUTWY 7 KoWoV TovTWwV; Cleonid. 6 (p. 189f. Jan) gives exegesis, cf. 
Bellermann’s Anon. ii 14 (p. 5. 11-13 Najock), Ptol. Harm., p. 38. 33-39. 16 During. For generic modulation 

(wetaBodn) cf. Bacch. 50, 52 (p. 304 Jan), Cleonid. 13 (p. 205 Jan), DH Comp. 13. 1-2. wiécc is one of the three 
constituent parts of melopoeia listed by Aristides (29. 2-7 W-I), but this can have no bearing on ‘mixed 
melopoeia’, for any melopoeia, mixed or not, will have péécc—of notes, of vocal loci, of kinds of melody, etc. 

6 rpitoedyc is addendum lexicis. The reading is not perfectly assured but I find no other. ofov 7 tpiroerdjc 

possible. The formation is analogous to pecoesdyjc, vntoesdyjc, etc., and will refer to the pitch or pitch-range of 
the note tp/ry in relation to the other notes of the tetrachord. 

At g below we apparently have r7jc] duatévouv mapavyryc, diatonic rapavytn. mapavynry and rpiry are the 

inner pair of notes of the upper tetrachords. A tetrachord’s inner notes are ‘movable’, i.e. they have no 
invariable pitch relative either to each other or to the tetrachord’s bounding notes, the ‘standing’ notes. The 
intervals within the tetrachord will vary according to genus—diatonic, chromatic, or enharmonic. The 
diagram opposite illustrates the tetrachordal structure. 

The fundamental discussion is that of Aristoxenus on the range or locus of the Atyavoc, 6 Acyavoesdyjc Té70C: 
Harm. 1. 22-7, cf. 2. 49-52. Aiyavoc and wapumaryn are the movable notes of the lower tetrachords, 
corresponding to tapavyty and tpiry in the upper ones. Aristoxenus expressly chooses the pécn—Aiyavoc- 
TapuTatn—vrary tetrachord (the tetrachord pécwv) as being the most familiar to students (1. 22. 12-21). Later 

theorists followed his lead: thus Aristides Quintilianus says there are two kinds of movable notes, of pév 
maputratoevoeic of b€ Atyavoedeic (p. 9. 25f. W-I); similarly Bacchius (p. 302. 8 Jan). Theoretically there is no 
reason that the loci of a tetrachord’s movable notes should not be discussed with reference to rapav7yjrn and 
tpiz7 just as well as with reference to A‘yavoc and rapumarn, but presumably there is some special reason for the 
presence of the former pair here. 

It may or may not be significant that tapavyry and rpiry are the inner notes of both the conjunct and the 
disjunct tetrachords; the conjunct is bounded by vyj7n (cuvnppevwr) and jécn (which is the higher standing note 
of the adjacent tetrachord), the disjunct by vyirn (deCevypevav) and tapapyécyn, tapauécn being a tone above 
écn. The relation of the movable notes to the standing notes (and to each other) will be identical in either case, 
but the entire disjunct tetrachord is a tone higher than the conjunct. Nicomachus, introducing the conjunct 
tetrachord, says that its v7 coincides in pitch with the (diatonic) tapavyjry of the disjunct (11. 5, p. 259. 6-15 
Jan); it would also be true to say that the diatonic tapavyry of the conjunct tetrachord would fall in the same 

1 Nxavoedyc and rapuTaroedyc are the only previously attested -eSyjc compounds of movable notes. Such 
compounds in the case of imdry, wécy, and vyry (e.g. Aristid. Quint. 28. 11-29. 1 W-I) are of a different order, 
since they refer to a greater span than the individual notes. 
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I II 
brary] ecy vty 

1 tone 

diatonic i 

chromatic 

I tone Aixavoc TapavyTn 

enharmonic 

diatonic 

dlectc chromatic mapuTarn rpirn 

enharmonic 
SeeeOTLC \ emia | | ee epee rae ae 

dlecuc 

omdrn pécn|mapapécn|vr}rn 

The dotted lines indicate the extremities of range of the movable notes, acc. to Aristox. Harm. 1. 22-7 (cf. 
Theo Sm. p. 56 Hiller). 
The first set of note-names applied to the lower tetrachords (t7drwv and pécwv), the second set to the 
upper (cuvnupéerwr/dveCevypévwr, otherwise vytwr, and dmepBoAaiwv). 

pitch-range as the rpiry of the disjunct. Cf. Ptol. Harm. 2. 6. But it should be stressed that there is nothing in the 
surviving text to indicate that more than a single tetrachord is in question. 

7 At first blush, (-)weé€ex (cf. 5 wlevxrn), whether future or dative; but since the first hand wrote pecé:, not 

per Or per€er, and ov (or ob) Kal wa.Aucra is not too likely a continuation, it may be worth raising the possibility 

of (-)Mec€(€)(ov: a musicologist Meixias? Aristox. Harm. contains one or two names not known from other 

sources. Names in Me€(c)- are Attic or Eretrian (Bechtel, Hist. Personennamen 303). 
8 weraBaArerar (e.g.) to 7Aoc. Ethical effect was dependent not only on choice of dppovia and of 

rhythm (Pl. R. 398-400, Arist. Pol. 1339-40) but also on choice of genus: the earliest and most notable 
testimony is the pre-Aristoxenean polemic of P. Hib. I 13. 13-23 (the chromatic cannot make men cowardly, 

nor the enharmonic brave: Aetolians etc. use the diatonic but are braver than the tragedians, who habitually 
use the enharmonic), on which text see Cronert, Hermes 4.4 (1909) 503-21, W. D. Anderson, Ethos and Education 

147-52. Genus is technically a matter of the pitching of the tetrachordal movable notes, which is what appears 

to be under discussion in this column; see the diagram in 6n. above. At Aristid Quint. 1. 6 (p. 10. 13-15 W-1) 

one of the five categories of note-differentiation is kata 70 }Oo0c: erepa yap HOn Toic d€vrépoic (sc. POdyyorc, 
‘notes’), €repa toic Bapurépoic emit péexer, Kal Erepa ev mapuTratoedécw, Erepa dé Ayavoesdécw. Here as elsewhere 
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ethical effect merges with ethical property. Aristoxenus makes very little of ethical effect (NB Harm. 2. 31; I 
cannot agree with L. P. Wilkinson, CQ 32 (1938) 175, that ‘he too is at heart an ethos-monger’), but each genus 
could be said to have an ethos proper to it, and that may be the application here: cf. Harm. 2. 48. 31-49. 2, 

asserting by the way the distinct ethos of each of the three genera, and 1. 23. 20-22, where musicians are said to 
approximate the enharmonic genus to the chromatic cuvericrwmpévov Tod HOouc (sc. of the enharmonic; 74ouc is 
Meibom’s correction of the manuscripts’ €90uc, and seems to me certain: Da Rios, however, adopts Laloy’s 

€Aouc); this latter passage has already been adduced on 1 above. Definitions of the generic 747 are offered by 
later writers, e.g. Theo Sm. pp. 54-6 Hiller, Anon. Bell. §26 ~ Aristid. Quint. p. 92. 22-30 W-I. The generic 

‘shades’, or ypdar, Aristox. Harm. 2. 49-52, do not seem here to be in question. The generic (and intrageneric) 
divisions as recognized by Aristoxenus and Archytas are comprehensively treated, in terms of harmonic ratios, 

by Ptol. Harm. 1. 12-14, cf. 1. 15f., 2. 1, and also his remarks on Didymus 6 poucixdc in 2. 13; there is no hint of 

such mathematical sophistication here. 
g See on 6 above. 

10 cuvjexéc 5(€) tov” amav (admav|[t. TH . . . ?)? The (pitch-)movement of sound can be said to be 
continuous as opposed to intervallic, Aristox. Harm. 1. 8-10. In this sense the theoretical movement of a 
movable note between the extremities of its range (whether its total range or its range within a given genus) 
might be said to be continuous, as it were on a sliding scale. This would be consonant with Aristoxenus’ 
discussion of the locus of the A‘yavoc, where issue is taken with of aAAo who assign a single position to the Acyavoc 
within each genus and an infinity of Acyavou is asserted. But more pertinent may be the concept of melodic 
continuity outlined at Aristox. Harm. 1. 27-9, where a natural sequence is posited (éo.xev 7 wv Tevar KaTa 

cuvéxerav Ta Te StactHpata Kal Tove POdyyouc ducixny tia civOecw diadvAdrrovca, ov av eta TGV didcTHWA 

peAwdotca ovr icov ovr’ avicov) and vigorous exception is taken to the practice of the dppovixoi, who offered 
as consecutive a series of minimal intervals or dvécevc; a proper treatment of the matter is promised év roic 
Crowxelouc. Cf. the remark attributed to of rep! Aaywva in Aristid. Quint. 2. 14 (p. 80. 25-29 W-1), referring to 
the ethical effect of the notes of even a cuveync weAwdia. 

11 Rather than ze]pt rjc rH[c] d€v7épar, as I first imagined, perhaps r]piryc 77H [c] d€uTEpac, ‘the higher 

(sharper) tpirn’. The tpirn (~ mapuTarn), unlike the tapavyrn (~ Aiyavoc), had only two genus-ranges, not 
three, since the lowest extremity of the diatonic tpirn would coincide with that of the chromatic (Aristox. 1. 26. 
35-27. 1, and cf. 2. 52. 1-8); but while its genus-ranges were only two, on Aristoxenean theory the number of 
possible rpivac would presumably be infinite (thus he speaks of ‘the lowest chromatic zapu7d7y’). What is 
meant by ‘the higher zpiry’, then, is unclear, for even those who assigned to the movable notes fixed positions 
according to genus will have recognized three rpira, not just two; presumably it made sense in context. A 
diatonic rapavyry (9) would normally entail a diatonic, i.e. high, tpiz7. 

12 dvaBaiver (or -ew) may have been preceded by 76]zov: of a movable note’s passing from one genus- 
range (rdzroc) to another? d:aBaivew is used by Aristoxenus in a context of intervallic sound-movement, Harm. 
1. 8. 27, 9. 15, cf. Ptol. Harm. p. 38. 5 Diiring év 774 apoc 70 padaxov SiaBacet. 

13 xpwparix]@ K(at) evappor[ié@ seems likely (rather than d:aTd6v]q, since the chromatic and enharmonic 
are adjacent). 

col. ii 2 etc 76 Bap[Urepov (‘lower’, flatter’) vel sim. etc [76 d€v(-) in the previous line? But ézi, not ec, is 
regular in such phrases, both in Aristoxenus and elsewhere. 

5 opl[oiac, 6 p[ey, etc. 

6 pedw]|deira[c a possibility, cf. i 8, ii 4. 

7 76|7w? With 8 dfuré]pw, Bapuré]pw, éré]pw? Or that could be éyyuré]pw (cf 2. 11 n.). 
8 yu[v-? 

15 Perhaps rapa]v7[77 (i 9) or vi [77 (the upper standing-note). 

fr. 2.3 c]updwy-: after v not a, ¢, 7, «, or w: perhaps -ov. Of consonant intervals (fourth, fifth, octave, etc.) 
as distinct from dvadwyr-, cf. e.g. Aristox. Harm. 2. 44. 28 ff. 

4 wer’ e€ ad[r-? -cOar in the next line will be an infinitive. 
5 ndu[crov, 7 di[arovoc, e.g. 
8 Probably either the tetrachord pJécwv, or 8a tJacev, the octave (the span of a pair of tetrachords 

disjunct), one of the chudwva. 
g daxry[A- (v[ not suggested but not excluded): somewhat surprising, whether ‘finger’ or ‘dactyl’. If the 

former, which seems likelier, perhaps with reference to the production of intervals by finger-stopping of the 
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string (yopd%); e.g. the 8.a maca@v is produced by stopping midway, i.e. halving the string; discovery of such 
ratios was Pythagorean; but mention of ‘finger(s)’ in such a connection (whether yop or aulos is in question, 
and whether large intervals or those differentiating the genera), for all that it would have pleased Curt Sachs, 
smacks of the sort of empiricism inveighed against by Aristox. Harm. 2. 41-3. 

Il |vyuwval is a puzzling sequence. t@|v yuiwy seems unlikely, even with daxrtvA- above, though Dr Rea 
ingeniously suggests that the word might have been chosen because peAdv would be confusing; then the 
discussion may have something to do with the movement of fingers and limbs in time to the music. Another 
course is to postulate corruption: é|vyviwy for éyyiwy, with the v of éyyuc retained? éyyiwy is the form used by 
Aristides Quintilianus; Aristoxenus has éyyurépw. It is by reference to the éyytrnc or waxporyc of the intervals 
within the tetrachord that the three genera are distinguished, Aristid. Quint. p. 15. 23 W-I. 

fr. 3. 2 (aapa) |ynt[n is open. 

6 |Sore[. A -doroc compound could well be a proper name, but I know of no such musicologist, and 
articulation as e.g. odroc| 8° 6 r6[70c is available. 
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3707. TREATISE ON METRES 

Plate VII 

32 4B.1/M(1-2)a fr. 2 5.3% 13.5 cm Second century 

Three fragments written in a practised informal second-century hand, smallish and 

flattened, with many ligatures; blank on the back. The text is set out in the same sort of 

way as IT 220. Metrical schemes, cavoévec, their analysis indicated by means of vertical 

bars, are discussed and exemplified by (unattributed?) quotations. 220 follows a 

derivational system of analysis (perhaps better transformational, since there is no hint of 

derivation from the two ‘prime’ metres, the hexameter and the trimeter), and 3707 may 

have been composed on similar lines; in fact it may be another copy of the same work, 

though the apparent hiatus at fr. 2. 4 suggests not. The odds are that the author was a 

practising poet himself: 220 v—vi, and cf. the cases of Varro and Caesius Bassus, who 

espouse similar methods of analysis. 

The new text gives us known quotations from the Lesbians and from Callimachus 

(112, 2. 12, 2. 5) and one previously unattested, perhaps from Sappho (1 i 6). 

220 was reedited by Consbruch as Mantissa 5 of his Teubner text of Hephaestion. 

Its place in ancient metrical theory is examined by Leo, GG.N 1899, 495-507. I cite the 

Latin metricians from Keil’s Grammatici Latini, though I have consulted more recent 

editions where available. 

ie, i Coll, i col. i 

[ dia) oF 
ae avrny[ 

] ered, [ 

|twpavacebev Kata 

JescvAAaBovpe 

] , WLTNVECXATHV 

5 |uetpovaxata 

J. syewe, Bpouc 
|, wprodoytKov 

ae 
KO |Kectovdeek 

Jovy, [ a 

col. i. 2 , [, mid-line speck, a, o? 
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fr. 2 fr. 3 col. 1 col. 11 

|KovKavwv [ 

| mA 
Peale cal Seee| 

| Tpit 
|, voverrracuvAAaBovro[ |ve devo[ 

Jovevderecti, , erovov| 1086 5 [ 

= |ntaicnxatakre, [ |uBov [ 

|vKavev [ |evv ea [ 

) “i |. pa Roe Worl 
|pe Tooe| 

]. wAAaBovecxecywn, [ i 10 Tpox[ 

]yn, 70, devov, [ | eal 
10 Ins, ovderovo[ ie Ta, | 

]nde€rapBoy| ] eal 
Jav[, ]€azroANo, [ lf 
|va[, Jaco, [ eek 
] [ | [ col. u. 8 Above ¥U[, papyrus stripped 

15 Le ead 

2 ]~ , papyrus missing immediately 
below, any inferior symbols lost 

fr.1iz I should suppose -vv directly preceded; before that, I am not sure. See on 7 below. 
The bar-lines demarcate the y@pax (sedes, metrical ‘positions’, cf. e.g. 220 iii 11; the term is Aristoxenean, 

Apthon. GL vi 70. 13) into which the verse is analysed. The xavdvec presented in the epitome of Heph. 7. pétpwv 
(43-6 Consbruch; the analyses there are by syzygy rather than by foot) use not short and long signs but a and B 
(which indicate time-values, B = disemic). 

2 acapotépac oddapa rQipava (7w Eipava) cébev rdyoucav Sappho 91, quoted by Heph. 11. 5 (36. 17 C.) as 
the second of two examples of the ionic a mazore acatalectic tetrameter known as the ‘aeolic’, i.e. G-Vvy, —-vy, 

vy, -v-9, At first sight it looks as if --- t@pava céBev in the papyrus exemplifies the metrical scheme beneath 
which it is written, but this can be so only if (i) our author is scanning 7w@pava, against prosodic doctrine 
(Choerob. on Heph. 14. 1, 251. 7-11 C., cf. 244. 10f. C.: Hamm, Grammatik zu Sappho und Alkatos 233; not that 
such a scansion would not be understandable in itself), and (ii) the quotation is terminated at céOev. The 16- 
syllable mentioned in the next line is most naturally taken as implying the full quotation. 

3 Hephaestion applies the term éxxadexacvAAaBov only to the ‘sapphic’, -~-vwy--vu--vu-v¥, as do 
the Latin treatises too (Apthonius, Atilius Fortunatianus), but it would be equally appropriate of the ‘aeolic’, 
i.e. the verse exemplified by the foregoing quotation. 

4 én tH écxarny: of transposition (3 pe|[ra-) to the end, I take it, cf. e.g. Schol. metr. Pi. WV. 9 (149. of. 
Drachmann), 70 £ éyxwpuodoyixov petatebeicnce THe MpwTHc emt THY ecxaryy, and see further on 7 below. 

5 ?retpa|petpov axara|[Aqxrov. This could apply either to the ‘aeolic’ (Heph- 36. 13 C.; ionic) or to the 
‘sapphic’ (Heph. 34. 11 C.; antispastic; cf. Atil. Fortunat. GL vi 295. 18-296. 13), though not necessarily to 

either. 
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The concept of catalexis, except simply with reference to verse-end, is alien to derivation-theory, which 
speaks rather in terms of syllabic removal or addition, but a reference in 220 (ix 18) to ‘catalectic dimeters’ is 
comparable. This may indicate contamination with the ‘Alexandrian’ metrics represented for us by 

Hephaestion, as does the antispastic analysis implicit at 220 iv 13. 
6 Ayéwe aBpowc, aBpotc (aBpouce precluded by syllabification), evidently a quotation. New. Sappho? 

Anacreon? If @Bpouc, which is likely, perhaps continue v-|| (cf. 1 above) or v——|| (cf. 7 below); but probably not 
an encomiologicum, for of that, other stock examples were to hand (cf. Heph. cited in next note). Presumably 

an incipit: beginning (a) Movca (Moica)? 
7 70 éy|Kwprodroyrxor, i.e., most probably, -vv—vu- x —v—-, as e.g. Heph. 15. 10 (50. 18-21 C.), there as 

elsewhere analysed as asynartete, -vuv-vU— + v-v-y, and exemplified by Alc. 383 and Anacr. 393 (97 

Gent.). Sacerdos, GL vi 543. 26-544. 5, calls this the encomiologicum stesichorium and identifies another 
encomiologicum, the archilochium, -vv—vu-| x —v— x —v— (which could fit the metrical scheme given in 1 

above). 

Unclear is the relation of the 16-syllable (whether the ‘sapphic’, the ‘aeolic’, or something else again) to 
the encomiologicum, and of either of them to the metrical scheme. It might be said that if the first element of 
the aeolic (2, 3) is transferred to the end (3-4 pe|[tateBeicyne tHe mpwtnc cvAAaBAc] emt rH ecxatyv), the given 

scheme results. In that case the scheme is -Yy—-UU-—UU-u—-V¥ (which conventionally would be analysed as 
choriambic; it would be an acatalectic tetrameter, cf. 5, but contrast the analysis implied by the scheme). But 
what then of the encomiologicum? Or the scheme could be a catalectic encomiologicum. But what then of the 
16-syllable? An argument integrating all the data, though necessarily speculative, would be: just as the sapphic 

16-syllable may be converted into the aeolic (Sapph. 91) by transferring its first syllable to the end, so the given 
scheme ((-vvy—-vu-v-v¥, exemplified by the verse quoted in 6), treated likewise, becomes an encomio- 

logicum. At all events, such a conversion procedure, a perabecic (Heph. 7. perp. fr. 2 in lac., cf. Varro, de ling. lat. 
5. 6 trarectio, Gaes. Bas. GL vi 271. 6 permutatio), would be very much of a piece with the procedures of mpdcbecic 
and adaipecic found in 220, and finds precise analogues in the Latin derivationist metricians, e.g. Atil. 
Fortunat., GL vi 297. 9-15: the alcaic hendecasyllable (the Greek example given is dvaé AtoAAov zai peyaAw 
Aioc, which we seem to have also at fr. 2. 12 below), s2 primam syllabam in ultimum transtuleris, becomes a sapphic 
hendecasyllable. 

8-9 Perhaps tod de éx|[KardexacvdAAdBov, though not so written at 3 above. 

col. ii 2 érret da[xtvA-? 

3 a are ligatured, suggesting kau ap- (aca, auddrtepa, al.) rather than -xa fa[pf-. 

The coronis will be marking the end of a ‘book’ or a section. 220 xii 4f. refers to a topic to be treated 

év T@ [pera rodro (or a numeral?) d]rournwarr, but the break signalled by the coronis may be less 
major. 

fr. 2. 2 © is presumably the notation for a syllable which is short according to the basic scheme (note 
that a long ee) but which admits a long in substitution: the counterpart is ~’, seen at fr. 1 i 1 above, 220 

vii 2, xiii 14; a” and B“ in Hephaestion’s schemes are the equivalents. But only here does such a notation occur 
other than at the end of a scheme (unless at 7 below: see there): I take it to be the final syllable ofa colon which 

could stand as an independent verse but which here has another colon appended to it—a case of dxatadnéia 
(Apthon. GL vi 62. 12ff., cf. Heph. 15. 24f.). 

1-5 In5 we have 9 raic 7 KardKAet[croc, Call. fr. 401: not quoted in the epitome of Heph. z. pérp. but at 
both Heph. 7. rounpdrwv (Poém.) i 3 (64. 1-8 C.) and [Heph.] 7. woujuaroc 1 (58. 20 C.), in exemplification of 
stichic use of kéupara; cf. Caes. Bas. GL vi 261. 10, and perhaps add Apthon. GL vi 164. 35-165. 1 (in lac.). It is 
a heptasyllable, and called the pherecratean. Depexpar |evov érractAAaBov offers itself in 3, and the scheme may 
have begun ---v]v-©. If this is so far right, what of the second half? It is apparently trochaic, with resolution 
at least theoretically admitted. The end is possibly ["Y’ (cf. fr. 1 i 1), but I think more probably [—©, which 
would give an ithyphallic; though the possibility that it was longer cannot be excluded. Resolved ithyphallics 
are in fact attested for Callimachus, if only —but perhaps significantly, since he is our most important exponent 
of transformational metrics—by Caesius Bassus, GL vi 255. 10-12 (Call. fr. 402). Known Callimachea 
employing compound verses of which the second limb is an ithyphallic, though nowhere resolved, are epigrr. 
39, 40, fr. 554 (all gdalith, cf. Theodoridas, epigr. 6), fr. 479 (-—-vv ith = phalaecian hendec.), and fr. 227 
(2ualith). Pher|ith is not directly attested for Callimachus, nor so far as I know for anyone else, but it is 
noteworthy that Caesius Bassus’ references to Callimachus’ use in epigrammatibus of resolvable ithyphallic and 
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of pherecratean come within a few pages of one another. And a list of compound verses at Apthon. GL vi 144. 
27 includes pher|2ia,, followed in the manuscripts by ex his Callimachi brevissimis duobus (not in Pfeiffer Call.); 
a lacuna unfortunately intervenes, which will presumably have contained the Callimachean verses in 

question: pher|2ia,, or pher|ith ( = ,2ta,)? (Call. fr. 395, ete Adpnv dmodvra tH Ayar-, is generally taken to be 
hendecasyllabic, but could conceivably be pher|ith.) A Hellenistic poet might have used pher\ith either 
stichically or in combination. 

This is only a speculative reconstruction, however. It fails to accommodate JovevSer in 4, and leaves the 

connection with 7 ff. unclear. In 4 I suppose évdeé, ‘is defective’ (impersonal construction less likely); Jws rather 
than |ox (not ov) is perhaps acceptable for what precedes. Then écrw 8€ rovod[ 70, -oc, introducing the following 
quotation (cf. e.g. 220 vii 4). évdeiy as a metrical term is used in reference to the phenomenon of a short syllable’s 

occupying a position that the metrical scheme stipulates as long (e.g. ‘acephalous’ hexameters). Some such 

application may be relevant here if the scheme of the pherecratean was presented as beginning with a spondee, 
as may be expected. (There is a statement effectively about aeolic base at 220 iii 10-14, in different terms.) 

Alternatively evdef may be used with reference to adatpecic (detractio), cf. Phoeb. Fig., Rh. Gr. iii 45. 17 Spengel, 
where évdeva appears to correspond to what Quintilian (1. 5. 40) knows as €AXeupuc; this is in the context of 
figures (Phoeb.) and solecism (Quint.), but one and the same terminological and conceptual system was 
brought to bear on metre and grammar alike. 

Even if pher\zth is the correct reconstruction, there is no guarantee that the combination is Callimachean, 

though this does seem on all counts the likeliest supposition; at all events such a verse can hardly have been 
prehellenistic. Callimachus is cited relatively often in the Latin derivationist metricians, and verses known to 

be his are twice quoted in the fragments of 220, each time without attribution: Call. fr. 226 (phalaecian 

hendec.), epigr. 38. 1 (2¢a,), cf. also Call. fr. 782 (inc. auct.). 
If at least the first part is a pherecratean, it is analysed not —, -vv, —5, as the derivationist view of the 

verse as a hexameter segment would have it, but apparently —-, -vv-, YU, i.e. aeolo-choriambically (more or 
less as prevailing modern doctrine: a catalectic glyconic). This is not the favoured analysis in the extant 

treatises, but is acknowledged by Apthonius (GL vi 165. 1-3, 177. 27-9, cf. 172. 13) and espoused in the 

Fragmenta Bobiensia (GL vi 629. 16f.); cf. also Hephaestion’s antispastic analysis, Ench. 10. 2, 15. 23. But an 

alternative possibility is —, --, vv-, 9, cf. on 7-15 below. Pherecrates’ own characterization of the verse in 

series as c¥pumtuKTot avarrauctor, whatever is to be understood by that (a headless paroemiac, in my view), 1s 

unlikely to be relevant. 
7 All that survives before the vertical bar is a dot, which may be taken as the right-hand dot of the pair 

that marks a substitutive final (or once-final) syllable in the scheme, cf. on 1-2 above. The position of the 9 

to the right of the bar-line (the longum has no side-dots) is anomalously high in relation to the dot, and 

at an anomalously long distance from the bar-line; nothing follows. If 9 belongs to the scheme, both the 
non-dotting of its longum and the dotting that attended the preceding syllable are anomalous (cf. on 1-2 

above). I have no explanation, unless the floating syllable is to be taken as being in detractio, cf. the suggestion 

made below. 
7-15 At 12 weare free but not compelled to recognize Alc. 307 (bk. 1. 1. 1): dvag (or & dva€) AmoAdov rat 

peyadw Aloc. Lines 8-11 could be an analysis of that verse, something as follows: ro AAxaixov cJacbAAaBov &’ éxer 
xehplac, dv % a’ S€éxerar tapBolv 7 crovdeiov, 7 [S¢ B’ tauBov, 7 S€ y’ iayBov] 7 crovdeiov d[potwc 7H a, 7 be 8 

dvdrra.ctov,| 7) d€ € iapBov. (This gives a consistent line-length of ¢. 32 letters.) 
This seems neat enough; but the larger context is lacking. In particular, what is the relation with what 

precedes? It could be that the pherecratean is viewed as an alcaic hendecasyllable cut down fore and aft: 
(55 YU) o> VY ¥(~). Cf. the detractio of 220 viii 1-20 and xi 7-15, and for subtraction at either end the 
apparent derivation of the anacreontic from major ionic at 220 vii 2. But this is only a guess. 

Hephaestion, also offering Alc. 307 as an example, analyses the alcaic 11-syllable as a major epionic 

trimeter catalectic, i.e. O-v-, 5-vv, -vy (Heph. 14. 3, cf. Schol. A on Heph. Poém. iii, 169. 25 C., and 

Sacerdos GL vi 541. 3-5). In Atil. Fortunat., GL vi 297. 10, where again Alc. 307 is quoted, a transformation of 

the alcaic 11-syllable into the sapphic by way of syllable-shifting is presented, as cited on fr. 11 7 above; and in 

the same treatise, GL vi 301. 16-26, a twofold analysis of the alcaic is offered: a bipartite iambo-dactylic one, 

which is the standard analysis in the extant handbooks (Caesius Bassus, Apthonius, Mallius Theodorus, 

Fragmenta Bobiensia), and a derivational one from the iambic trimeter (detractione umius syllabae, sc. the 

eighth). I nowhere find the podic analysis postulated for the papyrus, but it seems in line with what can be seen 

of the rest of the papyrus’ methods. 
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fr. 315 m]oddc? 
6 (a|uBov or -1a].Bov. 

8 x|@pa? 

col. ii 2 év||Seéc, -écrepov a possibility, cf. fr. 2. 4 above. 

4 crov]|delo[v? 
7 Anapaestic suggested: Heph. 8. 1 (24. 13-15 C.), 76 5€ dvarrauctixov Kata macav xapav déxeTat crrovéeiov, 

dvdraucrov, cravinc Sé Kal mpoKxeAevpatixdr, Tapa dé Toic Spapatorrovoic Kai daxtvdov, cf. e.g. Sacerdos, GL vi 

531. 21f. But how will trochaic (10) be relevant? Possibly with regard to catalexis or hypercatalexis (whether 

or not put in such terms), cf. Sacerdos, GL vi 533. 22-5. 
10 The same nomenclature, tpoxaioc not xdpetoc, in 220 (vii 13). 

3708. RHETORICAL [TREATISE 

Plate VIII 

fr. 1 27 3B.43/A(1-2)b 8x12cm Second (or third?) century 

fr. 2 13 1B.129/D(1-3)c 15 X 24.5 cm 

Remains of two badly damaged leaves of a papyrus codex written in a smallish 

informal but well-executed round and upright hand I would hesitate to date later than 

the second century. A similar script, rather more irregular and with a different kappa, is 

that of XXI 2306, X XIII 2368, and XX XV 2742, which is assigned by Lobel to the 

second century and compared by him with P. Berol. 9780v (BAT IV); this latter is a 

more cursive, still more irregular, and probably later script assigned by Schubart to the 

late second or early third century (Einfiihrung 147f.) and by Seider to the middle of the 

third (Griech. Pap. ii no. 39). A factor telling in favour of a third- rather than a second- 

century date for 3708 is the use of apostrophe at mute or liquid junctures (avay’xa- 

Copevoc 2 13, ek Ae| 23, ey’S[ 25), cf. Parsons, Gnomon 42 (1970) 379; but I do not 

think a hand such as this would normally be dated beyond the end of the second century. 

There is no punctuation. 

The assembled pieces of fr. 2 reveal the approximate size of the page: c. 15 cm in 

width, c. 24.5 in height. These dimensions match those of E. G. Turner’s Group 7 

( Typology of the Early Codex 14-25). It is not quite certain, however, that the full extent of 

the margins has been preserved; the position of the central fold is probably indicated by 

the line of the break at jright (left), a small portion extending beyond that belonging 

to the opposite page. The written area measures ¢. 11 X ¢. 20 cm, and is occupied by 57 

lines of text of c. 37 letters: an economical use of space characteristic of early codices. Of 

the upper margin 1.4 cm is preserved, of the lower 2.8; I should not suppose them to 

have been much more generous. The side margins seem to have been roughly equal, 

2.0-2.5 cm. Any page numbers are lost. 

The two fragments were not found together (that is, they bear different inventory 

numbers) but are certainly in the same hand and evidently come from the same work: 

a Téxvn pntopixy, of exemplary aridity. 

Fr. 1 + concerns the partes orationis. There were remarks on Hermagoras’ addition 
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of dvaipecic and (zap) éxBaccc to the Aristotelian list of four, and mention was apparently 

made both of Apollodorus and of Theodorus in respect of the proem, but coherent sense 

is hardly to be elicited. Fr. 1) is almost entirely rubbed away. Which side preceded 

which there is no way of telling. 

Fr. 2, less incomplete but in extremely tattered and fragile condition and 

reconstituted from several fragments, has to do with the ‘proofs’. At |7 a sub-head, zepi 

mucteuTikwv em, .[ ¢. 6 |, wy (emexl[ecpnud|rwv?), is followed by what seems to be a 

discussion of the micreic dreyvou: witnesses at 10 ff., oaths at 33 ff. The name of Antiochus 

(of Ascalon?) dubiously occurs, in contextual isolation (53). Occupying the — side was a 

system of rézrox (loct), pertaining presumably to the micrec évteyvor. Once again the 

order of the two sides is unclear. If the central fold is located to the right of the | side, as 

suggested above, then the — page preceded the | (codicological recto and verso 

respectively), and despite some difficulties the internal evidence seems to be consistent 

with this. 

The papyrus’ system of 7é7r0. seems to have been most elaborate. It does not 

coincide with any system extant, but with the aid of other artes, Latin as well as Greek, 

a partial reconstruction can be attempted. Such a reconstruction is set out here, as 

complete as I can make it. Warning should be given, however, that all but the most 

serious of its many insecurities are here suppressed; they are signalled in the transcript 

and notes. 

I [apocwrov, mpaypa, Td70¢,] Tpdtr0c, xpdvoc, atria, [adoppat] 

II yévoc efSoc, diadopa idia, dvatpecic, GAov pépoc, dpoc, dvopa TroAVwVUpoV, apX7 

mpoKoTry TEAOC 

III A of roz01 Suctevuctix@c mpoc TO Tpaypa ExovTec (?) 

(1) 6 Tv TmapeTopévwy (attendant circumstances) 

a) TO mpotepov, (b) 76 UcTEpov, (¢) TO cuvuTMapxov 

(2) 6 Tod dpotov (similitude) 

a) mapaBoAn, (b) mapdaderypa, (c) etkav 

(3) 6 Tay avTiKeyévwv (Opposites) 

a) évavtia, (b) mpdc tT, (c) €€uc Kal crépyeic, (d) avripacic 

(4) 6 rob waAAov (comparison) 

a) TO Trepi€xov, (b) TO icov, (¢) To Arrov 

B 6 repiéxwv 7a Kal? Eavta Kadovpeva 

(1) 6 rdv cupBeBnxdtwv (accidents) 

(a) mrowdrnc(?), (8), (c) cucrorxia(?), (d) 

(2) 6 T@v cupmTw@patwvr(?) (properties) 

(a), (b), etc. (incl. dvayxn and rix7?) 

?TV Incl. réAoc and brroAnyfuc? 

The most notable correspondence is with a system of loci which makes its 

appearance in some of the late Latin artes: those of Consultus (“Chirius’) Fortunatianus, 
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Julius Victor, and Martianus Capella. They offer a fourfold classification, loci ante rem, in 

re, circa rem, and post rem. Lines 2-6 in the papyrus, though largely destroyed, lend 

themselves to identification as listing the constituent loci of the first two of these groups. 

Lines 6-c. 25, if the reconstruction is soundly based, contain the papyrus’ complex third 

group, so numbered (6 $€ tpi[r]oc 6-7). The components of the first of the two 

subdivisions of this group, IIIA, seem to be essentially the same as the oct circa rem of the 

Latin writers named above, only there they are not organized into further subgroupings 

as in the papyrus. A similar scheme to the papyrus’ I, II, and IIIA may also be seen as 

underlying Quintilian’s more detailed but less systematically organized treatment of the 

subject, 5. 10. 20-94. But to the papyrus’ IIIB I find no real counterpart anywhere, and 

what follows does not seem to coincide with the loci post rem of the Latin artes (eventus and 

tudicatum). 

The greater coherence of the papyrus’ IIIA as against Fortunatianus’ third group 

(I speak of Fortunatianus alone, since Capella’s section of argumenta is clearly derived 

from him and Victor’s list is only partial) suggests that Fortunatianus’ is a deformed 

version of the organized system of classification that we find in the papyrus. The 

subgroup components are traditional: the four dvtice(weva come unadulterated from 

Aristotle’s Categories, similarly Aristotelian are the three forms of arguments é« Tod 

uaddAdrov (kat #rrov), while the three wapeopueva and the three forms of dwovorne are 

familiar elements of rhetorical doctrine. (It is of course the zaperdmeva that form the top 

level of the hierarchy of the entire system in Fortunatianus, ante rem, in re, and post rem, 

with the accession of circa rem; since the designations are not wholly appropriate to their 

constituent loct, however, at least as far as the ante rem and in re groups are concerned, and 

there is no indication that they were shared by the papyrus, it may be suspected that they 

are a Capricious superimposition on a fourfold classification which originally was more 

meaningfully designated. ) 

The designation of the papyrus’ IIIA is problematic, though it is clear that it was 

something other than zepi ro 7pdypa; see on Il. 7-8. The designation of the apparently 

unparalleled IIIB seems to have been (8 and 18f.) 6 wepiéywv ta Kal” atta Kadovpeva, 

‘the (topos) comprising the so-called xa6’ aira (self-existents, independents, absolutes)’; 

and if my reconstruction is on the right lines, this has two subgroups, cupBeBnxdora and 

cupmTa@para (this latter more guessed at than read), each of which is further subdivided. 

Unfortunately the extent of the damage, coupled with the novelty of the system, 

prevents recovery of the constituents, but the first of the four cuwBeByxKdra is possibly 

movoryc, and there is a chance that avay«n and rvy7n are among the unknown number of 

cup7Twpara. The papyrus may then have proceeded to a fourth group, but at this point 

I lose track of the structure. Some space appears to have been given to the topoi of 7éAoc 

(‘goal’, distinguished from réAoc ‘end’ of group IT) and of d6Anyuc (‘opinion’), and there 
is mention apparently of Caecilius (of Cale Acte?) and possibly of Dionysius (of 
Halicarnassus?) as the papyrus breaks off. 

The topoi of IITA could be categorized as relative (cf. wpoc 76 7pa[ ya in the initial 
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formulation, 7~8?). Those of IIIB are apparently in some sense absolute. But just what is 
meant by ‘the so-called xa” ara’? The reference might be to the consideration of a case 
(or elements of the case) independently of anything outside it, cf. the distinction drawn 
by Quintilian in his introduction to ‘artificial’ proofs, 5. 8. 5, (argumenta) aut per se inspici 
solent aut ad aliud referrt. Or it might be to the consideration of a case independently of its 
particularities (that is to say, thetically), cf. Quint. 5. 8. 6 argumenta vero reperiuntur aut in 
quaestionibus, quae etiam separatae a complexu rerum personarumque spectari per se possint, aul in 

ipsa causa etc., and 5. 10. 53, in an outcropping of Hermagorean stasis-doctrine 

intervening between his treatment of the loci which in the papyrus constitute group I and 

his treatment of those which correspond to groups II and IIIA. cuuBeBy«dra and 

cupm7@pata as the IIIB subgroups would be intelligible enough in some such context, 

though in the absence of their respective species their precise meaning must remain 

elusive. As a pair, the terms are Epicurean, but we are not bound to see significance in 

that, and there is certainly nothing Epicurean about the system as a whole. If the first 

member of the cupuBeByKxdta is woudTyc (it is a guess consistent with the traces but 

incapable of verification), this invites comparison with Aristotelian and Stoic categories, 

as well as with Hermagoras’ third stasis, cata cuuBeByKdc or towdT NC. 

The system of /oct found in Fortunatianus is self-evidently Greek, and has been 

thought to be Hermagorean (R. Volkmann, Die Rhetorik der Griechen und Rémer® 208f.) or 

Stoic (Fr. Striller, De Stovcorum studits rhetoricis, Breslauer philol. Abhandl. i 2 (1886) 45). 

The existence of a largely identical system in the papyrus testifies to a wide currency in 

keeping with Hermagoras’ permeation of later rhetorical theory, and the now revealed 

quadripartite classification of IITA, Fortunatianus’ loc? circa rem, jibes with what has 

been seen as a Hermagorean penchant for fours; and on the evidence of Cicero de 

inventione, at variance in this respect from the Rhetorica ad Herennium, it is not impossible 

that Hermagoras’ réxyvac contained a set of topoi unintegrated with stasis-theory 

(D. Matthes, Lustrum 3 (1958) 114-21). But in the absence of closer structural corre- 

spondence with the system outlined at de inv. 2. 27-46 and of any suggestive correlation 

with what is known of Hermagorean doctrines there is little to be said in favour of an 

express attribution of our system to Hermagoras (cf. Radermacher, RE x 1 876, G. 

Thiele, Hermagoras: ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Rhetorrk 42-4, Reuter, Hermes 28 (1893) 

112); I suppose it may be called Stoic, but not in any strict sense; the Aristotelian 

contribution is large. Where the relationship between the papyrus and Fortunatianus 

can be tested, the latter appears to be a corrupt version of the former, but it does not 

follow that the system as given in the papyrus is pristine in every respect. It is a synthetic 

system itself, and may well have undergone refinements in its passage through the hands 

of later synthesizers staking out a claim to originality. In particular it is not clear 

whether the papyrus’ IIIB group was dropped from the system when it came into Latin 

or was an accession to it made somewhere along the Greek line of descent. But if the 
system came from the Greek independently to Quintilian and to Fortunatianus, as there 
seems to me good reason to think (see on 2 — 4-6), the latter may be more probable. The 
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fragments nowhere show any hint of stasis theory, but that it was excluded from the 

treatise is scarcely thinkable; evidently the cracetc and the micrecc were treated 

separately. 

The scope and organization of the treatise can only be guessed at. Discussion no 

doubt concentrated on the forensic branch of oratory, 76 dicavixdv, though mention of 

the deliberative, 76 cuuBovAeutixov, is apparently made in fr. 1 |. The two fragments are 

readily assigned to a treatment of the pépy Tod Adyou (partes orationis: proem, narration, 

etc.): fr. 2 obviously from the section on proofs, fr. 1 from an adjoining or an initial 

discussion. All this was probably (but not necessarily, witness Apsines and the Anon. 

Seguerianus) incorporated within the familiar quinquepartite scheme of evpecic, ra€tc, 

etc. (¢nventio, dispositio, etc.), in which case it is less likely to have been included under 

tragic, as in Aristotle and perhaps also Hermagoras (so Matthes, op. cit. 189 ff., but he 

seems to me unduly sure of it), than under evpecic, in accordance with later practice; and 

there is a chance that the treatise in fact confined itself to evpecuc. 

There seems little prospect of identifying the author. First-century composition 

may be likelier than second, if the absence of later names is anything to go by. I see 

nothing to encourage ascription to any of the authorities cited in the Anon. Seguerianus. 

I am indebted to Dr D. Innes for contributions to the elucidation of this text. 

fr. i> 

ora Wal esis ae 

ithe A ecu a sea 
vol, ira [6 ject) 

10 =, , HN, wvul, ,, , Jvrewr[ 

70... (. |.vewral 
kK, [, , Jaocxeral , Jn, , wvide[ 

Since little can be restored that is not speculative, no articulated transcript of this fragment is given. 

Abrasion is in places severe 1 Unassignable traces on rubbed surface, consistent inter alia with 
duxav[, 2 .,,[,afewspecks ],,a,A? ___, [, osuggested, then speck at foot perhaps of oblique 4 », or 
Au After w, v suggested? 5 ., Consistent with o 6 Surface mostly lost a Als. a 
acceptable 8 __[, perhaps cx or vo 9 .[,pnotexcluded _ [, lowarc, e.g. €, 0 HOME Inst 
has upright at left After y, consistent with + 11 After 9, upper trace as of e Before «, p 
suggested? —_[, upper left of 7? —_]_, low oblique coming in to foot of v, as of a, 8, A Wp Gaon fo 
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demovovmpoctoucavT.d[ 

KaTaKTeEov, , wcToTEAncd[ 

15 oveicte|, , Jepad[, Jarl, sles a]l 

|. .oyov. [. ].. yopacdeo, [ 
del... |. gun, . [, JxkBacwer, [ 

mal, JexBarvover, [, ]epnrop| 
| ovTEpitwvavT wou 

20 |, ,  ovewrwr[, |wodoyou| 

. Joverpnpevavrapy| 
J... gcovrarapepel| 

], ov, actwrlynrouper[ 

JU 68  |pexBacee[ 
25 _. |. €Ke, , . vevarxaindra[ 

J)... ntnemicrewcKaut, [ 

|uBavovracamoAXo[ 

... 194K, |. exoumpoo, , , [ 
|. Ov, ewer[, Ja... ppne[ 

30. |, SeexBa,... . vrirw[ 
JJ..¢..varl 6.5 Jada 
J... AL, Jor, a[]ewcor[ 
_, |veveso, 10, 8. po. [ 

.. Jesse. pol. |. wLlovl 
35 c.6 |. aKxavecxor[ 

¢.9 |. var, [ 

}..[ 

14 After v, ap acceptable 15 Before 0, x acceptable _, [, consistent with v 16 At beginning, 
[ea]iA acceptable _([_.].., e[p]ua acceptable _[, top horizontal as of + 17 After «, au? («,, not 
map) At end, upright cml rs TO) ee EN Gre 20 At beginning, p suggested, pil? 
22 At beginning, upright with apparent oblique coming in to foot from left, e.g. v, au, 6, Av, then confused 
traces on damaged surface; infer alia 5varacc- poss. 23 |_, horizontal trace below left ofo as of8,«,A 
curve as of c 25 ..].,0or.]..,sim.,specksonly «,orv ¢,or@  .__,short uprights at either end, 

VTL Poss. 26 |. ,,, suggestion ofletter-top horizontal, an upright, specksaboveahole _, [, curveas of, 
0, w 28]., upright At end, qu acceptable 29 |,,, horizontal on loose fibre, then perhaps 
o After 6:, base line and specks above, €? ~—,_, _ , vt. poss. exo) || wyaaede abraded, first two 
suggesting yi, c. perhaps acceptable (not w or A_), in which case cw rather than cc; then perhaps 7, 7a 
acceptable 31 |,., specks on loose fibres After ¢, consistent with ex 32 al], calc]? (not 
xa[@]) 33, Compatible with orfeodwp 34 Before p, 7 hardly suggested but acceptable [eee 
foot of upright, consistent with [o]c 35 |. ., letter-tops, pi? 37 Written on underlayer, yn? 
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fr. 1 > 2 Azod[Aodwp- is an untestable possibility, cf. 27. 

5 @|eoSwpo[ makes an acceptable reading. Theodorus of Gadara? See 27n. 

10 ta@v b[meva|vriwy would fit. 

11 (-)Advew, dveiv? But I can propose nothing attractive for what immediately precedes. rieicac wev would 

be one line of attack. 
12 Ka[tr]a olkeia [tT] Hc THv (d/[ wv would suit spaces and traces. 
13 pdvov mpoc Tove avri8[(Kouc, 14 Kataxréov (the reading was suggested by Dr Rea). 
14-17 ApicroréAnc S[é cal N. 76 Suxavi]|Kov etc ré[cclepa S[cJai[po]icuv, [mpootusov dunyncw mictw | 

é|oyov. ‘E[p]uaydpac 5¢ 6 T[nuvetrne mpocriOncw] | di[atp]ecw Kat [€]xBacw gives what I take to be the sense, 

without claiming verbatim accuracy. Line 15 is a little longer than one would expect (using the line-length of 

fr. 2 as a guide), but is irreducible unless the reconstruction is on the wrong lines altogether. The attribution of 
the quadripartite classification to Aristotle, which I do not find so baldly (or so misleadingly) put elsewhere, 
will be drawn from Arist. Rh. 3. 13. 4, mpootucov mpdbecic mrictic ériAoyoc. If dvatpodcuw is rightly restored in 15, 

the subject is plural: just dAAox rwéc or the like, I expect, but Theodectes is a possibility (cf. Lollianus, Rh. Gr. vii 
33 Walz; Solmsen, Hermes 67 (1932) 145f.), as are the Stoics (cf. DL 7. 43, the ‘proofs’ section labelled 76 mpoc 
rovc avridixouc, note |. 13 above). On the pépn rod Adyou, partes orationts, see in general R. Volkmann, Khetorik 
123-7, H. Lausberg, Handb. d. lit. Rhet. §§ 261-2, J. Martin, Antike Rhetorik 54-166. By the imperial period the 
standard number was not four but five (Quint. 3. 9. 1), the ‘proofs’ section being split into confirmation and 
refutation, but that is not a very substantive difference, and the fourfold division is often enough maintained, 

e.g. the extant opening of the Anon. Seguerianus, 6 moAitiKxoc rot Sixavixoc Adyoc etc Téccapa pepy Sratpetrat TA 

mpoxeiweva (the terms are mpootmov Sunyncic mictic emiAoyoc), or Fortunat. 2. 12 (108. 22 ff. Halm, 118. 7ff. 

Calboli Montefusco), cf. Isidorus (510. 20 Halm), Sulpicius Victor (322. 4 Halm). 
Here a clear distinction is drawn between an older, four-part analysis (Aristotelian) and a newer, 

evidently six-part one (Hermagorean). Competition between these two systems of analysis, the five-part one 
being simply a variant of the four-part, can be discerned throughout the Greek and Latin rhetorica. Thus 
Cicero follows the six-part in de inv., the four-part in the Topica and Partes orat. 

Thiele’s belief that Hermagoras followed the four-part system (Hermagoras: ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der 
Rhetorik) is contradicted here; cf. Matthes, Lustrum 3 (1958) 191, and see further below. 

Ataipecic 

The testimony with regard to dcalpecic, ifrightly recognized as such, is new, but does not surprise. To infer 
that dvaipecec was one of Hermagoras’ pépy from the phrase multarum diwisionum ostentatio in a reference to the 
aridissimi libri of Hermagoras and Apollodorus at Tac. Dial. 19. 3 seems to me most unsafe (the phrase may 
better be taken as alluding to hierarchically complex diaereses, such as our papyrus’ system of topoi, cf. Quint. 
3. 11. 22), but sufficient assurance is given by the fact that ‘division’ is an accepted pars orationis, intervening 
between the narratio and the confirmatio, both for Cic. de inv. and for ad Her. In de inv. (1. 31-3), followed by the 
later artes, it appears as partitio, in ad Her. (1. 17) as divisio. (This is a curious difference which the hypothesis of 
an immediate common Latin source must find some way around; cf. the respective renderings of Avcic as 
reprehensio and confutatio; the problem is not confronted by e.g. G. Calboli, Cornifict Rhetorica ad Herennium 25-9, 
q.v. for earlier discussions.) 5vaipecic is now confirmed as the Greek term of the original. Hermagorean é:aipecic 
is reconstructed by Matthes, Lustrum 3 (1958) 201-3 (note however that ad Her. speaks not of two different kinds 
of dvaipecuc but of two successive parts of it: . . . in duas partes distributa est. primum . . . deinde, cum hoc fecerimus, . . .). 
d.aipecic as a pepoc Tov Adyov is to be distinguished not only from the ‘division’ of a speech into its constituent 
parts, §[]a:[po]dcw 15, and other such applications, but also from the d:aipecuc which may have been one of the 
four heads under which Hermagoras treated ofxovoyia (Quint. 3. 3. 9, partitio, cf. Matthes, op. cit., 111 f., 188f.; 
but back-translated as epucudc by Barwick, Philol. 109 (1965) 186-218), as well as from the topos of the same 
name, possibly to be recognized at fr. 2 — 5 below. 

Some confirmation of the occurrence here of d.aépecic may tentatively be seen in the terms of 19 ff. The 
function of the first part of the ‘division’ as prescribed in de inv. and ad Her. is to make clear the points of 
agreement and disagreement between the two sides, quid nobis conveniat cum adversartis . . . , quid in controversia 

relictum sit (so ad Her., very similarly de inv.). ra&v [6]uodroyou[uevwy 20 (perhaps directly preceded by 
e|piovcw) may have the same reference. The second part, called the distributio (wepicudc?), is that in which 
rerum earum de quibus erimus dicturi breviter expositio ponitur distributa (so de inv.; in ad Her. it is divided into the 
enumeratio, treating quot de rebus dicturi sumus, and the expositio, treating quibus de rebus dicturt sumus, cf. Quint. 3. 9. 3). 
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7a py[Oncojeva 21, perhaps followed in 22 by Srardccovray Kal repi£[ovrar, would accord well enough with this. 
I am not sure exactly what to do with the residual (-) |r] wy efpyuévwv 21, but it poses no great obstacle. 

Fortunatianus’ treatment, 2. 21, looks as if it is based on Cicero, except for the designation of the two 
kinds: (partitio) per seiunctionem and per enumerationem, evidently a later addition. Cf. also Quint. 4. 5. 1-28, a 
lengthy treatment of partitio in a context of propositiones. In the papyrus’ discussion there is no indication that 
mpo0ecic had any place; this tog would be in common with de inv, and ad Her. 

"ExBacuc 

€xBacic is here evidently not the topos of that name, Lat. eventus (as at fr. 2 (b) > 2?, see on fr. 2 > 24ff.), 
but a term equivalent to wapéxBacic ‘digression’ (Quint. 4. 3. 12, Fortunat. 2. 20, alii), cf. ra[p]exBatvoucw 18, 
ra |péxBacuc 24. For €xBacc ‘digression’ LSJ cite only Serv. on V. G. 2. 209, and I know of no other occurrence 

of €xBacic = mapéxBacic; in the papyrus cal (7ap)>éxBacw is thinkable (ap[é]xBacw for xa! [é|x«Bacw is not to be 

read), but we seem to have the rarer term again at 30 below. Digressio (presumably rendering rrapéxBacic) is 
attested at Cic. de inv. 1. 97 as a Hermagorean pars orationis preceding the conclusio; see Hermag. I fr. 22a—d 
Matthes. I can elicit nothing of further use from the papyrus, unless od ]|« odcac tev Cnroupév[ wy 23, and see on 
30 below. The Anon. Seguerianus, which does not mention Hermagoras, distinguishes wapéxBacuc from 
Trapadunyncic, and reports Alexander’s ridicule of it (364. 21 ff. Sp.-H.); I discern no trace of statements of such 
import here. Another tradition ascribed the mapé«Bacic to Corax, see Hinks, CQ 34 (1940) 67. (On the 
mapéxBacic in general see Volkmann, Rhet. 164-7, Lausberg, Handb. §§ 340-2, Martin, Ant. Rhet. 89-91.) 

18 [o]é pHroplec, as the subject of ra[p]exBatvouciy, perhaps likelier than [o]é pyrop[ucod (or pytopiKdc). 
19-24 See on draipecec and €xBacic above. 
25 Kal 7 dia[cpecic is a possibility, but I have no suggestion for what precedes. 
27 After (-)|Aa]uBavovrar, & woAAo[C is a possible articulation, but it is tempting to recognize mention of 

Apollodorus or Apollodoreans. A variety of disagreements on matters of rhetorical theory between the 
Apollodorean and the Theodorean schools is reported, principally by Quintilian and the Anon. Seg.; see esp. 
Schanz, Hermes 25 (1890) 36-54, Grube, 47P 80 (1959) 337-65. This in turn encourages recognition of 
Ocddwpoc at ll. 5 and 33, though it must be said that the reading, while unobjectionable, is not assured at either 
place. Mention of the proem may be discerned in Il. 28 (| rod] dix [a]vixod mpooupi[ov) and 34. It is known that 
Apollodorus took a more rigid line than Theodorus with regard to the order and indispensability of the wépy 
tov Adyou: on the proem, Anon. Seg. 357-61 Sp.-H., Quint. 4. 1. 24, 50. There is insufficient indication of the 
precise point or points at issue in the papyrus, but cf. gon. 

29 alrodiEew (I. -delEew) €f [9] avréppnc[uc? 
30 7H]v $¢ éxBacw would suit, in which case followed not by gyri raé[v but by zavz7t 7A [ (Adyw, with 

w|pocetvas 312). Perhaps cf. Quint. 4. 3. 12, of mapéxBacuc: sed haec sunt plures, ut dixi, quae per totam causam varios 
habent excursus. Quintilian takes exception to the assignment of the wapéxBacic to a fixed position after the 
narratio (esp. 4. 3. 14; or after the probatio [as Hermagoras], cf. 4. 3. 17), and sanctions the use of digression even 
within the proem. A discussion in some such terms would be at home in the context of Apollodorean- 

Theodorean disagreement. 
33 xw|dv|vever 671 Oeddwpoc, -ov? This possibly but not necessarily indicates an anti- Theodorean stance. 

34 «ic mpol[o]iu[c]ov. 

35 e.g. Texun|pia Kal eikdt[a? 
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frit: 

| abrasion 

20 «=| en 

Sune ley eal ene me ace | 

[Paes [.. JAAy vl 
ieee cupdarpo| 
JuBaverar, . . Sux, [ 

lexorcuy |) meer aie 
go |rocrate. ev, ovye| 

J. .vxaral. Jel. Jove. [ 

lrw. ees | 

Jvrecey[ 
35 Pe eal 

Most of the ink has gone, and such identifications as are made in the transcript are more tentative than 
would ordinarily be the case. The remains of the first eight lines are so severely rubbed that not a single letter 
can be identified. 13-22 The papyrus extends as far as the line-ends, but abrasion has removed the 
ink IVA epOstkay AG 15 detoc? 17 wd, or vd 19 a enlarged, presumably initial; aya6-? 
23 |KaviKouc? 24 cvuuBov hardly suggested but acceptable 25 Before «, upright, + acceptable 
26 JAXov? — ov? 27 Before c, ew? 31 |xa?  [y]er[t]ove suitable for the space SBS wars 
32 ].,a acceptable  |xaradl, -6[? 
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fr. 1 | 23 ff. Informing the discussion is evidently the standard (Aristotelian) classification of speeches into 
three genera, 7d dixarixov (‘forensic’ or ‘judicial’), ro cupBovdeutixov (‘deliberative’), 7d émiderktiKov 
(‘epideictic’, called éyxwpuactixov by the Stoics, DL 7. 42). Reference at least to the first two of these is 
probably to be recognized here: dixav. 23, 287, cupBovd. 24, 29. The réAoc (25) of the deliberative was 76 
cupdépov (27, cunparpo(v) |. cupPépov): so Aristotle (RA. 1. 3, 1358P21f.), but some jibbed (Cic. de inv. 2. 4. 12f., 
Quint. 3. 4. 16), and there were other, wider-ranging controversies, both terminological and conceptual (see 
esp. Quint. 3. 3. 11 ff.). Beyond this, the specifics of the discussion in the papyrus are hardly recoverable. 

30f. Perhaps, as Dr Innes suggests, ta réAn, viol ye [ in 30, followed in 31 by xara [87] ev[(Jouc. Or 31 
could be xara [Jer [t]ovc (p[Hropac ‘rhetoricians’?). 

32 KaTa d[e? 
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fr. 2—> 

],0, evmpa[,.. , ]dtxovc 

Jel. Jz. »xL. Jovol, . |. tear 
leek 

tourpa| c. 16 Jocxal. . |p. 

Jewa[ } 

a bend ez 

OL.).0 ¢9 J... el. 1. wororl, . Jpocopoy [ 
[von zl ¢.9 J, . v7, , komnvredocodetpL> 
_joce[, le. [ ¢.8  Joucducmevetixwempoctomp, Coren Lea. aales 

_.Ax..L 6 7 |reptexovraxafavraxanrov, |], 

.... ]rovr, [ ¢. 5 |rouevwrz[, |yrov[, yo 
[ c.6 |provrovpaddl, , |, ovrw| 

jer... [¢.5 ]. mporepocidixoucexerd[ 

tadw, ,actoc[,,, |xoucexy,,,om[,... ].er[..]. 

_ aperropevou|, , |, vtporepovro[ 
[. ovcuyizrapyor[, _], oderovoy[, , lovxara, . , By. 
7..[.].oAnvmapl....]. val. ].xovaod, .[,., ]vre 
ceevy, der[,,..].ap.[. ]rveél 6-7 Jel 
ewavrigacwor|,...JA.[,.] .asav..[ 65 J...[ 
exovtotcovto,[.. , |vod[,.. ]prex@ Jeav 

taxadoupeva,,. .o[.. lexe.[.....]. vevmBe 
Byxotwvto.[...]. vf. Jaz g-13 i 

a[, Jradw, .¢[..].[.. ]epol ¢. 15 

dedeuTepoc, [ Cc. 20 By 

epeTOveg |. | oa. | 

yeacy’d[ 
Anyswredocn, | 

eeveTarTorrouc| 

ae 
Ca alia bel lee ttt eee (eo Onl we Ee 

a 

Anveichuciwpa[ ileal 

_ |. vocywecbaun[ ¢. 14 Tot 

Pee VeLvovee | pa. as) Senne TOA, [ 

meas Woon | Allee ee Oe | Oro eee eee | 
exevdempocavtovd.apopavexe| , |wevyaptor[ 

AocovtmcreyeTawwcavtTerevTEovT uLopLov 
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|, 6 peév mp@[Toc []duKodc 

T|p[6|zov x[p]ovo[v aliriav 

Tit abeae 
Tou mpa[ c. 16 Jocwa[..]p..cl... los 
AL IC Se a aed enh ice 
d|vowa al ¢.7 ap|xyv mpoxomyy rédoc. 6 be Tpi- 

tloce[, ]e.[ ¢.8  Jouc ductevetik@c mpoc TO TpG- 

yua |x..[ ¢.7 | meptéxov ta kal? adta Kadovpe- 

va. To|¥Twy [dé 6 pe]|y mpdtepoc tdiKodc exer 0’ [T6- 

trouc,| TO{u}<v> T@[v wape|opevwv, t[6]|v Tod [6]wo[ tov, tov 

Tov avTik[emévw|y, Tov Tob WaAA[ov:] To’Tw[v 8 ad 

madw exactoc [idu]Kovc exer TOT[ouc, 6] yey [To] d 

TapeTomevou [y, T]Ov (rob) mpdtepov, TO[v Tob) UcTEpor, TOV 

t]od cuvuTrapxov[to]c, 6 dé Tod 6u[ol]ou Kal abroc 5 

tap|a|BoAnv trap[adec]ypua [€]ixdva, 6 de tT wv alyr- 

Keyreve 0, ev[avtila, mpo[c] te, €€[w Kal cré]p[7- 

cw, avtipaci, 6 (d€é> T[od wa]AA[ov] Kal adro[c y5 70] wep[e- 

éxov TO icov To H[ tT Jv o Ole we] preywv Ta Kah? Eav- 

Bnxotwy tov [tar] cul ]at[wuatwr(?): rovTwY dé 

Acie b SLC ees arts 
Oar Ol OlTNT eels Ue rel Ts Leth aaneees (2565) Salalso 
dé devTEpoc , [ c. 20 lio. k O38 

Kync Tov TALC] ...[ Ba, Bi Tm pa- 

ya eyd[ £2730 
Anw TréXroc 7, [ to 22 Té- 

[ALVETQL TOTrOUC [ C2 il ate 

Any eic duciwpa [ Gaur Tt eA 

_ |. voc yivecBau a G, id. ]e.[¢.6 

j...vevovrae .[ ¢9  ]....xqrrod. [6.3 
6 6€ rob TéAovc Bol, ., Jul... . Jyas[. ] adroc[ c. 5 
peel «10 Jere, \r Le. 
éyer S€ mpoc avrov diadopav: exe[é] wev yap To 7[€- 

a V2 € bal al a 

doc otTwe A€yeTat we av TeAEUTEOV TL LOPLOV 
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35, , aypeatocevtavbadeToreAocKaiTiavopart| 

|. ek, [. . Jncevexevye[ ]veraroderncimo0A[ 

c. 5 |r, |rocopataevtytapariciv7e| , , |r 

¢.8 |, covriderAn, acworde[, ., . |, [ 

|... pocodexauxirs| , , |Aeyect, . [ 

40], , veEerepac[, , Jexracd, [, ]kartaurny| 

_, lec... ,Atouvxaborournvay| 

c.8 |, e€autycKkarkatadal 

ATO |vovvavrobevmicrevope, [ 

c.6 — |cAncewchavepatase, | 

45 9 dnl. Jel... . leperavenry|[ 
|ympal 

|tpo7rove| 

Jovor[. ]. [ 

The physical condition of the papyrus is so extremely poor, with much derangement and loosening of the 
fibres, as well as general disintegration, that it is sometimes difficult to fix the position of such traces as remain. 

1 ],, horizontal asofyor7 _, specks suggesting w 2 ],, upright 3 |. .[, determinate 
letter-top traces 4 ..¢[, much damaged; here and to the left the letters were written on the lower 

papyrus layer, similarly in 5 5 Before 5, specks on the line and an upright __]_ [, letter-top trace and 
apparent base line, perhaps _J__, [, traces on the line, second consistent with left-hand corner of 6, in which 
case perhaps 76 |. p, oblique descending to base of upright ]_, thin letter-top horizontal, specks 
below __ opoy, of p, tail only 6 After u, hole with descending oblique emerging toright |, __, perhaps 
a cramped x remade, then an upright some distance from v 7 .[, upper part of upright 8 dy. lk 
these and the remains of the next two lines below are on a detached scrap whose exact position is uncertain; 
abraded; after y top of loop or circlet and apparent traces of tail, suggesting p, then confused traces perhaps 
suggesting v i []., consistent with pe 9 ..[, lower part of loop as of a, 0, w, then scattered 

specks _ poc, supralinear ink between p and 0, presumably casual 10 After ]rov, confused traces of ink 
within and above the line, perhaps offsets 7,[,oorw  7[, |v, space better suited to o than w II imit., 

mostly feet, compatible with second transcript |., y or tr Twl, or 7 12 _., consistent with 

ex Before e, oblique descending to right as of 6,A, Atend, vory 13 ],,00rw 14 ],, letter- 
top speck  Jovxqsa, the upper parts are on a loose fibre _.__, specks on severely deranged fibres 
15 After 7, Xo, ap? 16 Before zp, curving oblique as of a, A, pw 17 ¢, if c, upper ink must be 

discounted __, [, specks on isolated fibre, ro acceptable |, __, [, first, minimal specks, second possibly e, 

third, descender as of p 18 .[,vornsuggested |_|. , indeterminate traces on loose and twisted 

fibres 19 ,..., variously assignable traces on damaged surface, dix acceptable, tpom not = [,..., ik 

twisted fibre 20 ,[, upright  ]_, e, 7, or c suggested 21 _,, letter-top arc, then top of oblique 
rising from left as of 8, A,» ~— J, [, descender 22 .[,],[, foot of upright, top of upright ]_[ (alt.), 

horizontal at letter-top level _[,highspeck ]....... [, letter-top traces, second and last perhaps v or x, 

cucrotx[ compatible but unverifiable |, , [, indeterminate traces not certainly to be assigned to this line; 
likewise ],, , [ below 23 ,[, foot of upright 24 After v, foot of upright J]... [, feet and tops 
consistent with tvy 25 yma, fibres twisted 26 [, vory 27 ]..., undecipherable traces 

not certainly belonging to this line 29 ],,esuggested a, [, enlarged a, then top of short upright as of 
v 30 |. ,, letter tops, first suggesting upper arm of « but not excluding « or c, next an upright as of ., 
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35 Tpaypatoc, evtav0a dé 70 TéAoc Kal TL avopar|[ov 

|. ew. L.. Ine evexev ye[(vetar. 6 8€ ric brroA[7- 

pewc] t[6]0c 6padrat ev TH Tapa Ticw Te[, , |rw[ c. 2 

c.8  jotov te vrreAnpacu OlDei le wee Als Gad 

_. J]... voc: 6 b€ Kauxidt[oc] Aéyer gap[a c. 8 

go, ,v e€ Erépac [Kp|€uacba[t] Kai ravTyv [ c. 9 

ec, ,, ,Altov KabddAov TH ay[ Git 

c.8 |, , €& abric Kal Katadal[ a 4 

c.10 — |vouv abrdbev mictevomer| ¢. 6 

_ allcOjcewc havepa Ta de, [ (rag ait 

45 c.9 Jnl. ].¢l... wept wav Sj7y[pa 
aa 

| tpdé7ov e[ 

JSvor[. Jel 

third « or c  __,, traces on lower papyrus layer consistent with ta .[, large « or 9 | 

indeterminate specks, then perhaps Kau oD pees , letter tops, pe possible for last two After w, 

7? =|. [,6,A,u? After o,orz7suggested After 7, perhaps 70 or pa 34 ay: above the back of a an 
anomalous short diagonal stroke suggesting neither a remade letter nor a cancellation, above y a tiny dot not 
evidently deliberate and too small for a cancelling dot 36 |, ., horizontal as of y, e, c, 7, joining oblique 
descending torightasof8,A __ [, upright suggesting 7, 1, v (7 excluded) 37 tn, left leg of apparently 
a cannibalized 1 38 |. [, upper arc as of € or k 39 ]|..., specks on the line, last vertical e.g. 
«  _,[, top ofa, 6, A, then suggestion of circlet as of 0, p 40 |, ,, baseline as of 6, ¢, €, speck on line, éw or 

€av better than dev _[_, ], a[e] acceptable 41 ,,,,, confused traces on damaged surface, before A 

perhaps « or o (hardly kavxc) AA [exo 45 ]., 6 or A suggested 48 ]_[, letter top 
suggesting c Below 1. 48 the surface is stripped. Comparison with the | side suggests there were a further 
13 lines or so to the foot of the column 

25 |. éxd- 34 |. redevraiov 

fr. 2 > 1 6 prev rpa[roc. I take it this introduces the first group of topoi. 76 ev mpaTov is not excluded, 
but 6f. give us 6 dé tpi[t]oc. The second group, 6 € dedrepoc «7A, must lurk in |. 3 or 4, see below. 
Sc. tdv yekwradtwv tomwy vel sim. The trace before o suggests y or 7+ but perhaps admits e: e.g. 

TouTwy Oe. 
The unplaced fr. (a) probably belongs somewhere to the left here. 
i]Scxovc. Cf. 9, 12, etc. The word is a cross between eféuxdc and idvoc, conventionally emended to 

etS.xdc by editors of the rhetorical treatises but best left alone, since it has clearly become a word in its 
own right. 

The continuation will be éyeu tézrouc £’ vel sim., see next n. 

2f. r]p[d]rov x[p]ovo[v a]iriav. Evidently a listing of the category of topoi (/oct) designated ante rem in the 
ars of Consultus Fortunatianus (2. 23; 115. 18-20 Halm, 130. 8-10 Calboli Montefusco): a persona, a re, a causa 
(atria), a tempore (xpovoc), a loco, a modo (tpéroc), a materia. The same list, only without the locus a re, is given by 
Julius Victor (395. 24f. Halm, 32. 17f. Giomini-Celentano), and again by Martianus Capella (278. 16-18 
Dick), the latter however evidently copying from Fortunatianus. These topoi correspond to the seven 
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mepicracetc (circumstantiae; udpra mrepucrdcewc for Hermagoras), for which see esp. Aug. de rhet. 7 (141. 11 ff. 
Halm), Hermog. Inv. 3. 5 (140. 16 ff. Rabe). There is no canonical order; mpdécwzrov and mpaypa probably came 
first, and dAqv (or its synonym ddopydc: there is no way of telling which term our author preferred) last. I 
assume all seven were listed; the only real doubt attaches to 7péypa, since Julius Victor cuts out are, an excision 

no doubt calculated to eliminate the anomaly of having a locus a re within the loci ante rem (Volkmann, Khet. 

209). 
gf. End of the first group, beginning of the second: [yév]oc, as the first item in the Group II ‘list, seems 

highly probable at the end of 4, see 4-6n. 
For 3~4 (-)eiva[c] | rod zpa[yparoc is the obvious restoration. (No room for -ew d[70].) Does this relate to 

the loci ante rem (mpdrepov?), or to the following loci in re (évrdc?), or to something else again? Theodorus termed 
the seven peristasis-parts crovyeia Tob mpdyparoc (Aug. de rhet. 141. 16 Halm). wpd[yparoc is not inevitable: e.g. 
apa ypa pur) SurrAaced lew évexa, with reference to the exclusion of rpdaypa (res) from the ante rem group (see on 2f. 

above). 
I cannot reconcile the traces that precede [yév]oc with any obvious guess, or find any plausible reading. 

We look for a structure on the lines of 6 d€ dedrepoc (diKovde Exe TOTOUC Ly. 
For the possibility that the second group of topoi are labelled ao r00 mpdyparoc see on 31~5 below. 
4-6 The second group (6 8€ tpitoc 6-7). Correspondence with the loci in re of Fortunatianus and 

Victor appears to be close. Fortunatianus reads (2. 23, 115. 21-25 Halm, 130, 11-16 Calboli Montefusco): in re 

quot loci sunt? duodecim: a toto, a parte, a genere, a specie, a differentia per septem circumstantias (qui locus recifit in se etiam a 

matore ad minus et a minore ad maius), a proprio, a definitione, a nomine, a multiplict appellatione, ab initio, a progressione vel 
profectu, a perfectione vel consummatione. Victor gives only the first eight, followed by a systematic discussion 

together with examples from Ciceronian speeches (397. 14-399. 11 Halm, 35. 10-37. 24 Giomini-Celentano; 

the section on definitio augmented by extracts from Quintilian). In the papyrus we can reconstruct a list almost 
identical with the presumable Greek original of Fortunatianus’ list. If [yév]oc | <f6[oc stood at the beginning 
and the other elements of the restoration offered in the articulated transcript are correct, the only discrepancies 
or queries are: 

(i) The ‘whole-part’ pair comes not at the beginning but before ‘definition’. 
(ii) What was the Greek term rendered by multiplex appellatio, which presumably followed évoya? The 

Anon. Seg. lists rapwvupov (‘derivative’) among the wapaxeiveva TH dpw (383. 18 Sp.—H., see further below), 
but it seems much more likely that the Latin renders roAvwvupov. m[oAvwyupor is a little longer than my 

estimate of the size of the lacuna, but probably acceptable. 
(iii) What stood between efSoc and dAov in 5? We look for the Greek counterpart of differentia and proprium: 

dvadopayv, idcov: but that is not what the papyrus had. The word directly preceding 6Aov was not dcadopav: I 
suggest 5[c]a/p[e]cuv (see next para.). If that is right, we shall still want ‘difference’ and ‘property’. Nothing 
stands in the way of supplying $[vadopay after efSoc (S[ is a good reading), but then ié:0|v is not to be read: the 
trace suggests |: but i6.]a would be acceptable. But if i.]a, we might prefer 5[cadopa to d[cadopayv (the size of 
the lacuna is not determinative). (It would be understandable if d.a¢opa was mistakenly taken by a Latin 
translator as noun instead of adj.) 

dvaipecic is not represented in Fortunatianus’ list (and gives a total of 13 for this group, not 12) but is an 

unsurprising accession. The list of topoi tumultuously tossed off at Arist. RA. 2. 23 includes one é« dvaipécewe 

(1398428-32). That is elimination; cf. e.g. Quint. 5. 10. 65-9 (remotio). More immediately pertinent may be the 

place of dvadpecc vis-a-vis definition in the post-Aristotelian systems. In Cic. Top. 5. 28, repeated at Quint. 5. 10. 

63, we have definition by diviszo of genus into species and by partitio of whole into parts (cf. de orat. 2. 39. 164f.); I 

presume the Greek terms will have been d:aipecic and jrepicudc. In the comprehensive system proffered by the 

Anon. Seguerianus (see below), dvaipecec, as one of the yerrxwraror té7r01, directly follows époc and comprises 

KataplOpuncic, pepicudc, and (dixn diatpectc (382 f. Sp.-H.; the definitions do not quite coincide with Cicero’s); 

cf. Clem. Al. Strom. 8. 6. 19. 3. In our papyrus’ system 8raipecic is doubtless meant yerixdc. Cf. Lausberg, Handb. 
§393, Volkmann, Rhet. 226-9. 

dvaipecec again in fr. 1 (+ 17), but there as a pépoc rod Adyov, not as a topos. 

One particular point of contact with Quintilian’s discussion of argumentorum loci may be noted. At 5. 10. 71, 

cf. 94, Quintilian gives a brief treatment of initiwm, incrementum, summa. This trio must be the papyrus’ dépx7, 

mpoxorn, TéAoc. The different choice of Latin terms for these words in Quintilian and Fortunatianus (quoted 

above) seems to indicate mutually independent derivation from the Greek. Similarly with époc, finitio vel 
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Jims Quint., definitio Fortunat. (It should be said, however, that the same inference is not generally made in the 
case of Cic. de inv. and ad Her., where dvatpecuc—the part of speech so called, see on fr. 1 > 14-17 above—is 
respectively rendered partitio and divisio.) 

Quintilian’s system is in fact essentially identical with our papyrus’, as a glance at his skeletal summary at 
5. 10. 94 strikingly shows. The argumenta a personis causis locis tempore facultatibus modo (rebus, which subsumes all 
but personis, is absent, cf. Julius Victor) correspond to the first group, while finitione, genere specie, differentibus 
proprus, remotione divisione, initio incremento summa, correspond to the second; for what follows see on 9-18 
below. While ‘name’ and ‘polyonym’ are not in this list, érypoAoyéa was present in the more detailed 
treatment at 5. 10. 55, in association with ‘definition’. All Quintilian’s examples are Latin, but at least 
the outline of his presentation must derive from a Greek system classified in the same way as in our 
papyrus. 

The system transmitted in the Anon. Seg. (382-4 Sp.-H. = Caecilius fr. 26 Ofenloch) has ten yevexbtator 
Torrou: dpoc, Siatpecic, Tapabecic, cucrorxia, mEpioxy), Spovov, maperTrdpevor, waxn, SUvayic, Kpicic. The first two of 
these correspond to this second group of ours. époc is divided into (a) 6Ad«Anpoc Spoc, (b) 7a €v 7H Spm, and (c) ra 
Trapakeiweva T@ Opw, of which (b) comprises yévoc, ¢efSoc> (add. Volkmann), iScov, Suadopa (also <éXov, [Lépoc), 

perhaps, but cf. Quint.) and (c) comprises érupodoyia, rapmvupor, ériBerov, droxopictixdv. In our papyrus’ 
system the various constituents of the Anon. Seg.’s ra év 7@ 6pw enjoy equal footing with époc, as too do évowa 
and m[oAvdvupov, which correspond to the Anon. Seg.’s rapaxe(weva TH 6pw. apy mpoxom tédoc are 
additional. Minucian’s list of topoi, 343. 24-344. 11 Sp.-H., is an unsorted jumble, but most of this group’s 
components are present, except, again, the final trio. Apsines’ collection, 285. 9-289. 17 Sp.-H., is further 
removed. 

6-9 06 d€ Tpi[ 7 Joc is the starting-point. If my reconstruction is on the right lines, this third group is divided 
in two, each division then being further subdivided. Such a scheme is suggested by (i) zpérepoc g, and (ii) the 
apparent recurrence of wepréxwv Ta Kal?” éavta Kadovpeva at 18f. This leads to to]¥zqwy [S€ (A) 6 pé]v mpdrepoc 
KTA Q, (B) 6 dle we] préx@v «tA 18. In 7-8, then, we look for initial identification of the twofold division. The 
second limb of the introductory formulation is straightforward enough, except inasmuch as I suspect we should 

write in 8 not ro de] mepiexov but tov de] mepiéyov<ta>, an easy haplographic loss. The first limb is more 
difficult. In view of 7 Jouc, €[x Jee [rode ev rémJouc - - - €]yov[Tac may be thought of, but r6v pev, the singular, 

seems indicated by 6 peé]y pdrepoc below. [dv peév 767 ouc SuctrevctiKac mpoc 76 mpa[ypa €]xov[7a would satisfy 
space and traces, but does not seem meaningful. ducmevctixdc, an addendum lexicis, adds to the problem. It is a 

fairly secure reading (the sigma before tau looks a bit odd but the combination is similarly formed elsewhere; 6 
could be a but ad crevctixdc hardly helps), presumably a compound of zeucrixdc (only diAo- is attested) rather 
than of creverixdc. Emendation to ducm(e)ictux@c (unattested) is not attractive; I see no help in the fact that 

Hermagoras defined the orator’s function as 70 Tebev roAitiKov Cntnpa diaTiBecBar Kata TO evdeyomevoy TELCTLK@C 

(SE M. 2.62 = Hermag. I fr. 4 Matthes). Dr Innes suggests that one might think of ducwmntidc ‘persuasively’ 

(see Lampe, PGL s.v. for this meaning), and compares Max. Plan. Jn Hermog. Inv., Rhet. Gr. v 395. 19 Walz, 

where ézyeipjuwara are Classified as either didackadtxa or ducwryntiKa povov, the example of the latter kind 

being the ‘likeness’ group which in the papyrus appears at 14f. below. That too would require emendation. 
Could roo: ductevctixdc mpoc TO Tpaypa €xovrec Mean topoi whose relation to the matter (7pdypa in the 

technical forensic sense, Lat. res or negotium) is not vulnerable to interrogation? 
However this may be, the topoi of this IIIA group, which I take to be occupying ll. 9-18, correspond to the 

constituents of Fortunatianus’ entire third group, designated circa rem. See further on 9-18 below. 
8f. tov d€] mepreyov<ta> ta Kal? atta Kadovpe[va. Cf. 18ff£, where apparently subdivided into 

cupBeBynKdta and cupmrepara(?). A number of definitions of xa’ atra as applied to attributes are given at 

Arist. APo. 1. 4, but there firmly distinguished from cupBeBnxdta. The closest approximation to a category of 

‘absolutes’ in extant topos-theory seems to be in Quintilian, see intro. 
g-18 Ifthe proffered reconstruction is essentially correct, the IIIA group of topoi, however designated, 

had two further degrees of subdivision: 

(i) ra maperopeva (or 70 Tapemopevov), Comprising 70 mpdtepov, TO UcTEpov, TO cuvuTapyxov (10, 13); 

(ii) 76 Guovov, comprising tapaBodAn, mapadevypa, etx (10, 14); 

(iil) ta dvtiKe(weva, comprising evavtia, mpdc TL, €€uc Kal crépycic, avTidacic (11, 15f.); and 

(iv) 76 wadAov, comprising 70 meptexov, TO icov, 70 Arrov (11, 17). This is a rationally organized complex, 

and one which it may be suggested underlies the less systematically presented set of loct cerca rem in 

Fortunatianus and Julius Victor as well as others elsewhere with which the correspondence is less close. 
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Fortunat. 2. 23 (115. 26-116. 2 Halm, 130. 13-131. 4 Calboli Montefusco): circa rem quot loci sunt? decem. a 
simili, cuius species sunt quinque: exemplum, similitudo, fabula, imago, exemplum verisimile, id est quod de comoedia sumutur; 
addunt quidam et apologos, ut sunt Aesopi fabulae. qui sunt alii circa rem loci? a dissemilt, a part, a contrario per positionem et 
negationem, aro Tov mpoc TL, id est ad aliquid, quod figuratur casibus quattuor, quibus colligimus coniuncta et copulata, id est 
genetivo dativo accusativo ablativo; ab inter se collidentibus per habitionem et amissionem, id est €Ew Kai crépycw, a matore 

ad minus, a minore ad maius, a precedenti, ab eo quod simul est vel a coniunctis, {vel} a consequentibus. It is now I think 

evident that this list is informed by the quadripartition found in the papyrus. simile corresponds to 76 6jovov 

(dissimile will be intrusive); par (= 70 icov) together with maius ad minus and minus ad mais constitute 70 

pGAdov (par will have been displaced from its proper position for the sake of opposition with contrarium); 

Ta. avtixeiweva are slightly mangled (positio and negatio will render xardgacic and drédacic, which together 
equal avridacic); ta taperopeva conclude. (Volkmann’s excision of vel, which despite its absence from the 
duplicate passage at Mart. Cap. 279. 10 Dick is retained by J. Martin, Antike Rhetortk 116, is clearly right.) 

The tally of ‘10’ (there are in fact 11: was the tally made before the addition of dissimile?) is presumably 
subsequent. 

Julius Victor, who proceeds to a systematic presentation of examples (some Demosthenic, some 

Ciceronian) arranged by status, evidently used the same source as Fortunatianus. Fruitful comparisons could 

also be made with Cic. de inv. 1. 41 and Quint. 5. 10. 73 ff., 94, and with the hotchpotch of topoi catalogued by 
Minuc. i 343. 24-344. 11 Sp.-H. 

The four subsets correspond closely to four of the ten yerixwrator toro of the system transmitted by 
the Anon. Seg. 382. 11-384. 4 Sp.-H.: ro wapemdpevor, divided into ra po Tob mpaypatoc, Ta ev TA Tpaypate, 

and rd peta TO mpayya; TO dpmovov, divided kata tHv mo.dTyTa and Kata THY avadoyiav; 7 waxy, with ra 

evavtia and ra avtixeipeva as its mapaxeipeva; and 1 mapabecic, divided into 76 paAdov, 70 Frrov, and 70 tcov. 

Of these, two differ from the papyrus’ classifications only in terminology (76 apendpevov, 7) tapdbecic), two 
in substance. 

So much for comparanda of the IIIA quartet as a whole. A few very brief remarks on their components: 
(i) td maperdpueva. A familiar and much discussed trio. Among the antecedents is RA. Al. 143032, cf. 

Arist. APr. 2. 27, 7028-10. 

(li) 76 duovov. Again, mapaBoAy, mapadevypa, etxev are a familiar trio. Lat. collatio, exemplum, imago (Cic. 
de inv. 1. 49, cf. Victorin. ad loc., 228. 10ff. Halm). Trypho 7. tpéawv, which may however be later than 
the papyrus, so classified éuofwec; cf. Neocles ap. Max. Plan. In Hermog. Inv., Rh. Gr. v 395 Walz. 
Elsewhere wapaBoAx itself is the generic term. Lausberg, Handb. §422, M. H. McCall, Anc. Rhet. Theories 
of Stmile and Comparison. | take it that fabula, exemplum verisimile, and apologi in Fortunatianus’ list are 
accretions. 

(ili) 7a av7eKxetweva. This is more interesting, inasmuch as the papyrus preserves this quartet intact from 
Aristotle (esp. Cat. 10, 1116-20, with de interp. 6, 1733). The source of Fortunatianus and Julius Victor 
evidently had not av7igacc but its equivalent duo catagacic and daddacic. On Cicero’s comparable treatment 
of contraria (esp. de inv. 1. 42, Top. 47-9) see Riposati, Studi sui ‘Topica’ 108-13. 

(iv) 10 paAdov, comparatio, distinct from 76 éuovov, simile; Lausberg, Handb. §395. Cf. ultimately Arist. Top. 
2. 10, €x Tob wGAAov Kal Arrov. 7d] mep[e]éxov in the papyrus, if rightly restored, is not a normal term for the 
tomoc of ‘the greater’ (waAdov vs. Arrov, weilov vs. €Marrov, maius vs. minus), but wadAov was preempted for 
hierarchically higher form. Cf. Quint. 5. 10. go, ex eo quod continet ad id quod continetur, the Anon. 
Seg.’s yevxwratoc tér0c of 4 mepioyy, 383. 8-10 Sp.-H., and Minucian’s topos dxé tod €utrepiexouevou, 
344. 5, 347. 26-348. 3 Sp.-H.; but this is a different topos from the ‘equal-lesser-greater’, as is clear from 
Minucian. 

18-24 Cf. on 8 above. This is the IIIB group, ‘the (topos) comprising the so-called self-existents’, 
apparently subdivided into (1) cuuBeByxdra and (2) cupmrepara(?). cv[u|a7[@pydrev is a guess which cannot 
be verified but fits the traces well. The cupBeBy«édra are the fourth of Aristotle’s predicables, along with Opoc, 
i8.ov, and yévoc, which are all topoi in the papyrus’ group II (Top. i 4 ff.). But if the partner is the CULTTMUaTa, 
the most significant passage may be Epicur. Ep. 1 (ap. DL 10) 68-73, which treats of a body’s cupBeBynKoTa 
and cuprr®para in an apparently anti-Stoic polemic. The papyrus’ classification of cupBeByxora and 
cupTT@para(?) as kaé’ éav7d runs counter both to Peripatetic and to Epicurean doctrine, and may be derived 
in some fashion from Stoicism; though it would probably be a mistake to seek strict philosophical 
underpinnings to the system here outlined, which in any case is clearly eclectic. Without knowing what the 
constituents of the two subgroups are it is futile to try to go further. 
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(1) ra cupBeBynxdra. If have correctly recovered the structure (the starting-point for the reconstruction 
is a[3] wad 21), the components of the IIIB(1) subgroup, the cupBeByxora, occupied |. 22, which is almost 
wholly destroyed. They were four in number (22 init.). 7[o]:[6]r7[a for the first is a guess consistent with the 
traces. Ifright, rocérn7a may have followed. (Cf. esp. Quint. 3. 6. 49, 51, 7- 4. 15-16.) The damaged letter-top 
traces transcribed as]... [ will perhaps yield cycrotx|dav ‘correspondence’. cucrorxéa is one of the Anon. 
Seg.’s ten yevexwraror rémoe (383. 5-8 Sp.-H.): 4 8€ cuctoixia mpaypdtwr Kowwviav Kat dvonatwy dyAoi 
cuctoixely yap adAnjAoic Aéyoper we THY Ppdvycw Kai Tov Ppdvov. (This is evidently based on Aristotle, cf. esp. 
Top. 2. 9, 114®26 ff. cdcrouxa $1) Aéyerar Ta KATA TH adry cucro.yiay dravta, ofov duxaroctvy dixatoc diKatov 
dicaiwe.) Given mowdryc and rocéryc, mnAukdtyc might be considered for the fourth, but there is no way of 
testing. Minucian’s miscellaneous list of topoi (343. 24-344. 1 Sp.-H.) includes mmAuxdrync and rrocéryc but 
none of the others under consideration here. Another suggestion, based on cucrouxéa, is offered below. 

There are possible points of contact here with the tail-piece that Fortunatianus appends to his 
presentation of the quadripartite system, 2. 24. Sunt et alii, quos aput varios auctores artium invenimus. These 
include qualitas and quantitas, and also a locus dao rjc cubvyiac, id est a coniugatione sive coniugatis, quod quasi iunctum 
est personae qualitatr, ut si eum, qui hostilia sentiat, hostem iudicandum esse dicamus. Is not this cuvyia identical with the 
Anon. Seg.’s cucrorxéa? If so, not only is some comfort given to the notion that rodryc, mocéryc, and cucroiyta 
may be grouped here in the papyrus (for the locus a coniugatione, Gk. cutuyia, see also Cic. Top. 3. 12, criticized 
by Quint. 5. 10. 85, and see Riposati, Studi sui Topica 91-4), but also another possibility is opened up for the 
fourth member, for Fortunatianus continues with the locus a coniunctis, id est dé trav tITOCEQN kai covoérwy, ut 

Sasces, lictores, toga praetexta, sella curulis, imperia, provinciae magistratuum ornamenta sunt. Calboli Montefusco, 
following Halm, labels the Greek ‘irrimediabilmente corrotto’, but the various manuscript readings seem to 
point to aro r@v 7rwcewv, which is in fact the vulgate reading in the duplicate passage in Martianus Capella (5. 
559, p- 279. 16 Dick, where Halm conjectured am6 tév mpocnxévtwy and Dick prints dé tumdcewc), and 
this seems to me definitively confirmed by Aristotle’s usage in Top. and Rhet., where cdcroya and mrdcetc 
are closely related. (Cf. also Fortunatianus’ gloss on the circa rem locus azo 706 mpdc 71, quoted on 9-18 above.) 
The terminology is grammatical, and unless there is a lacuna before ut _fasces, the fasces etc. count as a 
magistracy’s inflections and compounds. Perhaps therefore mr@cic or cévOecic went in tandem with cucroryia 
in the papyrus. 

(2) 7a cunwta@para(?). The number of topoi in this, the IIIB(2) subgroup, is unknown. If what follows 6 
de devrepoc is a numeral, it will be either y’(= 3), n’( = 8), or «[(-)’ (= 10-19); but also possible is ([Scxovc exer 
Tomouc X, OF K[al avdroc 6. For 23-4, given |xyc and the acceptability of rvy[, it is tempting to recognize rov THe 
avay|«nc, Tov THI c] Tvx[ nc. If so, it may be relevant, at least indirectly, that dvdyen, rbxn, and dyvora were 
subheads of Hermagoras’ cuyyvwun (purgatio: ad Her. 2. 23 ff., Cic. de inv. 2. 94 ff., cf Quint. 7. 4. 14-15; cf. 
Matthes, Lustrum 3 (1958) 162f.). Thus 6 d€ dedrepoc é[bixovdc exer TOmOUc y, TOV THC avay||KNc, TOV TH[ Cc] TYX[NC, 

Tov THC ayvoiac? But no reliance can be put on this, and the total result, which has dvayxn etc. classed as 
cuuTTwara, is not one that greatly recommends itself. 

24 ff. At this point I lose track of the structure. Fortunatianus’ circa rem group is followed by a fourth and 
final group, the loci post rem, just two in number, eventus and iudicatum. There is no sign of these in the papyrus— 
unless the unplaced fr. (6) belongs somewhere hereabouts. eventus renders é«Bacic (lost from Fortunatianus, but 

given by Victor 6. 4; cf. Quint. 5. 10. 86, Minuc. 347. 16-26 Sp.-H.), and at fr. (6) > 2 (= fr. 2 > 26?) 7 
€xBa[cuc offers itself. But I can make nothing more of this. (This éxBactc will have no connection with that of fr. 

I — 17, 30, which is a pépoc Tob Adyov.) 

26 -Anyw réAoc: two items in a list of topoi? For réAoc, cf. 31-6 below; and the following sentence there, 
36-8, on the topos d7oA[ nyuc, invites recognition of 76 ]|Anw here, rather than one of the many other -Anyuc 
compounds with rhetorical significance. Then at 26f. something—one of the aforementioned topoi? 7 
€xBacic? —is divided into (sub) topoi: etc x ré]uverau To7rouc. One of these subtopoi is ductwya (28), another ends 
in -An (28 init.; the traces at the end of 27, even if rightly located, are useless). After réAoc in 26 apparently yv[ or 

nx[ (not 7 8[€); 7 d[7oAnuc 8 is thinkable, to provide the subject of réuverax, but I should have expected rather 

7 5€ brdAnyuc, if not rodtwv be 7 broAnuc. 

I can offer no cogent integration of these data, with or without éxBacuc. ductwpa ‘natural tendency, bent’, 

is cited by LSJ only for Hipparch. ap. Stob. 4. 44. 81 (pl.). Or it could be gicéwya (not in LS7, but used by 

Hippolytus Romanus, see Lampe, PGLs.v.); unlikely, even if Philodemus speaks of dzroAnyperc mepuciwpevat, de 

mus. p. 26 K. -An is conceivably daBodAy (cf. Arist. Rh. 3. 15, Rh. Al. 29, 143638-3733). On dardAnyuc see 

further on 36 ff. below. 
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31-6 6 S€ rod réAovc So[ Kei] [ev €f|var [6] adrdc [ro rpo] |ecpypévw t[€]A[ec would fit spaces and traces well 

and make good sense in view of the continuation in 33-5. The réAoc just mentioned (26) is distinguished from 

the earlier réAoc, evidently that of |. 6, as the definition given in 34f. confirms. The rest of |. 32 may give a more 
specific reference for ‘the aforementioned rédoc’. dé t[0d] mpd[yparoc would suit nicely at the line-end; 

preceded by e.g. 7@ év roic? Does this give us the name of the second group of topoi, sought in 3-4 above? It 

seems at least as appropriate a designation as the loci in re of the Latin artes. aro rob pdéyparoc would normally 
imply simply the rpécwzov/mpaypa distinction fundamental to topos-theory, but here probably the preposition 

is also significant, contrast spdc 76 7pa[ypa in the definition of the third group, 7f. 
I am not sure what to make of the superfluous ink associated with av in 34. It may reflect an intention to 

write weave’, as Dr Innes suggests. 
avépat|ov: adparov would be the expected orthography. 
What preceded &vexev in 36? The letter after « is definitely not 7, so not e.g. -decxru«jc. 7 |éAer would suit the 

beginning, as far as space and traces go. 
36 ff. 6 8é ric brr0A[7|ewc] 7[d]z0c: restored largely on the basis of 38 breAndacw, cf. also 26 -Anyuv. After 

mapa ticw, me[ic]re |. ricer is possible, but I should suppose rather ze[pé] tw[oc or tw[ wv, followed by either 

drroAnber itself (the line-division probably at | or dzo|) or a quasi-synonym, e.g. 66&7 or evvoig. To that, ofov or 
rowdy Tt brreArjpacw is apparently appended, on the face of it a gratuitous and muddling addition, but ofov ‘“‘ré 
vrerjdaciv;” is surely out of the question. Does of 5é introduce a competing definition? twoc makes an 
acceptable reading in 39, but not I think zepé twoc. Then Caecilius. 

I do not find didAnyuc as a topos attested elsewhere, and dadAnipic enjoys no regular place in the rhetorical 
literature. At a guess, the seminal text is again Arist. Rh.: 141636, robr0 8 écti ro A€yew 6ca bnAdcet TO Tpaypa, 
7} Oca mouncer UToAaPeiv yeyovévat KA (is this the ultimate basis for such distinctions as Apollodorus’ between 
TpaypatiKov and zepi éevvoiac, Quint. 3. 6. 35?), or 1395P10-11, on the value of gnomai, dei croxdlecbar troia 
Tuyxdvouci mpovTroAapBavovtec, €(0 odtwc TEpt TOUTwWY KaboAov A€éyew. This is taken up especially by Hermog. 

Inv. 1. 1, where prooemia é€ droAnewc are extensively treated. Intermediate Stoic influence should not be 
discounted; Chrysippus wrote 7. doAnpbewc; cf. katada[pBav- or -Aa[B- in 42. Cf. also ai|cOjcewe 44. 

Caecilius is presumably C. of Cale Acte, who is known to have written on technical rhetoric (Quint. 3. 1. 
15). The transmitted form of the name in Greek is regularly KexiAcoc; ac/e confusion in our papyrus is evidenced 
at 2 — 34, | 14 (e for av) and at 1 | 27 (a for e), cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 192f. The papyrus testimony, 

whatever it may have been, is new, and I cannot relate it to any of the testimonia attributed to Caecilius’ réyvy 
pntopixy in E. Ofenloch’s edition of his Fragmenta. (The attribution is in most cases extremely dubious; and it 

may be noted that on the criteria for Caecilian ascription applied by Ofenloch, following Angermann, our 
papyrus would itself be so ascribed.) After Aéyex, zap[ is reasonably certain, though only the tops of the letters 

survive. Though the estimate of letters lost from the end of the line can only be approximate, the space 
limitations constrict the scope for restoration. rap[a mdacw 86]|Eav e& Erépac [xp]€uacBa[c| may indicate at least 
the construction. 86]éav (let alone the content of the preceding lacuna) is not assured. In 41, I do not think 
KauxiXéov is to be read, but I do not know what is. 

43f. e.g. td pé]y odv abrdley mcrevdmer[a ectw (or elvar)| ex THC al]cOncewc Pavepa, KTA? ra be €[K THC 

droAnpewc? Relevant here may be Quint. 5. 10. 12, pro certis autem habemus, primum quae sensibus percipiuntur (cf. 44 
al|c@jcewc?) ... , deinde ea, in quae communi opinione consensum est (cf. dioAnyuc?), etc. 

45 For the meaning of ¢jrypa, Lat. quaestio, in rhetorical writings, see esp. Quint. 3. 11. 

48 Avoy[v]c[e- is a possibility that may be worth raising. Mention of D. of Halicarnassus in such a context, 
and in the vicinity of Caecilius, would not surprise, cf. e.g. Quint. 3. 1. 16. But e.g. i]Scov is also possible. 
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fr.2) 

eave, ,,,[, ], T0d¢0, v|[ |ve 

xOpoc[, Jxaw[,.. Jeal.. |v. .[ Jarre 

taeay, , Bal pe 
cavrap, |, lado, , vear[ Ja. Jov[. |xro¢ 

5  ecrexpy[]. occvpvOnkya.[.]...0]..[  |peamonre 
ee xovat|, |b0e, .[, ]>>>— [ | (vac.) 

i ae *TrepumucteuTikwvery, [ 6.6 ]7@v (vac.) 

i [.” ] .wropvo, rwceyo, rwver[ c.6 jaupl 

Jj... evmecr[, Jovedd, [Juul ¢. 7 Jusal. Jare [ 
10 §=—¢. 5 Jocd[, , , Jaroce[, ], votre. sf ¢. 5 Ipol. |. avymevon [ 

c.6 Jul... , ]wevxarackev[, ,], wevotrd[. . . Jerorc[ 

c. 8 dL... Ju. pSeexPporco[, , Jamupocrov7, aypa [ 

.oco[,.]..[. Jel. . Judevocaé, [,.., Javay’xal, , evoc 
otte,[.. Jval. Jorerovtw., .a.[.. |. neacotixepdev 

| ekTL 8" [ncoum SeTrAcovaxwenrot 
AL 68 Jedd, [6.5 Je. [, ]Sopevoczepu 

vol «7 J,...v[ ¢ 5 |pracyepdeavrov> 
Toul 8 “ere a |) veeyizevac.apre 

Pec acs Sigh apa ee enue ENN, . EPACOL 
Same |e | ee [.. ]. a. KamnAoucKat 

ile hte uileee (p sey VIA leveces|s loves 

1 Initial e enlarged After 4, 7 acceptable, then perhaps 0; variously distributed traces amid 
lacunae v{[, or x 2 After vy, perhaps 7 or 7 3 .., first perhaps «, second upright, e.g. 

ev 4 ., consistent witha ___, specks below the line, then a stroke coming in to foot of v alles 

trace coming in to base of o as of a, 6, A, , if ~ hardly room for another letter preceding |. _ . [, perhaps 
KIT 7 .[, two converging obliques as of a, 6,A, x  ],, upright asofcorz An inferior paragraphos 
will have been lost below wy 9 |..., confused traces consistent withexyv __ [], o[ , ] suggested but w not 
excluded (not ex@p-) Ja, or A 10 [,]., top of apparent upright, [cr]. cramped but acceptable 
11 Here and in subsequent lines, towards the beginning of the line, fibres are torn and detached _]_, 0 or 

w 12 |,[, upright 13 ],.[, indeterminate __[, to acceptable After ¢, ou acceptable 
14 .[, upright __ _, letter-top speck, and oblique or horizontal coming in to base of a, as of 6, «, A, y; if p it 

directly succeeds w After a, perhaps upright |,, apparent descender as of p or ¢ 15 After «, 
indeterminate specks on damaged surface 16 _,,e€0r@,then foot ofapparent upright ].,pu? |. [, 

wv? 17-21 After the lacuna, indecipherable traces on damaged surface 18 After ¢ (or €?), op 

perhaps suggested ]__, ea? 19 Before cnc, ov not excluded nor verifiable; above the first ¢, a stroke 

unaccounted for After p, er anomalous but not excluded 20 |,a,, eav suggested? oes 
upright |, [, trace on the line, then upright and top horizontal, perhaps yor — After ca, baseline trace 
and upper speck, 6? €? 
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eavew,,.,[, |], 70 d€ dev[ C. 22 |v é- 

xOpoc [, Jkaw[,., Jeal,. Jv. .[ ¢. 20 Jarro(v)- 

ta, eay ev Bal 6. 25 ] peOy(v), 
eav Tapa o[cladopay, eay [ ¢. 15 Jal. Jor, Jeroc 
ectt xpn[. loc, cvvOyjxy, a.[.]...[.]..[.. maporlpia, mounr- 
Kov am [6|dbeyu[a]. 

MEPL TLCTEUTLKOV ETTLX| ELpn La |Tw 

T[ov|rwr ody ovtTwe éyovTwv eg[ c. 5 AlapuBl c. 5 

_. Tléxvwr rict[elwv eAOwy wl c.7 ural, late 

c.5 Joc 8[, , , |zoc €[cr]w 6 rept [wapru]po[c]. av pev od(v) 

c.6 jul, , w]pev katackev[aclouev 671 [Ao ]c rote 

avtdixo |i[c 7] uty dé €xOpd{utc, 6[ te] amipoc Tob mpaypa- 

toc, o[te] , ,[, Jel, o]ddevoc gol, dru] avayKaldpevoc, 

orve.[.. val. lore rovTw wapltulpncac, o71 Kepdévar(v) 
ex T[ov waptup|jcar K de mACovaxWc, TOL fs) <e) (elute: Lelaronnce. 

AL 6.8 | peAdwy [7 ., , c]Kev[a]lopevog rept 
TNE [eo Wun femell bee © bee Be |piac: bmép dé avTob 

ee be ee ee 
pac lo eer |e ale ee ENE MuETEepac oy 
Kea) 3 | I [. . | €ay cammHAouc Kal 

div[ ctr J... o]8[S]erse d€[dJouc, 6- 

121. dzrecpoc 14]. Kepdaivwv 

81 
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7 ¢. 13 ].[ «7 ]vxevm[], dovpe> 

| C. 21 |, capecroucen’ AE 

Chas |wevuTrepav 

a. th [4 .f ete) Jovovov,[, ], , de[] 

‘ek Bs wet wreel Irovdmtmes| 
lee heel tems. © auapravesl 

J)... LC). 0 «9 J). 0. Jnzel ]rovnpay[ 
Jd.) Lb erm. [. . Jeovciavagiuceracegy, , [ 

30 |... . Sta. . wvrounc, [, |KauTnvidiavdcadnpapi 

|... op[]. . torncopevrepWeopKouckepo|[, Je[, ], 

_jamo[. .. |, vywrdicidayrwvabeocr[, . |v[ 

35 c.8 |, Tuxwvatvywvyepwrveo|[ 

c.g |, oxmcuntwaptlovakid[ 

c.10 |, mpody[, ], varcxyvr[, |vxara[ 

c.10 Jadeyewroyapevayt[],, . [ 

c.10  |mpaxfevraevava, , , ¢[ 

], . amicrevecBara[ |pov[, ], . [ 

Jesvauwvaar[, |ern, af lon. Jou. [ 

40 659 

9 

c.8 jectwt c.8  Javiv[, ], wr[ 

8 

8 

7 

tee ee 

|rycwp,[  ¢. 10 |repl[, Jval 
ican 8 Thee AME 

45 67 J, [. Joxccpey[ ¢ 8 J, .A,[ 
c.7 |, ¢€, atncr[ ae ell 

22 7[,ora |v, characteristic high near-horizontal rising to topof« —_],, 0, in which case [, Jo, or w, 

in which case mw, suggested 23 ,[, arc as of o, not excluding «¢, c, others ],, v acceptable 
25 After ova horizontal, lower than would be expected fort —_], _, tops, second perhaps v 26 After zo, 
left half of A, x? 27 Before au, upper part of upright 28 Afterp,loopofa? |, [, arc on the line, 
e 29 Before g, v? After nv, y or m suggested ____[, traces on damaged surface, 7o? prob. line- 
end go After a, vr acceptable butunverifiable _ [, ore 31 After n, ysuggested, then peypw[v]y 
acceptable, also ypov[o]v 32 Before 9, an upright, «? Before de, perhaps ro, preceded by upright 
(au?) 33 |tnyop? but the following traces are difficult and not compatible with any obvious 
guess 34 ]., » acceptable 37 Before 7, two faint traces suggesting nothing but «, perhaps 
admitting a [,]., [A]o acceptable 38 ]...[, first o or w, [tJov or [c]we acceptable, then perhaps 
Ti 39 ..., upper parts of yx? then hole and specks close to line, 7 rather than ai? AOn\nes 
vr? |. .[, perhaps ev 41 Between y and a, anomalous traces, among them a letter-top horizontal 
_[, consistent with « 42 ,[, perhaps: followed by upright _—_|_, foot as of + 43 ,[, of vowels o 
suggested 44 ,,[,¢7? — ],, letter-top horizontal 45 ]|.[, oblique suitable forA | Coming in to 
A, mid-stroke of e? 46 ],, acute angle at upper right, ¢? Before a, horizontal as of + 
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tle ¢. 12 ].[ ¢ 7 ]v«ev a, Jodoupe 

eh c. 20 o|uc apictouc éxXe- 

¢. 23 Juev brrép ad- 
25 eee Alec | é. 15 pL]ovov od, [, |, , de 

sla eal ¢.17 |rov arroAéc[ Bat 

plewene lag | c. 15 |, apaprave[ cc. 4 

Pee al eapaloe G5 = lal) tyra epmomnparlics4 
Bee ee ee 

Ty lly Sh Ooh eere cols eet anaes enue 
_. In... exe. vl. |v €crw mévyc, éctw de adry 70 bu- 

ikea ne dé evavtilo]|v wav én’ adtav emi Ty], | 

|... op[].. moujcowev. rept dé dpxovu cxepo[p]e[O]a 

_, Jazo[, , o]puvdwy dicidatuwv abeoc, 7[Ao]¥[c- 

35 ° oc Trévnc, E|UTUX@V aTUXaY, yépwr véo[c ¢. 4 

c. 6 6uw|pwoxac wy Twa pilova Kivd[vvov 

c. 10 ]. mpodn[A]ov aicytr[n]v katra[ 

c. 10 Jadéyew: TO yap évar7[i],, .[ 

c. 10 |7paxb€évra ev avayKn cl 

40 b |vta muctevecbat a[t]pov[ lev 9 

9 Jetvat iva az[, ]ern, ady[c]ope[v 

8 jectrwty[ ¢.8 Jar v[a] roy [ 

c.8  |rnc wpo[ c.10 |rep[, Jva[ 

8 Jratnvo[ ¢.8 vac, .e,[ 

5 

7 

molAfA]axcc pev[S c.7 ], A, [ 
]ferau nen[ ee oes EG 

ES oO ~ 

291. adyjcerac 30 1. diadnpbw 341. dercidaiuwr 361. peilova 
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c.7 |, mecreve[ 

c.8  |mrovdua, [ 

c.8  javewro[ 

50 c.g — Jan[, Jcrou 

¢.11 _—_ jorrouc[ 

55 c.tt — Japack[ 

c.11 — jovde[ 

Akg |g ie lon 48 ,[, horizontal as of + 50 Ja, or A 53 ]., trace joining foot of v, 
consistent witha After 7, top of possible upright, « suggested by space _ x almost beyond doubt 
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], 4 mcrevc[ 

|arou dca. T[ 

7 
8 

8 Javew 7a 

9 

I 

50 = Jam[e]crou[ 

c. 10 Javnd[ 
C10 |. nrode[ 

c. 10 ] Avreoy[ 

éoDD |ozrouc[ 

55 6.10  |apack[ev 

CALI Jov de[ 

Sete 
fr. 2) 1-6 I cannot recover the drift. In 1 perhaps 76 5€ 5ed[tepov, unless Sex[dpevov. Are strings of édvs to 

be recognized? 1 édv euop[olc, 1-2 ea]v exOpdc [7] Kal v[éoc], eav KrA? 2-3 e.g. (-)ap]|drro(v)7a, masc. sing. 

or neut. pl.? 3 fin. wéOn(v): perhaps cf. e.g. Cic. Top. 75, vinolentia in a context of ‘extrinsic’ proofs, Rh. Al. 
1429918. 3 Ba[cav-, or (Innes) Ba[vavc-? Dr Innes, comparing Hermog. 29. 12 ff. Rabe, suggests a list of 
different kinds of pécw7a. Perhaps what is under discussion, at least down to 4, is the exploitation (by the 
defence?) of the particular circumstances of the deed. 4 wapa d:adopav ‘because of a dispute’? The list at the end 
may be of a class of ‘outside’ things, [é]«réc 4 fin., from which arguments can be drawn. Cf. esp. Quint. 5. 11. 
36-44, on outside sources of auctoritas: mapo.]uia ‘proverb’ ~ ea quae vulgo recepta sunt (41), mrounte|Kov 
am[6|¢0ceyu[a] “poetic saying’ ~ sententiae poetarum (39-40). This is the category of xpicic (Quint. ibid. 36, 
Hermog. progymn. 23, p. 8. 7 Rabe, quoting a Hesiodic apophthegm, Anon. Seg. 384. 2 Sp.-H.). Before cuvOjnn 
I see no plausible alternative to ypn[cju]oc, though that makes an extremely cramped reading. Cf. Quint. ibid. 
42 ponitur a quibusdam et quidem in parte prima deorum auctoritas, quae est ex responsis, Anon. Seg. loc. cit. kpicic S€ 

AnpOjcerat amo Gedy . . .. cvv6y«n one might expect to find among the ‘inartificial’ proofs, which are treated in 
the next section (see on 8 ff. below), but it is in place here ifimagined as without direct bearing on the case; NB 
Quint. ibid. 43-4 (and for ypycpoc cf. 5. 7. 35). 

7 mepi mucteutika@y emx|erpnuda|twr. Heading or end-title? I had supposed it to be a chapter or section 
heading, in accordance with the practice of later rhetorical manuscripts, but it may rather be intended to close 
the preceding section. The position of the coronis is not decisive, cf. e.g. VII 1011 89/90. At all events, since 
what follows is a discussion not of the évtexyvor micrecc, which is what would normally occupy a section on 

epicheiremes, but of the areyvor wricreuc, it seems unavoidable that the reference must be to what precedes. The 
precise meaning of émuyeipnua may have varied somewhat from writer to writer (Quint. 5. 10. 1-8, Martin, Ant. 
Rhet. 105f., Kroll, Das Epicheirema), but it would be astonishing if it ever included the arexvor wicresc; see below, 

however. The restoration émx[e.pnua]rwy is perhaps not inevitable; certainly muctevtixdc seems rather 

superfluous with it (cf. e.g. Minucian’s definition of émiyeipipara as 7a rpoc trict 700 broKepévov Cyt}parToc 

AapBavopeva, 341. 7-9 Sp.-H.), and I do not recall having come across émuxerpjwara so qualified elsewhere. On 
the probability that the > page preceded this one, see intro. 

8ff. What follows is evidently a systematic treatment of the ‘inartificial’ proofs (arexyvoe micteic, 
inartificiales probationes). The distinction between ‘artificial’ (€vreyvor) and “inartificial’ proofs is standard from 
Aristotle (RA. 1. 2. 2) on, as Quintilian attests (5. 1. 1) and the surviving treatises confirm. Some excluded the 

arexvor from the province of rhetoric (Quint. 5. 1. 2, cf. Cic. de orat. 2. 118), but I know of no Greek writer who 

did. Aristotle listed vépor, paptupec, cuvOjKar, Bacavor, dpxoc (RA. 1. 15, cf. Rh. Al. 142823); more or less 
similar lists are given by Cic. de inv. 2. 46, de orat. 2. 116, Rhet. ad Her. 2. 9, Quint. 5. 1. 2, cf. Vict. 403. 29 Halm 
(44. 2-3 G.-C.) and Fortunat. 2. 25; Minuc. 340. 5f. Sp.-H., Anon. Seg. 378. 7f. Sp.-H. In the papyrus we 
have zrepi dpxov at 33, and zepi [wapru]po[c] can be confidently restored at ro. 

I cannot recover the opening, beyond the initial phrase. If-r]¢yywyv is rightly recognized at the beginning 
of 9, the technical nomenclature is in evidence; évr ]éxvwv seems to suit the space better than d-. are at the end of 
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g suggests dre|[xv-, but then what of the beginning of 10, where ?6 mpair Joc 6[é 76 }zr0c suggests itself? o{c} d[é a’ 

16|moc a desperate solution. If at least 74 ]0c is right, for its application to the ‘inartificial’ proofs cf. e.g. ad Her. 

2. 9; usage of the term rémoc might bring émyeipyjuara in its train, cf. Alexander’s definition of a topos, cit. ap. 

Anon. Seg. 382. 2-4 Sp.-H., as an dg@opyr) emyerpyparoc, 7} {apoppn mictewc et} GOev av Tuc 6ppwpevoc emrixeipyua 

evpou; cf. Quint. 5. 10. 20. 

rept [uapru|po[c]. The restoration depends on the identification of the content of the next few lines. -po[c]: 

not -pwy Or -piac. 

1off. The basis for the reconstruction is a section in Anon. Seg. on the discrediting of witnesses, 386. 3-9 

Sp.-H., which begins: rac 8€ paprupiac alriacépeba jrou pidouc elvat Aéyovrec Toic dvriBiKouc Tov wapTupac H Niv 

€xOpovc 7) Spa etAnporac 7 mapaxekAnpevouc 7) Epyov TO Karaipevdopaprupelv mrocovupévouc. Lhe germ, once again, 

is Arist. Rh. 1. 15. 19, 1376®30f., ra & GAAa rrepi pdprupoc 7) pidov 7 exOpod 7 pwetakd Kd; cf. Rh. Al. 15, esp. 

1431°37-41 cKemréov b€ Kal ef pidoc écriv 6 udpruc & paptupel, 7) et pérecti rodev abt@ Tob mpdyparoc, 7} €xOpdc 

ecTw od KaTapLapTupeEl, 7) Tmevyc: TOUTWY yap ot pev bua xapw, ot be bua. Tywpiav, ot be bua KEepdoc UTomTEvOVTAaL TA 

pevdh paprupeiv. Dig. 22. 5. 3, in persona eorum exploranda erunt in primis condicio cuiusque, utrum quis decurio an plebeius 
sit, .. . an locuples vel egens sit ut lucri causa qui facile admittat, vel ut inimicus et sit adversus quem testimonium fert, vel amicus 
ei sit pro quo testimonium dat; ad Her. 2. 11, testes corrumpi posse vel pretio vel gratia vel metu vel simultate; most fully of all, 

Quint. 5. 7, apparently drawing on Domitius Afer’s two-book treatment of the subject (5. 7. 7). Add Hermog. 

Stat. 19, 45. 16-20 Rabe, rourt yap coe xadAov epi papripwy ctw Texvixov Decipyya, 7) dvaBaArew adrouc, ort 

mpoc xapw 7} bv éxOpav 7} Sud twa ofkevdTnTa abrod paptupodcw 7} bid KEepdoc 71 oiKetov, 7) bud 76 7) Elva Ov HAckiav 

aévomictouc. 
I take it that catacxev{dc]ouev in 11 is the main verb; -[a¢]oper, -[ ac] wer, -[4¢]wpev would make equally 

good readings, but future indicative is normal, and cf. roujcopev 33. karacxevalew here evidently not in its 
technical sense, the opposite of dvaccevdlew, but simply ‘we shall make out’ that he is on the opposition’s side 
etc., shall represent him as so being. But avacxe]uv[dcw ]uev would do nicely as the verb of the éay clause in the 
papyrus; cf. the context of the section in Anon. Seg., Avceic (= dvackevai) Tay Ticrewv as opposed to Katackeval 

tav rictewy (385. 9-11 Sp.-H.). iwép 5€ adrod in 17 may introduce the corresponding ‘positive’ lines of 
argument (not given in Anon. Seg.), though I should rather have expected the formal balance of an éay 6€ 
clause, and we are free to postulate one, as Dr Innes suggests, at 24, eav d€ katackevacw |pev dep avd|[rod. It is 
not quite clear how far the section of witnesses extends: all the way to 33, it would seem. 

Ort p[iAo]c robe [dvrixo]e[c, H]uiy 5€ €xOpd{i}c. Though it entails the assumption of a copying error, the 
reconstruction seems guaranteed by Anon. Seg. cited above; cf. Quint. 5. 7. 30 (s2 amucitia accusatoris, st 
inimicitiae cum reo), ibid. 33, ibid. 2. 

6[ 71] amupoc (1. detpoc) Tob mpdypartoc. Ad Her. 2. g contra testes . . . scire ulos non potutsse, cf. the general point 
made on the other side at Quint. 5. 7. 33, scientzam in testibus . . . esse... dicitur, and ibid. 24 (neminem praeter eos, qui 
possint scire); Rh. Al. 1431%13-15, on the dd€a rob A€éyovtoc, Tov & avtiAéyovra paricta Secxvivar pndeptav 

€urrerpiav €xovTa Tov evavTiov. 
13 [7] &c[7]e[p o]ddevoc Géro[c would fit well. dczep is hardly wanted, but I am not sure that 7évnc 

(commended by Dr Innes, who suggests correspondingly e.g. [movnpode kal mév|nt[ac at 21 below) is 
compatible with the remains. 

14 TovTw rap[tu]pycac makes a good reading, though perhaps not inevitable. Before it, I can come up 
with nothing more plausible than é¢[te]y a[AA]ore. 

15 ff. mAeovaxyac xrA; various ways of profiting (xepdaivwv 14) from testifying? The surviving traces before 
de scarcely even allow guesses to be tested, but xepéd- is difficult to accommodate; perhaps «ai todro. In what 
follows, perhaps an infinitive before péAAwy, if wéAAwy is right; but the most promising decipherment of the 
initial traces may be e.A[, suggesting «iA[ndwc Sapa vel sim.; in that case 7] wéAAwy sc. AapBavew; this seems 
rather too much for the lacuna, but perhaps not. In the following lacuna there is probably room enough for [7 
mapac|Kxev|[a]Couevoc, ‘suborned’, though I should rather have expected the perfect, and the continuation (epi 
idéo[v, ’6.d[ryT0c) is not clear. As Dr Innes suggests, there may be deliberate use of past, future, and present: 

eiA[npadrc 78y (sc. d@pa) 7] wéAAwY [7) rapac]Kev[ a] louevoc, the last referring to negotiations taking place during 
the trial (“making preparation to get gifts/receive bribes’). At sentence-end (inferred from the following 8e) I 

have tried inter alta waptupiac, Tyswpiac, movnpiac, but all founder on the proximity of i (i.e. J-, presumably): the 

letter itself could perhaps be read as a tau, but the trema is fairly clear. 

17f. Umep d€ adrod roic [evavriou x]pn¢cdu[e0a would well suit space and traces but cannot be regarded as 
more than speculative. 
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19-20 o1|Kea: not ovxeva[; p possible for c. 

21 e.g... . av [wévynrac kal dlem[ep 0] ¥[S]evoc aé[CJouc? Cf. 13 above. 
22-4 Perhaps 23f. rlovdc dpicrouc éxXé|[Eacbar vel sim., but I can make nothing of 22 fin. as it stands. For 

the sense Dr Innes suggests e.g. 671 6 tovodroc répuxev <to lie, betray, etc.) (mpododvar), and dre xp7 
wc paprupac Tove apicroue éxAcEacBar. mpd SovdA(e)i- (for A>p see Gignac, Grammar i 105) is thinkable but 
hardly cogent. 

24f. dep ad|[rod: apparently a transition to lines of argument in support of the witness, cf. on 10 ff. above. 
28 dualpr- again? Then w]¢[v]nra[c] would suit. But all is most uncertain. 
29 THY Tlep|vouctay adicerat |. adycerat ‘he will give up his wealth’? Dubious. 
2g9f. Ifso| after eay(?), perhaps o|[v]np-; if 8? adrav follows, rovnpdc too short, rovnpdv 71 suitable. But 

this may be well wide of the mark. 

30 tv idiav diaAnyw ‘his private opinion’? But it is difficult to fix the meaning of d:4Anysuc without a better 
understanding of the context. If the usage is Epicurean (which I doubt), cf. the apparent pairing of 
cupPeBnkora and cupmrwpara at —> 20. 

31-3 méxpe v[d]y is a possible reading, but what stood at the beginning of the line? Apparently _ , |ny 
(}]H{v}?). e¢ 8é cannot be read. wéype v[G]y ecrw révyc, ecrw $€ adrH 76 8i|[a]Lov? ‘He may have been poor up till 

now, but justice is on this side’? Forced. At the beginning of 33 I seem to see xa]ryyop-: the prosecution as 
opposed to the defence (Arist. Rh. 135811 and Rh. Al. 142623 are the primary texts); of the possibilities 

afforded by emi rn[, |, ea? ry[v | ka] rnyop[dJay is perhaps the most plausible on all counts, but no termination 
is readily reconciled with the traces, and xa]rnyop- may be wholly illusory; before z, o is the letter most 
suggested (not c). 

33 ff. Oath. Arist. Rh. 1. 15. 27-33, Rh. Al. 1432°33-4, Anon. Seg. 386. 18-21 Sp.-H., Quint. 5. 6. 
34 At the beginning we look for something like e/ 6 dpviwy (ectiv) or droidc (ect) 6 duvdwv. Perhaps 

restore 7ot Ja7o[c 6 6]uvdwv. For the meaning ‘of what kind’, normal in later Greek, see W. Bauer, Wb. z. NT, 
S.V. morarréc; a similar form of sentence at Hermog. Inv. 1. 1, p. 94. 6-7 Rabe. 

37 The shame of discovered perjury to be adduced in support of an oath’s trustworthiness? Cf. Rh. Al. 
1432°34-8, def 8 drav pev adrov abfew ebéAuwper, A€éyew oUTwe “oddetc av érvopKeiv BovAoito, PoBovpevoc THY TE 

Tapa Tov Gedy TyLwplav Kal THY Tapa Toic aVOpwroLc aicydvnv”’, Kal SieEvevae OTL TOdC ev avOpwrouc AaHeiv EctH, 

tovc d€ Geode obK EcTiv. 

40 a[{]pov[u]er[: act. indic. or med. part. 
41 The damaged traces after cry present difficulties which I cannot resolve, whether dx[:]- or dx[o]- 

preceded, and whether part of adinuc or of dnt followed. 
43 dpol[ce vel sim., dpo[Aoynwévye vel stm.? 
48 |nmrou dd. This articulation is virtually enforced by the absence of a trema on the first «. -77ou opt. or 

nom. pl.? Perhaps ypa|7roé adj. It is not clear whether we are still in the context of dpxoc. 

50 amucror prob. 
53 Isee no plausible alternative to recognition of Av7.ox-: Antiochus, or someone from Antioch. Likeliest 

may be A. of Ascalon (whom some have thought to be the source of Cic. Top.). 

Unplaced fragments of fr. 2 
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(a). Apparently top of page 

(6). The physical appearance of this scrap suggests that it may belong somewhere in the large hole at 

ll. 23-30 of the main fragment, in which case its likely position is > 25-8, c. 24 letters from the line-beginning, 

| 23-7, ¢. 14 letters from the line-beginning 

== |e1Olie 

1 ],, foot of upright as of, y, 7, not 7 

Remaining: several scraps and strands not worth transcribing in isolation, some blank. 

3709. UNKNowN TEXT wITH MARGINALIA 

Plate I 

13 1B.129/D(3-4)c 4.8 X 4.9 cm Third century 

Since it mentions an Abderite ceremony and a dappaxéc, it was thought that this 

scrap might in some way relate to Call. fr. go. So perhaps it may, but it rather requires 

elucidation than affords it. 

On the front (—) a block of four lines, written in a small third-century hand, has the 

appearance of a scholium. There are scanty remains of two other sets of writing on this 

side. Above and to the left of the putative scholium are the extreme ends of two lines of 

writing in a large hand (if indeed it is writing at all). Below is a line of writing in a small 

hand similar to that of the supposed scholium but more cursive; a gap separates it from 

the preceding lines, and the papyrus is broken off below. This could be another note. 

On the back ({) are line beginnings in an informal hand, which abrasion has 

rendered mostly illegible. The top four lines appear to be in a different, smaller hand, 

probably identical with that of the four-line note on the front. 

It is possible that the fragment is from the top corner of a codex. Then the main text 

will be represented by — 1-2 and | 5-11. If—> precedes |, — is the right-hand page (in 

codex terms the recto) and the — scholium is in the outer margin; if | precedes —, |, is the 

right-hand page and the — scholium is in the inner margin. In either case | 5 will be the 

beginning of the first line of its column, and — 1 the end either of the first or the second. 

An annotated text is likely to be verse, and in that case the metre ought to be 

recoverable from the line beginnings of J 5 ff., and a start made towards identification. 

But I cannot read those lines well enough even to verify the premise. 

Y 

= .. SoKacn, [ 
Je [ 2. optoucrat[ 

I, 2 not certainly letters at all Hand of | 1-4 possibly identical with that of + 
3-6, and that of | 5-11 with that of > 1-2 
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Ip t [ 5 se KaKwvep| 

] eopTnevapdnpoic, , [ _ kakar, , [ 

] era tpeder (ar) dappax[ . B.. vere 
5 hee evaTTiKyro.ctrap| ovxXop, cava 

] cweoprynvayer — [ adrarar,. . [ 
| [ 10 procoews, | 

Jarameperx, | ndeavy| 

5 init., feetoftwouprightsasofaorn — ¢, 5 €p, ord 7 int., perhaps xq, then 
ora 6 first ¢ altered from a? diAouc poss. 8 yxopoic? IO TLoc? 

—> 3 €oprr év ABdyjpouc. Perhaps the Thargelia, known at Athens and assumed for Abdera (Nilsson, Gr. 
Feste 108). 

4 tpégerar dappax[dc. For the ¢dapyaxdc at Abdera cf. Call. fr. 90, “Ev®, ABdnp’, od viv .[,, , JAew 
pappaxov aywei, Ov. Ibis 469f., and Scholl. ad locc. (cited by Pfeiffer on Call. loc. cit.). For his tpo¢y, cf. the 
Callimachean diegesets (ii 32 f.), @oivne drokabwv dayAodc, and Hippon. fr. 8 West, cadyu wapééew icydbac re Kal 
palar | kal rupdv, ofov écOiouce appaxoi. 

5, 6 Arricn, Eopray aye. The dappaxdc-ritual formed part of the Athenian Thargelia. See Deubner, 
Attische Feste 179 f¥.; Nilsson, Gr. Feste 105 ff.; V. Gebhard, Die Pharmakoi in Ionien u. die Sybakchoi in Athen; Fiehn 
in REs.v. Thargelia. According to Harp. s.v. dappaxdc and to Hellad. ap. Phot. Bibl. 279 the Athenians had two 
dappaxoi, one for either sex. 

7 ‘Persian’? 

) Ihave attacked these lines on the hypothesis that they are trochaics (Hipponax, Old Comedy?), but 
without making further progress. 

3710. COMMENTARY ON Odyssey xx 

Plate 1X 

Inv. no. not recorded 22 X 24cm Second century 

Remains of four consecutive columns of a commentary on Odyssey xx written by the 

copyist responsible for XLV 3213 and the other manuscripts mentioned there (of which 

the Phaedo text is now LII 3676, and the ‘commentary on Odyssey xxi’ presumably the 

present number). The script is assigned to the latter part of the second century (Hunt at 

VIII 1092, Lobel at X XI 2297). Lemmata are distinguished, as regularly, by ecthesis 

and paragraphus, and the text is further articulated by means of short intratextual 

spaces, rarely of more than one or two letters’ width, used in lieu of punctuation. Some 

corrections have been made by a second hand, which also filled in a couple of places in 

col. ileft blank by the copyist: perhaps the exemplar was damaged. ‘The column height is 

unknown but at least 22 cm, occupied by at least 55 lines; column width c. 6 cm. There is 

a collema join between cols. i and ii. Back blank. 
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The commentary, which I see no reason to think was limited to this one book, is a 

product of mainstream Homeric criticism, as represented by the surviving scholiastic 

corpus, more comparable in type to the ‘Ammonius’ commentary on /liad xxi (II 221, 

Pap. XII Erbse) than, say, to the Pergamene monograph XX XIX 2888. It is on a fuller 

scale than the existing Odyssey scholia, and much more liberal in naming its authorities, 

more resembling the /liad scholia in this respect. Aristonicus, cited several times for 

interpretation, is the most recent scholar named, and while inference from the absence of 

later scholars such as Herodian is necessarily precarious, especially over such a relatively 

short stretch of text as this, all the evidence is consistent with first-century composition. 

The composer may well be a known name, but commentators were many, and positive 

identification seems out of the question. His reporting is notably neutral: no polemics, 

not even explicit statement of preference, beyond what is entailed in the lemma. 

The exegetics are conventional. Explication by resort to motive is perhaps 

proportionately more frequent than in the extant scholia. Specifically Pergamene 

scholarship does not go unrepresented. Crates and Zenodotus of Mallos are mentioned 

with regard to relocation and addition of verses (iii 20 ff., iii 40 ff, cf. 11 2 ff.); this gives the 

commentary an affinity with the T-scholia of the /dzad; use of Didymus might be more 

confidently assumed if the sources were not Pergamene. A reading of Aristophanes’ 

(coinciding with the vulgate, but not with the commentator’s text of Homer) is explicitly 

cited (iii 33); Aristarchus is not mentioned, though he no doubt has a covert presence in 

Aristonicus and some of the unattributed material. Without a more secure knowledge of 

the interweavings of the scholarship of the period it is difficult to trace significant 

affiliations. Various points of contact with the D-scholia and others are discernible, but 

the surviving Odyssey scholia are altogether too scanty, particularly in the later books, to 

allow more than piecemeal connections to be made. 

The bulk of our commentator’s fodder is naturally provided by other Homeric 

critics. Glossographical tradition makes an appearance, as in the Geneva scholia on Jliad 

xxl, in citation of Parmeno of Byzantium (ii 24); and Aristarchus of Samos and Diodorus 

(of Alexandria?) are called into service for astronomical exposition (ii 37, 47). But I 

should not think these have been consulted at first hand. 

New readings fall into two classes: those attributed to particular scholars or 

‘editions’, most notably one in v. 135 common to Rhianus’, Zenodotus’, and the Cyprian 

editions (ii 7 ff.), and those of the lemmata themselves—for these do not always coincide 

with the paradosis: v. 106 bis (i 23), v. 174 (iii 33), v. 276 (iii 21 p.c.). This is a sharp 

reminder of the paltriness of our textual as well as our scholiastic evidence for the Odyssey 
as compared with the Jad. Our commentator’s text of Homer was not the vulgate: 
I should suppose it to be Aristarchean. 

There are more incidental gains. A bit of comedy seems to be adduced in col. i 
(14ff.). And the astronomical disquisition triggered by the new-moon feast of Apollo 
(v. 156, 11 33 ff.) contains not only a citation of Thales by Aristarchus of Samos but also 
a new quotation from Heraclitus. 
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Other remnants of Odyssey commentaries, as distinct from scholia minora, are 

P. Yale inv. 551 (Hellenica 28 (1975) 60-5, cf. Wiirzb. Jahrb. NF 2 (1976) g9-104), P. Fay. 

312 descr. (Pack? 1213, now published in BASP 20 (1983) 113-22), and the papyrus 

edited by Bartoletti in ASNP 35 (1966) 1-4. P. Alex. inv. 198 (Papiri letterart greci, no. 8; 

Pack* 2614) is probably-another, but I would suggest that P. Med. inv. 210 (Aeg. 58 

(1978) 110-14) is rather a discussion of the soul (read Xpv]|c[u]a7oc A€[ yeu at ii 12?). 

XX XIX 2888 appears to be a Homeric Questions or the like. The portion of Homeric text 

here treated is partially extant in P. Ryl. I 53 (J7?*; ili-iv ap), 

I am privileged to have been able to use a transcript and notes prepared by Mr 

Lobel. Responsibility for the transcript now printed must be mine, but I have compared 

my transcription with his at every point, deferred in cases of doubt, and record all but 

the most trivial differences. I have also had the benefit of some comments from Professor 

A. Dyck. 
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col. 1 (a) 

Apparently the top of the column 

| aac es sta 
|pearkataxp, Al. 

Jovdapoy[, |. pd. | 
]. eve. ]. waxel 

5 Jedoviae acl 

|xedoviareBAe[ 

], evexBpedoue[], x 
], rodeexved[ 

|upuxparerd, pw, [ 

10 |vodorwape, , of 

|xvucotiab yy, [ 

|cuvnecar, [ 

JawcAeyouct[ 

|voucwcviko, [ 

15 Jaue, avtpexncal 

JacBArepercrravuT | 

], ayapxa[ |vuverpy| 

ee ea 
20 ].. dye (105) 

].70.[.. Jepo. [ 
ee orroule eres | 

JAnciarevbaparoipr| mAnciat ev’ apa Tor pv [Aau (106) 

|. cwcu[, Aas apocrod, [ |, K@c p[d]Aat mpoc TOA, [ 

25 leno lies or vielal eJiaro[ J... v[, Jol 
eer [aeaee 

2 __[, first trace a speck on the line, suiting only a among vowels; perhaps at[ 97 u| alles usp EL. 
Before p, speck of apparent shortish descender close to tailofp _, [, a, €? 4 ].,topofupright  [],, 
upright with suggestion of leftward curve at foot; space and trace compatible with e.g. [e]:, w, not o or y 
6 Ae[: p[]. [ EL, suggesting eBp[o]y[77¢- 7 |., top of apparent upright There is a speck of ink well 
above the line at the left-hand edge, either casual or the remnant ofsome supralineation _[], , upright, [, ]cor 
n 8 ],, unless part of the 7, a near-horizontal at letter-top level g After 5, a hole, to the right the 

top of an upright curving slightly rightwards, y? _[, apparent upright 10 _,, scattered specks in 
positions compatible with cr 12 @remade _ [, stroke rising from lower left, a or A prob. wh Me 
a dot off the line 15 p remade 16 a[: A[ EL; the left-hand side and the right foot survive; the 
stroke beginning at top left is at the wrong angle for A; 7 hardly to be doubted, I think 17 ],,anarcor 
sloping upright bending to left at top, 6? 18 |, .v (J... EL), surface mostly worm-eaten; perhaps ], vu, 

hardly ],ov ¢(e€ EL), or @[:] 7, or y, then a hole followed by foot of upright, e.g. 7, [.]e .[, 7, ¢, or 

(better?) y, (ya[?) 19 |..., broken letter-tops suggestive of ocec ‘J, , right of letter-top horizontal, 7 
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col. i (6) 

30 |, de 

35 ]Ag 

Jeu [ J [ 
I7mA¢ [ 

40 ].v oute [ 

]. emawee[ 
|ropyw, , > 
|ntevwvedA 

]¢eporaixar 

45 |ptnpevou 

]. rncum, |, Joc 
Leena ely 
|n8evovracu> | 

Jetepovye|| ye | i; (132) 

50 Jexpntata, , ec [ 

]utreAaloucarouc [ 

] NLEprrAnkra [ 

or y? 20 ].., two unassignable verticals and scattered specks; the surface is then destroyed up to 
¢ 21 |,,footasofa After ro (,o EL), trace at letter-top level, perhaps a high point «po, [ (ep, [ 
EL), here as in the next two lines the surface was already imperfect when written on; any letter before e, except 

perhaps 1, would I think be visible After 0, low speck, perhaps foot of 7 or uv 22 |, ., foot of upright 

followed by feet of obliques asofa o0,or(EL)w 7:7 EL,butwouldbeanomalous _ , __,, feet only, first 

upright, second prob. « or c, third short descender, fourth a speck followed by upright; e.g. cepa or vepor would 

suit _, [, shortish descender, p or v? 24 |,,topof possible upright  A_[ (A[ EL), right leg of A (or a?) 
proceeds to make a bow as of w: aA, orA corr. tou? Above line, after a1, oblique as of 8, A (upper trace is tail of 
23, v) 25 |., top of upright equally consistent with y ors |, _, letter-tops, variously assignable 
27, 28 Prob. line-ends 29 «? (cf. 39) 31 oy»: ,_,.[ EL, sim. 32, 35 AO || Gy Oe 

et 41 |_, foot of upright, stripped above and to left "42 py:v, EL .., perhaps e, in alteration 

or cancellation? 45 ]pz practically certain (],7 EL) 46 |., upper left of upright 47 After 
e, scattered traces, y, suggested 49 | ve], ye lightly crossed through 
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col. 

(5) 

Jel 
(c) | : ctOn[ 

; . . Jewaxoval 

ov| ], ovdere, [ 

5 9. L. ]. arp. [ «5 Juarnvde, | 
vo, ikaveu'[ c.4 |, pevvovten[ 

avritov[,, |z,[, , javovcarln| 

adored | 
10 Jasumvov or, [ ¢. 5 |peskourockaruTry [ 

|yappiAnk, [ ¢. 5 JeucKkoutoc np, [ 

JSepriavwye,[ c. 4 |v, , [Joel 

Jwacneve,[ 6.7 Jywericral 
Ja. [Jil ¢ 10 J, poc expl 

| 
au, umpracet[,, , |, wovart[ 

meouaaioul | ale 

| 

15 G. PA |, tapaxodov8, [ 

e. 15 |recwpev [ 

c. 16 Jepotdoxer[ 

wero 
fe \ Ptes 85 ].cw dezal 

ewoexw[],[ ¢.9 ], exerzroun, [ 

20 Kwocadrovxi[ ¢. 6]yxo, exwvayal 

rwye apiNd.[..].0.].[. Jeu. [. ], Axouel 
ypevOaevd[, |, axopnca, [, ] wapax[ 

Aeucuapovov ToyapayeTenTTOV Kat 

YAPPNULATPOCTAKTLKOV TAPLEVwWV 

3 af: .[ EL 4 ]., apparent upright broken toleft 1, [: , [ EL; upper part of v, followed closely by 

trace difficult to assign 5 », slight traces above, conceivably smooth breathing but anomalously located, 
casual? After y, an upright with suggestion of horizontal to right at top, y, 7, c, « suggested, other letters 
perhaps not to beexcluded _—_J_, foot of upright, 7, 1, suggested After p, curve compatible withw,o,e 
ligatured to apparent upright 6 . ({] EL), indeterminate speck at upper right, neither v nor c excluded; 
the small lacuna intervening after o is of uncertain width 8 ]., apparent short descender 9, ¢ 
EL 12 ¢,p EL 15 |.,topofupright, y,.,v? , [, apparent upright 16 7:7 EL, but 7 or 
ye also possible 18 marg., so EL: or ancora?  |,, anomalous traces: oblique extending below c (a 
cancellation?), and horizontal joining top of ¢ 19 ],, extremities of x or (better?) ? ese EL  _[, 
high and low specks, 7? 21 |.[.].[, base speck, shortish descender 
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vo, tkave.. [ovK aly uw viv, Téx[vov 

avrt tod [ev] rH[e “Prlavot Kai Zy[voddrov 

Kat Kumpia et[, , , |, wov aut[ 

maKoucOy ov[, |, add’ dre 51) K[otTov0 

Kal Urvou. ort [Siadé| per Koiroc Kal Uav[oc: 

7] yap WAr Ka[taKA]cic Kottoc. 7 we[v 

d€uve avwyer[. d€u]via [é]d’ offc 76 b€- 

pac wever[. avtap o| y’ we Tic Ta[p- 

mJav [6]i[Cupdc Kal aro|tpoc. ecp[ 

Kwoc addovxi[ ¢. 5 Elyxoc Exwv dua 

go 

(135) 

(138) 

(139) 

(140) 

(145) 

T@ ye. Api(crd)vu(Kdc) dy[ce], [. J. [, ] kuv[o]vAxoic. [a-(149) 

ypei0’", ai pev d[@]pa kopycat[e.| tapax[é- 

Aeucua ovov, TO yap ayeTEe ArTOV, Kat 

yap pha mpoctaxtikov. [lappéevwy 
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25 Bulavtioc tapabnvavouctoxadAdv 

vewKopew KopncatekabypateKar 

[.. lennerex, Papadbopac B[, , |, re 

EM are ph ome Puta 
careyertwvpvnctnpwrar, owe 

30 pe, ,aBwevtayew, emitnvtal , |accoup 

yia, pwpatkovtoeBocrycéua, |, |yiac 

epxecOeKpnvnvoEeKkaLoliceTe 0, Lay 

titoupepete aAAapadnpiy¢eov™ 

apiN pyc, vorwoup, vianvToTe 

35 ofeval, , , |Awvoc emrevoautocynAwwe 

oTvevy, , pL, , earexAeuperc Sn Aol, | 

apictapxo, ocap[, locypadwy edyte 

omevOadrnc ottekAeutre, vTovnA[ , | 

ovceAnvyncemimpocbevavTwrye, o 

40 pevnccnmevoupe[ c.g |... THC 

NeEpa, ev, uroverta, , qveyAe, pw 

nl. |, wevrpraxadaxadoucwo[ , |devov 

pnviav npakAertoccvviovtwv > 

Tavpnvavnepaces|, |, 0, Pary 
45 vetautpotepnvvoupny| , |l_av nv, ev 

TepnvardoreAaccovacuetaPaa, € 

_, addotemAevvac btodwpocour, , 

_vTocEayertoevreryapam| , |kpumreTau 

LLevnceAnvynmpocayoucatwinAwt 

50 |, TUTACTWVELNYWVTE, EUTACO, aV 

il UCTQ, , UTACELTIECHLT , cTounAov> 

J.xpo.[ ¢.7 |, adavec[, , |ecamadw 
}., val, | @vexda,[ ec 7 |. 7 

]weccotavtnvertwv» 

5s |. tpwrwca[, ., |nraw[]v 

36 Betweenc and 6, , EL, interpreting as o 40 ‘Before r an upright preceded by a horizontal trace 

not quite level with its top; ,. or 7 perhaps likeliest, before which a dot just below the top of the letters and a 
faint trace on the line at an interval to left’ EL 51 7,.¢, tac suggested: +,[]¢ EL, interpreting as 
ta[u}c 53 |..., two uprights with specks to right of their tops, perhaps separate letters, followed by a 
dot on the line and the foot ofan upright’ EL (Jury?) al, ].,ar EL — exdar[]ac[ EL, but with the note ‘]we 

not now extant and I am not sure whether it was a guess taken from an earlier transcript’ —_‘]__, 7u, ‘the last two 

letters are preceded by a dot below the line and the top of a circle, and these by dispersed traces’ 
EL 55 |., lower part of upright v[]v, v[o]u acceptable 
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Bulavrioc map’ APnvatoic 76 KaAdv- 

vew Kopelv. Kopycate KaOypate Kal 

KO|pn 7 eT. Kabapa POopac. B[aA]AeTe 

t[op|[vp |éouc ai dé. radra od [p lovrilov- 
/ a / > 2) ae 

ca Aéyeu TOV pvyncTHpwyr add’ owe 

petaBawcw taxéwe emi THY TalA]accoup- 
/ « as \ Nw. A / 

ylav. “Pwpaikov 70 €Boc THc Sax[o]viac. 
” / \ ” hi > 

Epxece Kprnvnvoe Kal OicETE. OTL AV- 

TL TOv pépere. AAAG war’ pr véovt (at). 

Api(crd)vi(Kdc) Pycw OTe voupynvia Hv TOTE p 7 pnvia hv tr, 
d0ev A[dA]Awvoc, érret 6 adroc HAiwe. 

ort ev voupnviar ‘at’ éxr€tperc dnAo[é] 

Apicrapyoc 6 Capu[t]oc ypadwv: én te 

6 pev Oadre ore exAcitrew Tov HA[L]- 

ov ceAnvnc érimpocbev abtar yevo- 

pevync, cnueroupe[vyc c.6 |... THC 
€ / > e A \ ” 

mEpac, Ev Hu movetrar THY eyAeupu, 

H[v] of wev tpraxdda Kadodcw o[t] dé vov- 
/ ¢< / / 

pnviav. “HpdkdAeitoc: cuvidvtTwv 

Tov unvav Huéepac e& [6|Tov dai- 

verat mpotépyv voupnv{ (|| av | nv dev- 

tépnv aAdor’ €Adccovac petaPaAre- 

tau aAdoTe mrAcbvac. Aiddwpoc ovTwWC 
> \ > \ i > ee 

avTo e€ayeito: emret yap at|o|KpumTeTat 

ev 1) ceAjvn mpocayouca TAL HALwL 

KATA TAC TOV NnVa@v TeAEUTAC, OTAV 
> \ > A > fd \ Ay 8. / eic Tac ad<y>ac eumrécne Tac TOD HAiLov, 

_. |. xpor[ ¢.7 | .adavc[Ge]ica, maAw 

(151) 

97 
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col. 111 

Jol 
|xaitn¢, [ 

Jenecru, [ 

| ees | 
eer alecogica tisha 
|xpw[], rarnvewar[ 

on 

ma[], Aeyewrako,[,., ], weectp| 

pawopevocencao| , |, aramacceAn 

voc [y: veravernpep TECCApPECKAL oe eee 

10 SexaamroAyTraveELTo , UTOMLETpOV > 

evnuepnc |e lluy evyap, vnwepaucid 

macceAnvocynvapgapevnpaecbar 

THUY KATAaTHVVOULNVYLAVOTNAOV 

wcov,[, }paweravto, |, Jourwwer, [ 

15 vy lee, zit THW, ULNVLiacpaLvo 

wl. . Inxar[, JrnvidectwracceAny’ 

e.[. ],@, ryrydawoperntpwrac 

K[. . Jatnve, macceAnvocyw, , ardua 

Lon, ,pwv adavtouKaTad|, , }, u 

20 Kpa[,],[, JevravOavmotacce, , , puKec 

Savaac, [. ]. ew|v Jewcayy, , odovd[, , ]dnA 

bene, avO[, Joc eBocyapewal 

KackatayyeAAewTacb , Fs [ 

ovprnernpecay, 4 iy i ie ]. [ 

zoaens dyADov [ey Inf. ]. npecay, [ 

yap. ynvop.[,..].o.[ 

4 ],,, foot of upright, upright: 7? After 0, stem of v? | _[, abraded traces suggesting c, foot of 
upright 5 ]., apparent foot of descender [ay Jo: [a, (,) EL, suggesting | av[ 6 []., letter-foot 
trace, [e]c seems acceptable, despite ‘apparently room for oly one letter’ EL 5f. Surface stripped at 
right 7 7, or ye or vy ]j,, speck on the line’ _[, an apex, prob. A or a, less prob. 8, pn, 

v 8 supralin. yu: ne EL 9 ..., unassignable traces in severely damaged context, and some 
supralineation 10 ,, headless upright, apparently right-hand side of e.g. v 16 v° (diminished o): 
vy EL 07 |, yor 18, traces admitting s, perhaps also ¢ or 19 16, bar above will have 
been lost 26 After p, neitheranoreexcluded | _ 0, [ (], of EL), first letter y or 7; a speck to upper right 
of o suggests v 
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/ € / / 

pawopevoc Exkard|e|KaTHL TaccéAn- 

voc haiverat ev 7peéparc TeccapecKat- 

deka amroAutraver TO, UrojweTpov 
> LY ae a > \ 2 cx ey. ay 
EV NMEPHLCL Ly. El Yap Ev NLEpaic LO 

/ 7 > / / 

taccéAnvoc Hv apEapern paivecbar 

THe vy KATA THY vouLnviay dHAoVv 

we ovK [€]faweravtou| , |] ov7w wv” eel 

v[. |v tpe[t]ac tHe voupnviar Pawo- 

ulév|n xar[a] rv 08 éctiv raccéAnvo(c) 

e.[.].@, thy dawopévn mpwtac 
\ \ = / / \ 

k[atla tHv ue, maccéAnvoc yiv, Tat dia 

Ld Huepav. af 8 abrod Kata d[a@pJa[z’ ]. 

Kpalr|n[c] évratda troracce: ‘“KnpuKec Kpé[r]n ip 
8 ava act[v]| Oedu” Ewe “ayxipodov d[€ c]P’ HA- 

be Medavé[tJoc’”’. €Boc yap etvals rove KHpu- 

Kac KatayyéAXew tac Buc[tac. éc 8 HA- 
cc? 

bov LibncrApec ayyvlolple]e [ €c 

> HAPov Spy[c|tHpec Axa[udv” 

yap aynvop,[...],o.[ 

99 
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6, ecdnAfo,,,,[ ¢. 10 Jal 
movotyadKoy| |rwve,[]...[. . ]eval 

; a’ Toucapce, acdeyer TacyapOn|. Je. . [ 

30 eicemuyovn, THpEL| Jouxwue, aAAO 

Tpwwiov Kad[, |couKe, , evoTtatdwou 

Kexoucw adA[, |ovdepopiov, , , ovc 

a| |yacaywvourract apictofavycypal , jet 

a, ,acw, , wcexmpodndrovda, , [ 

35 ta[ ¢.8 |vevpacovdiahopal, , , |IN 

dycw, | c. 5 Juv Kartoucuevkal 

een it itera Tyee 
€,[.]. pxorepo[,..].... ecroyreue, [ 
[6.5 Jeev[, Jadexewrawr[, , , |peop| 

40 |. . SemerpitocynADe[ |C[ 

|AAwrn, mpoctiOn| 

‘epee |e resi chover| 
Cl ¢. 13 al 

27 After o almost all lost; last trace is upright 34 v perhaps cancelled 36 | [, lower part of 

37 ...,|[, first a tight loop at lower left, « suggested, a and others not excluded; last an upright; 

the whole consistent with avre 38 ]....,Vvariousremains, p, ysuggested(,..rEL) e:o0EL  ¢,_[ (ef 

EL), ¢ almost certain, with ink below suggesting lower left apex of a 39 .[, sloping upright or 
op[:..[ EL 42 Jc: ], EL _ [: ¢[ EL, but I think e orB 43 marg. ~ (so EL), or £(rhrec)? 

upright 

oblique 
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Oem ec ory AGOY se [|e car = Jal 

Trovot xaAKkox|[i|twvec. tpe[ic| cua[Aouc (163) 

Kat (adywv). Tove apcevac Aéyer, Tac yap Oy[A]ela[c 

30 elc emruyovnv TypEl. olKwi ev aAdo- (171) 

Tpiwt ovd’. KaA[@|c odK Elrrev OTL aid@ ov- 

k €xoucw aA[X’] odd€ prdpiov aidodc. 

a[?]yac aywv of rac. Apicropavyc ypal¢d |e (174) 

“al macw”’, Owe €x mpodnAov fair| n- 

35 ta[t 1) mpoc TO|v Evpwarov diadopa. [ Apu(crd) |ve(Kdc) 

dyncw, [| ¢. 5 Juv “Kal todc pev Kal Té- (176) 

Ae pec ee 
ev[clapxorepo|,,,]... .€c Tovteue, [ 
~[¢. 5 Jeev[, Jade ketvrar vel, , , |peop[ 

40 tot|cu 8 €mt tpitoc HAGE |C[ (185) 

6 MalAAdrn¢ mpoctiby[ cu 

(OOM eet 
cl ¢. 13 iba 

col. iv 

pal nina 
ovyapd, , [ ov yap dwpl 

TyAenwax| Tyreuax[oro Pdvoc: GAAA pryca@pe- (246) 

fadartoc , [ ; Oa daitoc. , [ 

5 tetwrdor, [ Te TMA Aowr[ “n= (245) 

Se[yn]Bo.. . [ Se ye Bova” [ fé- (250) 
_€vov we[ pevov” wel 

]eAPovrecd[ eABovtec 8[” éc dwar’ (248) 

|ypade: avt[ ypager avt[ ipev- (251) 

10 }8e, vac, [].[ olv d€ cbac c[t]a[Aouc 

Jel]. crm. [ Je[]. erm z[ 

iv 1 stands opposite iii 30 
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col. i (a). The presumption is that this detached piece comes from the upper part of col. i of the main 

fragment; this cannot be verified physically, however, and that it may come from the preceding column must 
be acknowledged a possibility. Its level cannot be fixed, for column-height is not known and the intervention of 
a sheet-join between cols. i and ii (visible to the left of col. i 23 and for some distance down) makes it impossible 
to trace fibre continuity across the columns; but given that it has column top, alignment with col. 1i shows that 

at least two complete lines must be lost between (a) and (6). 

1 ff. We may already be in the middle of an extended discussion, continuing down to |. 20, of the problem 
of reconciling 103f., adrixa 8 eBpdvrncev am’ alyAjevroc ’OXpTrov,| wipobev ex vepewv, with 113f., A weyaN 

éBpdvrncac am’ obpavod acrepdevtoc,| o85€ 10M védoc écri: cf. on 4 and 5 below. At all events a new lemma is not 

readily accommodated within these first few lines. 
2 év ald|pia: (Eust. 1884. 59), Te|ptar (cf. 5f.), rH arro|piat, al. kata kpat[oc, Kpdz[nra, al. 

3 ovdapod [y]dp dy[cw is tempting (¢dycw probably parenthetic), though a is not easily read. 

ovdajod = nowhere in Homer? 
4 od cuugdw vet x[a]t, Apucro]vetkw, ef [a], al. Then, unless Maxe[dov- is to be entertained, paye[ cba or 

pdye[rae ‘is inconsistent’, of 104 vis-a-vis 114, I should guess (cf. Eust. 1884. 61 ff.). There will have been a diple 

in the text. 
5f. In the context, as Mr Lobel noted, a mention of Maxedovia is likely to occur in reference to Olympus, 

ase.g.on Jl. 1. 18 “OAvproc. cara pev “Ounpov dpoc ric Makedoviac wéyicrov D, Od. 5. 55 PQ, Hesych. s.v. []imdac. 

Cf. Lehrs, De Aristarchi studiis Homericis? 163-72. 
mac yap... €BAeev (1) ypatc); how could she have seen from Ithaca a sign in Macedonia? 

7 éx Bpédouc ‘from infancy’, but it is difficult to see the relevance of the phrase here. Was Bpéfouc perhaps 
written in error for véfouc under influence of Bpovrn? 

As Mr Lobel noted, 70 8¢ “ex vebéwv” might introduce a discussion, such as is alluded to in the D-scholia 
on 104, 113, and found at greater length in Eust. 1884, about the equivalence here of védy, "OAvyzroc, and 
ovpavoc as sources of the thunder. Cf. Schol. A JI. 1. 497, 16. 364; the Orphic Derveni papyrus (PE 47 (1982) 

Appendix) viii 3-5; P. Brux. inv. E. 7162 (Mélanges Emile Boisacq i 493-7; Pack? 1224). 
g Mr Lobel wrote: ‘It is natural to see here the name Eurycrates or Eurycratidas, one of the Agiad kings of 

Sparta. What he would be doing I cannot guess, but neither can I propose an articulation to produce a more 
attractive possibility.” An unknown Homeric scholar Eurycrates? Other possibilities, e.g. edpd kparei (glossing 
evpuKpeiwv, evpvorra?), seem more implausible. Anpy[rpiax (Ixion?) is conceivable for what follows. 

10 Zy]voddrw (Lobel). 

Apicro[: Aristophanes, presumably, since Aristonicus is regularly abbreviated (ii 21, 34, ili 35) and 
Aristotle is unlikely (and Apicra[pxoc is hardly to be read). Mention both of linguistic cuvyjfera (12) and of 
comedy (14 ff.) accords well with what we know of Aristophanes’ scholarly activities. On the other hand, we 
should not expect the commentator to be in a position to cite an explanation by him (iii 33 ff. is of a rather 
different order, since the reason given may be merely an inference from the reading), and constructions are 
available which avoid making him the subject of de:]xvdc in the next line, e.g. Apicto|[daver- Ap(uctd)vi(Koc) dé 
Adeu dev|Kvde KTA. 

11f. As Mr Lobel noted, if A@nya[iwy ...] cuv7eva is to be recognized, it may be supposed to relate to the 
same lemma as viv tov térov éfn Arrixdic ev di ciwhe cuvicrachar Ta vedn 104 D-schol. (whence Eust. 1884 end). 
Cf. e.g. Od. 18. 367 kara thy Arrixny cuvnfevav axoucréov Q, 

13 wc? Not e.g. Arri«dic or pevdac, for the lower right of the letter before @ would be visible. t[wec? 
14 |vouc: rap’ A@nv]aiorc (e.g.) not excluded, but Jv preferable. 

14 ff. vo, [. From what remains of the next two lines one may guess that we have here the name of a 
comic poet. If so, Nuxofav appears to be the only name compatible with the indications. (So Mr Lobel.) 
NtxodAaoc might be an alternative (cf. PE 44 (1981) 167f.), but the position of the speck of ink is better suited 
to ¢ than to X. 

The short gap which the scribe has left before ¢av suggests the quotation may begin at this point. cdc 
Nixog[av | év c. 12 -]aue (Agppoditnc yor aic?) “av «7A? Apparently iambic trimeter. éav tpéync / a[—V— x -v Jac 

BAréyserc mavv | seems the likeliest metrical disposition; [-v] would hardly fill the space. But there is no gap after 
mavv, So 7[ may continue the quote. 

17 dvaxddov]Oa (e.g.) yap alc] viv (‘here too’) eipn[rar? 

18 Perhaps 7]davv (quoted from 16?); not -ov. 
ér[e]é rou would fit the space, ém roic not. 
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19 -loc écrw (ectw:?) [o]re avt[- (avt[t 70d, dvt[codrau?)? But other articulations are open, e.g. [ai]r/av. 

20 dyunv or Pj in the lemma (which probably this is)? djynv is the received reading, but Eustathius on 
v. 100 (1885. 3) reports that 7oAAa Tap avtypadwv have dijuw for djynv there: presumably in 105 too, where 
yw is in fact presented by HXU. No comment on the reading here, apparently. 

21f. Possibly [é]epo- in 21 (preceded by -ro: and space), and déye]rale] dre od[y] fepd vel sim. in 22. 
Controversy whether the function of aAerpidec was religious? Eustathius ad loc. (1885. 10-17) distinguishes the 
Homeric meaning from the definitions of the Athenian dadAerpidec given by lexica (and drawn from 
commentaries on Old Comedy, no doubt; cf. e.g. Hesych. s.v. and Schol. Ar. Lys. 643). 

22 end xp[v8-, Kp[arnc de, al. 

23 mAncia and rou, for the paradosis’ rAnciov and of, may either be supposed simple errors (so Mr Lobel) 
or be taken seriously as ancient readings. In the latter case 7Ancéa will imply 106 as beginning a new sentence, 

in asyndeton (... aAerpic: | rAnciar Ev apa rou evAat KA); €vOa would then be strictly demonstrative. (It may be 
noted in passing that wAncéou, not the OCT’s wAnciov, is unquestionably the correct reading at //. 6. 245~g. It is 
the only reading apparently known to the scholiasts and to Eustathius, and the evidence of the parallel 
passages is unequivocal: Od. 5. 71, 2. 149, /l. 23. 732; Il. 3. 115 and Od. 14. 14, far from being counterinstances, 
clinch the matter, for in both cases the adjective would be unmetrical, and hence the adverb is brought into 
play.) For ancient discord over the choice between rou and ot, cf. e.g. Il. 4. 129, 10. 129, 13. 358, and note Od. 9. 

532 (aAW’ ef of codd., «f S dpa ro IT; S. West, Ptolemaic Papyri of Homer 244). 

24 Probably wAn@uvr|ixdc (cf. the sing. in 111) or AnAluKdc (cf. Schol. Ar. Vesp. 648); otherwise 
pytop|uxa@c (A. Dyck), xaraypyct|ixac. Cf. the scholia at Od. 7. 104, which offer a variety of interpretations. 
mpoc Or mpoc TO ‘with reference to’: mpoc Tou [pvAov or 76 y[vAaiov is thinkable (ywAoc is Ap. Soph.’s gloss on 

pvAn, pevAaiov is koine), as is 76 GA[7Oew, but neither is an attractive reading, and I can make no suggestion for 
the supralineation. 

25 Mr Lobel noted that efaro is the reading of the medieval MSS in this place but that the D-schol. has 
eiaro, Yura, tv’ He, Fcav (cf. Eust. 1885. 40 ff. and Scholl. J. 15. 10), and that etazo is found also as a variant of 

jaro, e.g. Il. 3. 149. 
After the lacuna new is a possible reading: €]/ato- [Ap(ic7d)vu(Kdc) d] new [d]a[céwe vel sim.? Aristophanes 

approved eiaro (Schol. A JI. 24. 84), Aristarchus etaro (Schol. AT ibid., Schol. A Jl. 15. 10, quoting the present 
verse; Herodian supported aspiration). Perhaps Apic[7-, of one or the other, in 26. 

33 marg. ly(rev) Ad(yov), ‘check the reference’. For the abbreviations cf. K. McNamee, Abbreviations in 
Greek Literary Papyri and Ostraca, BASP Suppl. 3 (1981), s.vv. (add XXIII 2368 ii 9 marg.), and on ¢n(rex) see 

Turner, GMAW, p. 66. Cf. also 3716 i 945/6 marg. 
39f. |rnAe. Mention of Telemachus seems probable here (so Mr Lobel), and possible also at 35f:; 

otherwise e.g. A€€er. Cf. next note. 
42 (a)dAoc]tépyax. Of Telemachus’ attitude to his mother as indicated by his speech of 129-33? 4of. 

might then be on the lines of ode | [uéudecBar rH pytpl od ]7’ emawei[v. Cf. Schol. Q on 131, od diaBadrec rHv 

urrepa, adAd A€yer Ste TOde pev MIwXOdc evayyeAlopévouc TeEpt ’Oduccéwe TILG Kalmep ypevdopevouc, Todc de 

dyabodc 1d 76 ur) PedSecOar dr ysdles, sim. Eust. 1884. 10 ff. The discussion continues down to 49, to judge from 

48 dA|nevovra(c) (where any trema on the final v will have been lost). 

43, GA|nrevwv or rev] nTevwv (e.g. edv rev] nredwv EX\[An1, cf. mrwxovc in Schol. Q cited in prec. n.), or 

mpod|ntedwv (prophesying Odysseus’ return, cf. edayyeAcCoévouc in Schol. cit.; e.g. €A|[mdoxomet)? Either 

way, apologetic explication of 132f. seems probable. Otherwise, verse: the next line could be referring to verses 

not carried by all manuscripts (év tucw od] dépovrar vel sim.); cf. Od. 16. 101 €ABou dAnTedwv «TA, an obelized 

verse; but this is perhaps not very likely. 

44 deperar changed into ¢epo” rau, all in a cursive hand which perhaps reappears at the end of 52 and 

elsewhere. Evidently the copyist had trouble reading his exemplar (damaged, or just hard to read?), and left 

space; cf. e.g. XLIV 3151 fr. 2. 6, and the testimony of the scribe of Cod. Reg. Paris. 1671 of Plutarch quoted by 

F. W. Hall, Companion 187. ckadAdc] Pépovrat, etc. etc. 

45 (2am-, cov)}|prypwévor, (81) jpalprnuévor (‘faulty’, in criticism of the créxou?)? Other articulations, e.g. 

€o|p7H wev ot|[Ketov, are not excluded. 
46 rhc wn[t]poc. Cf. on 42 above. 

47 ary|péAn[t]o[c on 130 andre (so the D-schol.) cannot be ruled out, but a med.-pass. participle, -jev-, 

seems likelier. 
50ff. (-)KJéxpyrar A€éer (Lobel). cauvyje vel sim.? On eurdnydnv, no doubt, which will have stood at the 
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start of the lemma in 49. 51f. will be é]ueAdlouca roic | [mpdypact, as Mr Lobel noted, comparing the scholia 
and Eustathius ad loc., esp. D-schol. éumAqnrucdic. 9 dxpitwe Kal we dv Téyne euTreAdlouca Toic mpdypac.. Cf. 

Schol. Pi. O. 8. 30, Schol. S. Aj. 1358, and esp. Apollon. Soph. 67. 28, who adds that Aristarchus, in his 
commentary on Od. xx (i.e. on this verse), glossed it ejueraBdAwc; it is especially unfortunate that the present 

commentary’s entry cannot be reconstructed. 
‘ev seems to have been written by the first hand, v changed to p and 7Aq«ra added in a more cursive script 

Lobel. 
maparo p|ju’ (‘from the verb’ sc. éuzrArjccew), ér/pp nw’? An alternative explanation to the previous line’s? 

pw or «<a>? The elision in such context is unexpected. 

col. ii. There is no way of telling how many lines, if any, are missing from the top of the column. Evidently 

the discussion still concerns 132f. or vicinity. 
2 mplocriOn[c, of textual ‘addition’, has some likelihood, in view of the hexameter verse quoted below. It 

is not carried in the vulgate— in fact is otherwise unknown —so is probably post-Aristarchean (but note Od. 2. 

51ab). The papyrus presumably gave the name of the alleged interpolator, as at iii 40 below; possibilities 

include Zenodotus of Mallos, as there, and Crates himself (cf. //. 14. 246ab). 
3-7 -vo¢ or -voy ixdver 6, as Mr Lobel noted, is to all appearances the end of a hexameter. I presume this is 

the ‘added’ material (see prec. n.): appended to the end of Telemachus’ speech, or to the beginning of 
Eurycleia’s? And just where in the papyrus does the quote start? It looks as if it extends at least as far back as 4 
ovder: ——/, and I think the most likely supposition is two full verses, beginning in |. 3. But is the starting-point 
TnA|€uax’ od «rd, in which case the verses will have begun Eurycleia’s reply (134ab), or should we supply 
something like rH pycer TnAleuayou and take a[ as the starting-point, in which case the verses will have 
concluded or followed Telemachus’ address (133a))? If a[ is rightly read in |. 3, the former option becomes 
unattractive (nothing more promising than ova[7a?); and while the size of the lacuna in|. 4 cannot be said to be 
determinative either way, it looks rather on the generous side for a supplement which would be vy—-vw at 
most. So I think the quoted addition, consisting of two verses, commences at 3 a[. The following further 
assumptions then seem to me probable: the verses belong to Telemachus; the second verse begins at 5 |7; part of 

avOpwroc is to be recognized; so is 6€; and the object of this last clause is Penelope. But not one of these is assured. 
A structure such as o086€ tt g[aurrav] | | Ar[]n avOpa[moscr,] warny dé u[w al]|yoc ixadver can be thought of, but 

entirely different reconstructions are available: ru|uarnv, 0a]ua, a]wa; 5° eAfeec|vdc, dé0[c ai]ydv; etc. We needa 
better prior understanding of the verses’ gist than is attainable. 

An odd but perhaps insignificant resemblance to another addition in this book is 7701 wév Te Bpotav GAXoc 
® révOoc ixaver (1. dv 7évO0c ixkavn?) written in the margin of U by the troublesome verse 83. 

There is no indication whether zrepidpwy or didn tpodoc (as P. Ryl. 1 53, JU) was read in 134. 
6 réxvov may have ended the line, or av(aitvov) vel sim. may have followed. 
7-9 The given restoration is Mr Lobel’s. This will be the first explicit attestation of the Zenodotean and 

Cyprian ‘editions’ of the Odyssey, though Zenodotus’ readings are cited often enough. 
The paradosis for 135 is od« Gv pw viv, Téxvov, avattiov aitidwo. In 1. 8 we look for a variant (7 dvri rod). 

None is recorded, either for this verse or for comparable verses elsewhere. Perhaps “‘ér[77]vpov aiz[idano”’. 
Then &’ b|raxoucOj “ovd[twc”, I should suppose, meaning that ottwc is to be ‘understood’, i.e. mentally 
supplied (subauditum; cf. Schol. A Il. 1. 580-3, 2. 681-5, 7. 353, 14. 416, 15. 11, 155, 19. 386): ‘you would not 
with truth accuse her (thus)’. 

1of. The distinction, as Mr Lobel noted, is here more precise than as drawn by Eust. 1471. 34 SyAoi 8é 6 
KotToc wev THY KoiTHY. adTI dé THY avakhcw dv’ He Urvoc mepvyiverat. Our commentator may possibly have taken 

this from Herennius Philo’s collection of differentiated synonyms (on which see Erbse, Beitrdge zur Uberlieferung 
der Ihasscholien 11 5, and Ammon. de adfinium vocabulorum differentia ed. Nickau); but of course an earlier source 
cannot be ruled out. 

On the prefatory 671, as again at 32 below, see E. G. Turner, Greek Papyri 115. 

12f. An elymon of dua, if I have rightly reconstructed. Cf. Apollon. Soph. s.v., 74 ctpwpara, amd Tob 76 
d€pwac év avroic pévew. 

14 elp[nrat, ef p[-? efp[wvexdc less likely. Eustathius of this phrase notes (1887. 13), éd twoc pynOjcerat 
XapatKoitovvToc Exovtt. 

15 TapaxoAovdn? 
16 Rather than (-)7écwpev (hex.-end? trim.-start? cf. next line) perhaps 6]71 écw jev: of Odysseus’ refusal 

to sleep inside? 
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17 (€)pot doxecis the obvious articulation. A first-person reference on the part of the commentator would 
vie surprise; but hardly a quotation? In paraphrastic exegesis of the speculative nature of Eurycleia’s dc ruc 
KTA? 

18-20 Whatseems to be under discussion is the form kwecv, 142, held to presuppose 76 x@oc. Cf. Eust. on 
Od. 3. 38 (1456. 22ff.), dHAov dé 671 7d Kwecw odK ex TOD Kdac yiverat, qv yap av kwacw we Kpéacw, add’ ex Tob 
K@oc, kara 76 Bédoc BéAecw: «rd; and Herodian recognized «oc alongside Ka@ac (7. wabdv frr. 134, 340). Thus 
1. 20 is probably x@oc add’ odyt [kdac (for odyi cf. ili 4). 19 e.g. Jc exet roup 7[0? (rownt[uxa@c too long?) 
18 2«q Jecwv corr. in -acw (the marginal stroke indicating something amiss with the text of the commentary, as at 
iii 8, or an ancora signalling an omission made good in the upper margin?)? The dat. pl. of Sémac then adduced 
(cf. Schol. b Zl. 1. 471), supralin. we 70 8[érac, d{emdeccs vel sim. (though that is not morphologically 
analogous)? Then e.g. ef d€ cwecur, ‘but if kwecw (sc. rather than «wacw), (x@oc not «ac is implied)’; vel sim. 
Where was the 142 lemma, |. 18 or earlier? 

21 That ApN should be expanded to Apicrévixoc, not Apicroddvyc, was proposed by Lobel on XXIV 
2387 fr. 1 marg., cf. on XX XVII 2803 fr. 1. 4 marg., on the ground that apw* was also found (I do not know 
where). Even without other confirmations, e.g. N as a heading = vier (H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae Posteriores i 
1-16), in the present papyrus Apicrévixoc is clearly correct. For other occurrences see K. McNamee, 
Abbreviations, 10. 

What did Aristonicus say? That the dogs were on leads held by servants? Cf. zpoctveyxav of kuvovAKol Tv 
OjAevav Kiva . . . TereAevtnKviav PSA Athen. 2. 2. (So Mr Lobel.) dyfee]v [c]d[v] or [7]p[dc] could be read. 

Perhaps countering such interpretations of the phrase as those attested for Od. 2. 11, which set store by the 
absence of attendants (Scholl. Od. 2. 10, 11). 

22-7 One note on aypeire, two on Kopycate. 

22-4 “aypeire is only an exhortation, dyere is less so, for it is also an imperative.’ The distinction here 

drawn between dypeire (and ayper) and ayere (and dye) is not immediately transparent. Mr Lobel perceived 
discrepancy with comments on these words elsewhere, and adduced the ézpepicyol (An. Ox. i 71. 23), where 

aypeu is referred to the mpocraxtixa pyuata (and émpphuata), Schol. B Il. 11. 512 éctu 8€ 76 pev Gyper 

TApopunTiKoy errippynua, TO de aye TapakeAevctikov, and also Eustathius on //. 1. 62 76 dye obK ects Kabapac phua 
TpoctaktiKov aAX’ we érippnua tapakeAevcuatiKov KaTa TO aypeu (‘aye is not purely an imperative verb but 

functions as an exhortative adverb’) and on the present passage xafazrep dye kal dyete TapaKeAeucuaTiK@c OUTW 
vov rev aypetre ev de TAudd Evixdc (‘just as aye and ayere are used exhortatively so here aypeire and in the Jliadin 
the singular’). The comment in the papyrus may be understood as meaning that dypec and aypeire are used (in 
Homer) exclusively as exhortative adverbs, while aye and ayere function not only so but also as imperatives. 

Cf. EM s.v. Bade, 186. 36-8, derep amd tot aye mpoctaKxtiKkod phuatoc petaTWeuevov yiverar emippnua 

mapaxeAeuctixov. Such a statement seems sufficiently in line not only with the facts (cf. Bechtel, Lexilogus 8f.) 
but also with authorities such as Dionysius Thrax (dye classified as an exhortative adverb, p. 82 Uhlig, cf. 
Heliod. ad loc. 101. 8-12 Hilgard, adding imperatival use) and Herodian (d@ype: an adverb with a plural, i 504. 

13-16 Lentz, citing the present verse, cf. 11 383. 9-11, 463. 30). Apollon. Soph. on aype, 6. 20-3, quoting I. 5. 

765, Od. 21. 176, and, for the plural, the present verse, merely signals equivalence with aye, ayere and labels the 

usage tapaxeNeuctiK@c. 

24-6 ‘According to Parmeno of Byzantium xopeiv is Athenian for caAdvvew.’ This scholar is cited by the 
Geneva scholia on //. 21. 259 and 262 and by Schol. B (man. rec.) on II. 1. 591 for dialectal equivalents of dyerdc 

and xaravryc and of odpavdc. From Ath. 11. 5008, where also he appears as [Tappévwy, it is assumed that his 
book was called zepi 8vaXéxtwv (-rov em. Meineke). It is now evident that Parmeno not Parmenio was his 

name; and IJ should have thought it more likely than not that he is identical with Parmeno of Byzantium the 

choliambographer, in which case he may with probability be dated to the grd c. sc. This has consequences for 

the relations between the glossographers and the Homeric critics, and for the history of glossography, which 

cannot be explored here. 
Mr Lobel wrote: ‘xopeiv, ‘sweep’, is prescribed for Attic by Phrynichus; e.g. Eup. 157 AaBwv ro Képynya THY 

avAjy Kdpe. kaddivew, (cuyKaddtvew), “sweep, (sweep together)’, seems to appear first in Aristotle (Prob. 

936P27).’ 
Apollonius Sophista glosses xopjcate with xaddbvare. A. Dyck suggests that our commentary is his 

source both for that and for the etymology of d€uma at 11 12f. I would hesitate to accept this, however, for 
negative evidence apart, our commentary glosses copyjcate with KaOjpare, not Kadddvate (the two notes 
seem quite discrete), and the etymology of déux.a was presumably available elsewhere than here. I 
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should be more inclined to think in terms of common source material than of direct dependence of either 

one upon the other. 
26f. Kopicate «tA. Cf. Schol. BO on 152 (misplaced from 149, I take it), cabdpare. evOev Kdpnua. Tovyapoov 

«dpn 7) KaOapa; Hust. 1887. 34%) a7’ av8pdc kabapa; Suda in xdpy, mapa To Kop@ 76 Kabaipw. On the etymology A. 

Dyck adds: ‘closest parallel is Et. Orion. G (81. 4 Sturz: in sede Apollodori [cf. 80. 15 and 81. 12]): Kal Képn 7 
rrapbévoc, 7) Kabapav Kai ddOopov éxouca THv yAtiav, whence the doctrine entered the Byz. etymologica: Et. Gud. 

w (338. 7 Sturz); EM 529. 34; Zon. 1237.’ 
28-31 The commentator is anxious to assign a worthy motive for her urgings—not (as had been 

charged?) a concern for the comfort of the suitors, but a concern to have the servant-women return as quickly 

as possible to their wool-work within the palace (cf. 18. 313-16, 22. 421-3). 
31 ‘Service is a Roman custom.’ Rather opaque. There seems nothing particularly Roman about the 

activities enjoined in Eurycleia’s speech, nor about wool-working (though Mr Lobel did adduce the 
commendation lanam fecit frequently found on Roman ladies’ gravestones). A. Dyck would refer the remark to 
the suitors’ early arrival, 155f., as being compared to the Roman salutatzo, but in that case the note is misplaced; 
and the dcaxovia is surely the maids’. We may recall that according to Aristodemus of Nysa (FHG iii 307) 
Homer was a Roman (vit. Hom. vi, 18-23 Allen): this on the basis of certain exclusively Roman customs to be 

found in the Homeric poems—such as the game of zeccoé!! Cf. Hillscher, Jahrb. f. klass. Philol. Suppl. 18 (1892) 
355-444. The present note, which may refer specifically to the chair coverings (there must be some reason for 

the lemma’s being 151 in particular, but the previous remark, radra . . . Aéyer, seems to refer to the whole 

speech), evidently belongs if not to Aristodemus then to a like-minded critic—active in Rome? 
32f. On the note on oicete (‘= dépere’) Mr Lobel wrote: ‘Eust. 1887, 63 wowmtixdc Kavovilerar wc 

TapatatiKoc amo péAAovtoc avadpapdvtToc eic evect@Ta. oicw yap’ ob TmapatatiKoc olcov, TO TpiTov oice, TO 

TpocTakTLKov Opopwvwe oice: ob TANOuVTLKOV TO oiceTe. Cf. 1934, 59 ad Od. xxii 481. But the nearest to what is 
found here is not in the Odyssey scholia but ad JI. xv 718, 671 oicete avti rob Pépere schol. A, T (with additions), 
lll 103 mpoc TO oiceTeE, OTL OV weAAOVTOc EcTL Xpovov, GAN’ avTi Tod Péperte, KTA., schol. A.’ 

34 ff. ‘Acc. to Arn. it was then new moon, which is why (the feast was) Apollo’s, since he is the same as the 
sun. That eclipses (occur only) at new moon is made clear by Aristarchus of Samos, as follows: “According to 

Thales the sun is eclipsed when the moon gets in front of it, the day of eclipse—called the thirtieth by some, new 
moon by others— being marked by the obscuration(?). Heraclitus: ““When the moons/months meet, it changes 
days—day before, new-moon, second(?)—sometimes fewer, sometimes more, from the moment it appears.” 
Diodorus gives this explanation(?) of it: “For since the moon is obscured as it approaches the sun at the month 
ends, when it falls into the rays(?) of the sun, disappearing from view for a short while, but then reappears from 
them(?), the month (is reckoned as beginning?) when it makes its first (appearance) out of the (rays); new 
moon... (col. iii)... not appearance .. . in mid-obscuration(?) ... most absolute(?) . . . the curtailed phases(?) 
(if?) the moon, when it makes its appearance on the third day(?) appears at its full-moon phase on the 
sixteenth, within fourteen days, it wanes for the short-fall(?) within 13 days. For if it was full moon within 14 
days, after beginning to make its appearance on the 13th (1. the 3rd?), at new moon obviously it was not yet 
making its appearance to them(?), so that since in this case(?), when it makes its first possible appearance, on 
new moon day, it is full-moon at the 14th, when it makes its latest possible appearance, on the 3rd, full-moon 
occurs at the earliest in 14 days, at the 16th(?).””’ 

34f. Cf. the D-schol. on 155f., radrnv tHv juépay éopriy Kal voupnviay mapatierar AmddAwvoc fepdv, 

simm. Eust. 1887. 20ff. AmdAAwvoc tepa, rouréctw HAtov, dc aitioc veounviac cuvodedwy tHviKadra THe 
ceAnvne. 

34 Eust. loc. cit. dua rH éopriv: voupnvia yap écrw. This is in accordance with Odysseus’ predicted return 
Tov pev POivovroc pinvoc, Tob 8 ictapévoro, 19. 307 = 14. 162, see scholl. on 14. 162 and cf. Plu. Sol. 25. 3. Cf. 
Wilamowitz, Homerische Untersuchungen 54 f. 

35 bev A[mdA]Awvoc. Cf. 20. 276 and 21. 258, with scholl. For the association of vouwnvéa with Apollo see 
Nilsson, Entstehung u. relig. Bedeutung des gr. Kalenders® 31, 38f., 40f.; cf. ‘Hdt.’ Vit. Hom. 26. 

6 avtoc HAiax. Cf. esp. Heraclit. All. H. 6. 6 ff., drt pev rolvur 6 adtéc Ard)dAwv 7Atw, KA, citing Apollodorus 

oy / > € \ a > A > a 1 Apicrddnpoc 8° 6 Nucaede ‘Pwpaiov abrov dmodeixvucw &x twwv dv rapa ‘Papaiorc pdvov ywopnerwy, 
Pg ne. uae fs es 5 ‘ 5 2 TOUTO [EV EK THC THY TECCHV TALOLAC, TOUTO OE Ex TOD emravictacHat THY DaKwy TOdc Hccovac THV BeATictwr ExdvTac, & 
yee , ve é Kat viv ere pudraccerat mapa ‘Pwpaiorc €y. (Should not sravicracbat be read for éravicracBar, and rotc BeAtlocw 

for rdv BeAticrwv? Cf. Hdt. 2. 80. 1.) 
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of Athens (FGrHist 244 F *98); and in the context of the first of the month, Philoch. ap. Schol. Procl. Hes. Op. 
770 with the D-schol. here (FGrHist 328 F 88), and Schol. Pi. Nem. 3. 4. 

36 ev voupnvia af éxAetperc. That solar eclipses occur only at new moon had long been recognized, cf. Th. 
2. 28 and Plu. Nic. 23. Cf. on 38f. below. 

The relevance of (solar) eclipses may go deeper than their providing a solution for the question ‘What has 
Apollo to do with the new moon?’, a question to which the only astronomical answer was in terms of the 
monthly conjunction (cf. Eust. cit. on 34f. above). I should guess that there is an underlying connection with 
Theoclymenus’ vision of the suitors’ impending doom, 20. 351-7 (. . . }éAvoc 8€ odpavod e€arrdAwde, Kak) O° 
emdedpoper dxAvc), which was understood by some in antiquity as indicating an actual eclipse and related to 
Odysseus’ return at new moon: Scholl. and Eust. on 357, Heraclit. All. 75. 1-7, Plu. vit. Hom. 108, de fac. lun. 
931F (cf. A. Shewan, CW 21 (1928) 196-8, T. L. MacDonald, Journ. Brit. Astron. Assoc. 77 (5) (1967) 324-7; 
N. Austin, Archery at the Dark of the Moon (1975) ch. 5). Such an interpretation integrates the Homeric data on 
the time of Odysseus’ return, the feast of Apollo, and the cyea of the slaughter. 

37 ff. How far does the quotation from Aristarchus of Samos extend? To l. 43, where it is broken off (NB 6 
ev Oadrjc)? In that case the quotation from Heraclitus that follows may be drawn from the same source as its 
exegesis, i.e. from Diodorus. But it may be better to suppose that Aristarchus continued 6 8¢ ‘Hpd«Aeutoc . . 
and has been cut down. 

Cas) 

38f. Cf Aét. Pl. ii 24 (Doxogr. Gr. 353) Oadjc mpadtoc én exNetzrew Tov ALov THe ceAHvyc adrov brepyouevyc 
kata Kaerov (adduced by Mr Lobel) and also Eudemus— Aristarchus’ source? —reported by Dercyllides ap. 
Theo Sm. 198. 14-17 Hiller (DK A 17, Eudem. fr. 145 Wehrli): EvSnwoc icrope? év raic Actpodoylaic bre. . « 
Oadrjc . . . <rHv Tod) (suppl. Haslam) Alou éxAeubw (sc. edpe mparoc). I do not know if Thales’ alleged 
understanding of the cause of solar eclipses has ever been understood as inferentially resting on the observation 
that they occur only at conjunction. (Prediction, attested for Thales by Hdt. 1. 74, is of course another matter; 
see O. Neugebauer, Hist. Anc. Math. Astron., esp. ii 604.) Though ascription specifically to Thales will 
remain dubious (cf. Dicks, CQ 53 (1959) 294-309, esp. 295f.), the suggestion that the moon is responsible for 
eclipses of the sun by blocking off its light is one which might well have been made at such an early date, 
or so it seems to me; it would have been an obvious hypothesis that the moon had something to do with it. 
Cf. Gem. 8. 14, 10. 6. Zeno the Stoic, DL 7. 146, was presumably able to explain also why they did not 
happen every month. 

39 émizpocOer reflects the technical terminology, émumpocbeiv, émumpocbquc; cf. Aristarchus’ own phrasing 

in On the sizes and distances of sun and moon, prop. 8, p. 382. 5f. Heath, émet yap, éav éxAelmn 6 HALoc, bv emimpdcbecw 
TH ceAnvnc exAeime (where I would change émumpdcbecw to -Aycw; will. at e.g. Arist. de caelo 29322, Theo Sm. 
192. 22 Hiller). Cf. e.g. Theo Sm. 193. 6f. H. 6 8€ qAvoc br6 pev THe ceAnvyc emimpocHeirar, 194. 25 H. 7) ceAnvn 
errimpocbev yernrat, DL 7. 145 éxAelrew dé Tov wev NALov emumpocHovcyc a’T@ ceAjvyc, Achill. gram. [sag. in Arat. 

Phaen. c. 19, p. 46. 32-47. 1 Maass, Gem. 10. 1-6, Cleom. 192. 14f. Ziegler. 

40 cypecovpe[vnc passive rather than middle? Did the lacuna house what it is that marks the day of 

eclipse? The traces are incompatible with rH cvvddax, ‘conjunction’, but would suit 77}. cpu |yer, sc. of the moon, 

cf. on 48 ff. below. This, rather than 7jépac, may then be the referent of the #v-clause, 42, for solar eclipses, 
unlike the cpvyuc/tpraxdc/voupnvia, are not monthly events. 

cnpecovpe[voc ‘making the inference’ would give an alternative line of approach. Dr Rea tentatively 
suggests €« tHc] pyTHc | 7uépac KTA ‘from the fixed day’. 

41 ‘exAeupw roreicBar 1.q. exAetmew’ Lobel. 

41-3 As calendaric terms, tpiaxac is the last day of the month (the Attic &7 xal véa), voupnvia the first. 
The count of the lunar month’s days, with vovynvia as day 1, is generally thought to have begun, at least 

nominally, not with the day of conjunction itself (the time of astronomical new moon being—except at solar 
eclipse—a matter not of observation but of computation) but with the moon’s first reappearance to view, 
which occurs after sunset on the first, second, or third evening following conjunction (cf. on 48 ff. below). But in 

scientific usage voupnvia, like ‘new moon’ with us, was naturally applied to astronomical new moon, i.e. 

conjunction; so inl. 36 above (cf. Th. 2. 28, an eclipse voupnvia cata ceAjvynv). And the day of conjunction could 
be assigned to the old month, and hence called tpiaxac, with no less legitimacy than to the new. (Cf. Plu. 

Sol. 25, on €vy Kai véa, the ‘old and new’ day, as being so called from the observation that the moon 7c 

abtic Huepac Kal KataAapBdvoucay Kal Tapepxopevny Tov 7Avov. Geminus is one who defines tpraxdc as the day 

of conjunction, 8. 1, 8. 14, 9. 6, as distinct from voupyvia, 8. 11, 9. 7, 9. 14; cf. Schol. Procl. Hes. Op. 765, 
Eust. 1908. 51 on Od. 21. 263.) (The correlation of lunar phenomena with the calendar, particularly at 
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month-juncture, is a notoriously thorny subject, see most recently Pritchett, ZPE 49 (1982) 243-66, with 

scattered bibliography.) 

43 ‘HpdxAeroc. Presumably, as the Ionic forms suggest, the sixth-century Ephesian, the so-called 

ckorewéc. Diogenes Laertius’ purported summary of Heraclitus’ doctrines includes statements on eclipses and 

on the phases of the moon (DL 9. 10, Heracl. A 1 DK, cf. A 12 DK; fr. 61 Marcovich), but nothing that coheres 

at all well with the quotation offered here. 
43 ff. covcdvtwy radv pyvav: i.e. at month-juncture. 

Of sépac, Mr Lobel noted: ‘barring error accusative plural, not genitive singular (with which the article 

would be expected), and ifso, to be construed with éAdccovac . . 7Aedvac, either as the object of weraBadAerar or 

accusative of time elapsed.’ 
Heraclitus seems to be saying that there is a variable number of days— between one month and the next? 

Cf. Cleom. 202. 24 Ziegler at 8é mpc rév HAvov cbvodot TH} ceAjvyc ObK del TOV icov TOb xpovov dvdcTypa Puddrrovc. 

The maximum variation in the length of the lunar month (synodic revolution) is in the order of 13 hrs., but 
successive months rarely vary more than an hour. More to the point, perhaps, the fact that the lunar month 

happens to be about 29} days long means that calendars cannot have a constant number of days per month 
without quickly getting out of step with the moon: by Heraclitus’ time calendar months were variably of 29 
and 30 days. Or is it the number of days around the new-moon phase that is said to vary? —for that proves 
likewise variable. That would be an intelligible observation, and one which the following exegesis by Diodorus 
might well be intended to elucidate (cf. on 48 ff. below). Might zporépy, vovynvin, devrépy represents three 
successive days? (This is the interpretation I have adopted in the translation attempted at 34 above.) But it 

would be an unusual calendar that classified the last of the month as ‘the day before new moon’, and in any case 
I am not sure that zporépy could bear this meaning. Alternatively, the zporépy vovpnvin and the devrépy 
(vounvin) might be two successive days: in 30-day months the new-moon-day might be doubled. But I know of 
no system that operated a month-beginning adjustment to the day-count rather than a month-end one, and on 

this interpretation devrépy should be icrépy. For what little is known of the month’s day-count at Ephesus see 
A. E. Samuel, Gk. and Lat. Chronol. 124. There can be no assurance that the text is sound. 

47 AdSwpoc, as Mr Lobel suggested, is probably Diodorus of Alexandria (P-W(53) ). Certainly the 
exposition here quoted is nicely in line with that Diodorus’ definition of 7 wabnpwati«y (‘astronomy’) as opposed 
to 7 ductodoyla: 1) wev wabnuatixy Ta TapeTropeva TH ovcia Cnrel, TEV Kal TAC exActperc yivovrar (Eudorus ap. 
Achill. gram. Jsag. in Arat. Phaen. 2, p. 30. 20-3 Maass). There is no telling how far the citation extends; nght 

to the end of the note (iii 19)? 

48 adro the foregoing quotation? eEayeito é€nyeira? (Lobel). 

48 ff. Diodorus’ explanation is in terms of the phenomena around the time of the new moon. In the latter 
part of the month, from a terrestrial viewpoint, the moon gains on the sun day by day, waning accordingly and 
setting at progressively shorter intervals after sunset. As it approaches conjunction—which may occur at any 
time of day or night— its thinning crescent can no longer be made out, owing to its proximity to the light of the 
sun. The term for this state of invisibility (though it is no longer in astronomical use, but is confined to 
astrology) is ‘combust’. Two or three days pass before the new, waxing crescent can be seen. (On the factors 

involved see Samuel 8-10, and cf. Neugebauer i 534 with iii fig. 76, Mommsen, Chronologie, Kalenderwesen 67-9. 

Amateur astronomers occasionally make naked-eye sightings of the moon less than 24 hours after conjunction: 

for discussion, and photographs, see Sky and Telescope 42 (1971) 78f., 43 (1972) 95f., 55 (1978) 358-61. Cf. also 
Plin., NH 2. 44, 18. 324.) 

I take ll. 48-52 as referring to the moon’s disappearance from view as it approaches conjunction, Il. 52-5 
to its reappearance after; so that it is the combust period, the znterlunium, that is under discussion. 

In 1. 51 adrdc must I think be emended to adydc (the same correction at Emp. fr. B 43 ap. Plu. Mor. 929 £, 
?Ton [77rGFi 19] fr. 57 ap. Plu. Mor. 658 c, Herod. ro. 4, and no doubt elsewhere; it does seem to be 7 not y that 
is written, so an emendation it would have to be): ‘when it falls into the light of the sun’. Cf. astronomical 
descriptions of the lunar eclipse, at opposition: the moon éumimrer efc THY THC yc cKeav vel sim. (e.g. Gem. 8. 14, 
Theo Sm. 193. 22 H., Cleom. 180. 9 Z.). Towards conjunction, it is into the solar adyad that it falls. adyal 
is standard terminology in the context of the combust state. Autolycus 7. émutoA@y Kal ducewy was extensively 
concerned with this phenomenon in so far as it relates to stars; to enter the combust state is wepuxataArauBavecbar 
b10 THY TOD HALov abydv (1.8), and to emerge from it is expevyew rac Tod HAlov avydc (1. 1, 2. 1, et saepe). Cf. e.g. 

Schol. Arat. 735 on the dpray.waéa moon (between waning crescent and new, i.e. the very last stage before 
conjunction; 373. 14f. Martin), adavic yap Aourov haiverat 76 Tac Tob HALov abyac yevouern, Cleom. 180. 11-13 
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Z., Gem. 12. 7. Plu. Qu. Rom. 24 (269c-p), on the Roman division of the month, distinguishes dre KpUmTETaL 
cbvodov mouncapévy mpoc HAvov (Kalends) and drav éxpuyotca rac abydc Tob Alou KaTaparijc mpaTov emi ducuav 
yevyntat (Nones, connected by Plut. with vovpyria). The sun obscures, xpdaret, heavenly bodies in two senses, 
(i) by actual epiprosthesis (at conjunction), and (ii) cweyy(Zwv cal catavydlwv (Theo Sm. 193. 8f. H.). 

A framework on which Diodorus’ passage may be hung is provided by Theo Sm. 137 H. An improper 
signification of the term dvctc is 6 mp@roc adavicjdc dctpou Twoc U6 Thy Tob AAlov abyav; the correct term, he 
says, is kpvyuc. The converse phenomenon, properly called ¢adcic (sic suppl. edd.) but improperly dvaroA%, is 
mpatn pacic (Martin: gavcrc codd.) ex rdv rod HAlov adyav. Cf. Gem. 13. 1-5. The treatises are more concerned 
with stars and planets than with the moon, but no matter; for lunar application cf. Plu. loc. cit. In the papyrus 

the terms xpvyuc and ddcic both appear to occur in the next column (iti 5, 4). 

52 ff. xpov[ov dAtyo|v (Lobel) or Bpayd|v would fit before ddavic[Ge]ica, and if the continuation is 7dAw 8€ 

expaiverar vel sim., as might be suggested by 48f. droxptmrerat pév, perhaps ér]|? (Rea) rather than xa]? (Lobel) 
before ypév[ov. 

For the first part of 53 maAw | [8 ar] ray a[d] yeu expai[verar suggests itself as a reconstruction, but while 
a[v]y@v is perfectly acceptable, neither é]« rév nor dm]6 trav is to be read before it; the traces are more 

suggestive of ]yryv, which leads to éaluryy .. . expat[ver. Will éa]urqy a[d]rav expaf[ver do, or is something like 
<an’> a[d]r@v or (ard tév> a[d]yav called for? 

Unless my understanding of the passage is quite astray, 54. |wecc is more likely to be pede than e.g. 4 ]ueic or 
duva |jvecc. jv is the normal form in the treatises, but jueéc is well attested. 53-5 could be on the lines of 84Ao |v 674 
| [apyerat 6] pete drav rH ex rav | [adyadv daci]y mpdtwe m[oujc]y7ar. This would fit the space and the traces. Cf. 
Autol. 1. 8, (acrpa) rv éwav mpernv hac Toreirar adavichévta Huepac Twac Kal vbKTAC. 

If 53-5 is the main clause, the continuation may have been something like v[o]v|[nviac cadovpevyc Tic 
Hepac ev Hi TpwTwe yiverar » Pacuc (or of course a new sentence). Or if we have just arrived at the end of the 
érrei-Clause (€.g. érel yap amoxpimrerat pev 1) ceAjvn. . . Kal xpovov Bpaydv adavicbeica maAw EavTHy .. . expaiver, 
apxerat d€ 6 pele Grav THY... Pac TPwTwE Tocyntar), e.g. v[o]u|[unvia Kareirar Kara do cnwawopeva. 

col. 11. At least 14 complete lines are lost from the top of the column. 
3 pé|cn? (cn, ovK icy?) 
4 odxt dactc well suits the traces; perhaps 6]71 ody? dacuc ect. Pacic not ‘phase’, I take it, but ‘appearance 

(out of combust invisibility, after conjunction)’, as opposed to xpvyuc in the next line, see on ii 48 ff. above. 
5 «[pu]pewc hardly open to doubt, I think. (-)Adw]zec, (€x)Aet] et, €]zreé, etc. 

jcec|| at Jo: perhaps the scribe embarked on pecacrar- before catching himself. pwecomopovcenc, pecovcyc, etc. 

6 «tA]|Kpw[e]crarny seems probable; cf. Gem. 11. 1 (tHv cxrav), Cleom. 146. 19 Z., 194. 5 Z. (exAetiperc). 
7 ma[|. could be ray, -y/ay, (-)za[8]n (zra[Ac]v too long). The apex after xo suggests a, A, u, orv. 7a[O]n... 

ta KoA[oBa? Cf. LSJ in codoBodi€é€odoc. 

7 ff. 6 pete tp[craioc at line-end would give sense: “When the month/moon appears rpuraioc’, i.e. when the 

moon’s first appearance of the month occurs two days after new moon (cf. e.g. R. H. Baker, Astronomy® (1964), 
127: ‘On the second evening after the new phase the thin crescent moon is likely to be seen in the West after 
sundown’), ‘it appears (a.c. occurs) at its full in fourteen days (sc. after its first appearance), on the sixteenth 

(and wanes in 13 days).’ Some problems of detail yield, but not all. 
9 %éparc. Whatever termination was written was altered, and that 7uéparc was the intention cannot be 

verified. Cf. 11 below. 
1of. Baffling. Noting that vaoperpov is not a recorded word, Mr Lobel wondered whether it might be 

interpreted, by analogy with éiwerpov and wépperpoc, as ‘falling short of a limit’. Dr Rea suggests that vo 
.érpov might mean ‘proportionately’, ‘at the same rate’ (‘under the control of due measure’). The residual 79, 

is a problem; prima facie roy; not tau (for te). Could 6 dréperpoc or 6 br étpov be a technical term for the 
shorter half (so to speak) of the month? (Cf. the mention of coAoBa aby at 7 above?) Another oddity is the lonic 
nwepnice (nwepycer a.c.) in 11, which remains unexplained and out of place even as a relic from Heraclitus. 

11-19 dp€apévn daivecbar rH vy will refer to the onset of the full-moon phase; but rm. y, referring to the 
moon’s first appearance of the new month, might be thought to give more consistent sense, repeating the 
(admittedly reconstructed) terms of the previous sentence. In 14, apparently ovx épaiver’ adroic obw (Lobel), 
‘jt was not yet visible to them’, though the reference of adroic is obscure. Then were[_ ]|v[, |p ofitselfsuggests tv’ 
ére[?] v[6]v (fa = cdcte?), in which case we shall read yivnrar in 18 (yiverax Lobel; the trace is minimal). At the 
beginning of 17, perhaps éc[ya]rwe. ‘Since(?) ifit here(?) makes its appearance at the earliest, on new-moon- 
day (i-e., makes its earliest possible appearance, viz. on the Ist), it is full moon at the 14th, if it makes its 
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appearance at the latest, on the grd, it becomes full moon at the earliest at the 1xth, in 14 days.’ ts, “16°, is 

acceptable in I. 18: cf. 1. 8. This is apparently a statement of the correlation between the moon’s new and full 

phases (by ‘new’ I here mean first crescent visibility, the ddcic) in terms of the month’s day-count. It seems to be 
held that full moon, the S.yopnvéa, occurs (at least) 14 days after the moon’s first appearance of the month, 
whether that appearance occurs on the first (vouqvia, the day of conjunction) or on the third. I first took 

mpwrwe dawopévy to mean ‘making its first appearance’ (sc. of the month), but if éexdé7we is correctly recovered 
in 17, Pavopery itself bears this meaning (= tiv ddcw rovovpévy), and mperwc and ecxarwc signify respectively 

the earliest and latest possible such appearances (cf. Autol. 1. 8, 76 € dctpov ecxdtwc pev mepikatadrapBavecbw 
bd TdV Tod HALov abyav Tob HAlov dvroc mpdc T@ L, mbt bé expevyérw Tac Tob HAlov adyac TOD HALov dvroc mpoc 

T® H, where the figures refer to an ache epee ine diagram). Cf. esp. Gem. g. 14, Taxucra pev yap paivera 1) 
ceAjvn unvoedic 7H voupnvia, Bpadurarn dé 7H y"! ... mavcéAnvoc dé yiverar TAXLCTA| LEV TEpL TIV vy” , Bpadutary de 

rept ray ul”. 

18f. ‘Full moon occurs in 14 days’ (sc. from the moon’s ddcic), cf. Autol. 1. 4, ddcre yiverar d1a jyicouc 

eviavTov. 

Are these observations presented in reference to the action of the poem? (NB 14f.?) Some correlation with 
the Odyssey’s day-count could be at issue, but I cannot fathom it. For the day-count of the Odyssey see P. Schub. 
3 (for that of the Iliad, about which we know more, see K. Lachmann, Betrachtungen iiber Homers Ilias go-6). The 

action of bk. 20 takes place on day 39; if this is new moon, at the previous full moon Odysseus will still have been 
on his voyage from Calypso’s island; this seems to lead nowhere. It is interesting, but again not obviously 
relevant to the present discussion, that one interpretation of the v0é ccoroyjvioc at 14. 457—the end of day 35 
according to the day-count—was in terms of the occultation at the interlunium (xaP? jv 7 ceAjvyn amreckoTwrat TH 
mpoc Tov HAvov cuvddw D-schol.): that is strictly incompatible with the identification of the day of the feast as 
(astronomical) vouynvia that is the basis of this whole disquisition. 

19-23 ‘Crates here (after v. 159, ai 8’ adto0 cata dwar’ emictapevnc Toveovto) subjoins v. 276 (knpuxec 6 
dva actu beady, -av) as far as v. 173 (ayxtpodov b€ ch’ ADE MeAdvO10c).’ (The translation is Mr Lobel’s.) This 

makes no sense as it stands, unless (i) the verses transmitted in our manuscripts as 276-8 in the commentator ’s 

text followed 172 and (ii) éwe is exclusive. Otherwise, the note must be seriously garbled: a lacuna? We can 
hardly suppose a simple omission such as éwe ¢“‘aAcoc b7r6 cKepov’’ (278) avti rob “ec & HABov Spyctipec”’ (160) 

€wo> «7A, i.e. substitution of 276-8 for 160-72, for to dispense with the entry of Eumaeus (162) would make 
nonsense of the subsequent text (185 tpitoc, 190 ff., 238f.). Whatever the solution, the verses in question must 
surely be the three verses 276-8. Put them after 159, and a logical sequence is achieved: the heralds’ 
proclamation precedes, and motivates, the preparation for the sacrifice. It is simplest, and I imagine right, to 
suppose that Crates wished to effect this transposition. (Modern critics too have felt uncomfortable about 
276 ff.: ‘hoc loco incommodi’ Nauck.) But it should be borne in mind that we have no guarantee that Crates, or 
even our commentator, knew the verses in their received location, and remaining unclear is the relevance of 
v. 173. Though it has no clear bearing on the matter it may be worth adding the observation that 172 (which in 
our manuscripts precedes the ayyiuodov 5€ cf’ #AGe line) is identical with the line that introduces the self- 
contained passage 241-75 (which in our manuscripts precedes the cjpuxec 8 ava actu line). The relocation is 
unlikely to have any authority beyond Crates’ own critical sensibility, though its attraction is patent. 

For some of the verses to which tzordccew is applied in the Jliad scholia, mostly without specific 
attribution—only Zenodotus is ever named—Pergamene provenance has sometimes been suspected (see esp. 

Bolling); in the extant Odyssey scholia, so far as I am aware, the verb in this sense does not occur. ‘Zenodotus’ is 
often Z. of Mallos, I fancy. 

The (forked?) paragraphus, which is misplaced (it should be one line higher), seems to be by a second 
hand. The faulty placement was no doubt induced by the ecthesis of 21. The copyist missed the next occasion 
for a paragraphus too, at 23. 

In the quotation of v. 276 @edv has been altered to #ed, which has no support elsewhere and may be, as 
Mr Lobel took it to be, ‘simply a Verschlimmbesserung’. But it may be a respectable ancient reading— 
Aristarchus’?—and it could even be argued that it is the e@v of the paradosis that is the Verschlimmbesserung, 
designed to eliminate the hiatus; cf. 1. 1. 447, where dea fepiy éxatouBny, the Aristarchean (and Zenodotean) 
reading, appears in the paradosis as Bedu kAectHv ExatouByy. (Cf. Od. 10. 553, where IT?! offers Sdépwv for ipav; 
S. West, Ptolemaic Papyri of Homer 247.) Ludwich reports the v of @edv as having been added by a second 
hand in U. 

23-7 pwnctipec ayyvopec is the paradosis only at Od. 1. 144. In the present passage Spycriipec dytvopec is 
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the received reading, but Ludwich reports uvncripec as offered by FGZ and Ayaiadv by X (Cod. Vindob. 1 33). 
Clearly, and understandably, the phrase Spycrjjpec dyijvopec was objected to, and the vv.ll. are two alternative 
solutions. The double alteration of pvncrypec to Sp- in the text of the commentary is odd; it seems to indicate 
contamination at some stage from a Homeric text different from the commentator’s. The diple in the margin 
perhaps relates somehow to this. If, as I should suppose, 25-6 offered rationale for the reading Aya (e.g. od 
elvat] | yap dyjvopa[c ad|zov[c would fit space and traces), Spycrpec seems entailed for both instances, and the 
commentator—like Eustathius (and the scholia are silent) —shows no acquaintance with pavncripec, unless in 
27. In 27 neither pencrjpec nor dpycripec is excluded after AGov. If we suppose that uryncr#pec was there 
written, and dpycrjpec meant in 24 and 25, we have an intelligible construct. Each of the wv.ll. (24f. Ayaudv, 27 
pncthpec) will have been preceded either by the name of the sponsoring authority or simply by twee vel sim.; 
perhaps a short name followed by ypagec in 24 (cf. 33 below), or, as Dr Rea suggests, &AAou ev in 24. and &AXox] | 
d€ in 27f. (then perhaps ypadoucw ot] | vag «rA in 25f.). P. Ryl. 153 gives 160 as ec 8 nAPov Spycrnplec. 

27 éc. So P. Ryl. 153, FGU, Schol. H”?: é« rell. I have assumed in the above discussion that it is not this 
reading that is at issue here. If it is, é« not éc should be restored in 23 and 24. 

28 perplexes. As Mr Lobel noted, the nominative yaAxoyirwvec occurs in only one place in Homer, 
*Errevot yaAKoxitwvec Il. 11. 694. rovor admits of a variety of articulations and interpretations, although none I 
can think of seems less far-fetched than eczep] aly ed €t|zr0n (sc. 6 rounrijc) “ot yaAKoyltwvrec” (sc. with reference 
to the Achaeans), in rebuttal of objection made to ayjvopec as being contextually inappropriate. Or if ]|zrovov is 
a scribal error for *E]zreco/, the argument might be—though it must have been very elliptically expressed — 

“What is to stop Homer applying the suitors’ epithet dyrvopec uniquely to the Spycrijpec just as he applies the 
Achaeans’ epithet yaAxoxirwrec uniquely to the Epeians?’ (Cf. the answer made to Aristarchus’ objection to the 

second Nekuia on the ground that Hermes is nowhere called KuAAjvioc, reported at Schol. Od. 24. 1: €¢ draé, 
ovK €€w Adyou: Kal ““c@xoc’” Kal ““Huoc A76AAwv”’.) The paragraphus at 27 by rights should indicate that this is a 
new entry altogether—comment on a verse between 160 and 163, with its lemma being in |. 27; but no great 
reliance can be put on that. 

gof. Cf. D-schol. ot8€ 6Acyov aidodvrat. 

33-9 As Mr Lobel noted, the reading ai here ascribed to Aristophanes is the only one reported as the 

paradosis in v. 174, but the existence ofa variant of may be thought implied by the variation between rac and 

touc reported as the paradosis (to which I. 36 is now to be added) in v. 176. Cf. Eust. 1888. 20 ot« evdnAov.. . 
elite apcevikwc vov alyac dycww eite OnduKac, KTA. 

Cf. oni 10. 
For 35-7, perhaps [Ap(icté) ]ve(Kdc) | dncw tld dyAo]dv (or Secxv dv “Kal Tovc ev Ka[TE]|Sncev” avr [Tod] 

‘rac’, ‘according to Aristonicus the determinant is cal rovc xrA instead of tac’. Alternatively, cat trove Kr 
begins a new lemma, in which case Juv (viv ‘here’, or ody?) will conclude the previous note. The ecthesis of 37 

supports this latter view, but then there should be a paragraphus at 36 (but cf. 19 and 23 above for omission). 
Either way, rovc not rac is implied as the transmitted text in 176, just as of in 174. 

KaTédncev: No acquaintance with the reading xarédncav is revealed. karédycev is reported for FX (and He”) 
alone of the medieval manuscripts; but it is FX that have rac in 176 (rovc pap., codd. plur.). 

In 38 a]pcevec will account very suitably for the traces, and -po[t of a|p- is a good fit for the space. Perhaps 
something on the lines of ézret [o]dv (or [v]bv), d[ncw], | ed[clapKdrepo[s of a|pcevec, totr’ €d ca[dn]|y[ile w|c 

ev[O]ade xetvrau: vi[v yalp €op[T7 |. 

39/40 Though very dangerously ex szlentzo, the possibility must be entertained that vv. 177-84, left wholly 

without comment, were unknown to the commentator. 

41 6 Maj\Awrnc (Lobel). If Crates were meant, we should expect him to be cited simply by his name. 
(The point is Mr Lobel’s.) I suppose 40 Z[yvédoroc |. tpocti#y[ cc most probably of an ‘addition’ to the text, as 
ati(b) 2. Cf. esp. Schol. T Zl. 13. 730 Zyvodoroc be 6 Maddeiryc (6padde tc T: em. Heyne) rpocriOjcw “addw 8 
bpxnctiv, érépw KiBapw Kai aoidyv” (v. 731 of the vulgate, but absent from many witnesses and apparently 

unknown to Aristarchus [pace van der Valk]); cf. Eust. 957. 10. In the present instance the added 

material, presumably quoted in 4r1f(f)., seems to have gained no foothold in the paradosis, nor to be 
otherwise attested. 

42 Bodc é[pysdxouc vel sim., verse-end (1852)? Identification of Philoetius, on this his first appearance, as 

Odysseus’ oxherd? 

¢ 

col. iv. 2 of yap Mwp[tetc? On the contraction in 245 cuvedcerau? 
3-7 The pattern of paragraphi and ectheses suggests that the citations from 245 and 250 (5f., 6f.), if 
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rightly recognized as such, form part of the comment on 246. ec in 7 was taken by Mr Lobel as the beginning of 

a lemma of 247 (cc éfar’ Audivopoc), but it may be the continuation of the comment. 

4-5 e.g. or’ Audwopov ob |re TAA (1.€. Trav) Aour|[ av. 

6 245 is quoted in the grammatical treatise P. Brit. Mus. 126 verso (Kenyon, Class. Texts x) 133, but only 

for Hiv, in illustration of a use of personal pronouns. 

8f. No variant is recorded. adr[ica?—cf. Od. 16. 406f. (16. 406 = 20. 247). In 8 Apuctopdvnc, cf. iii 33, 

would well fit the space if the lemma terminated at dépa7’, as it probably did; only this time the a./. is not the 

vulgate reading. Otherwise, od] | ypadex (of 248f.). 

3711. Lesbiaca (COMMENTARY ON ALCAEUS?) 

Plate X 

31 4B.13/G(3-4)a Fr. 1 15.5 X 23.5 cm Second century 

Two fragments, the larger with remains of two columns, assembled from several 

pieces; written in an informal and somewhat irregular second-century hand. The precise 

nature of the text is not clear. It is a scholarly product, at first sight a regular 

commentary: a lemma from Alcaeus at fr. I ii 31-3, in ecthesis. But if the work as a whole 

was tied to the text of Alcaeus, the commentator was very selective in his choice of 

passages, and he concerns himself not at all with grammatical exegesis, paraphrase, or 

the like (cf. X XI 2307 intro.), but more with matters of early Lesbian history and saga. 

Most of col. i is taken up first with the Lesbian ‘lion-law’ and then with a narrative 

concerning Macar and a bronze lion made by Hephaestus, while most of col. 11 appears 

to be occupied with various accounts of Dionysus Omestes. The work could be a 

collection of Lesbian zpoBAjpara or mpocnyopiat (re ‘Macar’s lion’; Dionysus ‘Omestes’; 

?Onomacles); but the items under discussion are not introduced in the question-form 

normal to such a genre, and the relation of the one identified lemma to the attached 

comment, on the early history of Aenus, is quite obscure. 

We have little from antiquity on early Lesbos, and most of the information here is 

new. The papyrus’ account of the lion-law, perhaps attributed to Hellanicus, 

complements a notice given by Diodorus in the relevant section of his island-book, or 

would doif I could recover it; but of the slice of evidently Lesbian saga that follows I find 

no trace anywhere. Here the lion is not a law but a bronze creature manufactured by 

Hephaestus and (less predictably) filled by him with beneficial drugs, and Macar took it 

from Pholoe (another unexplained detail) to Lesbos, where he hid it. This belongs to 

Lesbian foundation myth, no doubt. The authority cited is Alcaeus—apparently not the 

Alcaeus, however, but Adkaioc 6 tev érav [rointHc?], who is not otherwise known. 

Further details of Macar’s concealment of the lion are given, cited now, if the 

reconstruction is on the right lines, from Myrsilus of Methymna: we hear of 

Methymneans, of a Sibylline oracle, and, as the papyrus breaks off towards the end of 

the first column, of Tonians, in what precise connection is unclear, but it raises interesting 

ethnic questions. 
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Myrsilus of Methymna may be reported again in the second column for a curious 

aition of Dionysus’ being called Omestes (as at Alc. 129. 9, though there is no indication 

that this was quoted). This too is new, and it is unfortunate that it cannot be fully 

reconstructed. Earlier in the same column we appear to have not only Omestes but 

Smintheus, in an account perhaps credited to Hellanicus. 

This was in every sense a scholar’s text. The margin bristles with chi and chi-rho 

sigla, as if someone has been marking it up in preparation for writing a work of his own. 

There are few clues to the date of compilation. ‘The second century itself seems likely 

enough, but an earlier date is by no means ruled out. The author seems to have been 

content to compile. There is no way of telling for certain, but it is possible that he 

consulted the cited sources directly (Hellanicus’ Aélantis was at Oxyrhynchus in the 

second century if VIII 1084 is correctly so attributed; but the attribution is 

questionable, L. Pearson, Early Ionian Historians 177). 

In the upper margin above the centre of the first column stands a delta, perhaps by 

a second hand: a column number (‘4’, unless [c]6 ‘14’)? The manuscript’s layout is 

unexceptional. Upper margin 1.5 cm, lower 2.0, but it is not certain that the edges are 

preserved. Column width c. 6 cm (less wide than commentaries’ columns often are), 

column-height c. 1g cm. No punctuation (unless at 1 ig), no paragraphi. The text is 

articulated by the occasional ecthesis: of the lemma at 1 ii 31-3, and of certain other 

lines which seemingly begin a new entry and/or name a cited authority (117?, 10?, 11 4, 

17). Prevocalic $€é regularly elided, with apostrophe; no other lection aids in evidence, 

except trema at 1 ii 25. Iota adscript usually but not always placed. Back blank. 
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iif ih col. i 

\ a / 

ocka, , ncCDetdoc vac. c.5 Joc kal rc O€pd0c 
> a 

Jemic, .. . €€T!7T. V, ay, Lov c. 4 Olemic,.. . €CTL TPYTavEtov 
/ 

5 JL... MVOLwVKa, MEL, L c. 4 | MityAnvatov Kadperae 

iV vac. as) 

| hata te LY we oe cot[ 

i maeeOe ir see See Tw. [ 
| allenzers. vac [ 

eld aE Tallinn ew coul 
] AecBr, wv.o.0,. .vardn[ AecBraxdy vopov etvat dylcw 
dees (alr inh ew, ov| 
bape el Were ie ile ov..[ ] 
ORGAN erate cea Geeera | KaAEic- 

155 JX Oa.¢.[.]o.. a7, , vomoyrovzo, Bax d¢ A[Elovra Toy vopov TobTOV 
| ot. 1G MlLaTwa, , ptovTiava or[e} Cypta TO ALAapTOvTe Oava- 

| rae Akal, , , oTWvETTWY toc Hv. Adkaioc 8 6 Tay ery 

Mek |dncwortinpaictocdre c.7 | bnew ott “Hdaictoc Aé- 

] ovTaKatacKkevacacyaAKouvetc ovTa KaTACKEVaCaC xaAKobv €tc 

20 ]. ovrovdappaxa, OnxeBonfovv Tovtov dappaka €OynKke Bonfodv- 

Abrasion extremely severe in places, especially in the first 14 lines. Marg. sup. Room perhaps for a 
lost v before 6, nothing broader. Ink below, apparently a horizontal line 1 Perhaps ],ee[t]nv After 
et, upper left-hand corner as of y or c, then abrasion, then perhaps v before 7 _—_ After 7, 0 acceptable, a not 

excluded After y, high speck, line-final? 2 Variously assignable traces on worm-eaten and distorted 
papyrus After y, rove: poss. 3 .., vy, «7 acceptable 4 ...., feet of two uprights suggesting 7 

or 7, then scanty scattered traces on abraded surface, perhaps last < _¢ enlarged 5 At end, letter 
ligatured to 1, perhaps a, not o 8 Before 6, Oe? After €, po? g .[], « or n; if written broad no 
letter intervening before p; xpnrec might be possible if what I have taken for foot of descender of p does not 
after all belong 10 Mostly abraded, but a few of the remains substantial enough to allow guesses to be 
tested; but some seem anomalous or confused: correction? _ Before p, two letter-top specks preceded by base 

of apparent upright; before that, minimal specks After p, traces suggesting left-hand side of circle 
12 ,[, «suggested Before «, perhaps an anomalous yp; about 3 letters before that, 7? After v, specks 

consistent with + _v[, perhaps last letter of line 13 After yp, lower part of 6? Then variously assignable 
traces on abraded surface, perhaps yy 3-4 letters before ov 17 Before A, faint traces consistent with 
a _ Before o, perhaps base of 6 with apostrophe above; before that, oc acceptable 
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|. arocavOpw, [, }, prone Ta Toic avOpwrl[olic: Maxap 8° adrov 

|. «x77, podroncen, , , ceve[, |cAec ex THC Dorbyc Exomuicev e[t]c Aéc- 

_ |. veavexpvpev,  []weyapeu[, JA Blov kat expuev: od[t]wc yap ew[e]A- 

|. ecOairnvy| |. v pup. st Ne , |, ecBar thy v[jclov. Mupri- 

25 lk... .uf8,...[,, Jeovra, , oc be] Kexpddbar 70[v A]éovra dn- 

|. pocrowcundv, |. , wre, cw | mpoc Toic Mnbuyvatwv re, 

]. Pevxpycw, ... BudAdncor[] 0.4], 8 ev xpycpare CuBdAdne dr[e] 
JorAewrvernep, , vnhaicrov c.5 | 6 Aéwy ein Epyov ‘Hdaictou 

J... aumarae, , durdaxnvryc C5 Je ypappara etc pudrakny rjc 
30 |. vp, derov, ., axapaa vycov, K|pyxbay de rodroy Maxapa a- 

|. apa, Tovyevopevouwwvac c.6 | yap adrob yevouévov "Iwvac 

[oor er aren as c. 11 J... 7. ¥ ry vicoy 
Trent. dene 6.15 aM Nene 

Jal Jal 

21 .[.].¢, mlo]uc acceptable; top-stroke of ¢ prolonged 23 .,[, perhaps circle and foot of 
upright 24 |,,stroke nsing to upper left ofc, vorysuggested __y[, ], vy, written partly on underlayer, |, 

a flat stroke on the line, o not suggested but notruled out Between p and u, apparent extremities of letter-top 

horizontal, and suggestion of stem at foot 25 |«,,.,, abraded, remains consistent with xexp ._.,, [, 

abraded, first two consistent with ac | At end, two diverging strokes starting from foot of a, lost in worm-path; 
to right, confused upper specks followed by a short upright with a long thin stroke proceeding from top into 

right margin, clubbed at end; ¢7 a possible interpretation 26 |,, trace coming in to top of p, broken 
below  |__., remains consistent with vac At end, speck immediately to right of top of e, worm-path, 
traces of lowish apparent upright thick at foot; e.g. v, or if two letters, a narrow letter followed by «, pu not 
suggested but not ruled out 27 |., apparent broken upright at edge, with suggestion of stroke joining 
from left at top _...) consistent with wici; above putative w, a dot, presumably casual 28 __, heavy 

traces within confined area, yo acceptable 29 |, .,,second and third, uprights of length suitable for yp; 
if so, preceded by slightly rising stroke coming in to top of y and more traces at left, «suggested _— After e, uc 

consistent with remains and space 30 |].,oorp After, remains on edges of hole, suitable fora... ., 
consistent with rovy 31 |,, top of y? Before 7, specks consistent with v 32 |..., scattered 

traces on abraded surface Between 7 and », perhaps y, or «? At end, cov acceptable Soule 
apparent upright curved to left at foot, of vowels o best? 

To judge from col. ii, which has column-foot, there are two complete lines lost from the foot of this column 
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col. i 

eel | 
i. [] Awr[ Awr| 

xy «Llnres. K[p]jrac 7[ 
5 ye he [ ca, a[ 

[] «aa. [ Kar, | 
[ (one line missing) 

Jou. | ov, | 
Jvegl vee[ 

10 |eral cra[ 

JOnp.[ Anps| 
].[  ]@ewcBovdane| béwe Bovane €[ 

KaLMencTyLo, | Kal wpncTne O, [ 

Kattovo, we, [ Kal Tov Cuwléa [ 

15 ema, €Aex[], roL0, . [ én ateXei[a]s zor, , [ 

Pelee ge Rave, . [.. Jr. 
Neves ou eleee teoxapal Mup[ri]do. [. ]. € xt Maxapo[c 
¥[ J. nernv.o. on. [ @)unctny .o, , opal 
[ ]AevcardvewoavAn| Actcat Qvew 6 av Ay[ 

20 [ |rovextwvrode[,. J. .[ tov éx Tav TroAe[, , , |, . [ 

To judge from col. i, which has column top, 2 6[ will have been the third line of the column. The letters of 
lines 2-6, except for « in ecthesis in 4, are on an isolated scrap, its location guaranteed by the match of the 
fibres, separated from the body of the fragment to the left by an apparent worm-path; whether any letter is lost 
between « and 7 in 4 is doubtful, but there may be room for a narrow letter such as p 4 ¢,[, upper stroke 
of c prolonged (i.e. word-final), a new letter-top horizontal apparently commenced Gaineus .-\F 

top stroke of y or c, loop suggesting a 6 .[, medial trace 11 _[, lowish foot of apparent 
upright 12 7 in correction 13 ,[, medial speck 14 0 after 7 diminutive but undoubted 
9 large, @ not excluded _.4, a ligatured sequence, partly lost in hole at left, perhaps pr | [, a or 
o 15 Halfway between a and «, suggestion of upright |,,clubbed upright ___ [, two traces on the 

line 16 ___[, perhaps x, then letter-top traces After 7, eo suggested, then upright bent to right at top 

17 After v, suggestion of circlet Before ¢, anomalous traces, hardly§ _ Before x, perhaps slightly anomalous 
lower parts of + Between u and gq, one or two letters, 4 acceptable After p, rather high loop, 

0? 18 At beginning, vertically beneath 17 w, a speck, but no clear indication that this line was in 
ecthesis ],, defective? Between y and g, speck at left and suggestion of horizontal joining top of 9, both 
traces possibly to be associated with v, in which case no letter intervenes ___ , speck at upper left, upright at 
right _ [, letter-top trace, hardly « or 0, perhaps a 20 |, .[, speck on the line, loop on the line 
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toveopver,n,...[.. ].¢«. [ Touc ovvet.y,.,.[.. ], ¢¢.[ 
pbevraca,[.. Jew. ....4[.. ]xado, [ pbevraca,[.. lew... ..4L.. Jkadoy 
exTov acituKxo, evo[], ov, we [ €x Tod BactAcKod yévouc ov Tau 

X Stovucwibucaito, .... [ Avoviicun Oicar Toy Wune- 

25 THVE, ,T, Lepwicy, NL... ,€[ TH eT! THe Lepw{u}cvvns TOD De- 
ovevtevbevovrvw, ,, nv [ ov. evTedOev obv OuncTHV 

_exAncBardiovucor| , |, deroA [ KexAjcbar Atovucov. [o]f dé 70A- 

Aodia, , cuawadacamwp, .e [| Aol bua Tac pawadac, al Mua de- 

¥ actwctw|, |Onpwwyraecc, [ acr@ct TO|v] Onpiwv ta ec x[€- 

30 pacavtwvedO[ |. [] [ pac avtwv €AO[6|yTa. 

we, ovuwakdAencw, v, o¢[ we 0 ’Ovupakrénc w6, vy, o¢ 

C ounce, , vkaryprarchevywrt[ eoikyca AvKatypiaic pevywr T[ov 

Tl. . Jewov awvocOp[. |, encode, [ t[dA]enov. Alvoc Op[a]uxne moAtc , [ 

anpovre., eptau| 5 ash [ Aivoy trop Tepwr,.,. [ 
35 deTn, awwova, , TeKo, [ de THY Aivov Adwrexov[vyjcior, 

nl. .]. Lovvrod’u708, arkw[, , nel nl. . |]. obvto 8 bd Oparkaly , |yne[ 

21 After v, abraded traces on edge of hole After », which is represented by strokes that could be 
otherwise assigned, thick medial trace, followed after a break (the papyrus is warped out of position) by 

apparent upright, indeterminate specks, and more considerable remains, perhaps ligature and left side of « or 
tf 22 After ca, perhaps . followed by sloping upright on edge of hole After y, variously assignable 
traces on mostly stripped surface, letter-count uncertain, fourth perhapsa __, [, upright followed by medial 
trace, vy anomalous but acceptable?, probably line-end 23 __, foot of possible upright, hole, speck on the 
line and horizontal joining top of € (y, <, 7?) |, ,, perhaps ¢ with speck of previous letter at upper left, 
uncertain whether further loss before 9 24 cof presumed Oica looks more likey After ro, damaged 

remains consistent with vwync 25 After e, traces at lower left, damage, square corner at upper right, 

perhaps ligature-stroke and top of: After7,w corr. ton? After m1, ro perhaps suggested, then scattered 
traces 26 ____, lower parts of letters, zncz suitable 28 dac, top stroke of c prolonged _ Before 

final x, perhaps ad, ligatured 29 .[, beginning of letter-top stroke 30 |... [, traces on twisted and 
loose fibres, vra acceptable 31 @ narrow, unwanted ink in lower half Before v, stroke emerging from 
hole to join at upper left, angle suiting aratherthane Betweeny and 0, damage, upper traces admitting a, e, 

t 32 Between c and vsurface mostly destroyed; putative A has unwanted ink at base, but anomalous as a 
or 6 33, [, top of thick apparent upright 34 Betweenoandr, hole andupperrightofc,v? _., 
foot of apparent upright, followed by 7 or (better?) y with horizontal joining at upper left — After 1, loop 
suggesting a After lacuna, medial speck, then perhaps o, then variously decipherable traces: possible 

upright bent to right at foot, then perhaps w, followed by top of thick tall upright ligatured at 
left 36 [..],or[.]  ].[, top of upright 
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fr. 1i. ‘...and of Themis. ...prytaneum (.. .) of the Mytileneans Cadmean.... 

ie the Gretans(®). 
‘According to Hellanicus(?), Lesbiaca, bk. x (1?, 2?), there was alaw... bronze... and this law was called 

“lion” because death was the penalty for the wrong-doer. According to Alcaeus the [ ? | of the epics, 
Hephaestus made a bronze lion and into this put drugs beneficial to mankind; and Macar took it from Pholoe 
to Lesbos and hid it, for in this way he was to safeguard (?) the island. But according to Myrtilus(?) the lion had 

been hidden hard by the border(?) of the Methymneans, and . . . in a Sibylline oracle that this lion was 

Hephaestus’ work (and had?) writing for the guarding of the island, but Macar hid it, for once it had 

(disappeared?) the Ionians... the island...” 

1 Though the damage is formidable, efc [7] nv «4, |. ]v 7éAw might be worth trying; but Eip[a]v (cf. Alc. 69. 

3-4 tp[av] éc 7oAw EAOyv) is not commended, and “Epecov excluded. 
3-6 The estimate of letters lost is based on the assumption that none of the lines was in ecthesis, which 

may not be true of 1. 4. 
3 Kal tHe Or Pc O€utSoc. Ac]oc preceding? A cultic reference? Since the rest of the line is left blank, one 

would imagine that this is the end of the note, but we seem to have @]éuwic (unless @Jeyuc71-) again in the next 

line. Cf. col. ii, where we have @pyeryc both fore and aft of the ecthesis of |. 17. 
4-5 A Mytilenean prytaneum existed already in the time of Sappho (Sapph. 203, 99 L-P = Alc. 303A 

Voigt i 7). But what ‘Cadmean’ (fem. nom. pl. or dat. sing.) has to do with it, if that is rightly read, I do not 

know. ?Potentially relevant data: (1) according to Myrsilus of Methymna the Hyades were daughters of 
Cadmus (FGrHist 477 F 15); (2) Phanias of Eresus wrote mputdvecc ’Epeciwv, in the wake of Aristotle’s 

Constitutions (which no doubt included Mytilene). 
7t@v| would fit as the beginning of 5, but no article at 26, 31, 1 35, fr. 2. 6. 
7-8 Both these lines appear to have been in ecthesis, though there is very little to go on. More probably, I 

should think, ]. 8 was in normal alignment, with e.g. a chi-rho sign in the margin. 

9g Kpjrec followed by a middle stop may be a possible reading, in which case cf. ii 4. Preceded perhaps by 

we at the end of 8? 

10-17 The lion-law. The starting-point for reconstruction is 14-17, xadAeicbar dé A[élovra KA, whose 
recovery is enabled by a similar notice given at the end of Diodorus’ scrappy and disjointed account of the early 

history of Lesbos, 5. 82. 4: adroc 8° 6 Maxapevc ev 79 AécBw BaciAedwv {mpatov ev} vopov éyparpe TOAAG TOV KoWw 

cupdepovtwy mrepiéxovTa, wvopace O° avtov A€ovra, amo THe TOD Cwov duvapewc Kal GAKic Héwevoc THY Tpocnyopiav. 
Diodorus’ source for his account of Lesbos is undetermined (Bethe argued for Apollodorus for the whole island- 

book, Hermes 24 (1889) 402-46); but in any case the lion-law notice is an isolated item appended at the end and 

may not be integral to the rest of the account. (I am not sure that there is sufficient warrant for deleting tp@tov 
ev: the extract may have been broken off.) 

If I have rightly made out AecBiaxdy rather than some other AecB- cognate at the beginning of 11, 
a literary work is indicated: AecBuaxd, unless Adyor AecBiaxol vel sim. Genitive, therefore accompanied by book 

number. In]. 10, then, we look for identification of the author, followed by the book reference. The two main 

candidates for author must be Hellanicus, FGrHist 4, and Myrsilus of Methymna, FGrHist 477. Each wrote 
Lesbiaca in at least two books (Hellan. F 33-5, cf. F 32, F 158-60; Myrs. F 1, F2-3, cf. F 5-17). Prima facie 
likeliest is Myrsilus, because (1) he is apparently cited (as MupriAoc) at 24 below, without further reference, and 
(1) his Lesbiaca seems to have become the main source of Lesbian material for later antiquity, driving out 
earlier authorities. I cannot quite exclude the possibility that MuptuAoc was written somewhere in |. 10 
(Moupe[tAoc év a’ vel sim. at line-end would be possible, but not Mupz[-), but it was not written as the first word. 

regarded as assured, but I find no other suitable reading. The same spelling at ii 16, if the name is to be 

recognized there. Given that, what followed? Perhaps év r@ Sevrépw [radv, or perhaps c. 5 év paé[tax; I can 
exclude neither; on non-papyrological grounds I should prefer the latter (I assume, pace Jacoby, that zep! 
Aloducav in F 32 refers to the AecBiaxd, and that a discrete work entitled AdoAud is not to be posited). rpirwe 
and rerdprax are both excluded by the trace after p, which well suits w. Of course, the numeral may not 
have been written out in full. Immediately following xo[c] is a puzzling complex of strokes which could be 
interpreted as « attended by several redundant strokes above and below; a supralinearly added 6 or 8’ is 
conceivable, but does not fully account for the traces. 

II vdpoy ¢fvay: a guess, not palaeographically assured but suiting the traces. vdéyov clear in 15. 
12-14 At the beginning of 12 #aval[r], cf. 16, would be a forced reading but is perhaps not ruled out. With 
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14 xaAx- cf. 18-20 below, Hephaestus’ bronze lion; was the law inscribed on a bronze stele? 12-13 perhaps 
rov|rov 6(€), and in 14 preceding xaAeécOai an infinitive in -ar (-Oac not excluded, nor eva, nor perhaps -7jvaz, 
but -évai suggested); that may give the structure, but I cannot recover the whole. I find no mention of Macar, 
unless Maxapa is to be read after 13 tov 8[é]. 

14-17 See on 10-17 above. 

16-17 ‘Death was the penalty’: here it is evidently the law’s ruthlessness that is adduced as motivating the 
‘lion’ appellation. I suppose we are to understand that all offences were capital, Macar having no truck with 
any lesser penalties; this makes him a super-Draco (Plu. vit. Sol. 17, with similar phrasing). 

17-18 Adxaioc § 6 trav emdv | [ c. 7 ] dnew «rd. Adxaioc in little doubt, I think. Cf. fr. 2. 12, and the 
quotation at fr. 1 11 31-3 below. But an Alcaeus designated 6 rav ear [ - | (S¢ cannot be read for 8’ 6) should be 
someone other than the lyric poet. Not that there would be difficulty about attributing this Lesbian saga to the 
famous Alcaeus; it could be a narrative from a hymn (though the story apparently recounted in the postulated 
hymn to Hephaestus has no evident connection with the story in the papyrus) or even from a ‘stasiotic’ poem 
incorporating early Lesbian ‘history’ (cf. the Ajax and Cassandra narrative in Alc. 298 Voigt). It is 6 raév émav 
[ - ] that stands in the way of what would otherwise be an unquestioned attribution. If this does indicate some 
other Alcaeus, as I think it must, only recovery of the word lost at the beginning of 18— presumably a participle 
or noun to govern t@v ém@y—would reveal whether he wrote hexameter verse (én) or prose. The best guess 
may be simply [zour7}c]; that would suit the space. Why not éomoidc, and why the article with émav? Cf. 
Pausanias’ references to Asius 6 ra én rroujcac (2. 29. 4) and Anyte 77)v oujcacav 74. Err (10. 38. 13), or IG XII 
2. 519. 4-5 NN rov ra&v peA@y roinrHv. I can make no plausible identification with any known Alcaeus. A 
recondite source, recounting Lesbian saga: like Hellanicus and Myrsilus, he may be Lesbian himself; not that it 
is a particularly Lesbian name (and I certainly see no reason to revive belief in the epigrammatist ‘Alcaeus of 
Mytilene’ as distinct from A. of Messene, cf. Gow-Page, Hell. Epigr. ii 7). An epic poet quoted in such a context 
as this stands to be early. Our author’s knowledge of him may depend upon Myrsilus. Cf. the case of Chersias of 
Orchomenus (Paus. 9. 38. gf., cf. 29. 1; Kinkel, EGF, pp. 207, 208; discussed by Wilamowitz, Hom. Unters. 
338f.). 

It is not quite clear how much of the subsequent narrative is attributed to Alcaeus; down to 24, if 
Mupri|[Aoc «7X is rightly restored and interpreted there. 

18-19 A€lovra. On first reading I assumed A€Byra, but Br is not so good a reading as ov, and Aé€ovra is 
confirmed by the further apparent occurrences of ‘lion’ above and below (15, 25, 28; none of them individually 
assured, however). 

This bronze lion is new. Hephaestus makes an obviously appropriate manufacturer of such a product; his 
putting into it drugs beneficial to mankind is a less characteristic action: an assimilation to attributes of 
Prometheus? A further or alternative detail (ypaupara) at 29 below. Cf. Medea’s making an ei8wAov of Artemis 
and secreting ddppaxa init, DS 4. 51. 1 (Dionys. Scyt. fr. 36 Rusten). Is a lion stuffed with beneficial drugs the 
mythological counterpart of a lion-law 7oAAd Tay Kowy cunpeporvtwy trepréxovta (DS loc. cit. on 10-17 above)? 
A further point in common between this lion of Hephaestus and the lion-law is ‘bronze’, 14 above. I take it they 
are both hypostases of ‘Macar’s lion’; the lion-law a rationalization of the myth? 

A lion-head is frequently portrayed on early Lesbian coins, esp. from Mytilene (Fr. Bodenstedt, Die 

Elektronmiinzen von Phokaia und Mytilene, passim, esp. p. 60 with pls. 12 ff.; Head, Hist. Num.? 558f., 561). Is the 
myth responsible for the coins, or the coins for the myth? (Numismatic authorities account for the lion-coins 
without reference to the lion-law, cf. e.g. Bodenstedt, ‘Das Lowenbild’, /stanbuler Mitt. 27/8, 1977-8.) Note esp. 
Arist. fr. 593 Rose, linking the axe-law and the axe-coins of Tenedos, cf. fr. 568 Rose. The Lesbian lion is not 
otherwise heard of except for an isolated testimony that it was slain by Heracles, Schol. Theoc. 13. 6 (connected 
with Dionysus at Bresa by Wilamowitz, Eurip. Her.?, 44f. n. 73). 

The local importance of the Lion is not matched by that of Hephaestus. Apart from the postulated hymn 
to Hephaestus by Alcaeus, which seems to have used non-local myth (H. Eisenberger, Der Mythos in der dolischen 
Lyrik, Diss. Frankfurt am Main 1956, 27-33, Page S&A 258-61), I find nothing of greater import than 
Hephaistios as a Lesbian month-name. See M. Delcourt, Hephaistos 188, H.-G. Buchholz, Methymna 212f. 
Evidently the lion came first, bringing Hephaestus in train. 

21 ff. How the lion—or Macar, for that matter, unless he simply went for the lion—came to be in Pholoe is 

not explained. Pholoe is Centaur-land, and has no other claim to fame, nor any association that I know of with 

Hephaestus. We hear of Macar on the Greek mainland only prior to his settlement of Lesbos: he set out from 
Achaean Olenus (DS 5. 81. 4, see further on 30 ff. below); and it is a short step from Pholoe to Olenus, whether 
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one goes directly over Mt. Erymanthus and down the Pirus or west through Elis (on the location of Mt. Pholoe 

see Frazer on Paus. 8. 24. 4, Philippson-Kirsten, Die gr. Landschaften 3. 332f., 336f.). (?Olenus-Pholoe 

connection: Dexamenus k. of Olenus sometimes represented as a centaur.) I should guess Macar had the lion 

with him when he first went to Lesbos, i.e. that this is part of the foundation-myth. 

There are points of comparability with the story of Pandareos’ filching of Zeus’ golden dog (which 

according to Schol. Od. 19. 518 was ‘Haicrérevxrov), but there the concealment is motivated by the theft, 

whereas here there is no suggestion that the lion was stolen. (According to Rhodian tradition Macar was a 

Heliad, and according to AR 3. 233-5 Hephaestus owed a debt of gratitude to Helius; but obviously we cannot 

press this.) Other island concealments are those of the sickle on Drepane-Scheria-Corcyra (Schol. AR 4. 

g82-92g Wendel) and Zancle (Call. fr. 43. 69f. Pf.), the latter a foundation-legend; but these are name-aitia. 

23-4 Ifthe restoration is on the right lines, options for the infinitive are limited. The letter before ecOau is 

probably # or v (£ less good, and cw) |ecax too long). If, a future, but what? If v, A]vecbas or (better?) p|vecBar? 

Cf. 30 ff. 
24 juptt: Myrtilus is as good as certain. But which? (1) The tyrant Myrsilus, best known from Alcaeus, 

may be excluded: he has no possible place in a story about Macar and the lion. (2) Not to be dismissed out of 
hand is the Myrtilus of the Oenomaus and Pelops story: according to a rather obscure tradition Oenomaus was 
king of Lesbos (Schol. E. Or. ggo0, cf. Schol. mythogr. in J. 1. 38 [FGrHist 115 F 350|]+P. Hamb. III 1991 
1-26, citing Myrtilus [of Methymna] as source). But far more compelling, if dy|[cu is right at 25-6, is (3) 
Myrsilus of Methymna: not a character in the story but another source. See on 10-17 above, and cf. 11 17. The 

non-Aeolic spelling, Mupt- not Mupc-, is normal (Jacoby, /GrHist 477, comm. n. 1). 

26f. How to restore? mpdc toic Mnfupvaiwy seems reasonably assured (I have tried ]_ pocrouc as a dat. of 
agent with xexpid0ar, without success). 8’ in the next line presumably indicates a new clause. ze, |{ could be the 
beginning of a word in agreement with toic, but the space constraints are severe; e.g. mrepu| [BdAouc is quite out of 
the question. We could punctuate after Myndupvaiwv: then what does mpdc toic Mnfupvaiwy mean? Hardly ‘in 
addition to Meth. interests’, conceivably ‘on the Meth. border’ (ra MnOvupvaiwy ‘Meth. territory’). And ze-? A 
possibility may be zepz|[etva]s, in parallel with cexpvfOar, ‘and it was extant (wepretvar representing vepijy, note 
ein) in a Sibylline oracle .. .’. Far from compelling, but I can suggest nothing better that satisfies the data. 

(Mr J. R. M. Fettes, the Press reader, suggests for mpoc totic Myf. the meaning ‘along with the (other) 
things (i.e. civic treasures) of the Methymneans’. For the continuation zrepi|[yvéx6]y or mepe|[nvéx8a]:, also 
suggestions due to Mr Fettes, seems too long, and zredav@ar is excluded.) 

‘Methymneans’. According to Diodorus’ account (5. 81. 7) Methymna and Mytilene took their respective 
names from two of Macar’s daughters; that is barely compatible with ‘Methymneans’ here, unless Myrtilus is 

talking ofa later period. Methymna already at loggerheads with Mytilene? Ifthe source is Myrtilus this will be 
the Methymnean version. 

28 obToc] 6 Aéwr? 

29 éxou dle? The letter before ypdupara is certainly not v, therefore not cal éxo]: or €xov ér|typaypara. 

ypdppara, itself in little doubt, comports strangely with the description given at 19-21 above: ¢dapyaxa and 
ypdaupara both? —they must be variants. A lion with ypaypara comes closer to the concept of the lion as a law. 
But why should Macar have hidden it? See 30 ff. 

30ff. al[c. 6 | yap adrod yevouévov gen. absol.? a[davotc]? 

Before tiv vijcov, adr (not radtynv) may be a possible reading, but -rew I think is better: an infinitive. The 
remains are substantial enough to allow guesses to be tested, but I can come up with nothing that the traces 
readily accommodate. (The letter before 7 is not ¢, 9, , v, 7, OF T} a, t, 0, p, ¢, v, w not ruled out but none seems 

Macar and Ionians. (1) Chronology. Macar was already installed on Lesbos by the time of the Trojan 

War: Il. 24. 544 dccov AécBoc dvw, Méxapoc é0c (waxapwv IT and a few later witnesses, 76Aic for €S0c Strabo), 
i.e. he precedes the Aeolian migration under the descendants of Orestes, in the case of Lesbos the Penthelids 

(Page, S@A 149 n. 1 gives refs., cf. Bérard, Rev. Arch. 1959, 1-28), and precedes likewise the Ionian migration 
under the sons of Codrus. 

(2) Ethnicity. (2) Macar. Macar’s Aeolian status is attested by HH Ap. 37, AécBoc 7’ jyabén, Mdxapoc €80c 
Aiodiwvoc. In conformity with this, Macar is son of Aeolus (Paus. 10. 38. 4, which Aeolus not stated). But 
another early tradition has him (or Macareus) son of Crinacus son of Zeus (DS 5. 81. 4 = Hes. fr. 184 MW, dc 
pncw ‘Hctodoc kat GAAou twee Ta@v Tountar, cf. Schol. AT Il. 24. 544¢ Erbse, DH r. 18. 1). And in Rhodian saga 

he is one of the seven Heliads, and fled from Rhodes to Lesbos after the murder of his brother Tenages (DS 5. 
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56-7, cf. Schol. Pi. Ol. 7. 132 = FGrHist 4 [Hellanicus] F137,1 Schol. bT Il. 24. 544¢ Erbse). Non-Rhodian 
tradition has it that he came to Lesbos from Olenus in Achaea, one of the old twelve Achaean—i.e. Ionian— 

cities (Hdt. 1. 145, Paus. 7. 6. 1, Plb. 2. 41. 7): katoucdy 8 év’ Qrévw rijc T6T€ pev TdSoc viv 8 Axalac cadoupévyc, 

DS 5. 81. 4. In this connection perhaps note too the strange «al "Twvoc (rob “Iwvoc Bethe, del. plurimi) after 
Maxapéwc, ibid. 82. 3. The settlers he led, as with the later migrations (cf. esp. Schol. Lyc. 1374 on the Aeolian 
to Lesbos, quoted by Jacoby on FGrHist 4 F32 and presumably from Hellanicus), were ethnically mixed: efye 5¢ 
Naovdce HOpoicévouc, Tode pev Twvac Tove 8 e& GAAwv €Ovav ravtodarav cuveppunxdrac (hidden etymology of 
“Aeolian’). 

(6) Other settlers. (i) Pelasgian: antediluvian, irrelevant. (ii) Lesbos s. of Lapithes s. of Aeolus s. of 
Hippotes, DS 5. 81. 6, cf. Steph. Byz. Aiwovia: an eponymous settlement, harmonized with Macar’s (L. 
married M.’s daughter Methymna; differently Schol. bT J. 24. 544¢ Erbse). (iii) Orestes and Penthelids, the 
‘Aeolian’ migration (see (1) above). 

This leaves the ethnic status of Macar somewhat equivocal, and invites caution in trying to fix the 
reference of ‘the lonians’ here, beyond assuming contradistinction with Aeolians. Still, there is no hint 

anywhere of ethnic conflict within the island— Lesbos was Aeolian et ttc dAAn, however one might account for 
it—and the obvious guess is probably right: Macar’s lion protects the island from the external threat of the 
Ionians; so long as the lion is kept hidden (sc. safe, not sc. inoperative!), the island’s Aeolian existence is 
guaranteed (and Lesbos will not suffer the fate of Smyrna: Hdt. 1. 150, cf. Aristid. 15. 373; or Chalcis, Plu. Qu. 
Gr. 22). For this talismanic function of the lion cf. esp. Meles’ protection of Sardis, Hdt. 1. 84. 3, that too 
accompanied by a non-Delphic oracle. Against such an interpretation may be accounted the fact that one 
would not expect to hear of an oracle of such import unless the island did become Ionian; and the special 

relevance of Methymna, if any, remains unclear (unless Macar by unwittingly concealing the lion in the 
territory of Methymna thereby ensured that city’s protection instead of his own; but that means associating 
Macar specifically with Mytilene, for which there is no outside justification, and it is apparently ‘the island’ 
(32) as a whole that is in question).? However this may be, I take it that the lion is a talisman, and that the 

¢édpyaxa are a rationalization (cf. Polyaen. 8. 43, as elucidated by Burkert, Structure and History, 59-62),° 
likewise the ypaupara, and the law. 

col. ii. 4 K[p]ij7ac r[. If introducing the Cretan account of something, Kpyrec would be expected, and 
that is perhaps not ruled out. But the construction may be Kpjrac NN ¢ncu vel sim. Unless a new entry 
commenced at 7, the authority in question may be Hellanicus, 15-16. 

5 Aovd|cia, Ou|ciac, etc. etc. 
6 Perhaps xaA¢[icai vel sim., if this is another aition. 
11 @npi[. Cf. 29? 
12 e.g. ed]Oéwc, év]Oéwe possible, but with BovAj: immediately following and rov Cyxv8éa probably to be 

recognized in 14 it is hard to resist rod Cuw]0éwe. 
13 @pycrau. Aitia of Dionysus "Quyctyjc at 17-27, 27-30 below, where see further. Zévvuccov wyncray at 

Alc. 129. 9 (XVIII 2165 fr. 1 ig); and Alc. 129 directly precedes Alc. 130, the source of the lemma at 31-3 
below. But whether what we have in the papyrus refers in any direct way to that is open to doubt; and I see no 

likely place for a lemma. 
A[ovicex not excluded. 

14. tov Cuwbéa. The reading is not immediately suggested by the remains, but rovoguy (rov "Opw?) Beo[v is 
unrewarding, and cp is acceptable if what appears to be the lower right of o (or 6) is rather the left hasta of u. If 

Cuw6-, the word must be Cuw6éa. 

1 Hellanicus cited only for the form of the name ‘P08, not ‘Pédoc, not for Macar’s parentage. 

2 Sardis and Lesbos have something else in common. The story of Cyrus’ capture of Sardis as told in 

Parth. 22 (from Licymnius of Chios and Hermesianax) is an exact structural replica of the story of Achilles’ 

capture of Methymna as told in Parth. 21 (from 6 rHv AécBou «ric moimcac—AR fr. 12 Powell). I will not 

speculate, but it may also be noted that Achilles had no difficulty in taking any of the island’s cities except 

Methymna. 

8 According to Myrsilus’ unorthodox account (F 1) the Lemnian women’s dvucocuia was caused not by 

Aphrodite but by ¢dpyaxa thrown on to the island by Medea. This is attested for his AecBraxa, bk. 1: apropos of 

what? 
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Possible contextual leads: 

(1) Smintheus and Cretans. cuévOoc Cretan for ‘mouse’, utilized in a ‘Cretan’ foundation-story and 

serving as aition for CuiOevc/CGuivtoc as epiclesis of Apollo: Schol. A //. 1. 39, Str. 13. 1. 48, cf. Schol. Lyc. 1303 
(apa Kpyci), Schol. Clem. Protr. 2. 39. 7 (Kpynrav éyxwpiwv), Polemo (FHG iii 124) ap. Schol. AD Il. 1. 39 

(Mysian), Ael. VA 12. 5 (Aeolian and Trojan). 

(2) Smintheus and Lesbos. (a) Cult of Apollo Smintheus: very well known in this part of the world (see 
esp. Str. 13. 1. 48, with Leaf, Strabo on the Troad 241-5), if not actually attested for Lesbos. (The inscription 
commonly taken to attest the cult’s existence at Methymna—so most recently H.-G. Buchholz, Methymna 

204—is to be associated with the Smintheion on the mainland just opposite: /G xii Suppl. p. 32 on JG xii 2. 
519 = CIG ii add. 2190b.) A Mytilenean prytanis by name of Sminthinas: Dittenberger, OGIS 2. 36 (iv Bc). 

(6) The Methymnean story of Enalus: FGrHist 477 (Myrsilus) F 14 (together with Plu. Mor. 163 a-p), 
FGrHist 140 (Anticleides) F 4. This is a story of the Penthelid colonization, and features a daughter of 

Smintheus. For attempted connection between (a) and (6) see Tiimpel in RE s.v. Enalos. 

(3) Smintheus and Omestes/Dionysus. A remarkable juxtaposition. (a) In the Smintheus aition ascribed 
to Polemo (see (1) above) Apollo ended the plague of mice by shooting them; but in the version briefly given by 
Apollon. Soph. s.v. CuwGed (143. 9), in reference to the origin of the Sminth(e)ia festival at Rhodes, A7éAAwy 
Kat Aidvucoc drépberpav rove pvac. Suspect, and it may be frivolous to mention (4) Philomnestus’ telling in his 
a. Tav ev “Pddw CuwOiwv of Antheas of Lindos who ravta tov Biov ediovucialev, FGrHist 527 F 2. 

I see little help in any of the above, unless we care to build on the possibility raised by the Enalus story that 
Smintheus is the name of a man. Cuw]|Oéwe(?) BovAje at 12 does not point in that direction, but Omestes in the 

following aition (17-27) may be comparable, and én’ azeAei[a], here (15) curiously matches éz rH fepwcdvye 
tod Oeod there (25f.). But Smintheus and ®pycr7c in mutual vicinity remain somewhat startling. 

16 It is tempting to recognize Hellanicus here as at i 10 (and with the same spelling). “EA]|Advecxoc 
[ov]rwe would suit the remains. 

17 Mup[ri]Ao, (unless Mup[c-). It is not certain that the name is to be recognized. Ifit is, the same choices 

for identification are presented as at i 24-5. (1) Myrsilus the tyrant: perhaps a lemma, perhaps indeed a 
coincidence with Alc. 129. 28 Mupc.d[o, given that Alc. 129 and Alc. 130, the latter the source of the lemma at 
31-3 below, are in direct succession in 2165, and that Dionysus Omestes is mentioned at Alc. 129. g. But I 
cannot take this further. (2) Myrsilus of the Pelops-Oenomaus story. This would hardly be worth entertaining 

were it not for the fact that Oivowal would make a good reading in the next line. (3) Myrsilus of Methymna, as 
(I believe) at 1 24-5. In context, (3) seems likeliest. 

Mupridoc 6¢ is the expected opening, but the space is on the generous side and 4 is hardly to be reconciled 
with the remains; perhaps a correction (but 8’ to dc is not suggested). é7 Maxapo[c is by no means assured, but 
o[ seems better than a[ or e[ and :[ is excluded; w[ might be read but émi paxapwy seems unlikely; ‘in Macar’s 
time?’ 

What follows is an aition of Dionysus’ epiclesis ‘Omestes’ (‘raw-eater’), as 26f. expressly states (provided 
that @mncrqv is correctly recovered there, but the reading is in little effective doubt). It is unorthodox (27-8 
[o]é dé woAAo“), presumably local, and there is no trace of it elsewhere. (Attestations of Dionysus @uncrijc: Alc. 
loc. cit.; Plu. Them. 13. 3 (Phanias fr. 25 Wehrli?), Arist. g. 2, Pelop. 21. 3, cf. Ant. 24. 5, Mor. 462 B; AP ix 524. 25; 
Corp. Paroem. Gr. ii p. 735; cf. EM (= Et. Gen.), Hesych. s.v. Cf. Henrichs, Entr. Hardt xxvii 221-3.) The aition 
has to do with a sacrifice (19, 24), to Dionysus (24). But unless I have misconceived the matter, it is not 

Dionysus himself who is @uycrijc. Tov wunc|tyv cannot be verified at 24~5, but suits the remains well. If it is 
right, we have a sacrifice to Dionysus either of or by 6 @pnctyc; which was performed én rH fepwcvyn: Tod Geos, 
whatever that may mean. 

At 18-20 something on the pattern of xe]|Aedcar Qvew 6 av An[ POA Tpa]|Tov ex Tdv ToAc[piw|y suggests 

itself, though the supplied elements might be different, e.g. (cup) Bou]|Aedcar or even Baci]|Acdcar, 7éAe[wv OF 
moXe[i7a@ |v. Cf. the Tyrrhenians’ ex-voto sacrifice of the bravest of their Liparaean enemies in the story of Call. 
Aet. fr. 93, in combination with Myrsilus’ account of the Tyrrhenians’ tithe-sacrifice (FGrHist 4.77 F 8), which 
turns on the neglect ofits human component. Here 6 not éy: they did not anticipate its being human. 22 xadév: 
therefore xaA)ic]|rov 19-20? (For these last two motifs together cf. E. IT 20f.) é« rob BactAcKod yévou Sv: that 
the victim be of royal blood is ritualistically normal (cf. e.g. the three Persians sacrificed to Dionysus Omestes 
at Salamis according to Phan. Hist. fr. 25 Wehrli®; they were also xaéAicrox); but the reading is not assured; I 

6 wpncryec of itself could designate an animal—a lion—but I should imagine the victim is human. This 
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would accord with traditions of human sacrifice to Dionysus in this part of the world (Farnell, Cults 5. 156, 
164f., 167, F. Schwenn, Menschenopfer 71-5, Henrichs loc. cit.; attested specifically for Lesbos by Dosiades ap. 
Clem. Al. Protr. 3. 42. 5, FGrHist 458 F 7). rov’Quyerip at 24-5 must I think apply neither to god nor to animal 
but to a man by the name of Omestes. This hypothesis also has the advantage of accounting for what would 
otherwise be most anomalous, the apparent absence of any raw flesh-eating in the tale here told. The most 
closely comparable hominification may be that of Smintheus in the Enalus story (see on 14 above), that too 
purveyed by Myrsilus; but there no connection is made between the man and Apollo. Cf. also Myrsilus’ name- 
explanations of the Ozolian Locrians (F 6, etymological), of the Muses (F 7, etymological and euhemeristic; 
connected with Macar), of Ino Leucothea (F 10, etymological), and of the Hyades (F 15: dr rov Audvucov 
avebpebavto—sc. Avov. Ynv?). 

Whether Omestes is the performer or the victim of the sacrifice depends upon the construction of 24-5. 
Anthropological considerations might suggest the latter, but they are of dubious relevance here, and if gv (or 

Much else is still left obscure, and the sense of the whole is elusive. 

What followed @ |uncrqv in 18 is problematic. Ofvoya[-, as mentioned above, would fit well, but is it apt? 
Other possibilities: (i) 76 dvoua or just dyoya (or verb): either reading rather forced (hardly room for 7; 
seemingly a narrow letter intervening between o and y); (ii) roy yduo[v: very forced. (iii) ué[vrw; preceded by 
what? (of(w>voyal[vrw?) 

There is no hope of reading what stood in 21-2. In 21 rove (ad]|rodc?) ody etAnpora[(c) would be 
acceptable, and I cannot exclude od vein (nor etpyyyv). 21-2 not necessarily An]|¢0év7a(c). Apparently not 
matdiov before caddy in 22. 

The ‘epév of Dionysus at Bresa was reputedly founded by Macar (Androtion ap. EM s.v. Bpucaioc, cf. IG xii 
2. 478) but there is no clear relevance in that, nor in Aelian’s action-packed story of a Mytilenean priest of 
Dionysus called Macareus (VH 13. 2). Similarly doubtful, despite the existence of the precinct of the three 
divinities (Alc. 129, Sapph. 17), is the possibility of a connection between the sacrifice of the fairest recounted 

here (if «adA\c||tov at 19-20) and the Lesbian caAXcreia attested at Schol. Jl. 9. 129, which is plausibly 
identified with the female beauty festival/contest of Alc. 130b 16-20 Voigt = 130. 31-5 L-P (for further refs. 
see Page SGA 168 n. 4, supplemented by Erbse ad loc.). 

27-30 ‘The vulgate version is that it is because of the maenads, who tear apart raw such wild beasts as 
come into their hands.’ 

This explanation of the epiclesis is a bit elliptical (unless it implies @pnemyjc, but that is unheard of), but I 
am not sure there is warrant for dracra@c (Kal écBiovcr. Schol. Ar. Ra. 360, on tavpoddyoc, diécrwv Bodc Kat 
jcBvov @1a Kpéa, with which cf. Hesych. in wpycrHc (w 189 Schmidt) 6 dua xpéa écOiwv. The etymological ‘raw- 
eater is regularly operative in the word’s use, as applied to Dionysus and otherwise. 

Presumably @pa diacr@c rather than @pddia cm@cc (could such a rearticulation be the adjective’s 
genesis’), and r@v Onpiwy partitive, though the phrasing does not seem quite normal; I see no superior 
alternative to éA6[6]vra. 

31-3 Alc. 130b g-11 Voigt (130. 24-6 L-P): 2165 fr. 1 1 17-19. The new papyrus makes three textual 
contributions. 

is €v8a8é’ ofoc. I have inspected 2165 under glass, and would read w6a, quoc. (w: at the top the ink has run a little 

on a raised fibre; there is more ink above, I should imagine a grave accent, but abrasion and stray ink 

hereabouts make it impossible to be sure; before @ certainly not v. Between a and a the papyrus is broken, with 
slight traces of ink at either side. g: the papyrus is damaged but most of the letter is extant; not 0, I should say.) 
The only meaningful interpretation of the data that I can suggest is *20dvaoc ‘the Athenian’, written -aoc in 

2165. (Line 31 is unusually short, but the right margin is very irregular throughout.) 

(2) AvKatypiaic: Mx«aipiaic 2165. It is now evident that in 2165 the intention was AvKaryplatc, AVKatptatc 

being merely scribal error (corrected it seems by the first hand), and that the Hesychian lexis X 1369 is 

Aveatxpiac, as the antistocharium Cod. Vat. gr. 23, where the offered gloss is 6 AuxéBpwroc (6 AuKOBpotoc 
Hesych. cod.). Choice now seems limited to acceptance of the gloss or recognition of a cognate of aix7, 
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‘wolf-spearman’? (I must admit that now that we no longer have é@a8’ ofoc as predicate I should be 
happier if Aveacyplacc were object of éofknca, but with the connection with ayu- now severed ‘wolf-thickets’ 

becomes untenable.) 
(3) dedywr r[ov: , [ Jov 2165, where in fact $[ makes a good reading. (fedywv coni. Diehl, RM g2 

(1943) 1ff.; the repetition ‘nicht zuzutrauen’ Latte, MH 4 (1947) 141, understandably, but cf. Kamerbeek, 

Mnemos. ser. 3 13 (194.7) 116.) ov, resisted by Lobel and Page, is now unavoidable. 
(While in this vicinity I may add that at 2165 fr. 1 ii 17 the reading appears to be ecyaréaic: with 

subsequently added high stop, not apostrophe.) 
If Onomacles was a legendary Athenian figure (an Ur-Timon?) it is odd that we do not otherwise hear of 

him in Athenian tradition. Was he an Athenian who had come to Lesbos or the Troad? Cf. on 33 ff. Five 
’OvowaxAjc entries in Kirchner, Prosopogr. Altica (v-ii Bc), of which one finds a place in J. K. Davies, Athen. 
Propertied Families; the name also in Tabb. devotionum Atticae, no. 12. The supposed Onomacles of Sophocles is a 
ghost, exorcized by Pfeiffer on Call. fr. 744. 

33 ff. Afvoc Op[a]ixne wdAtc «tA. What has this to do with the lemma? From the comment alone one would 
guess that the lemma mentioned Aenus, and I have scrutinized w@, vy, o¢ with that in mind, butit is certain that 

nothing of the sort lurks there. I can only suppose that Onomacles and Aenus are connected in some way which 
the comment proceeded to elucidate. But if the Athenians (given ’92@avaoc in the lemma) had anything to do 
with Aenus in this early period, it receives no mention in our sources. We hear only of the clash over Sigeum (cf. 
Alc. 428, 167), nothing of any other Athenian activity in the region. Alcaeus and Aenus: fr. 45, “EBpe «7A, but 
no link here with that. 

Settlements of Aenus: esp. Ephorus FGrHist 70 F 39 (7. Opaxiwy moducuatwy bk. 4, ap. Harpocr. Aiviouc), 
... Alvoc roc, Av EdAnvec 7a tp@Ta Adwrekovvyjcior Katwxucav (v.1. -ncav), vcrepov be €x MirvAnvyc ernydyovro 

kal Kipnc éroixouc (whence ps.-Scymn. 696), similarly Strabo 7. 61 with fr. 52; cf. also Hellanicus FGrHist 4 F 
197bis (PSI XIV 1390 fr. Cii marg. inf, Schol. Euph. Hippomedon 3); Aristotle ap. Suppl. Hell. 454 (XXX 2567) 
5; Apollod. FGrHist 244 F 184; Euph. Suppl. Hell. 416 with fr. 62 Powell, Call. fr. 697; Steph. Byz., Et. Mag. 
Aivoc. 

In 1. 34. Afvoc was my first reading, but Aivoy may be equally acceptable. The reference will be not to the 
city but to its eponymous hero. do Aivov is the expected phrase, and 4[70, though hardly suggested, is not 
excluded for the end of 33. Cf. Steph. Byz., Aivoc 7éXuc Opaxnc . . . of 5é ard Tob Aivou Tob Tovvéwc adeAdod. In 
the papyrus we have not brother Guneus but evidently a more normal form of identification, X’s son. The 
father’s name is elsewhere attested only at Suppl. Hell. 416. 3 (Euph. Hippomedon 3, PSI XIV 1390 fr. Cii 30): 
IT6A]rvoc we Aiv[o]u te ep, ,1ada0 7[. There the patronymic appears as I'epw-t-tada0, with ov or wy written 

above w (see Parsons and Lloyd-Jones ad loc., cf. Latte, Philol. go (1935) 131). Whatever the import of the 
supralineation there, the cancellation of 7 is in accord with what we find here. Iepwu is reasonably secure (y 
looks better than 7 in both papyri), beyond that the form of the name is still unclear. Perhaps Tepand (cf. e.g. 

suitable, for while we is not excluded the letter after « is hardly ¢; it could be 0, to give T'epeiiov, but a is more 

suggested. Tepwudc (I take it wx: is diphthongal rather than disyllabic; either form could yield Euphorion’s 
Tepwiddnc) is not a known name, but perhaps not an impossible one. The relation between this tradition and 
Stephanus’ notice (either he did not find the father’s name, or the notice is corrupt or defective) is unclear: 
Guneus’ father was Ocytus (Apollod. epit. 3. 14, Hyg. fab. 93. 13 [Cycnus Ociti cod., cf. on 3702 20f. above]). 
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fr. 2 

].gor[ ] [ 
JecBe.[ | [ 
|Kewoc [ 

|pOe [ 
5 Jopo [ 

|. coAvdwr[ 

|vecxuvpe [ 

|. 9ovency —[ 
Jxovrarad.y [ 

10 | [ 

].s... evar [ 
Tae [ 

coral 
1. pockar, [ 

15 J@pouca, [ 

J. aol 

1 ],., perhaps o 2 .[, 0, w? hardly a 6 ]., specks suitable for 7, perhaps not excluding 

0 8 ]., possible upright 9, « not excluded? g ., a acceptable I1 Jectitwv a possible 
decipherment 14 ],,specksuggestingy _ [, top and foot of apparent upright 15 aligatured to 
top of short upright, v? 16 ]_, upright 

fr. 2. I find no acceptable place for this fragment in the upper part of fr. 1 ii. It may come from the column 

directly preceding fr. 1 i, but I cannot confirm it. 
2 AlécB.o[s] seems probable. 
6 Possibly AAvatr]nc 6 Avdar | [BactAedc, but I cannot rule out e.g. Kpoi]coc, and the reference might be 

something quite different. Cf. X XIX 2506 frr. 98, 102, 135. 
7 icydv pe|[yaAnv? 
g -Kovta taAav|[r-. ?Cf. Alc. 69. 
12 A]Axaioc. 

15 B]wpovc possibly, but not 16 cnx-. 
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3712-19. EurRIpPIDEs 

Presented under these numbers are such manuscripts of Euripides’ later plays— 

those constituting vol. iii of the OCT—as have been identified in the Egypt Exploration 

Society’s holdings and not previously published. I am indebted to Dr J. Diggle for 

additions and corrections. 

3712. Euripipes, Phoenissae 50-69 

18 2B.66/F(5)e 5-5 X 17.5 cm Second century 

Remains of a single column, written in a crude and heavy hand probably of the 

second century, comparable with Schubart, P. Gr. Berol. 24 only without cursive forms. 

It may be the hand ofa schoolboy; in that case the text may not have continued beyond 

the prologue. The same may be true of P. Ant. II 74 (Phoen. 31-5). The papyrus, of poor 

quality, is of double thickness; for such reinforcement at the beginning of a roll cf. 

XLVIII 3369. An unusual feature is the occurrence of an oblique stroke at the ends of 

lines; this is clearly visible in v. 56 (which apparently stops short) and v. 68, and it may 

well be that every line was so terminated. (I owe the suggestion to Mr Parsons.) The 

apparent misdivision of vv. 56-7 may have some connection with this. Perhaps the 

object of the exercise was articulation of the text into its constituent verses, whether from 

dictation or from a text written out as prose. There are one or two interlinear glosses, 

written smaller but in all probability by the same writer. The back is blank. 

The text overlaps XLVII 3321 and 3322. Verse 52 is present. 

For the readings of the medieval manuscripts I have used the collations in D. J. 

Mastronarde and J. M. Bremer, The Textual Tradition of Euripides’ Phoinissai, q.v. also for 

testimonia (402 ff.) and a list of other Phoenissae papyri (17-19), to which this and the 

following three numbers may now be added. 
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epoc TJ auc ou[ dizrouc 50 

(d) 

yaper d€ THY T]exouc[av ovK evddwe Ta]Aac¢ [ 

ofev tupavvoc T|ncd[e€ 

Kau cKnmTp etra|OAa tyc[ de 

ovo 1 TEKOUCA Tavot cuyKouw | wevy 

TLKTW be Tavoac Travoe | dvo HEV appevac 55 

ereokAea KAewny Te] todvveckou / [ 

Kopac TE Succae ry peev eucyiiv'n [v marnp 

wvomace THv de mpocb lev avtiyovny eyw [ 

pabwv de raya AexTpa] unTpwwv yapwlv 

0 mavt avatAac odio luc Tabnwata 60 
gee ea ec Ht Ice es Saar 

] dovor | 

| Kopac [ 

cxia|Cerau [ 

apy new z[vxn 
cogic |uatwl[v 65 

t|nc tvx[Nc 

I [ 
toloe / 

teAecd |op[o|vc 

50 There is no telling whether the first word of the line in 3712 was povcac with 3322 and Schol., or aiveyp’ 
with codd. (I take it that aivvyya started life as a gloss on provcac, cf. Schol. ad loc., and that it will have already 
intruded itself into some copies of the text by the 2nd c.) 

51-2 Both 51 and 52 are present, as in 3321; 3322 is without 52. (The absence in 3322, unless simple 
accident by homoeomeson, may be viewed either in terms of a less interpolated text or in terms of an excision 
designed to eliminate éza@Aa; but excision, as distinct from athetesis, is a phenomenon which could scarcely be 

more weakly attested.) It is clear from the relative positions of the remains that 3712 did not have the 
petaypady of 52 recorded by Schol., cal cxjmtpa xwpac aOAa. 

55 appevac is the reported spelling of all the manuscripts except V and G. 
56-7 Something went wrong here. The transmitted text is [ToAuveiKouc Biav | Képac te duccac: KTA. In 56 

the papyrus text seems to stop short at [JoAuveixov, and at the beginning of 57 Képac re diucca]c is a supplement 
too short by about four letters. It is thus an obvious suspicion that Bay was written at the beginning of 57 
instead of at the end of 56. Such misdivision of stichic iambics can happen, cf. e.g. 12-13, marnp €Bero | yapel de 
three recc. (for war7p | ero: yapet dé), warnp € | Beto xrA. 3321. [ToAvveixou not -ovc seems to have been 

written, possibly in assimilation to 1st decl. (cf. acc. regularly written [JoAvveixnv) or even to -vixoc; [ToAvve/Kou 
also in the Jerusalem palimpsest at 1629; cf. Gignac, Grammar ii 69f. But there does seem to be some washed out 
ink after -ov, and more ink just below, which may or may not be associated with the supralineation above 57 
Eicuyvn{[v, and [ToAvveixouc may at some stage have been the intention. 
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The supralineations in 57 are glosses, I expect, vo and @vyarépa, marked off at either side; but the damage 

precludes verification. 
62 del. Fraenkel. 
67 ],. The final traces are incompatible with the end of the transmitted dvocuwrdrac, with or without 

stop, but could well be another diagonal. It is possible that each line ended with a diagonal dash, as at 56 and 

68. In 53, 58, 61-3, and 69 the papyrus breaks off too soon to allow one to see; at the end of 54 and 55 there are 

perhaps faint traces of ink before the papyrus breaks off. 

3713. Eurrpripes, Phoenissae 244-50 

41 5B.79/F(3-4)a 3xX4cm Second century 

A scrap written across the fibres in a small neat sloping angular hand of familiar 

type probably to be assigned to the later second century rather than to the third. On the 

front are a few remains in an informal second-century hand. 

At v. 246 the papyrus seems to have had a reading different from that of the 

medieval manuscripts. These lines are not extant in any other papyrus. 

ih a 
Klowa 6: e[u Te] mleucerau 

e|atamupyoc a[de ya 245 

ieee a 
Kot|vov aya [Kowa TeKva 

tac kK |epachopo[v meduxev touc 

wv we|recte [ou rovwy 

aude de| rro[Aw vedoc 250 

244 Apparently this is the first line of the column. 
6: Apparently a high stop rather than an apostrophe. 
246 The transmitted text is powicca ywpa (v.1. poivicca xwpa): ded Ped, and the corresponding line in the 

antistrophe confirms the extraordinary metre. The papyrus had something else. From the first a to the point 
where the papyrus breaks off the writing is undamaged. What remains after the second a is I think best read as 

a7[: 7 intact, followed by the beginning of the crossbar of 7; but since the horizontal is unbroken, it is possible to 
assign the strokes differently, to give either yy[ or «7[. We may articulate either Bowiccac or Poivicca: Bowicca 
not excluded, but in this hand I should have expected the iota to be written. Not ®owiccac az, in reminiscence 

of v. 204. 245 émramupyoc is miswritten datamupyoc in L, but that is unlikely to be relevant. Dr Diggle suggests 
the possibility of a dittographic slip Bowicca{ca} followed by az[oArc (or -ec). 

250 mroAw rightly with MBR: wédw rell. 
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3714. Euripipes, Phoenissae 625-35 

34 4B.77/H(3-6)b 4.5 X 7.3 cm First century Bc or AD 

This scrap probably comes from the same manuscript as IX 1177 (plate in B. E. 

Donovan, Euripides Papyrt I, Am. Stud. Pap. 5, pl. i), though without more text it is 

difficult to be quite sure. The play-text is on the back of an apparent register which is 

written in a cursive hand seemingly of the first century Bc (remains of six lines). The 

Phoenissae text of 1177 was placed by Hunt in the early first century of our era, the 

external evidence including a strip of a document ‘dated in the reign of Augustus’ pasted 

on the front for reinforcement. Hunt evidently thought the reinforcement was done 

before the play-text was written; I do not know if anything excludes the contrary 

possibility, which would put back the date of the Phoenissae text; certainly the script, 

a ‘somewhat crabbed and irregular upright hand’ (Hunt) with verticals and obliques 

serifed at the foot, looks early enough. 

No punctuation or other lectional apparatus is in evidence. Iota adscript written in 

error at v. 629. 

The papyrus apparently offered some textual novelty at vv. 628 and 633, but in 

both cases scribal error seems probable. 

] 
] 
] Evdoc 625 

pa. | pTupopar 

e€eAavv |ouar xPovoc [ 

Jouc y[eywe 

] qtr 
e€eAavvop ar yOovoc 630 

peAabp|a xaupete 

a|yaApara 

]c vpac mot[e] 

rleredieety ees 
] OnBlaclalc xPlovoc 635 

ed 
if 
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625 Though the papyrus is blank above, there is no reason to think this is column top, for the previous 

lines are in antilabe, and will have been divided accordingly: cf. 1177, and see at 3716 981 n. 

628 y[eydc: not poddv as MBOV2”PRW. Before it, where the papyrus proffers Jouc, we expect Oidéou as 

transmitted (om. FPSa). Just o:dujouc, 1 suppose, an easy unthinking blunder. 

629 |. air. 

630 del. Valckenaer. 
633 The transmitted text (give or take some trivialities) is od yap of8” ei wor mpocermety abOic EcO” bac more. 

In the papyrus e?]c in place of éc@’ might be thought of (and a different verb for poceumeiv?), but simple 
omission, either of 6 or of ecO, seems likelier, and is consistent with the amount of space available for the lost part 

of the line. Alternatively, Dr Diggle, noting that ad@cc is omitted by a substantial number of MSS, suggests that 

the papyrus placed it after éc@” (ecr’ avOi]c vjuac rote): see GQ. 33 (1983) 352 for examples where a word omitted 

by some of the MSS may be found misplaced in other MSS. 
635 OnB[aclalc: OnB[ac]w[v is not necessarily excluded by the trace, but suits the space less well. 

3715. Eurrprpes, Phoenissae, COLOPHON 

35 4B.66/E(1-3)a 16 X 7.5 cm Second century 

The end-title (presumably, cf. e.g. XLII 3000) of what must have been a true 

édition de luxe: the papyrus is of excellent quality, the script a supremely calligraphic 

‘Roman Uncial’ comparable with the Hawara Homer (Turner GMAW 13). The hand is 

not that of any of the known papyrus manuscripts of the Phoenissae, and I have not 

recognized it among the other dramatic texts from Oxyrhynchus. Back blank. 

®OINICCAI 

EY[P|UIIAOY 

The decorative arc above @ is lost in a hole. The letters (except for ®) are 4 mm high; the words are both 
c. 3.3 cm long; they are separated by a space of 1 cm. Blank papyrus, broken on all four sides except possibly 
the right, extends 7.4 cm to right, 5.2 to left, 1 below, 4.5 above. 

3716. EurRrpIpEs, Orestes 941-51, 973-83 

Plate V 

24 3B.73/A(d) 6.5 xX 10 cm Second-first century Bc 

A scrap with remains of two columns written in a plain medium-sized Ptolemaic 

book-hand to be assigned perhaps to the later second century sc. The execution is not 

entirely regular, and the letters are somewhat crowded; the letter-strokes are uniformly 

thick. o is variable in size, » has sloping sides and steep deep bow, z has convex legs, the 

right one shorter; while ¢ is round and does not have its mid-stroke detached, and 0 

similarly. Notable letter-forms are £, which takes the form _L, and the ‘lapidary’ a, with 

high bent cross-stroke. . and p tend to extend below the line, as does x and to a lesser 

extent z and 7. 7 looks less old, with a left-hooked foot (as x and sometimes. and ¢) but an 
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unserifed top no shorter to the right than to the left. Variously comparable are P. Mert. 

I 1 (earlier?) and the first hand of XX XIII 2654 (later, archaizing?). There are 

similarities with the Orestes manuscript IX 1178, but that has a later appearance and 

a different a. 

No punctuation or other lectional apparatus is in evidence. On the assumption that 

Vv. 957-9 were not present (cf. schol. ad loc., and e.g. Or. 1394, absent from 3717 below), 

there will have been ¢. 31 lines to the column, occupying a depth of c. 18 cm. The lyrics 

are colometrized. Antistrophe is separated from epode by a diple obelismene which 

could well be by the scribe’s own hand. 

A stichometric K (v. 1000) is placed by either the scribe or a contemporary 

alongside what by the modern numeration is v. 981. A couple of marginalia in a much 

later hand indicate that the text received some critical attention. The back is blank. 

The papyrus’ text apparently accords with a small emendation at v. 976, offers an 

inferior reading (unless merely an orthographic error) at v. 978, and probably implies 

the coexistence of the transmitted variants at v. 946. 

Collated against Biehl’s Teubner edition (1975), where Orestes papyri are listed on 

pp. lx-lxi; now add P. Berlin P 17051 +17014 (J. Lenaerts, Papyrus littéraires grecs [Pap. 

Brux. 13], no. 6, apparently from the same codex as P. Berlin 21180, Biehl’s [/"°), P. 

Koln III 131 (identified by M. Gronewald, ZPE 39 (1980) 35 and J. O’Callaghan, Stud. 

Pap. 20 (1981) 15) (vv. 134-42), 3717 and 3718 below; a Florence papyrus with vv. 

196-216 is to be published by R. Pintaudi. To judge from the editor’s description of the 

hand of P. Columbia inv. 517A (CPA 33 (1938) 411-13, Biehl’s I74; vv. 205-47), thereisa 

chance that that comes from the same manuscript as the present fragment; but there the 

column has only 22 lines. For vv. 945-8 there is overlap with XI 1370 (J7’ Biehl; v ap). 

col. i col. li 

| E[mAoc 

940 le fO| ovoc 

tic] ay dhowr[a on 

] ww w 7a[vdaKput 

| [ ] «vn mo[Avmova 

if . [ ] oltpat Ba[ vee 

945 iit [ ] ETEpa é[ €TEPOC 

: TN LAT [ev 980 O lave = 

ch layne K— Bpotwv 6 9 [mac 

ke oAoLpe Tal[v 

exkAntw |v ato peecov x9[ovoc 
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950  opaptov|cw didAor a[c]wpnulace 

] cou 1 Oe 
] [ 

| [ 

938-42 have been suspected, see Reeve, GRBS 14 (1973) 158. 

940 |,. What remains is a long sinuous descender, lighter, thinner and more flowing than the main text, 

and parts of an apparent horizontal extending into the ¢ of ¢6[ovoc: evidently a marginal note of some kind, 

probably by the same hand as ¢7 below. 
944 Perhaps AJey[wv. Not A]oy[wv (O); and, if the second trace is rightly seen as the foot ofa short upright 

hooked to the left, not y]ep[wv (Wecklein). 
945f. |, [: minimal. The surface is damaged. There appear to be traces of supralineation above 946: 

possibly a small ]v[, the surface being stripped at either side. Relevant to this may be the marginal ¢7(re), 
written in a small cursive which looks no earlier than the first century AD, implying textual anomaly or 
discrepancy. (On the resolution see 3710 i 33 marg. n.) It may be suspected that the reference is to the 
question of zrerpodpevoc (1370 HMV"C) vs. aetpoupévouc (rell.) in v. 946—a question evidently vexed in 
antiquity as today. Thus zetpoupe|v[oc supralin., wetpoupevouc in text; or vice versa. 

948 ],. Consistent with Bio|v as transmitted. 
973 Chdoc Musgrave: fyAwroc codd. There is of course no telling whether the papyrus’ text was already 

corrupted. Similarly with €repoc (Porson) vs. érépouc (codd.) at 979 below. 
975 dowi[a rightly with P alone: dovia (-veta V) rell. 
976 w w. Damage has removed all the ink that lay between the left-hand side of the first w and the right- 

hand side of the second. I am not prepared to say that ¢& [7], the transmitted reading, is excluded absolutely, 
but é& & is definitely better for the amount of space available, and the foot of an intervening iota might be 
expected to be visible. ?@ & was proposed by Hartung, for the sake of the responsion (965 éayeu-); at issue is the 
acceptability of the mutual responsion of full and syncopated metra in tragic lyric iambics (cf. M. L. West, 
Greek Metre, 104), which may now be thought to have gained in implausibility. Cf Ph. 226 in 1X 1177 (@ pap., 

Wecklein: é& codd.). 
976/7 The transmitted colometry (at any rate in M; the Jerusalem palimpsest, the only other manuscript 

I have been able to consult, happens not to be extant over this section) is fa (a, tavédaxput’ efapepwv Ebv7 | 
moXvrova, Aevccel” we map’ €Amidac, Which an anonymous medieval scholar, perhaps Triclinius, contrived to 
scan as two trimeters (Scholia Metrica Anonyma in Euripidis Hecubam, Orestem, Phoenissas, ed. O. L. Smith, 16. 

23-5), but the much superior colometry of the papyrus is presumably the original Alexandrian one; the 
shifting of €6vy would help equalize the line-lengths. 

978 orpat: poipa codd. a for a is an unexpected error: Motpa: Ba[ivovce may be implied, or, more 
promisingly, protpar dative (€0vy object of Aedccere, understood subject of Baivec). If this latter were to be tenable 
the accepted text of the strophe ({7a@v Atpevdadv} mypar’ oikwv, Tav Arpevd@v an obvious gloss) would have to be 
changed. 

981 Thestichometric K, = v. 1000, is written with a sharper pen but not certainly by a different hand. Cf. 
K. Ohly, Stechometrische Untersuchungen. This is v. 981 according to the traditional modern numeration (Barnes), 

v. 975 according to Triclinius. Given the possibility ofa miscount, coupled with uncertainty as to the colometry 
and lineation of the papyrus, the figure can bear no worthwhile textual inference. But even if allowance is made 
for less conflation of cola in the lyrics, it comes unexpectedly early; for while we cannot know how many of the 

medieval manuscripts’ interpolations the papyrus shared, I would have supposed by no means all (some are 
almost certainly of later origin), and it is not likely to have had much extra material of its own. There is a good 
chance that in the trochaic antilabe of vv. 774-98 the lines were divided; this is the practice of e.g. VI 852 (E. 
Hlyps., ii or iii aD; fr. 64. 106ab), IX 1174 (S. Ichn., ii av; iv 1of., viii 15-17), and 1X 1177 (E. Ph.,i ap; 1, 1of.). 
In that case the kappa comes just about where it would be expected. 

The diple obelismene has nothing to do with the stichometrical letter, I take it, but demarcates the end of 

the antistrophe. This is in accordance with the system described for dramatic texts at Heph. 7. cnu. 7-8, p. 75 
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C.: 8 fin. cic édv ye petaBodr ydvov 4 crpodav (sc. as distinct from strophe/antistrophe juncture, signalled 
normally by simple paragraphus), 1) é€w BAémouca riberac (sc. Sind}, in combination with paragraphus, i.e. 
diple obelismene); cf. Anecd. Parisin., diple obelismene ad separandas in comoediis et tragoediis periodos. This seems to 
have been the system applied by Heliodorus to Aristophanes (O. Hense, Heliodorische Untersuchungen 35-48): 
evidently it goes back to the earliest days of Alexandrian colometrization. Cf. XLIV 3151 fr. 2 1/2n. The Lille 
Stesichorus (P. Lille 76, CRIPEL 4 (1977) 287 ff.), which can claim to be the earliest colometrized text extant 
(I do not believe that either the Vienna Orestes, P. Vindob. G.2315, or the Leiden JA, P. Leid. inv. 510, is 
colometrized), employs paragraphus between stanzas (antistrophe/epode as well as strophe/antistrophe) 
coronis between triads: this too in accord with Heph. x. cnu. (2, pp. 73. 18-74. 3 C.). 

No nota personae: evidently the whole ode was assigned to Electra, as in the medieval manuscripts. A simple 
paragraphus would be ambiguous (cf. Heph. loc. cit.), but the addition of the diple gives it exclusively metrical 
significance. 

8 9 [mac: not d¢ [mac (O). 
982 ral[v. The letter following r is represented by a horizontal starting near the foot of 7, broken to the 

right: it does not suggest a; but I do not know what else it can be (not 7). 
983 7. .[. ], [: consistent with wez[p]a[v, as transmitted directly after afwpyjuace. Dr Diggle notes that, if 

this is right, atwpyace(v) occupied a line to itself (unless some words following it have been lost in the other 
MSS); he has found the same colometry in A L Zd. 

? 

3717. EuripipEs, Orestes 1377-96 

16 2B.45/B(c) 6x 9.5 cm Second century 

Mutilated remains of a single column written on the back of a second-century 

documentary text possibly of the reign of Antoninus Pius (ten broken lines, 2 ] AfA‘ou 

A8[pravod). The papyrus is of poor quality, and was already damaged when used for the 

Orestes text. The play-text is in a rapidly written irregular slanting script of no 

calligraphic pretension whatever, probably of the later second century. It is very similar 

to X XII 2335 (Andromache; plate in B. E. Donovan, Euripides Papyri I, Am. Stud. Pap. 5, 

pl. xiii), which is also on the back of a document: possibly even by the same hand, though 

I think not. Cf. also III 450 (Medea; Donovan, op. cit., pl. xvi). 

The text is a careless piece of copying by an uncomprehending scribe. The 

spuriousness of v. 1394 is confirmed by its absence; also confirmed is Triclinius’ obvious 

correction of the unmetrically transmitted v. 1380. But to the tormented lyrics it is 

doubtful whether the papyrus brings anything more valuable than a longer form of the 

exclamation at v. 1390. At v. 1382 it still has the «ai that nearly all the medieval 

manuscripts have lost; but otherwise it shares the apparent corruptions of the paradosis, 

adding its own on top; not that this is any surprise, for the scholia too reflect the same 

text. What is a surprise is the colometry, which is significantly different (see the note at 

the head of the commentary). 

For the citation of vv. 1381-5 by Demetrius Laco preserved in P. Herc. ror2 (74 

Biehl) I have relied on the transcription by E. Puglia, Cron. Erc. 10 (1980) 32 (essentially 

as Crénert in NGG Philol.-hist. Kl. 1922, 26f.); 3717 sides with the later manuscripts 

against its peculiar readings, notably the omission of the controversial v. 1384. For other 

Orestes papyri see the introduction to the previous number. 
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eek 
| 9 mop[Tov wKeavoc ov TavpoKpavoc 

|] avea[Aac educc|wv K[vKAot ybova 

tu ecttly EXevy[c mpoczodA I|da[tov capa 1380 

|] Aglov tAcov wpjor plor Ppvyrov actu 

|] Kat K[aAABwdAov Ida|¢ [opoc tepov 

|] we odopl[evo]y crev[w 

|] appater[ov] apparevo[y peAoc BapBapwx Boar 

] dca 70 ta¢ [op]yevBoyor[ov oupa 1385 

|] xvavorte[po]y KaA[Aocuvac 

] Anda cxv[pvov [duceAevac duceAevac 

|] €ectwv , , []zepya[uwv 

| Amo, wv[ ww |v epe| wor 

oTToOTOTFOTOL LaA[ Eww tadepwr 1390 

| Aapdavia TAap|ov 

] Tavugn[d]eoc ura[ocuva Atoc evveta 

cadwe] aec [n] wes Auc ex[acta Tav dojoic 1393 

atAwvo|v adi[vo]y apxay [| 1395 

Ilei 

Note on Colometry 

I have consulted facsimiles only of the Jerusalem palimpsest (H) and of Cod. Ven. Marc. 471 (M). These 
are in essential agreement, as follows (I give the beginning of each line, from 1377 to 1392): |zoAvdv | dvrov 
|ravpd-  |éAiccwv — |(x) Th 8” | (Dp.) "TAcov  |Ppdyrov |"T8ac jac C |dppdreov |BapBapw |Sua 7d 

|kuxvo- |ckvpvov |mepyauwy |drto- |iadduwv |Lavuprdeoc. This is H’s colometry, except in so far as 
what stood between ®pvyrov actu ckadA(BwAov, which ends a page, and dppdrevov «tA, of which only the letter- 
feet are visible, cannot be seen on the plate (S. G. Daitz, The Jerusalem Palimpsest of Euripides, pl. 33); but cf. 
Daitz, The Scholia in the Jerusalem Palimpsest of Euripides 115. M once conflates and once splits cola relative to H 
but otherwise has just the same divisions except at 1386-9, colometrized in oddly aberrant fashion (|cxcdpvov 
|SuceAevac alterum |Awviwy  |iaAéuwv). The papyrus’ colometry is quite different, effectively coinciding only 
at 1383-6 and 13092. 

1377 ..[. Minimal traces: zo[Avov not excluded but unverifiable. 
1379 avea[Aac: i.e. ayKa[Aouc. A paragraphus would be expected here, but none is written. 
1380 ecru]y. écrw restored by Triclinius: écr’ vel éc8’ codd., an obviously late corruption. Of v in the 

papyrus the right hasta and a suggestion of the diagonal, certainly not 6 or r. 

I}6a[vov, 1382 [da]c. Written i6- (cf. 1381) or ed- (cf. 1385, 1389, 1393)? The shorter form seems to suit the 
space rather better in either place, but there can be no certainty. 

1381 Apparently wyJou wou with codd: [wo «]axwv IT. w[ is reasonably secure: it could be A or v, but 
not x. 
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1382 Kaz «[adABwrAov. Of the medieval manuscripts only M, O supralin. and Monac. 560 have the «ai; it 
seems that it was present in J714 too (a¢c[rv Kat ka ]AABwAov). Certainly cay«[ rather than «adAu[BwdAov here. 

1383 we: dc’ all the manuscripts except O, which like the papyrus wrongly omits ¢’ (I7!4 has wc ce). But 
I doubt that this is a significant conjunction. 

oAou[evo]v. So codd. But on this reading there is unwanted ink between the supposed o and p, and 
oAAy[evo]y is not excluded, though considerations of space support the shorter word. odAvpevov is found in Z 

(Diggle), and would be no less acceptable metrically, but wérum in alterum is against it; cf. e.g. 1364. 
1384 The notorious apydrevov apparecov wéAoc was present in the papyrus as in the medieval manuscripts. 

It is probably this that Apollodorus of Cyrene suggested was a mapemvypady (Schol. ad loc.; see A. R. Dyck, 
HSCP 85 (1981) 101, 103, O. Taplin, PCPS 203 (1977) 125), and it is absent from J7"4, 

1385 dca 76 rac [dp]verOoyov[ov (unless -ydv[ov) with the paradosis (dpviBo-), implied also by the scholia. 

1386 xvavorre[po]y: Kuxvémrepov codd. and scholl. Unless something other than -repov (but neither 

Kvavov nor Kvavoup- is to be read), presumably a simple error. xvavdémtepoc dpvic Andr. 862 (where read 

Kuxvorrepoc?). |y almost certain: not ]u (xuxvomrépou Barnes). 
1387 Anda: Ajdac codd. Simple haplography, I should presume; or e.g. AjdSac «d[xv]ov may have been 

written. 
Joy: not Jov, with R and the ‘Moschopulean’ MSS. 

1388 fecr@v repydpuwy is the paradosis: in the papyrus something intervened. The traces are abraded and 
vestigial. Too much room for e.g. vrepyaywv, not enough for twv. rou (ze[e]) a long shot. But whatever stood 
here is unlikely to improve the metrically and textually lucid fecra@v mepydpwv. P has épwviv after éectav 
instead of after AzroAAwviwy, but I cannot think that relevant for the papyrus. 

1389 AoA, wr[iw]y. A is expected, but the remains are hardly compatible: the clearest trace is a short 
horizontal as the letter’s right-hand side. 

epe[uvuv: epi- codd. Cf. [op ]veBo- above. Presumably -vuv not -yyuv (VaAP), cf. Pavupndeoc (-vvu- VaLP) at 
1392 below. 

1390 ortotomorou: dtrotot (or -roi) codd., though the Jerusalem palimpsest had 6rrorotoé a.c. The 
papyrus’ vis I presume (despite érzo7o@S. Ichn. 191) asimple miscopying of rr. 6rrororroroé transmitted at Jon 
790 (L’", éro- L™), cf. Tr. 1287 = 1294. As often with exclamations, there is little prospect of establishing 
what the original was, ifindeed the author made it clear. The longer form is unexceptionable both in itself and 
in context (certainly it is not inferior metrically: a hypodochmius or, taken in conjunction with épuwdy, an 
iambic dimeter like the following phrase) and would suit the Phrygian’s iterative habits of utterance; on the 
other hand longer forms are automatically suspect (cf. R. D. Dawe, Studies on the Text of Sophocles 111 128, 
J. Diggle, Studies on the Text of Euripides 105f.). Cf. Tr. loc. cit., Andr. 1197 = 1200, HF 875. 

1392 urm[. Trema perhaps lost. 
1393 The medieval manuscripts, the Jerusalem palimpsest among them, are united in giving the chorus 

two lines here: cadaic Aéy’ Hiv até? Exacta Trav Sopoic: | Ta yap Tplv ovk evyvwera cupBadrodc exw. (rav ddporc... 
evyvwera om. A, evidently by homoeomeson.) But of the latter, v. 1394, a scholium in M and C records odroc 6 
crixoc év 70AAoic avriypadoic od ypaderar. So evidently the papyrus; if 1394 had entered the tradition by this 
date, it had not yet permeated it. But 1393 here suffers surface corruption: Aey is apparently represented by aec, 
av@ by Auc: \ mistaken for a and vice versa, y for c, 8 for c: all very common confusions. 

1395 This, the resumption of the Phrygian’s lyric, should be in eisthesis, but evidently stands in 
alignment with the preceding trimeter. So did the next line too, to judge by the position of the sole remaining 

speck. 

3718. EuripipEs, Orestes AND Bacchae 

A 66 6B.3/C(1-3)c 7.8 X 12.4.cm Fifth century 
B 65 6B.35/C(1)a Fr. (6) 12.5 x 12.8 cm 
C 65 6B.40/D(a) 8.2 xX 12.7 cm 

Numerous remnants of at least four leaves of a papyrus codex written in a practised 

Byzantine uncial of the standard oval sloping type exemplified e.g. by the single find of 
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dramatic and Homeric manuscripts published as XI 1369-74 etc. (see 1369 intro.). 

Whether or not 3718 comes from the same group (apparently it does not, for two 

different excavation-years are represented), it is not in the same hand as the Euripidean 

1370 (Med. and Or.): of the selection shown in XI pl. vii there is closest resemblance to 

the hand of 1369, cf. also 1373 (Turner, GMAW 42). The attribution is to the fifth 

century; on either side cf. XX VII 2459, assigned to the fourth century, and XV 1803 

(Turner, Greek Papyri pl. v), assigned to the sixth; the Dioscorus autographs (Seider, Pal. 

ii 64) provide a sixth-century reference point. ‘The letters are written uniformly thick, in 

a metallic ink; where the ink remains encrusted the colour is now dark brown, where 

only stain remains it is light reddish brown. The page was quite large, by calculation 

c. 20 X ¢. 35 cm (cf. Group 1 in Turner Typology, and for the proportions Group 5), but 

the spacing between lines is unusually generous, so that there were only about 29 lines to 

the page. 

The identified remains are distributed as follows: 

A | Or. 1407ff., > 1432 ff. 

B (conjugate) — left Ba. 223-51, right Or. 1621ff.; |) left Or. 1649ff., right Ba. 

194-222 

C — Ba. 254ff., | 285 ff. 
I presume Orestes preceded Bacchae. The alternative would mean assigning the bulk of 

both plays to the same quire, a loss of at least 24 sheets within sheet B, whereas on the 

assumption that Or. preceded we need to reckon with the loss of only two inner sheets, 

which will have accommodated the remainder of Or. (one more page, c. 1674- 

1693 = end) and the beginning of Ba. (seven pages, 1-193 at c. 28 lines/page). If there 

was any prefatory material to the Ba. text, e.g. hypothesis or list of characters, it must 

have been short; cf. the remarkably close succession in 1373 (Ar. Peace and Knights), 

where the Knights text was begun just five lines from the foot of the page on which the 

Peace text ended, and to judge by the evidence of fr. 2 little more than a title could have 

intervened. Whether B comes from a quire of three sheets (a ternio) or of more I see no 

way of determining, for I cannot tell whether or not leaf C, which directly succeeded the 

Ba. leaf of sheet B, came from the same quire. Similarly with A: the number of leaves lost 

between leaf A and the Or. leaf of B may be calculated as three (Or. 1432, the estimated 

first line of A back, to Or. 1613, the estimated first line of B front, = 7 pages at c. 26 wv./p.; 

this calculation uses the traditional verse numeration, with which the papyrus’ 

colometry cannot be expected to have shown total coincidence); A cannot on any 

reconstruction belong to the same sheet as C; if A, B, and C all come from the same quire, 

that quire will have comprised at least seven sheets; but they may not. It is unclear 

whether the book was made up in such a way as to have — facing — and | facing |, 
analogously with parchment codices (cf. Turner, Typology 66-8). That is the case with 
the only surviving pair of facing pages (B —> back, C —), but cannot be safely assumed 
for the rest unless B and C do in fact come from the same quire. 

The only page-numbers to survive are on the Bacchae leaf of B: pp. 198-9. The 
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Bacchae must have been the fourth or fifth play of the book, it is unclear which. The Ba. is 
fairly firmly estimated as having begun with p. 191: 190 pages at 29 lines/page (as B |, 
front and B — back) = 5510 lines: if only three plays, they must have been long ones. 
Since it is virtually certain that Or. directly preceded Ba., the Byzantine triad of Hec. Ph. 
Or. might be thought of (this is apparently the order in which they occurred in the 
Jerusalem palimpsest), but their combined line-total is only 4754. Of course allowance 
must be made for the possibilities of a higher line-count due to less colometric conflation 
and of a lower average number of lines to the column, as well as for blank space and other 
material at either end of the play-texts (but cf. 1373), but even so the fit is not good. In 
1370 Or. and Med. are represented, in unknown order; P. Ant. I 24 and II 73, apparently 
from a single codex, have remains of Ba. and Med. respectively; the earlier XLVII 3321 

apparently began with Ph. A synthesis of these data would give the sequence Ph. Med. 

Or. Ba., but it would probably be wrong to envisage a standard order, and there is no 

assurance even that the codex contained none other than ‘select’ plays (note especially 

XI 1401, BKT V 2. 84-7, and P. Amh. IT 17).} 

I cannot distinguish the hand responsible for the page-numbers from that 

responsible for the main text, but at least two further hands have been at work. Some 

supralinear and marginal glosses have been entered in slightly lighter brown ink by a 

similar but smaller and different hand. And a semi-cursive hand using black ink has 

interlinearly added an omitted line (Or. 1630); this hand seems also to have 

supplemented the accentuation, most of the accents and other diacritics having been 

written by the original scribe. 

While confirming that such readings of the medieval tradition as Or. 1622 odyi, 

1628 ’Opéc7’, and Ba. 201 watpoc were well entrenched by later antiquity, the papyrus 

also offers a number of textual novelties. In the Orestes I believe the only reading of worth 

is the apparent €dpava at 1441; cf. also 1627, and unmistakable error (uncorrected) at 

1658. In the less well transmitted Bacchae, the papyrus supplies fresh data to old trouble- 

spots: 207 apparently we ypyH, 235 evodpoc, 239 xfovec, 286 perhaps diayeddc; cf. 257 

pucbov dépew, and perhaps some difference at 213f., 250f. Beyond the addition of the 

inadvertently omitted Or. 1630 there is little textual correction: a mistaken nota personae 

at Or. 1621 was apparently put right (at what stage is unclear), and at Or. 1658, where 

the manuscripts are split between we and @, the former stood in the text and the latter 

has been entered above, presumably by collation against a different exemplar. 

In addition to Murray’s OCT I have referred to Jeanne Roux’s edition (Paris 

1970), and at the last moment have been able to consult E. C. Kopffs 1982 Teubner. 

Abrasion is at places severe. 

Front and back signify codicological recto and verso respectively. 

1 Remnants of three further Euripides codices, all three from Hermopolis, are to be published by 
H. Maehler in APF 30. The plays represented are Bacchae (P. Berol. 21203, vi aD), Ph. (P. Berol. 21207, vi aD), 
and, in uncertain order, Ph. and Med. (P. Berol. 17018 and others, v ap). There is slight textual overlap 
between P. Berol. 21203 and the present fragments. 
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A |, (front) 

| RG aoe as ceca ces eee Pee 
FHT ELpOC EvveToc moAEjLov povioc Te dpakwv 

Ne ee ee 
eppot Tac n[ cuxou Or. 1407 

LT. .0¢ mpovoiac [KaKoupyoc wv 

[oc] d€ mpoc [Bpovouc ecw 1408 

pL[ oA ]ovt[ec 

[yr ]varn[oc 
al 
ai eS e—_— 

A The probability is that the upper edge of this fragment is the upper edge of the leaf itself, in which case 
Vv. 1432 is the > page’s first line, and v. 1407 will be the | page’s fifth. Only the textual sequence indicates 
which side was the front and which the back; without it, I should have taken the fragment for an outer corner, 

not an inner one, especially in view of its similarity in shape to C. 
Where the surviving papyrus extends into the presumably written area above eppou «tA, the surface is 

stripped; the square brackets demarcate the area of unstripped surface. 1407 Téc, or tac Any 
diacritics on ep or 7 will be lost 1408 No accent on zpoc 1409f. [oA], [yu]: papyrus extant but ink 
wholly lost to abrasion 
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A —> (back) 

a d€ Awov nAakarat daxtv |Agic €Aucce 1432 

vynpa 6 veto Ted we | 

cxvAwy Ppvyrwy emt Tu |B[o]y ayar 

pata cuctoAicar xpnfouca] Aww 1435 

papea toppupe}a 
dwpa KAvraiuyn|erpar 

mpoceutre 6 Opect jac 

Aaxkawav kopaly @ Ac mai 

Bec tyvoc medanx Sevp]’ atoctaca KAicu[ ou 1440 wig: Oe: 8! 

USO UNH eco emer 

1432 No trace of diacritics above e, but possibly lost to abrasion; similarly with the expected accents on 
1434 aA, 1435 Awwe 1435 Above Aw, offsets or supralineation 1439 @: accent very faint, perhaps 
illusory 1441 f. see comm. 
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B — front 

(d) 

[ 
[ 

ee | 
[....]@ yal[va 1621 

ouxs | (2) 
7a[cav yap nuwy od€ Bia |Ceray [7oAw 

C[nv aysa pntpole wv[c|apov [e]élepyacnevoc 
mw dpov[n 

am Mev[edae mravea]t alnever TeOnyjwevov 1625 

Doi (awe een eG) 
08 6 Ex[dypnc TH eded |peverc x[opye 

Opécr’ wy ex[ duc ove dep|wy HKw Ady[ouc 

‘EXevny plev nv cv d10 JAlEé] car wp 6 ]Oupoc [wv 
iu] LPT EC opynyv Mleverew 1 | ovoupevoc rf y eh 

nd [ecte]v, H[v opat ev ar]P€[ploc mrvxaic 1631 

cecw[cwevn Te Kov O|avouca mpoc céGev: 

J... dacyavov 
(g) 

To[v cov KeAeucberc npmac ex Atloc maTpoc: 

[ ] xelewv] 1635 

1620, 1621 marg., see comm. 1623 4], accent visible JZ, € not excluded 1624 C[, there is 
no sort of indication of what letter followed 1626 Any accent on oc will be lost 1627 Above 
|pever, traces of interlineation 1628 w, apostrophe perhaps lost ]wy, some supralineation above 
vy Kw, breathing possibly lost 1629 ‘E, breathing doubtful ev, accent lost, y blotted _[€], [6], 

accents visible 1631 7[v, breathing doubtful, accent possibly lost 1635 wv], accent visible 

frr. (6) and (g) straddle the central fold, the line of which is marked by heavy ink traces; I cannot clearly 
discern binding holes. fr. (g) continues to the foot of the page, but only on the opposite leaf; it is broken at the 
central fold. 

Or. 1621 stands opposite Ba. 230 on the left-hand leaf (B — back), and that leaf begins with Ba. 223. The 
number of lines lost above Or. 1621 may thus be estimated at about eight. This is in conformity with the 
calculation similarly performed for the | side, which is reckoned to have begun at c. 1544. On this reckoning 
the present page will have had c. 31 lines, Or. c. 1613-c. 1643, though at least one of these, 1630, is an inter- 
linear insertion and the possibility of further discrepancies must be allowed for. 
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B | back 

(5) 

LLNTpoKTovo |v 

(2s. ‘ : dix |nc BoaBeic 

Lilgor Biolelolvlc'] erlGa rueneat ce yor) 
ef nu 6 exeic] Opéc[ta dacyavov depnt| 

yn|uor tlempwra c Eppovny ol¢ 8 olerat 

N]eorrdre[poc yapew vv ov y]apet Tore: 
] Olavjety yap av[tar porpa Ae |Agixar Eider 

|] dtxalc] AysAXE[we matpoc] eEartovvTa pe. 

J. LTyaAdd! & ade[Adnc Aexr]por [w]¢ zor’ eqivecac 
| 6 & emtey v[w Broroc evdaruw |p wévei- 

el cay 

1650 

1655 

1660 

1651 a], 1652 %H], xp7], accents visible 1657 7a, not Ti 1659 |, ’, see comm. 
de) not excluded _évei, for the diacritics see comm. 

141 

8°, de (or 

Or. 1650 stands directly opposite Ba. 201 on the right-hand leaf, and that leaf begins with Ba. 194. The 
number of lines lost above Or. 1649 may therefore be estimated fairly firmly at 6, or perhaps rather 5, since the 
interlinear spacing is here somewhat more generous. 

frr. (6) and (g) continue across to the opposite leaf. 
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(5) . 

KNOWN LITERARY TEXTS 

B | front 

(a) 

pen 
nyn |cerau. 

xo |pevcopev 

; dAAot Kak | ac 

_ [dou 

_ov [ 
ovd|evcopiloprecba Te 
matpoc 7 apadoyac 

KexTnpe| O (c), 

ovd’ et ds [axpwv To cofov ev|pntar d[ pevwv 

Epei Tic wc TO ynpac ovK auc] xvvoy[ar 

péAAwv xop[evew Kpata K juccwca[c (d). 

ov yap dunpy[x aa Us ] 
we xen xoplevew ] 
add e]€ ara[vrwv ] 

Kotlvac drap[Ouwyr 5 ovdev avéecBar Gé]Aeu 

ever] cd h€y[yoc ] 

eyo tpg [are 
lreceecuest 
iden 
leer a al 
‘exon joc wy [ 

KAvw S¢ veo[ypa 
yyvairalc (A) 
ma leleraifce Baxx Jevarcs[v 
dpecey Po[alew Tolp vie]w[cre 

made, the placement is in no doubt. 

212-14, see comm. 

lost to abrasion 

Ba. 195 

200 

205 

210 

215 

The placement of fr. (d), all but blank on the — side, is not guaranteed, but receives some support from 
fibre correspondences. Placement of fr. (e) was impeded by the fact that effectively the only line usable for 
identification purposes is ]war x8o[v- on the — side, now identified as v. 239 (Aroma: créyne codd.); but once 

195f. Final stops perhaps lost to abrasion; similarly, loss of papyrus or of ink may have removed 
diacritics from 204 tic we, 207 w, 208 azra, 209 vac, 216 de, 218 yer, 221 de, pe 
209 $€], accent visible 

196 Accent of aAXor visible 
215 exdnu], papyrus extant but ink almost wholly 
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Ardvucoy o[cric €]ere [rer] ua[cac 220 
TAnpe|[ic] S[€ Aracosc ev] pe[coucev 

KpaTnpac a[AAnv 6 ad]A[o]e’ [ 

B — back 

(a) pe. 
Ween neace mTweccovu| cav 

mpdopacwy [ 
t[nv Wee uopeaa: 225 

‘a 
] Aéyw 230 

Foye : ; e]"apKucw 

mauc|w Kaxo[upyou Tycbe Bax |yelac Taxa’ 

(d). 4 . Aeyoulcu d’ awe t[uc euceANAvIe E€|yoc 

et yonc pee [< Avé.ac aro y90|v6c 

Pant EavGo|i[cu Bocrpuxoucw evo|du0, Kounv 235 

Ad |poditne exwy 
(@)  cluyys[erae 

ve lavicu 
Anybo|uar x8o[voc 

| avac[evovra Te 240 

ss) 

-(f) Kop[ac TpaxndAov cwuatoc] ywpre Ten [wv 

Sui9h) ioitercer te: 

ee eee 

‘eee 245 

On the placement of frr. (d) and (e), see on B | front. The placement of fr. (f), blank on the | side, cannot be 
regarded as certain. 

Upper marg., ., compatible with 6, see comm. 233 €], accent visible 235 ., see 
comm. 237 yw, accent will be lost, w not e& nor vy 241 xopu[, accent will be lost. Below, a 

circumflex accent in position suitable for exeivoc (or exeivov), 24.2 it. 241 ff. Flaking and abrasion have 
removed most of the surface, so that identification is often uncertain or impossible; absence of diacritics from 

the transcript is not to be taken as implying that they were not once present 243 Joc unverifiable 
245 Minimal traces quite unassignable 
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(h) je eradie 
uBpecc vBpil Jew ¢[Tuc ecte]v 6 E¢[voc 

ere! [aa eves 

/ 

Te ].. ygde 250 
2 marepate p|ytplole[ ¢. 11 Jvopan warep 

246 See comm. 248f. Scant traces, unassignable 250 moA|vv not excluded 251 See comm. 

Remaining Fragments of B 

(k) Alargish fragment, 14 x 10 cm, from an upper, apparently outer corner, which at first sight looks as if 
it comes from the Orestes leaf of B, corresponding to the smaller fr. (a) of the Bacchae leaf opposite. Abrasion and 
damage have put the text beyond recovery. On the — side (front, if the corner is an outer one) there are traces of 

perhaps four lines, but not a single letter is legible. On the | side, remains of four line beginnings, and a 

marginal note by the lost fifth line; I cannot make out the note, and the only letter of the text that can be 
certainly read is 0, preceded perhaps by 1, in |. 2, about the 18th letter. Apparent traces above the text on 
either side, if not illusory, may be the page-numbers. I cannot reconcile the |, traces to the text of Or. 1644 ff. or 

vicinity; I have tried matching them with the given text at other possible places on the hypothesis that the 

fragment comes from a different leaf, but without success. 
(J)-(0) Four scraps with illegible textual remains. 

(Pp), (¢) Two scraps blank or virtually blank on both sides. 

(r) A thick squarish piece, 7.5 x 6 cm, with what appears to be decoration on the — side, blank on the |: 
a cover leaf? 

C — (front) C |, (back) 

— 

Faced) Meet esol teen 
Tate|p: 

] 255 [ 
]. [ 

plucBov dépew acre dpa 285 
efeppuet |o- Kat oe... [ 

deculroe wécquc Lnp® 68[aéw 
yu]vquél yap 260 evet vy [ 

y |avoc: rows Zee, | 
o|pyéewv[-] Ap¢ v[w 290 

I 
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If the last line of B | front was v. 251, as seems to have been the case, the first of the present page was 
presumably v. 252. That is consistent with the external indications, for then the upper edge of the present 
fragment, broken though it is, will be the upper edge of the leaf itself, and roughly on a level with the upper 
edge of B. cicre (285) on the | side is on the same level as ¢épew (257) on the —, so the | text may be presumed to 
have begun with v. 281; and the C —> page will then have had 29 lines (252-80), if there was no discrepancy in 
the verse-count. 

A | Or. 1406 marg. guzretpoc. The reading, not assured in itself, is confirmed by the marginal note found in 

M and B, dvi rod errepoc rod 7oA€uov. But no transmissional connection need be inferred. 
1407b marg. HMTB carry a variety of exegeses (for those in H see S. G. Daitz, The Scholia in the Jerusalem 

Palimpsest of Euripides), but 1 cannot recover what the papyrus offered. 
1408 ff. The transmitted text and colometry (at least in both H and M: I have not checked the others) is of 

de mpdc Opdvouc ecw poddvrec | dc yn’ 6 rokdryc ITdpic | yovarkdc, dura Saxpvouc mepuppevor, tarewoi | €Covd’, 

«tA. The papyrus is badly abraded. ,[oA]dyz[ec is not assured but fits very well, whereas dc (or 7c) éynu’ is 
certainly not to be read; evidently the papyrus did not share the inferior colometry of the medieval 
manuscripts. yuvarxdc at the beginning of the next line cannot be verified, but suits the scanty traces. The last 
two lines are more problematic. Ifv¢¢[upyévor and €£[ov@ are to be recognized, it seems they were indented by 
about one letter’s width; but the decipherment is quite uncertain. 

A — 1432 Apparently eNcce, not -cev, but -ce" i.e. -ce(v) cannot be excluded. Di Benedetto reports €Auccev 
for H, €Accce for the rest. 

1433 No telling precisely what stood in the papyrus. 
1437 RKndvraipry]} not excluded. 

1438 mpocetze, as codd. (and Schol. Od. 5. 878), seems more suitable to the space than -zev. 
1441f. The transmitted text is []éAomoc én mpomatopoc €dpav madarac | Ectiac, tv’ etd4c Adyouc euouc. In the 

papyrus the remains of 1441 accommodate themselves well enough to this text except in one particular: 

between €dpav and zraAa[tac, if they are to be recognized, a letter intervened, which could be read as a, ¢, 0, or c} 

there is no sign of cancellation. Thus a possible restoration is [7éAozroc émt mpomatop|oc edpava madal[idac, and it 
may be suggested that €dpava, giving a wholly resolved dimeter in synapheia (I see no reason to interfere with 

the given colometry, incidentally), is in fact the truth. Corruption to éSpav would be easy. While at Tr. 539 

edpava has successfully resisted, at Tr. 1078 eSpavov has become €épay in P. 
For 1442, ectiac w’ evdnic Aoyouc ewo|vc followed by a low stop is acceptable. Black ink at upper right seems 

to be casual, perhaps offset. 

B — Front 
1620f. The 1621 marginal note has been crossed out. Correction of a mistaken nota personae is an obvious 

guess, and a cancelled Azo'X,, with perhaps Mere’ written in replacement above, makes an acceptable though 
uncertain interpretation. I should have expected to see a paragraphus, but do not. 

At the beginning of 1620 it is difficult to identify the textual traces and to distinguish them from those of 
the marginal note and the cancellation. [7[vAady (1620) is certainly not suggested, but I cannot say it is 
excluded; and neither é€y[evc (1617) nor aA[A’ (1618) is particularly suggested either. 

1622 ovxt with the MSS. The accent, perhaps not by the original scribe, is clear. 
1627 cb0 dc Eudypyc xrAis the transmitted text. In the papyrus cd is acceptable, but there seems to be more 

ink to the left, which I cannot explain (an indication of the textual error or discrepancy?). The accent is clear. 
So is 8, with nothing above; what follows looks more like a heavy middle stop than an apostrophe, but 8’ is 
represented in just the same way at 1631 below and at Ba. 233. Above o€:[ the papyrus is broken, and anything 
to the right of the traces which I have taken for a breathing will be lost; so there is no telling whether sigma was 
added. Apparently, then, we have two new readings here: cd 8’, and 6 éudypnc. (In fact, Dr Diggle has now 
found & in ZdKRw.) The first is surely inferior (it is a constant confusion, of course), the second is probably 
a mere slip (we are not free to postulate e¢edpedwy—I take it that the supralineation above eded |pever was just 
a gloss thereon—and there is little to commend e.g. 6c y’ for 7718’). 

1628 ’Opéc7’ with the MSS: ’Opéc@” edd. 
1630 The omission was evidently inadvertent, due perhaps to the homocoarchon 7-. 
1631f. The papyrus is now the oldest witness to these two suspect verses. 
1631 ecte]y, H[v: not a comma but a diastole. 
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mrbyaic. The accents are faded and damaged; one of them—the circumflex? —may have been cancelled. 
mrvyaic is reported here for B: rrbyaue MVCO: mrvxaic rell. The accentual vagary will be due to the word’s 
heteroclite declension; ruyxac is regularly given 3rd-decl. accentuation in the manuscripts (even at S. fr. 144 
TrGF, where mrvxdc is metrically requisite), and this often spills over on to rrbyauc. See Diggle on Phaethon 174. 

1633 Before ¢acyavou the MSS present variously x’ b70, cal bad, and Kaz. The papyrus is damaged, and 

only slight traces remain: «]azo is possible; not vzro or zo. 

B | back 1650 BpaBeic. BpaByc cannot be quite excluded, but e seems the better decipherment, written as 
in 1659 pever. 

1652 supralin. m(apa) Aper would suit; not AOnva, for the letter after a has an oblique descender. Implying 

that Ares presided? Cf. Schol. TA on 1651, ... edékacav 6€ AOnva Kal Apne. 
1658 Apparently wc was originally written (the breathing is visible; no accent was written); the 

supralinear v, written perhaps by the hand that added v. 1630, registers du. The MSS are split: &< ALO (6c 
Monac. 560), 6 MBP (6 V). 

{ém}nvecac: the more explicit compound has replaced the poetic simplex. 
1659 The initial traces could suit ]¢ or even ]¢:, consistent with 6dc-, as transmitted, since in this codex 

accents are habitually set over the letter to the right of the one properly accented; the accent is clear. The scribe 
set the line out: presumably because the previous line had extended dangerously close to the central fold 
(whose position is indicated now by ink-markings and symmetrical hole-patterns). I do not know whether 
what was written in the margin of the line above—of which the only substantial trace remaining is a thick 
vertical—has any connection with this. For the next line, to judge by the position of the accents, the scribe 
reverted to the old alignment. 

péve’. The diacritics are faded and abraded, but it looks as if the acute was crossed out: i.e. wéver a.c., with 
L and Cod. Thess., evel p.c., with the rest. 

1660 Apyouc 8 ’O]pé€[cerny «7A is indicated. 

1661f. x@]ov[o]c is acceptable (so accented); and the accent below will be that of pupiorc. 

B | front. Ba. 200 I would suppose ovdev cod., as LP (008’ évcof. Musgrave), but there is no telling, as 
above and to the right of the lower left-hand corner of the supposed 6 (x is excluded) the papyrus is broken 
away. 

201 marpoc in accord with LP (aps L, as regularly): wazpéouc is restored by edd. from Plu. Mor. 756 B. 
203 dxpac... Ppevoc, as Plutarch loc. cit., cannot be excluded. 
207 Apparently cc xpq: ef xp LP. LP’s text of 206f. is od yap diunpny’ 6 Oedc etre Tov véov | ef ypt) xopevew 

cite Tov yepatrepov. This is accepted by some editors (e.g. Grégoire, Roux) but usually emended either by 
changing the ives to ovres or by replacing ed yp7) with ypyler or ypetn. The papyrus’ cic xp7, presumably a final 
clause, seems to me less acceptable than would «ic xp7). 

209 svap[cOuwv. There is no trace of an apostrophe after 6, and the spacing suggests there never was. 
d:apiudv, Heath’s rearticulation of LP’s 6: dpiOuar, is therefore implied. 

212-14 Nearly all the surface has flaked off. There is nevertheless a difficulty in the way of restoration of 
the transmitted text, which runs: (212) [TevOevc mpdc olkouc 68¢ 81a crrovdyc Tp, | (213) "Exlovoc maic, & xpdtoc 

bidwue yjc. | (214) we émronrau: ri mor’ épet vewtepov; The remains of 212 accommodate themselves well to the 

expected IT]evGevc m[poc, but the initial traces of 213 are all but impossible to reconcile with ’Eyéovoc: w is the 
natural interpretation. The other traces of 213 and 214 are so slight as to be useless. If w is in fact what is 
written, I see two main possibilities: (1) this line is v. 214; in that case we must reckon either with transposition 
of 213 and 214 (textually unacceptable) or with the absence of 213 (arguably an interpolation) and a plus- 
verse 2144; (2) itis an alternative version of v. 213, e.g. du yc kpdroc SiSeu, taic’Eyiovoc. On present evidence 
more can hardly be said. 

216 véa glosses veoxpa. 

219 dpecw: dpecc LP, q. leg. The v may possibly have been cancelled. 
220 [ret]pco[cac (i.e. Tu-): or €]ere[v Te]-. 

B — back. Page-number pp, 199. 9 mostly destroyed, restored on the basis of poy on the | side. 
223 marg. pevdywet, it would seem, but I cannot explain it. Pevyoucay might be intelligible as a gloss (or 

variant) for rrwccoucay, but is not what was written. 
225 supralin. Perhaps a gloss, x[otrnv vel sim. 
Evidently, and unsurprisingly, 229f. were in the text by the fifth century. 
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231 |Anwace supralin. More likely to be a variant than a gloss (it seems to scan, and if gloss why not 
dixrvouc?)? Nothing obvious: wepiB |Ajpace (metrically unacceptable), we]Ajpace (imagistically unacceptable)? 

233 we z[0c: dcric LP, P. Berol. 21203. The necessary ac Tuc was already restored by John Gregoropulus 
(not Musurus: M. Sicherl, RM 118 (1975) 205-25) in the Aldine; the Berlin papyrus shows that dcric was in the 
text by the 6th c. 

234 supralin. €umerpoc|] papydax[wy vel sim., cf. Schol. NB in émwddc Kal yénc Hipp. 1038, drarecv, 
pappwakwy Eptreipoc. 

235 evo]duo¢: evocuov LP. The traces of the final letter are truly minimal, but the amount of space 

between o and x well suits c, and there is certainly not room enough for v. The papyrus’ reading accords with 
Brunck’s conjecture, evocjoc, and is, I should suppose, to be preferred to more refined emendations (edocudv 

Tyrrell, eddcuorc kowadv Badham, evocuov couav Dodds, this last accepted by both Roux and Kopff). The Attic 

-cu- would have been expected, see Barrett in Hipp. 1391 (Addenda); but -8u- is not without claim to 
consideration; the manuscripts of Xenophon uniformly present -cu-, though we happen to know he wrote -8- 
(Phryn. cl. 71, where see Rutherford). 

236 marg. Abraded beyond hope of recovery; e.g. 6f8aA]wofc would be possible. 
239 xOo[voc: créync LP. xGovdc is a distinct improvement to the sense (pace Roux), and could be regarded 

as the true text. On that view, however, créync is difficult to account for, and it may be preferable to see the two 
readings as independent deformations of an original Anyopecba yc (coni. Norwood), Ajibopar xPovdc being a 
deliberate elimination of the plural. 

246 |... aga. Of the final alpha only a trace of the lower left remains; there is a hole in the papyrus. o 
rather than ais not excluded, but any subsequent letter (a&tov, d€voc coni. quidam) would be expected to have 
left traces of its presence. Before aéia the surface has mostly gone; what little is left does not exclude the 

transmitted écr’; hardly em (émdgva coni. Elmsley). 

251 The transmitted text of 249-52 is év rouxtAaucr veBpice Terpeciav op@ | watépa Te wnTpoc THC enc, ToADY 

yearwy, | vapOnxt Baxxevorr’: avaivowat ratep | TO yjpac budy eicopwv voty ody éxov. The papyrus’ text is beyond 
recovery, but I cannot reconcile the remains of the last line of fr. (h) with the expected vapOnxt Baxyevovr’ (251), 
whereas they well suit rarépa re wntpoc (250). The position of fr. (A) relative to fr. (g), which gives the line-ends, 
is not in doubt, being fixed in the first instance by the textual fit for Ba. 218 on the | side and confirmed by fibre 
correspondences, so that I feel some assurance in stating that what I have transcribed as 4]ntp[o]¢ was not in 

alignment with yéAwy but seems to have stood one line lower. The verses could, I dare say, be rewritten so as to 
transfer untpoc to 251, but not attractively, and when the physical damage is so extensive it would be foolhardy 
to do more than record the apparent anomaly. 

Verse 251 was apparently the last line of the page. Verse 222 on the | side is at the same level. 

C = 257 plicbov dépew: prcbove dépwy (corr. in dépew 1) codd. [So Murray and Roux: Kopff reports P’s 
reading as dépeww.] d€épew not yet corrupted. As between pucOdv and pucouc, the plural seems preferable to me. 

I do not know what to make of the marginal note. Hardly uc, indicating pcBovc, which in any case would 

not be so economically expressed. 
261 marg. dua is perhaps to be considered a v./. rather than a gloss. But dua does not belong to classical 

Attic: it tends to displace m@ua even in defiance of metre (E. Cyc. 123, 139, Hipp. 209, 227) and is attested in no 
place in Euripides where 7@pa cannot be substituted; as here it cannot. I do not think this makes any 
contribution to the question of the authenticity of the verse. If the verse is genuine, 7éa cannot be accepted; it 
will owe its presence to adduction of 279, Bétpvoc vypov 76a. Ifit is spurious, 76a has as good a claim as yavoc: 
an import from 279 (cf. Cyc. 419), just as yavoc from 383 (cf. Cyc. 415); but the Et. Mag., s.v. Davupndnc, quotes 

the verse with yavoc. 

C | 286 The text may have been S:aye[Adc: katayeAdc codd. Above u is an apostrophe-like mark of 
unobvious signification, and at some distance to the right is another apparently supralinear trace; cara was 

apparently not written, either here or in the left margin. As between dvayeAdc and xarayedac, the former, also at 

272 and 322, is the easier reading, and perhaps on that account to be rejected; carayeAdc with acc. is 

adequately justified by Dodds. 

289 After Zeuc, which may have lost an acute to abrasion, damage precludes identification. Expected is éc 

8’ (or etc 8’), as codd., preceded by a stop. That is not particularly suggested by the remaining traces, but is 

perhaps not excluded. 
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290 Definitely an acute not a breathing on the eta, though a preceding breathing may have been lost. 
The accent on the alpha, though now very faint, is undoubtedly present; for such accentuation of paroxytonics 
before an enclitic see Laum, Das alex. Akzentuationssystem 241f., and cf. XLIV 3152 (E. Hipp.) 375. 

3719. EurrpiwEs, Lphigenia in Aulis 913-18 

49 5B.99/C(1-3)b 4x 10cm Third century 

A few line-ends, together with a nota personae from the next column, in an angular 

sloping script of familiar type belonging more probably to the third than the second 

century. The trimeters (917 ff.) were evidently indented in relation to the preceding 

trochaic tetrameters. There is a (marginal?) cursive note of obscure import below v. 918, 

at the point where Achilles’ reply to Clytemnestra’s appeal should begin; much of this 

speech is considered interpolated by some scholars, but I do not know if the note has any 

bearing on that. If it is assumed (a) that the nota personae KAv'r’ stands by v. 977, and (b) 

that Achilles’ speech was as long in the papyrus as it is in LP, there will have been just 

over 50 lines to the column: unusually many, though not enough to invalidate the latter 

assumption. Back blank. 

Other JA papyri: P. Leiden inv. 510 (CRAI 1973, 292-302; lyric extracts), P. K6In 

II 67. 

e.co|pac yu[ vn 

Ka|Kouc Opacy [ 

915 ] cv pov 

cecwc |ueba 

iATpo|v weya 

tT lexvev 

Jorero, e ] Moree aas TE 

IF 

Se 

977? 
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919 The note stands on the same level as the expected line of text, and its extant part begins just about at 
the point where v. 919 would be expected to end. Similarly below, the lines of text would be expected to extend 
up to just about the point where the papyrus survives—if not beyond: but no textual inference can be built on 
this. The note may be merely a gloss on Achilles’ opening line, v. 919, dymAShpewv jot Oupoc alperar mpdcw, but it 
is somewhat abraded and I cannot make it out (not e.g. dJopetra: at the beginning). It may continue on the 
following line, since there appear to be traces of ink there too. 

3720. LirE or Arsop 
(ADDENDvuM TO 3331) 

Plate XI 

28 4B.62/A(1) 19 X 32 cm Third century 

Another, more substantial piece of the same manuscript from which came XLVII 
3331. The text is written across the fibres, apparently on the back ofa roll, but the front is 
blank except for two mutually isolated scrawls which I cannot decipher, possibly Latin. 

3720 gives the full height of two consecutive columns of 57 and 58 lines respectively, each 

28 cm deep and c. 10 cm across. Upper margin at least 3 cm, lower at least 2.5. Similarly 

tall columns on roll backs are III 454 (Plato, Gorg., Turner, GMAW 62) and VI 852 

(Eur. Hyps.,. GMAW 31). 

The portion now represented, §§ 107-11 Perry, belongs to the section of the Life in 

which Aesop is in the service of the king of Babylon—a section transferred to Aesop en 

bloc from the Assyrian Book of Ahiqar.! Aesop, the king’s d:ocen7jc and problem-solver, 

is falsely accused of treason by his adopted son and condemned to death, but is secretly 

saved from execution (cf. the situation in the prosimetric narrative of P. Turner 8). 

When next the king has an insoluble ¢77jwa posed him by the king of Egypt, Aesop is 

revealed as being still alive—it is at this point that 3720 commences—and having 

delivered a lengthy homily to his adopted son (§§ 109-10) who thereupon dies, proceeds 

to save the situation. 

The Ahigar story is set in an earlier epoch, in the time of Sennacherib or 

Esarhaddon, and has undergone a number of surface transformations in its grafting on 

to Aesop. Ahigar is simply displaced by Aesop (and thus, unlike Ninus, loses his Assyrian 

identity). Other adjustments are the identification of the king of Babylon as Lycorus,? 

and that of the king of Egypt as Nectanebo. The choice of Nectanebo, the last native 

Pharaoh, is natural enough, given his cultural significance as reflected e.g. in the 

Alexander Romance (see M. Pieper in RE Nektanebos; M. Braun, History and Romance in 

Graeco-Oriental Literature 19-25, imagines a Nectanebo Romance: the ‘Dream of 

Nectanebus’, Pack? 2476, may in fact be considered such). That he is discomfited by 

1 Ahiqar has been found apparently listed as wmmdnu under Esarhaddon in a cuneiform tablet of the 
Seleucid period from Uruk (J. van Dijk in XVIL. Vorlaufiger Bericht ... Ausgraben in Uruk-Warka, Winter 1959/60 

(Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft, Abhandlungen 7, Berlin 1962), 43-53, esp. 45 ll. 19f.; J. C. Greenfield, 
Hommages a Andre Dupont-Sommer (Paris 1971) 49f.; cf. E. Reiner, Onentalia ns 30 (1961) 1-11; H. L. Ginsberg in 

ANET? 427). Thus he at least is a historical figure. 
2 Not Lycurgus: 3720 joins P. Berol. inv. 11628 in calling him Avxwpoc. See further on 21. 
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Aesop is no indication of anti-Egyptian sentiment on the part of the dominant Greek- 

speaking sector of the population: it is just that the Greek—more strictly, Phrygian—has 

stepped into the shoes of the Assyrian. In any case I see no argument here (pace Rose, CR 

NS 3 (1953) 154, and La Penna, Athenaeum 40 (1962) 271f.) against Perry’s inherently 

plausible opinion that this part of the Aesop Life originated in Egypt. Lycorus king of 

Babylon is an infinitely less familiar figure, and I do not know what basis he may have in 

history. 

The earliest extant version of the Ahiqar story is the fragmentary Aramaic one 

found among the documents of the Jewish mercenaries at Elephantine (E. Sachau, 

Aramdische Papyrus und Ostraka aus einer jiidischen Militdrkolonie zu Elephantine (Leipzig 

1911), Papp. 49-59, cf. pref. xx-xxiii; A. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century Bc 

(Oxford 1923) 204-48; J. M. Lindenberger, “The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahigar’ (Diss. 

Johns Hopkins Univ., 1974)). The story became widely diffused, and versions exist in 

many languages, principally Syriac, Arabic, and Armenian (F. C. Conybeare, J. Rendel 

Harris, A. Smith Lewis, The Story of Ahikar [Cambridge 11898 #1913], idd. in R. H. 

Charles, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament [Oxford 1913] ii 715-77). Inall 

versions but the Aramaic, Ahigar delivers two speeches to his adoptive son: one at the 

outset of the story, the ‘Proverbs’, a conventional piece of wisdom literature, the other at 

the end, the ‘Parables’ (it consists mainly of similitudes, ‘My son, thou art like .. .’), in 

reprehension of his protégé’s ingratitude. In the Aesop Life the two are collapsed into 

one. Structurally Aesop’s speech is the equivalent of the second of Ahiqar’s (except in 

that it comes before, not after, the trip to Egypt) and it has the same mortifying effect on 

the young man, but in content it corresponds more to the first, consisting as it does of a 

disconnected series of precepts, with little or no bearing on the current situation. In the 

Elephantine papyrus the narrative survives only as far as the false report of Ahiqar’s 

death (Papp. 49-52, apparently consecutive); and Ahigar has no extended address to his 

adoptive son down to that point. (It is true that P. Grelot, Documents araméens d’ Egypte 

(Paris 1972), 427-52, puts the sayings towards the beginning of the narrative, 

interposing them between col. i and col. ii [of Sachau’s Pap. 49]; but these are two 

physically consecutive columns!) The rest of the Elephantine fragments (Papp. 53-9), of 

unfixed order and location, are all taken up with the sayings of Ahiqar. Their place (or 

places) in the narrative is unclear, except in so far as they do not occupy the position 

occupied by the proverbs in the Syriac etc.; most probably, I think, they will have 

constituted a single speech and have preceded the Egyptian episode (of which there is no 

trace in the Elephantine fragments: but it is an integral part of the tale). 

The Elephantine version of the Ahiqar story, which is much the earliest and 

possibly in the original language, thus appears to have an affinity with the Aesop Life’s 

form of the narrative, at least in that each of them lacks an initial wisdom-speech. 

Assuming the Elephantine version to be faithful to the original form of the tale, Cowley 

(209 f.) envisages a single collection of sayings that was later divided into the two sets that 

we find in the other Ahigar versions. Perry’s view (Aesopicai, pref. 5-10) is rather that it is 
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the later versions that preserve the pristine form, while the Aramaic and the Greek 
together represent an aberrant form of the story that was current in Egypt. Affinity with 
the Elephantine version may not be quite so close or so significant as Perry supposes, but 
there are certainly structural inconcinnities in the Aesop version, and it may be agreed 
that however matters may stand with the Elephantine text the narrative as given in the 
Aesop Life, with its single set of injunctions, is a deformation of an original Ahigar 
narrative in which Ahiqar had two discrete speeches, each appropriate in its place. This 
is not to say that either speech originated in the Ahigar tale itself; their relative 
contextual freedom suggests otherwise. 

In the Aesop Life, as Perry trenchantly points out (pref. 9f.), the adoptive son’s 
death immediately after the speech is inadequately motivated; but I would suppose this 
to be due to elimination of vindictiveness from the Ahiqar role as being out of keeping 
with the character of Aesop. The match between the two, while close enough to enable 
the transfer of the story from the one to the other, was not perfect. It is in line with this 
that Aesop, unlike Ahiqar, had prevailed on the king to spare the young man’s life. 

The story seems to have been popular indeed in Roman Egypt. There are four 
previously known papyri of the Aesop Life (P. Berol. inv. 11628, PSI II 156, P. Oxy. 
XVII 2083, and P. Ross. Georg. I 18, for all of which see Perry, Studies in the Text History 

of the Life and Fables of Aesop (APA Philological Monographs 7, 1936), 27-70), and 

3331 + 3720 joins not only them but also two demotic papyri of the Ahiqar tale: Pap. 

Cairo s.n. (7EA 16 (1930) 3f., identified by Spiegelberg, OL 33 (1930) 961) and Pap. 

Berlin P 23729 (Verzeichnis d. or. Hss. in Deutschland, Suppl. 19 (1976) 181-5); though 

presumably Ahiqar in demotic travelled quite independently of the Greek appropria- 

tion of the story for Aesop.! 

Two complete versions of the Aesop Life are extant: one in the tenth-century codex 

G (Pierpont Morgan Library MS 397), unknown before 1952, the other in the 

manuscripts of the so-called Westermann recension, W (MRLWV, SBP). Among the 

latter, the group SBP is contaminated—or rather enriched—with material evidently 

drawn from some other source; and an important accession to this group is the early 

eleventh-century codex Th, a single leaf with parts of §§ 110-11, published by Perry in 

Byz. Keit. 59 (1966) 285-90. For §§ 109-10, Aesop’s paraenesis, we have yet another 

version in the extract of Cod. Vindobonensis theol. gr. 128. All these texts, with the 

exception of the more recently discovered fragment Th, are published by Perry in his 

Aesopica 1 (1952). But the text of Cod. G hereabouts happens to be extraordinarily 

corrupt and lacunose, so that Perry relegates its text of §§ 109-10 to a footnote, n. 551. 

For a detailed account of the textual history of the Life see Perry, TAPA 64 (1933) 

198-244, Aesopica i 1-32, Byz. eit. loc. cit. In one point Perry’s account may be 

1 The Romanian and Slavonic versions of the Ahiqar tale may be presumed to have come via Greek, but no 
non-Aesopic Greek version of the story is found, nor may the earlier existence of one be inferred from the fact 

that Ahiqar was apparently known, as an Assyrian wise man, in classical Greece. A modern Greek version is 

reported, however (F. Altheim and R. Stiehl, Die aramdische Sprache unter den Achaimeniden i 183). 
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questioned. Differences from G and from W appear variously in the papyri, in SBP(Th), 

and in Cod. Vind. All these are attributed by Perry to a common source, which he terms 

m, supposedly a single version of the Life current in the second century. But the 

hypothesis of a unitary source for all the various non-GW witnesses is hardly in keeping 

with the realities of textual transmission as evidenced by the papyri, and receives specific 

confutation in the discrepancies between the present papyrus and the Vienna codex. 

While the papyrus is generally closer to G than to the W tradition (see e.g. 1, 

2-4, 12-14, 106), it not infrequently agrees with the W tradition against G (e.g. 1-2 

KAnOjvar, 4 edxpucev, Bf. irep dv xarnydpycev adrobd 6 Alvoc, 112 mpoc TO exeivaw 

BovAnua). Perhaps rather more in the W recension is inherited than might have been 

thought, and correspondingly less to be assigned to later rewriting. At 10 there is an 

agreement with SBP against all the other witnesses: this in conformity with Perry’s 

recognition that SBP, while basically W manuscripts, occasionally draw on another 

source. And at 19 an apparent tense-agreement with MW shows that M may preserve 

original W readings against R, as well as confirming the independent value of the pure 

(non-SBP) W tradition. 

But often the papyrus stands alone. It is more distant both from G and from W 

than they are from each other. Its narrative is rarely shorter, and sometimes gives 

circumstantial detail not to be found in G or W (e.g. the phrases at 8 and 22). For all the 

suspicion that properly attaches to longer texts in general (especially perhaps in the 

case of a popular quasi-biographical work of no fixed constitution, cf. the Gospels), 

the papyrus’ text gives little impression of having been padded; rather, the versions 

of G and W appear abridged in relation to 3720, much as W is itself abridged in 

relation to G. 
In §§ 1rog-110, Aesop’s speech to his adoptive son,! the differences among the 

various versions are greater, and the Vienna codex comes into play. The bulk of the 

speech consists of a more or less inconsequent succession of general precepts: over and 

above the usual textual variabilities are more substantive discrepancies. In addition the 

text of G is horribly mutilated, and W has been invaded by gnomic monostichoi.? Cod. 

Vind. has some precepts of which there is no trace in G (those corresponding to the 

papyrus’ ll. 45f., 84-7, 90-2, 95-7), and G has some which Cod. Vind. does not (~ pap. 

50-6, 62f., 63-5); W, once purged of its interpolations, has none which is not at least 

partially represented in either G or Cod. Vind. All the precepts variously represented in 

1 The name, which probably occurred in the papyrus at |. g (cf. fr. 2. 6) but is too damaged to read, is 
uncertain: Aivoc W, Aivoc Cod. Vind., ‘HAtoc G. Perry takes Aivoc to be in error for Aévoc: perhaps the reverse? 
In view of the latent rivalry between Aesop and Apollo that may be detected in the Life, Linus may be no less 
suitable a name for Aesop’s son than Aenus. As for G’s Helios, it is preferred by Adrados (Historia de la fabula 
greco-latina i 678, cf. id., Quad. Urb. Ns 1 (1979) 103), while La Penna suggests (Athenaeum 40 (1962) 267) that 
‘Sun’ may have been substituted for ‘Fable’ by an oriental redactor; it seems to me more likely to be merely 
a corruption (from AINOC via AIHOC?). In Ahiqar he is Nadan or Nadin. 

2S. Jakel, Menandri Sententiae (Teubner 1974), prints the whole of the W version of Aesop’s speech as App. 
13. But the trimeters need to be separated out from the prose in which they are embedded. 
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the medieval witnesses (Ws presumed interpolations apart) are present in the papyrus, 

though not always in just the same form. Evidently material has independently dropped 

out of Cod. Vind. and of G. (The alternative would be to suppose that the papyrus and 

either G or Cod. Vind. together represent an interpolated tradition, but I take the 

papyrus version to be fundamentally sincere.) Further: the papyrus gives more complete 

versions of some precepts carried only imperfectly in the sum of the other texts, and in 

addition carries a couple not found in them at all: 46-50, 60-2. As to the wording of 

material carried in common, the papyrus stands perhaps closer to the text which 

underlies G than to Cod. Vind., though the condition of G’s text makes it difficult to 

speak with any precision and certainly the papyrus shows several agreements with Cod. 

Vind. against G. And W and SBP(Th) are shown to be not quite negligible even where 

Cod. Vind. is extant. (La Penna, art. cit. 268, holds it is W’s version of the speech that is 

closest to the original, and Cod. Vind.’s the most distant, but there seems to me nothing 

to favour this view, and much against it.) But as a rule the papyrus’ phrasing is not 

identical with that of any of the other versions; it is superior much more often than not, 

I would say. 

For all the irrelevance of the majority of the precepts to their context in the story, it 

does look as if in the papyrus there was greater circumstantial cohesion between the 

speech and its surroundings than is to be found in the other versions, and it is all the more 

unfortunate that ll. 28-30 and 1oof., either side of the speech, are too badly damaged to 

admit of secure restoration. And the speech itself seems to have opened in appreciably 

more consequent fashion, to the extent that ll. 31-42 can be seen to have been, at least in 

origin, a logically connected series of sentences founded on the young man’s ungrateful 

behaviour; though here again the damage is an impediment. 

In the corresponding speech of Aesop, Ahiqar’s utterances have been almost wholly 

replaced. (Even within the Ahigar tradition itself there is very little correspondence 

between the sayings preserved in the Elephantine papyrus and those of the other 

versions, and much discrepancy among the latter.) One clear remnant, preserved by 

Cod. Vind. as well as the papyrus, is the injunction to forget anything heard év BaciAcKy 

avA\W (45f., where see n.); this is the first of Ahiqar’s sayings in his first speech. The 

succeeding sentence(s) in the papyrus may possibly continue this, but I do not find it in 

any of the extant Ahiqar versions. The only other carry-over that I can firmly identify, 

one that has survived in all versions of the Aesop speech (pap., Cod. Vind., G, W), is the 

injunction to be affable (82-4, ~ Ahikar Syriac A 2. 38 = Syriac B 2. 5): a dog’s tail gets 

him bread, his mouth gets him blows. This too comes from the first of Ahiqar’s speeches, 

not the second. I find no detail in the fragments of the sayings of Ahiqar in the Aramaic 

papyrus in common with anything in Aesop’s speech. (It might be possible to argue that 

Aesop’s answer to one of Nectanebo’s questions later on [§ 115], comparing him to the 

sun, is drawn from Ahigar’s ‘Glorious is a king to see, like Shamash’, |. 108 

Cowley = prov. 26 Grelot, but I should doubt there is anything in this. See also on 

75-9.) There may be points of contact with the Ahiqar sayings that I have not detected, 
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but if so they are no more prominent in the papyrus’ version of the speech than in the 

later manuscripts’ versions. 

The medievally transmitted texts of this section of the Life (except for Th, see 

above) are to be found in Perry, Aesopica 1 68-70 (G and Cod. Vind.) and 101-2 (W), 

with a collation of the W MSS (incl. SBP) at 1g1-5. 

A recent discussion of the Aesop Life is by F. R. Adrados, Historia de la fabula greco- 

latina i 661-98, cf. id., Quad. Urb. Ns 1 (1979) 93-114. 

There is a certain amount in common between the precepts of Aesop and those of 
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the Seven Wise Men in the collection attributed to Sosiades (Stob. 1 go ff. Meineke, cf. 

Dittenberger, Sylloge® no. 1268, J. Schmidt in RE Suppl. vii 1220). I do not detail the 

correspondences, but the connection should be noted. 

[I take this opportunity of noting that the obscene episode of the Life represented in 

3331 has some affinity with the ‘Adulteress’ mime, III 413 back (H. Wiemken, Der gr. 

Mimus 81-106), where too an attempt is made to seduce a slave Aesop. A particular 

point of contact is the phrase cé cxamrew éxéAevo(v) in that mime (117), cf. 3331 4; only 

there, though the context is similarly sexual, the meaning 1s literal not allegorical. | 

Cole 
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col. ii 
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col. 1 
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cava| € 12 oO. ¢.. 0.) wn pelA]Ale, adda xo- 
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‘|... T will call you [Hermippus] my saviour.”’ He [King Lycorus] ordered him [Aesop] to be 

summoned. On his arrival, long-haired, dishevelled(?) and filthy on account of his lengthy confinement, the 

king turned and wept, and for shame (?) (told) him to wipe out (?) .. . and after having a wash (?) then to make 

his greeting. Aesop after refreshing himself (?) made his greeting to the king and after giving him a kiss began to 

defend himself against the accusations that Aenus (or Linus) had made against him; and <the king), 

recognizing the truth, wanted to kill the young man as one who had acted impiously against a righteous father. 

But Aesop prevented him, saying that a dead man would have death as a cloak for his shame, whereas a living 

man was the trophy of his own conscience. So the king, agreeing that he should live, said to Aesop, “Do what 

you wish. Take and read this letter from the king of Egypt.” When Aesop had read it and recognized the puzzle 
he laughed and said, ‘“‘Write him this in reply: ‘I shall send you one who will build the tower and answer the 
questions when winter is past.’”” On hearing this Lycorus, without asking him the meaning, immediately (?) 

dispatched his ambassadors to the king of Egypt in accordance with Aesop’s wishes, to Nectanebo. And he 
gave orders for his original property to be given (back) to him, made him Grand Vizier (again) and committed 
(Aenus) into his hands. Aesop, taking the young man to himself once again (?), did him no (violence?) but 
showed him (?) (the error of his ways?) in words (?), admonishing him with a view to the future (?), beginning 

as follows: 
“Hearken to my words, my son Aenus (or Linus) —words through which you were educated before, but 

failed to return due thanks. For it was not for these (thanks?) that I raised you and educated you, butso that... 
So for the future keep my words safe like property in trust. First of all revere God, fear king; for power is godlike. 
One should love an adoptive father (like natural parents); for the benevolence of the latter is a necessity of 
nature, but to him who loves by choice one should pay thanks twofold. Take your daily sustenance as useful as 
you can, so that you may have more appetite the next day and so be healthy. If you hear anything in the 
royal court, let it die within you, lest you quickly die. As you go on your way(?) to..., bendlow...; for... have 
higher... throw down. To your enemies be dire, so that they may not contemn you; to your friends be mild and 
generous, so that they may grow to be better disposed to you. Pray that your enemies live in sickness and 
poverty, so that they may be altogether powerless; pray that your friends lead a life of sobriety, for they will 
benefit you either by word or by conduct. Deal kindly with your wife, so that she may not want to try out 
another man; for woman is fickle (and capricious), and when flattered is not minded to go wrong; and treat 
your servants even better(?), in case they too run off to those who will not punish them(?). Avoid Envy, in the 
knowledge that he is a stronger opponent than you; (do not?) throw down those who dwell in the heights from 
their own dwellings. Go more sharply(?) with your feet(?) than your tongue. Do not philologize when in wine, 

showing off education; for when one is clever out of season one will be laughed to scorn. Do not be envious of the 
successful but join them in their joy, and you will share in their success; for the jealous man unwittingly does 
harm to himself. Look after your slaves, giving them a share in what you have, so that they may not respect you 
as their lord and master but honour you as their benefactor. Control anger. If you learn something when you 
are past your prime, do not be ashamed; for it is better to be called a late learner than an ignoramus. Reveal to 
your wife nothing that is secret and not to be spoken of; for woman is antagonistic to an equal partnership, for 
she sits the whole day long making plans, machinating how to gain mastery over you. Seek your day-to-day 
livelihood with a view to what is being got(?), but also lay up in store for the morrow; for it is better to leave it to 
enemies than to go in want of friends. Be affable and open to those who meet you, knowing that even for a dog 
his tail gets him food, his mouth a beating. Be proud of decency, not of possessions; for possessions the appointed 
time(?) takes away, but decency endures safe from destruction. If you meet with success, do not bear grudges 
against your enemies, but rather do good to them, so that they may repent when they know what sort of aman 

they wronged. When you are in a position to exercise compassion do not hesitate, but tire yourself out with 
giving, in the knowledge that fortune is not lasting. A back-biting and slanderous man when he dissimulates(?) 
throw out in good time; for (he behaves as he does) not for the sake of good will, for in just the same way he will 
communicate your doings and sayings to others. Do not rejoice over great possession, nor grieve over little.” 
With these words Aesop departed. Aenus (?Linus), in grief at having done wrong and at having received a 
tongue-lashing, starved himself to death. Aesop, (not expecting this?), gave him an illustrious burial after he 
had passed away (?) and mourned him. 

After this he summoned fowlers and told them to catch four eagle nestlings; and they carried out his 
instruction. Aesop took them and plucked out the wing-tip feathers, which seem to give them swiftness of 
flight, and gave orders that they should so be reared and should learn to carry boys on top of themselves. 
When they were fullgrown and now capable of carrying the boys they started flying high in the sky lightly 
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reined on a rope, for they obeyed the boys and flew in accordance with their will. So Aesop took his leave of 
Lycorus and sailed to Egypt with the eagles and the boys and with a great deal of equipment. . .’ 

1-2 Possibly <at> before éxéAe[u|cev (not -ce 8”), an easy loss after -wav. éxéAevcev with G and SBP (cf. 
mpockadecdwevoc 102), KAnOAvae with W. 

2-4 Closely similar to G. rapayevouévov with W against G’s rapayevayévou, but hardly significant, cf. 
yevape[voc at 34 below. (Similarly rapayevdpevoc with G at P. Berol. 11628. 36 will not be significant, pace 
Perry, Studies 58; the same fluctuation in e.g. the a recension of the Alexander Romance [Kroll, pref. v] and in 
the life of Secundus.) 

At the beginning of 3, not -@vroc or -obvroc. Katw|xpovroc (for -@vtoc, cf. e.g. G's Komidytwy in 17, or 
ctyOpevoc in 23) might fit. So would e.g. cade]Yovroc, ywAe]|¥ovroc, but what is wanted, I suppose, is another 
word describing his appearance of bodily disrepair—a scene which the Book of Ahiqar presents more 
picturesquely, Ahiqar’s fingernails having grown like eagle’s talons (Ahikar 5. 11). 

edaxpucev with W. 

5-7 A wash and brush-up is enjoined (cf. Ahikar 5. 12-14). But the papyrus evidently differed quite 
widely from both G and W, which differ in turn from each other. 

5 |, Qecc. The doubtful letter suggests € or c. A participle in -cOeéc seems indicated, e.g. dpyicbeic, aldSecBeic 
(cf. the Syriac and Armenian versions, Ahikar 5. 12). Then, adrdév not excluded. Towards the end of the line 

ex[c]zmv seems to fit the context better than other possibilities. Somewhere éxéAeucev or equivalent must be 
lurking. é«[€Aev]c[e would be a forced reading after addy, but I cannot find anything better. What will have 
gone with éx[c]# 1 am not sure; the words before it I cannot recover; Joy would be a possible decipherment of 
the immediately preceding traces. 

At the end of 6 [6 de] Alic]waoc offers itself: the beginning of §108. Working back from there, 
@[c|m[ac]ac[@ac (cf. G) can be recovered with some probability. For 5-6, perhaps é«[c]u7jv «[ai | Aovc]dwevov 
Aove. with W). What intervened between dovc]apevov and ¢[c|z[aclac[Bax is strictly beyond recovery; 
€|ze[c]ra possible (not raAw or the like). A maximally reconstructed text of 5-6, then, would run: 

aide]cBeic adrov ..[...Jol[....].a[... Jos 
Aouc]apevov [€]ze[e]7a a[c]a[aclac[Aar. 6 dé] Alic]waoc 

Between [6 de] A[ic]w7oc¢ (6) and 7¢[74]caTo (7), if these two restorations are right, we look for something 
corresponding to efc €avtov katactac (W), etc €avtov atroxatactabelc €AOwy (G). Presumably one or the other -oc 

before it, av@[pw |z9¢ is a possibility, though not the only one. Something on the lines of &c | kaw ]oc &vO[ pw |zr0c 
yevouevoc, if that is not too English an idiom? 

8 d[Anua te a[d]r@ dove. A guess, without counterpart in G or W, and abraded beyond possibility of 
verification. The need for a connective between ¢[7é]caro and dreAoy[e]éz9 is met by the re, and the suggested 
reading, of which the initial ¢ is reasonably assured, seems to fit both sense and space. The king kisses Ahiqar on 
his first appearance in the Arabic version (Ahikar 5. 12). 

8-9 ameAoyle]iro with G, but dep dv x7rA with W. No mention here of the adoptive relationship, found in 
both G and W. The reading of the name—though there seems little doubt that the name did stand here (as in 
W, not in G) —is uncertain, virtually all but the c having disappeared; Aivoc (W), Aivoc (Cod. Vind.’s form of 
the name) both possible, “HAvoc (G’s form) probably not. 

9-10 77 aAn@cav looks like an affinity with G, Kal rH dAjnferav wel? dpKov mapectycato (sc. Aesop), to 
which W has no counterpart. But I cannot accommodate any such asseveration in the papyrus. By 1. 10 the 
subject seems to have changed to the king (11 6 dé [Ai]cwmoc xrA), whether or not 7]¢[A]ev is a correct 
restoration. émvy[vovc is a consequent guess. But unless I have got the construction completely wrong, 6 BaciAevc 
seems required; I would have expected 6 dé BactAevc in place of «ai (which is almost certainly what is written); 
perhaps émy[vovc (6 BactAevc>? 

10 74]9¢[A]ev. Genitive absolute in both G and W (nom. absol. in R): #éAovroc in G, pédAovtoc W. 
[70]v veav[i]cxoy. G and W (except R) both give the name here; he is referred to in this way again in the 

papyrus at 28 below. 
jceBnkdra with SBP: aceBycavra MRLWV, dberyjcavta G. 
11 8é«karov. Pointed; absent from both G and W. 

od« €acev, papyrus alone: rapytncato G (aper-, corr. Perry), #r#cato W. On the form see F. 'T. Gignac, 

Grammar ii 235. 
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12 _.[.. ]e. dy[ca]e acceptable: einwv GW, 

12-14. reOve@[ra] «7A. G is close, despite some surface corruption, Perry’s mending of which appears 

substantially confirmed. (je ém could stand as well for pév e€ew as for Perry’s pev éxew; Tod Biov is perhaps an 

intrusive gloss.) W has this in direct speech, and garbled (pace La Penna, art. cit. 268). 

mrapaxdArvppa THe aicyd[v|y[c. Cf. edceBelac karaxdAvppa, an intrusive marginal note in G in § 7. 

14-15 Word-order as G, but odv with W. 
15 mole 6 BéAtc (I. OéAevc). Without counterpart in either G or W, both of which plunge straight into 

“NaBav rip émucro” «7A. The papyrus’ continuation, however, is no less abrupt, for I can see no likely way of 
taking |e as 5é. In the Ahiqar story (with the possible exception of the Aramaic version from Elephantine, 
whose narrative survives only as far as the Scheintod) the question of the adoptive son’s punishment is not even 
raised until Ahiqar has dealt with the Egyptian problem, which is what had prompted his reappearance. It is 
on his return from his success in Egypt that the king invites him to ‘Ask what thou wilt’ (Rendel Harris’s 
translation of the Syriac, Ahikar 7. 23 ~ 24-6 Arabic, 6-7 Armenian) whereupon Ahiqar asks for Nadan to be 
handed over to him for punishment and vituperation. Whether or not zrofet 6 @éAeuc is an echo of Ahiqar’s carte 
blanche, the abrupt transition to the ¢j7nua theme here may be a sign of the dislocation of the narrative. 
Subsequent transition points from the one theme to the other are at 24-5 and 102. 

16 rod trav A[e]yv[m]tiwv Baci[Aéwe. This is G’s order, not W's; SBP omit the phrase altogether. 
17 dvayvouc... Kal émuyvovc. Merely émvyvodc in W, and yvodc in G. For the combination cf. the Alexander 

Romance i 39, 6 Aapeioc avayvovde Ta ypappata ArcEdvbpov eréyyw rH ev adtoic dvvapw. 
The 7a was to build a tower touching neither earth nor heaven (somewhat ironical in view of the fact 

that odre yijc ovr’ odpavod anteTat was proverbial em trav mepitT@v Kal wndev Tpoc TO Tpaypa cuvTeAovvTwY, Corp. 

Paroem. Gr.i App. Cent. iv 47, cf. Lucian Alex. 54), and to answer any question (§ 105 ~ Ahikar 5. 2). Another 
Cy7ya with both oriental and Aesopic connections is that of drinking up the sea. According to Plutarch (Conv. 
sept. sap. 151 B-D) the king of Ethiopia challenged Amasis king of Egypt on this one; Bias was on hand in the 
problem-solving role. But the same dddvvarov crops up in the Aesop Life (§§ 69-71) solved by Aesop for his 
master Xanthus. 

18 pediacac. G and SBP copulate with the preceding participle; not MRLVW. 
18-19 Top|To. ovTwc G, om. W. 

19-21 meus wév. Not wéuxsouev, w almost certain. Neither G nor W has peév. 
The éay clause (21, conceivably 6rayv or érdy in pap.) comes at the beginning in W. 
Tov oikodouyc[o|vra tov rvp[yov. G and W have the plural both here and in the original formulation of the 

Oj7nwa, § 105; but the Ahiqar versions apparently have the singular (5. 2). The papyrus’ word-order is with G; 
but as to tense, G has the present, while the W archetype evidently (pace Perry) had the future, as the papyrus, 
and SBP have péAdovtrac ofkodopeiv. 

Tov amoKpiOncopuevov Ta emepwrwpe[va. SBP, together with V, here have the present. As for ra 
errepwtwe[va, G has ta epwrjuarta here, but 76 émepwrapevov in § 116; W has only coz here, and a relative 
clause in § 116. Cf. also § 105. 

21-4 Gand W shorter, and mutually similar. Asyndeton with G (cf. § 106 init. and § 113 ad fin. in W), 
tlovdc mpécBeuc with W. 

AdKxw|[poc (not named here in G or W): this spelling, confirmed at 114, is given also by the Berlin fragment, 

P. Berol. 11628, the only other papyrus in which the name occurs. Both in G and in W (SBP apart) it has 

become the familiar (to a Greek) Avxodpyoc, while the SBP tradition indicates (an intermediate?) Auxodpoc. 
Lyceros, the name by which he is traditionally known, has no real authority, see Perry, Studies 53, 57f. Cf. 
intro. 

4] €pwTncac adrov Tov dpov. A guess, without counterpart in GW; ‘without asking him the meaning’, i.e. 

without asking for ‘definition’ or ‘specification’ of his intentions. The king might have been expected to seek 

enlightenment: such was his confidence in Aesop that he did not. But this is questionable, especially as regards 
the meaning of dpoc. 

23 At beginning, e.g. evOvc, maw, ot Twe. 
24 Kabwe «rAd. Unrepresented in GW. mpdc NexraveBuiy at least reads like a gloss. The spelling of the name 

is NexraveBdc in P. Berol. 11628 (30, cf. 22f.), -avaBev in G (nom. acc. gen., -B@ dat.; nom. -B& once, 112), 
-evaBa in W (nom. acc. gen., -8@ dat.). The various manuscripts of the Alexander Romance present similar 
variations (L. Bergson, Der gr. Alex.-Roman, Rez. B xxix). Cf. Parthey, Agyptische Personennamen 62. 

24-7 €xé[Aevcev «7A. Here again G and W are akin to each other. At the beginning of 26, I suppose 
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something like efyev, 74]A[wv] dé. The first clause, 24-6, apparently corresponds to W’s rdvra 74 adbrob amodovc, 
unrepresented in G. We have (1) restoration of possessions (om. G), (2) restoration of position as SiocKnr}c 
(original appointment § ror fin., succession by Aenus § 104 fin.), and (3) committal of Aenus (independent 
clause as in G). 

For 26f., perhaps rov | [Se Aivo]y éx8[o]rov, structure as G, éxSorov with W. But the supplement seems a bit 
on the short side: 8 so7énro |p? With the phrase éxSorov adt@ rapéSwxe compare now éxSordv jor S(Swew in the 
Sesonchosis Romance, XLVII 3319 ii 3-4. 

27-41 See fr. 2 for possible accessions to these lines. 

27-31 6 de Aicwmoc «rd. Most of this has no counterpart in G’s brief introduction to the speech, or in 
W’s briefer one. In the Ahiqar story Nadan is tied up and beaten at this point (Syriac 7. 25 ~ Arabic 7. 
27 ~ Armenian 7. 8), but Ahiqar seems to have sloughed off all trace of vengefulness in his transformation into 
Aesop, NB 10-14 above and cf. 100-2 below. 

At the beginning of 28, perhaps raAw AaB ev ¢[ic] €avrdy vel sim., cf. GW. But many other possibilities, e.g. 
é[v] €avrod, a[¢’] Eavtod, -e adro.. 

ovdev is presumably ovdev rather than odd’ év. 
The papyrus is damaged, warped, and abraded. $e.éa in 29 is followed by an upright (not c): either 

(-)de¢€ax, in which case possibly -ou[c] (or rod -od[v]) vera deiEau, or éredetEaro vel sim., in which case oy, Jev 
may be ov[d]eé. 

Before Adywr, dia (cf. G) cannot be excluded nor confirmed. 

30-41 fr. 2, q.v., may preserve remnants of the beginnings of these lines. 
31 Here begins the Cod. Vind. extract. 

31-42 Cod. Vind. is basically similar to the papyrus’ text, except that it has apparently suppressed the 

second sentence (33-6 in papyrus, represented in no other version) and has generalized the adoptive son— 

father relationship to a pupil-teacher one. G is very corrupt and lacunose, but was evidently closer to the 
papyrus in some particulars: dwédwxac, om. we dei, Tov vv Trovodvprevoc (1. Tov vioroLovpevor), cTépye, avayKn. [G’s 

underlying text may have been something like: Axoucov Ta&v eudv Adywr, He, (dv dv> kal rpdtepov radevbeic 

Cob) adnbeic por tac xapitac amédwxac. . . . Tpa@Tov pev Hedv céBov: BaciA€a Tia: 76 Kpatobv yap tcov Bed. 

Tov vioTroLovpevov cTEpye wc) Tove yoveic: Toic wer avayKy Ed TroLely dia THY PUcIW, TA dé Ex Tpoatpecewe crépEavTt 

dumAaciovac rac Tiwac (Sei) diddvar Kal yapitac.| W incorporates some alien material, but apart from that adds 
nothing to G except duAa€gov (adrodc) ev 7H Kapdia cov, which may be a transposed paraphrase of the sentence 

ending tapaxata6yxnv found in the papyrus and Cod. Vind.; the point about natural and adoptive parents has 

gone. SBP eliminate the theme of ingratitude altogether—thereby severing completely the umbilical cord with 

Ahigar. 
At the end of 31 re is abraded beyond possibility of verification. 
dixaiac yap|itac. No room for pou? 

tavtac. Not ravraic. 

compound, ava-?) suits the traces well. Perhaps | rac yaputac ce Opeipac, or ravtac may pick up the preceding 
xdpitac, as Dr Rea suggests, e.g. | AaBav ce kal Opepac. Hither of these restorations would accommodate the 

alpha of fr. 2. 8. 
34-6 I cannot restore. yevape| [voc or -vov, I suppose (though -yevou- in 2 above, where see n.); in reference 

to Aenus or to himself? In 35 zpéc ce looks likely enough; not, I think, Aayumpéc or -dv. I cannot make out what 

follows ducuxn (-K7 or -KH; Not KH, iota adscript nowhere written in this papyrus), which conceivably refers to 

the ‘natural’ as distinct from the adoptive relationship, cf. 41. The sentence ends at Je in 36; the options are 

limited if the use of paragogic nu can be relied on; certainly it is normal elsewhere in the papyrus. 
36-7 ic 70 péAAov obv pvAacce Tovc Adyouc pov. The metre is accidental, I take it. The papyrus has no trace 

of the monostichoi that have invaded W’s version of the speech. 
38 doB[od: riua all the other texts. Perhaps cf. rode PdBouc AdeEdvdpou év Maxedovia (= the respect in 

which he was held?) in the B-recension of the Alexander Romance, p. 80. 3 Bergson. 1 Pet. 2: 17 has 7ov Beov 

foPeicbe, rov BaciAéa tate, Prov. 24: 21 PoBod rov Bedv, vie, Kat Baciréa. 

38f. 76] yap xparobv [icdbedv éctw]. tov] yap xparoby|[ra, after G’s rov kparodvra, would be possible, but 

I would presume that 76 xparoov yap lies behind that. I restore ¢cé@eov on the basis of G’s icw Ow (1. icov bed?): 

icétuov more feebly Cod. Vind. For icé@eov cf. Aesop’s challenge to Nectanebo in § 116: cd d€ GéAec avOpwrroc 
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dv icobéw epilew Baciret (sc. Lycoro); and the Theban aulete to Alexander in the Alexander Romance, i 

46 fin., 76 cov icdBeov Kparoc ceBopeOa (cf. i 40 ad init., ii 16 ad fin.). 

Gods and parents: esp. (i) Pack? 1244 (gnomology, Pap. XIII Jakel, Menandri Sententiae) 17f., [Oeov 

mporta, | dedrepov Sé rove yoveic (= Men. sent. 322). [icov Beoic xp7) mavra 7 letmdy Tovc yoveic ( M Men. sent. 525, 

vopoc yovedci<v> tcoPéouc Tyrac véuew); and (ii), in Graeco-Egyptian tradition, the Hypothecae of Amenophis 

(Wilcken, Aegyptiaca, Festschrift fiir Ebers, 142 ff.) 3-4 dpotwe Beovc céBov [Kat] | yovéac. 

39 7[6]v vioroncdper[ov. Read by grace of G’s tov vw movobpevoc:, which I presume represents TOV 

viorovovpevor (differently La Penna, art. cit. 273 n. 19). Tov Kabyynrnv cov Cod. Vind. 

dele c]répyew. crépye G: riwa Cod. Vind. 
At the beginning of 40, ica yovetcw (as Cod. Vind.), ac rove yoveic (cf. G), vel sim. (But see fr. 2.) 

41 ctlépyovre. crépEavre Cod. Vind., which is no doubt also what lies behind G’s rev€avra. The papyrus is 

badly damaged, but crépyov7 rather than crépéavru is indicated. 

42-5 Tv KaOnje[purv «7A. Represented in G and in Cod. Vind., absent from W. G stops short at dvvp. 
Correspondence between the papyrus and Cod. Vind. is almost exact: ae dv bbvy: Kabov bbvq Cod. Vind. 

(xaOocov Westermann: «ao dv?); etc +] nv adjptov: etc avpiov Cod. Vind. 
ébpextix[]repoc. Cod. Vind. is reported as having épevtixatepoc, Westermann’s emendation of which to 

épyatixwrepoc, printed by Perry, can now be discarded in favour of épexrixesrepoc. (Could this be what Cod. 
Vind. in fact has?) It seems good health depends not on work but on appetite. 

45-6 év BaciAuxj addAq «rAd. Represented in the Greek versions only in Cod. Vind., where again the 

correspondence is close. 
This is the first of the precepts delivered by Ahiqar to Nadan in his first speech. There is a special affinity 

with the Armenian version, not shared with the Syriac or Arabic versions, in its mention of ‘the royal gate’ 
(‘Son, if thou hear any word in the royal gate, make it to die and bury it in thy heart, . . .’ Armenian 2. 1). 

46-50 eic «rd. No counterpart in any of the other versions. Possibly—but improbably?—more than a 

single saying. 
The first surviving traces of 47 are extremely scant; 7[o]pevdpevoc one of the more obvious possibilities. 

The scribe wrote xp, for «pv7re, then washed out the p before proceeding. cdtw xvmre: as a gesture of humility or 
self-effacement? (Not so at Ar. Vesp. 279, Thphr. Char. 24. 8, or Herod. 3. 41, but the saying will be oriental, not 
Greek.) One of the Ahiqar proverbs enjoins humility, but despite the fact that the Arabic version of it begins 
‘bend thy head low down’ (Arabic 2. 11) I see no significant connection. 

Jp. - -pa, Hc x] pn, al.; or -kav word-end, but -p, cau suggests nothing plausible. 
avtynca,[. The final trace, after which the surface is abraded, is an upright. atrq ca_[ (e.g. cav[i|dec)? 

Otherwise, adric a, [ (ai |?). Presumably ea not zpsa; if this indicates the gender of the noun that I presume stood 
at the beginning of 47, the BactAc«7) adAn might be worth thinking of. 

]...- A few scattered specks. 

We cannot be sure that all three -ovcw forms are finite rather than participial. 
vysnrodc and xataBaAAew both recur in the precept of 63-5 below. 

50-6 Here W comes back, and is joined for 53-6 by G; Cod. Vind. is still absent. 
In the first part of the sentence, 50-3, there are apparently only minor differences between the papyrus 

and W (the only other witness). The supplement in 51 is perhaps a little long, and the papyrus may be more 
likely to have had ceavrév than éavrév: possibly dewdv ceavtév without cov, or something more radically 
different. The sentence-end is a problem. yivwvrar (however spelt) is expected, but oyra: is clear enough, 

and the directly preceding letter appears to be ¢; and there is more space available than yevyvovrar would 
have occupied. The preceding letters are abraded almost entirely away. -tpéfovra (e.g. dva-, d1a-) 
for -tpédwvra.? 

Of 53-6 the most plausible reconstruction may be: 
tovc dé €xOpovc ev- 

xou app|w([creiv] «[a]? [w]évecBar, va Kata ravta 

Civ, dv |nco[vcw ydp ce] 7} Adyw 7 Biw. 
It is not easy to determine the amount of text missing at the beginning of the lines. I have used the last line of the 
column, 57, as an aid in fixing the amount lost; the restored phrasing of that line (restored from Cod. Vind. and 
W) is a little shorter than anticipated, but not unacceptably so. 

The papyrus’ text of 53-6 was apparently closer to G than to W. The papyrus is alone in having a 
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connective at the beginning; that is not to say that the two pairs of sentences were not discrete originally. No 
cov, kata 7rdvra in the iva clause, apparently dSuvar@cw without complement. 

In the second limb, 55-6, cwdpovoivrac (ed dpov. not to be read) stands in place of G’s evhpatvovrac 
(om. W), which may be a corruption of it (unless by conflation with edépawopévouc). For the beginning of 56, I 
have hesitantly suggested Cv. W's edrvxeiv, unless all the last several lines of the column were longer than in my 
reconstruction, would be too long. G has {jv in the first clause, in parallel with dppweriy (1. dppwereiv) and 
mévecOar: might it have been displaced from an original position following edfpaivovtac, where G is 
grammatically defective? (W’s edrvyeiv may then be a paraphrase of cwdpovobvrac Civ.) W's xara mévra and 
OéXe (H€Ae can easily be dispensed with in view of edxou above) seem to be padding. 

Alexander the Great, writing to the Tyrians in the Alexander Romance, i. 35, signs off with éppwcOe 
cwoppovodvrec: et dé uy, Eppwebe Suctvxobvrec. 

Bioc ‘conduct’; see Lampe, PGL s.v. A5 for Bioc conjoined with Adyoc. Is the end an echo of Il. 1. 503 6vnca | 
7 Ermer 7) Epyw? 

56-60 77 y[uva].[xi «7A. G again fades out, but W stays, and Cod. Vind. returns. 
The traces suggest yuvac«é with Cod. Vind. rather than W’s cuyxoirw. 
In the 6mwc clause W and Cod. Vind. differ only slightly from one another, and the papyrus in turn differs 

slightly from both (word-order; BeAjcy: 0€An Cod. Vind.: fnrjcn W); SBP have érépou for dAdov. 
In the next sentence, xodgov «7A, the papyrus differs again, and I cannot confidently reconstruct. At the 

beginning of 59 the syllabification rules limit the options. 7 is sure (not yuvac]|«iov). Some equivalent of 76 
yuvarkecov is expected (and cf. 77), but apparently not to be found. koddov y[ap Kai EusrAn||«rov might suit; 
should <rodto 70>, or at least <76), be inserted? 

KexoAaxeupevov [dé: kal koAaKkevduwevov W and Cod. Vind., which raises the possibility of («al) «ex. here, 
by quasi-haplography. Cod. Vind. then has €Aarrov od dpove? duaprdavew, where é\arrov and od seem to be 

doublets (€Adrrova Perry, deleting 03): W has édattw dpovel xaxa, where xaxd looks like one of W’s 
characteristic trivializations. The papyrus’ od should exclude €Aarrov, -ova, sim., but something must have 
stood at the end of 59. Is it conceivable that Cod. Vind’s double reading was already present in the papyrus? 

For the attitude to women cf. 75-9 below. 

60-2 No counterpart in any of the other versions. 
rouct.. The doubtful letter can only be ¢, , 0, or c. Possibly rovc 70, or else tovc re, in which case these lines 

will be a second limb to the injunction of 56-60. After o, a tallish upright, perhaps, v, or p; then scattered traces 
in damaged context. dpxov[c would suit; but so would of«ér[ac: a piece of advice concerning one’s servants, 

matching that concerning one’s wife? In the iva clause, 7 seems reasonably assured. Then if ¢ is rightly read, 
any cognate of xaxéc is excluded; xaxeivor is possible (crasis not elsewhere in the papyrus, but unexceptionable 
here; cf. e.g. kaxeivoc, kaxeifev, kayw in the manuscripts of the Alexander Romance, or the list of crases with 

«ai given by Gignac, Grammar i 321f.). Then traces suggesting A, not excluding a or v; before 0, , o suggested: 

e.g. voAw is compatible; or Ow[ may be -8w[cw or -Aw[vra: a[m]oba[cwv (= drobéwew) is attractive if my 

reconstruction is on the right lines, though a[z]o looks a bit cramped. Loucw is probably a participle, unless for 
subj. -Cwew. A speculative restoration, in line with the cynical pragmatism of 56-60, might be: rovc r¢ ofkér[ac 
cov kal] mAeiv (= mAéov) whéAEL, va wy KaKeivor G[7]08a[cw Toic wn KoAA]Couci. 

Another precept about slaves at 70-3 below. 

62-3 Unrepresented in Cod. Vind. G has $6dvov dedye only, while W has substituted wdvra dewov avdpa 
for hAdvov (7. 5. a. hedye a verse extract? S. Jakel on Men. Sent. App. 13. 14. compares Men. sent. 195; cf. too sentt. 
25, 288). The émucrapevoc phrase in W alone—SBP apart—in a different form (adrod . . . x7) efva, for the 

papyrus’ avdrov cod efvar). 
Another precept against envy, 68-70 below. 

63-5 Cod. Vind. isstill absent, and W substitutes an unrelated monostich (Men. sent. 21 Jakel), perverted 
in SBP. But G preserves (rovc ra typnAd olkodopobvrac evavtia ovxodopnpatwr KataéBade). The precept would be 
more prudential if negative, and the Press Reader attractively suggests that it might be linked to what precedes 
by e.g. [u75é; thus [unde todc]| ta KTA. 64 8[twv? 

Presumably no special connection with the anecdote of DL 1. 69, ¢aci & avrov (Chilon) cat Aicaouv 
mubécBar, 6 Zeve ri cin mov, Tov b€ pavar “Ta pev dynArad Tareway, Ta dé Tarrewa wav’. (This latter, it may be 
noted, is matched by one of the Ahiqar proverbs in the Elephantine papyrus, ll. 149f. Cowley = prov. 60 
Grelot, for Hebrew parallels to which see J. N. Epstein, Zeztschrift fir die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 33 (1913), 

231) 
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65-6 G fails: Cod. Vind., slightly out of sequence, has merely dédrvepa BadiLe rjc yAdwccnc: W's version is 

longer and further removed. 
roic moct is an obvious guess, and suits the traces. p[, to give roic mocty [o€brepa KrA, is doubtful but 

acceptable, I think; not oé[. 
The Ahiqar sayings include recommendation to think before speaking (e.g. Syr. A 2. 57, mentioning 

stumbling with the tongue; cf. the Elephantine papyrus, ll. 97-9 Cowley = provs. 14-16 Grelot), but I see no 

significant point of contact. Cf. 45f. above. 

66-8 év olvw «rAd. Represented in Cod. Vind., G, and W. diAodAdyee with Cod. Vind. and G (Barroddyet 
W), mar Sei>av with Cod. Vind. (codiav W, diroAoylav G), simplex cogildpevor with SBPR (xaracogilopevoc 

rell.). The papyrus is alone in d«aipoc—but I would suppose this miswritten for axa/pwc—and in the 3rd pers. 
xataye|Aacbjcerat, on the basis of which I have added tic. (A more standard form of transition from imperative 

to 3rd pers. generalization is exemplified in the next maxim, 6 yap ¢ovav «rd; but while 6 cofildpevoc would 
be a very easy change here, it will hardly do, since it excludes axaxpoc.) 

The Ahigar sayings have several admonitions against drinking in excess or with unsuitable companions, 

but again, nothing closely comparable. 

68-70 Cod. Vind. has this in full, W abbreviates, and G has a mere fragment. There can be no certainty 
about «ai at the end of 68, which I have taken from G; avroic is an alternative. 

avt[o|v. More strictly, I suppose, adrév in error for éavrov. (Was this a choliamb, 6 yap ¢§ovav éavtov 
ayvowy BXramrev?) 

70-3 In full in Cod. Vind. and W; G drops the iva clause. The papyrus agrees almost exactly with Cod. 
Vind. so far as is apparent: pretadidovc, ad’ dv (Kal petadidov, e€ dv G: W paraphrases with év apfovia); 
evtpémwvral ce... Tys@cw. No telling whether dovAwv (Cod. Vind., G) or otkerav (W) is to be supplied at the 
end of 70. 

Little doubt about [ce (om. W, after évtpémwvra: in Cod. Vind.), which exactly fits the lacuna. 

73 Ovpod Kparer. So in Cod. Vind., G, and W (MLW: SBP substitute a comparable monostich; and ML 
append a complementary gnome). 

73-5 éav tt xX. Represented in full in Cod. Vind., G, and W, except that SBP omit the second sentence 
(as well as rapynxpaxwc) and R omits altogether. The papyrus accords with Cod. Vind. and G against W's 
different construction in the first sentence. wavOdvyc with Cod. Vind. against G’s aorist (1. tapyxpakwe abyc, 
unless padeiv is the product of contamination with a W-type version); no telling for certain whether aicyuvOjc 
(Cod. Vind.) or aicytvov (GW), but the position of the specks perhaps better suits the former; at all events not 
SBP’s évrpézrov. In the second sentence the papyrus is without aAdAov (Cod. Vind., G) and ce (G). 

oysipa[Oq]v, aa0qv: on the form see Gignac Grammar ii 135f. 

75-9 In full in Cod. Vind.: shortened in W (om. R): begun in G. 

Cod. Vind. has 74 yuvar«i cov Kpumrou, a clause in itself, but the papyrus definitely had «pu7twyv, which I 
presume is kpuTayv not kpimtwyr, cf. G. djAov riHer I take from Cod. Vind., but the only advantage it has over 
G’s avarifov 1s a little more length. 

Cf. Ahiqar, Armen. a 74 Charles, ‘Reveal not thy secret counsel to thy wife. For she is weak and small 
of soul, and she reveals it to the powerful, and thou art despised.’ But the same precept occurs in the 
Elephantine papyrus (I. 141 Cowley, prov. 53 Grelot) with not ‘wife’ (and the attendant characterization) 
but ‘friends’. 

améoppnta Kpimte a Delphic commandment, Dit. Sp/l.3 1268 ii 16 (iii BC). 
77-8 are collapsed into a single sentence in Cod. Vind. (the only other witness). 

[xa8|n[yéevn pnxavwyery: rather long, perhaps, but a single one of them would be too short. 
79 xupredtcn: deliberative, with SB; -ce. Cod. Vind. and W (MLP). (-n and -e confusion passim in verb- 

endings, but not in the papyrus.) 

79-82 Represented in Cod. Vind. and W, not at all in G. 
Biov Cjnrec. Biov cov Cyrec not excluded. 
This is a bit of a puzzle. The problem presented by the phrase mpdc 76 AawBavdpevov in Cod. Vind. (see 

Perry’s proposed alteration; drofycavpile seems confirmed, at any rate) is now compounded by the papyrus. 
None of the letters is in much doubt. dAda «al, at least potentially, is a welcome clarification and firmly attaches 
the phrase, whatever it is, to the first part. I find this unintelligible and intractable. W’s versions (rév 
Kabnwepwov C. mpocdauBdvew aprov Kal. . . dmoPncavpile, v.l. 76 Kab? Hyuépav 6. mpochapBdvwv Kai... 76 
dmo8ncavpilewv) look to me like rewritings. If we make the first clause negative (in defiance both of Cod. Vind. 
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and of W) and accept Aap Bardpevor, tolerable sense perhaps results: ‘Do not seek your daily life according to 
what you receive’ (LS mpéc C II 5), ie. keep your living expenses below your level of income. juz) Cjrer will fit 
well enough at the end of 79. 

eic THV avprov (with W) rather than e’c avpuov: space, and cf. 44. 
The Cod. Thess. fragment (Th) begins here. 

81-2 écrw (om. Cod. Vind. and W) is in little effective doubt. A more substantial difference: no Cévra in 
the second limb; so presumably (and the space confirms) no reevrd@vra in the first. 

Katadureiv. Less probably xaraXeisar, as SBPTh. 
diwyv. trav Pirwy all other texts but R. 
erevdeacbar. Both Cod. Vind. and W give émdéecbas; either that or évSéecbau would be acceptable. éev- 

unattested: incorporation of a variant prefix? -deacBar is a misspelling of -SéecAax, | suppose (Gignac, Grammar i 
278-86), rather than an -dw formation. But ‘to go in want of friends’ is not the sense expected: unless ‘friends’ is 

to be deleted, the verb must here I think mean ‘be dependent on’, ‘beg from’, cf. deicBac. And since érevdenc is 
attested (Lampe, PGL), the double prefix is probably to be accepted. 

82-4 Represented in Cod. Vind., G, and W—and in Ahigar (see intro.). 
evert|evxroc. Is this what underlies God. Vind.’s icoc év réxvouc? —and also (unless évreveroc or evsrerr toc, 

each closer but less likely, I think) G’s césemroc? 
c]uvavr@ce with Cod. Vind. and W: amatacw (1. dravracw) G. 

e(dac ort KTA. Exactly as in Cod. Vind., apparently: wopilex (so too SBPTh [edaopifer S|) not G and W’s 
mpoctropiterat, and the second limb in parallel (G’s text was «av... bayy or érayy, I presume; W stops short at 
mpoctropilerat). 

T@ kuvi 7) ovpa. G and SBTh seem to imply the reading 76 kuvaprov (7H odpa, clearly inferior. 

84-7 Not represented in G, nor in W, which goes its own way. Essentially as in Cod. Vind., it seems, only 

with a difference in the second sentence. At the beginning of 86 the surface is abraded, but rq is almost certain; 

an upright immediately follows, and then an oblique as of y, uw. ra could be ypjya)ra, but more likely, I should 
imagine, is that the sentence ran just as in Cod. Vind. except for the addition of some predicative word-order 
after ra pwev yap, matching adpOyroc in the 8 clause. jza]rava is perhaps not impossible, but suits the remains 
less well than would rayp[ or tayv[, which suggests -rayp[éva; and that would well fit the space following. But I 
can think of no such participle likelier than (-) verataypéva or cataypéva (= kateaypeva, cf. Kataccw alongside 
Katéaccw); -re|tTnypu[éva is not to be read, nor np|rayy[éva. A different line of approach: ra pev yap 6 
te|rayp.[évoc Kap ]éc. 

86 ade[iAe|ro (as Cod. Vind.) may be regarded as certain (gnomic, only here): not adarpetrar. 

87-90 Represented in Cod. Vind. and G. If rove éy[Apov]¢ is rightly recognized at the beginning of 88 
(consistent with the traces, but unverifiable) the word-order is as Cod. Vind. but the accusative is offered 
instead of the dative. The traces in the previous line do accommodate themselves well to pvnc|ix[akjenc, 
common to both Cod. Vind. and G. Perhaps it was followed by pdc vel sim.; that might fit the space better, too. 

Though the papyrus is seriously damaged hereabouts, the .4AAov clause is reasonably plain sailing as far 
as we|tau[é]A[wrra. But then yywpifovrec (Cod. Vind.; omitted in G) is not, I think, to be read. yw |p.Cov[Je. 

might be acceptable (though a trace at the upper left of the putative «is unwanted), but there would be scant 
room for [7] and where the c should be is the foot of a descender as of v, certainly not c. ¢, would be good for the 
final traces. yrw]p/Covct[v] is conceivable, but v is difficult and I do not think there is room for the ore vel sim. 

that would then be required in the preceding lacuna; or 6p[@]¢x[v] might be read, but I cannot accommodate 

the preceding traces to this (prefix or conjunction); no help in yc(y)vacxw or other such verbs I have tried. 

Since no alternative offers, perhaps yrw]piCov[z]e{+}[c] (or -¢[, ][c], if the descender is a cancelling stroke) 

should be accepted after all. 
What follows is more tractable: ofoy a[vépa makes an acceptable reading, and I suggest that go |cqv is 

7dtKn|cav (ndikovy Cod. Vind. and G). 

go-2 In full in Cod. Vind., and I take it that Ws duvépevoc ayafororety jun arravaivon (v.1. dyaboroveiv 

Svvdpevoc un wetravoer), directly preceding iOvpov xrA (~ g2 ff. pap.), is a variant form of the first part. 

Working back from 91 |q1a we can reconstruct yn wé[A]A[e «7A, in go. But the immediately preceding 

traces are not compatible with éAeeiy or dyaBoroveiv, nor with duvdyevoc vel sim.; -ew is not to be read; but ecda[c] 

is possible, in which case -]/ZecOa[1] is suggested. If cav at the line beginning is the end of the foregoing precept 

(see prec. n.) we have the starting point. g[ may rather be 6[, in which case d3[uvdpevoc. d[vvdpevoc ott |iCecBal«] 
would be consistent with space and traces. 
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gi rdx[nv. duxjv Cod. Vind., corr. Westermann. ¢% cannot be excluded, in fact, but 7 is no less acceptable. 
92 mapapoviunv. mapdpovov Cod. Vind. The compound (like the -~ovec compounds) is normally of two 

terminations, but definitely -yv rather than -ov here. Adjectives in -ysoc often have a distinct feminine in the 

papyri, cf. Gignac, Grammar ii 105, 108-11, Palmer, Grammar i 26-8. 
g2-5 Cod. Vind. stays, W puts in one last appearance before again going its own way for the remainder of 

the speech, and G returns for the second half (a&cadtwe xrA). 
92 didBodov with Cod. Vind. and the pure W tradition (MRL, joined by Th): dvaBeBAnyévov SBP, joined 

by W. 
93 Where the papyrus has efpwvevcay[e]vov, Cod. Vind. has yevcapevov, and W has mpétepov épwravta, 

om. SBPThW. yeucdpevov seems in the context completely meaningless, and I suppose it (or perhaps it and the 
preceding ef kal ddeApdc cov écrw, peculiar to Cod. Vind.) is a garbling of e(pwvevcapevov; and the same may be 
true of W’s reading, unless that is a deliberate alteration of a precept found unintelligible. But eipwvevcdpevov 
itself is none too easy to make sense of, and despite the fact that all the witnesses conspire in the accusative it is 

tempting to emend to eipwvevcdpevoc (Parsons and Rea): ‘pretend not to notice (his gossiping) and find an 
opportunity to throw him out.’ A different avenue would be opened up if we read eipnvevcdpevor instead (7 
may be a possible reading instead of w, if the legs have been lost to abrasion), but this does not seem to help. 

mpoc Karpov with Cod. Vind.: om. W. 

€[«]BaA[Ae (so Cod. Vind.): or é[«]BaA[e (so W except R), and the possibility of Pupav (MRL; and é« dupav 
SBPThW: om. Cod. Vind.) cannot be excluded. 

94 €ve[K]ev evvo[iac] (or possibly evyd[ac]) not a certain reading, but probable in view of Cod. Vind.’s 
évexa Tov evvoeiv; W is without this clause. 

wcattwe with G and the pure W tradition (MRL: om. SBPThW), yap with W alone (but W drops the 
previous clause). 

mpat. kal Aey.; only S precisely so. 
95-7 emt] peyaAn xrX. Represented only in Cod. Vind., with apparently identical wording. W once again 

becomes wayward, and in G the speech ends with avaOncerat (~ 95 pap.). 
g8f. Avrotpevoc emi rH HdiKnKer[au Kal dia Adywv. Cf. G (where emend to 7@ 7di¢ Kn >Kevae and supply 

Cpepactiy@cbar» before or after dua ta@v Aeyowevwv) and Cod. Vind. No room for adrdév with 7ducnxéevar. Ws 

version (along with SBPTh’s sub-version, which can be reconstructed as pactvywhetc Sia Tav Adyww . . 
tpuxwoetc dia 76 Tov Aicwrov HoiKnKévat, areAPwv Kal) is appreciably different. The unusual ‘tongue-lashing’ 
metaphor probably owes its existence to the literal flogging of the Ahigar original. 

g9f. dm[ox]aprepyc[ac tov B[fov we]rjAAagev. The vocabulary in common with G (dmexaprépycer . . . 

petaAddgéac), the structure with Cod. Vind. and W; dmoxaprepycac is shared with Cod. Vind. (contrast 

amoxpnuvicduevoc]-icac (éavtov) W!), werjAdage with W (rov Biov améAnéev Cod. Vind., emended by Perry to 
tov Biov aréAngev: rather tov Biov amnAdaéev, cf. S?). 

In the Aesop Life—W apart—the adoptive son dies out of remorse and chagrin. In the Ahiqar Life he 
‘swelled up like a bag and died’ (Rendel Harris’ translation of the Syriac, 8. 41). Judas Iscariot did just the 
same thing, according to Papias and an old interpretation of Acts 1: 18; cf. JTS 13 (1911-12) 278-85, Am. 
Journ. Theol. 18 (1914) 127-31. Is this how Aramaic traitors die? Anyway, it was evidently too bizarre to 
survive into the Aesop Life. 

100-2 6 d€ Aicwmoc «rd. G and Cod. Vind. each have a shorter sentence here, and W has nothing. ro1 
-kncac evidently ends a phrase which has no counterpart in the other versions: ddicrjcac, vexrjcac, Siorx7jcac, etc. 
Would 47 robr0 mpocdoxycac be intolerably ludicrous? There is no hope of reading what followed Aicwzoc, 
though some guesses could be ruled out: the first trace is the top of an apparent upright, lost to the right, 
consistent with y, 7, 1, x, u,v, 7. Both G and Cod. Vind. have Aawmpac adrov Baise as the main clause, then 
mevOncac. Perhaps Odipac is to be supplied at the end of 101; before it, éxm[emvevxéra, éx m[lavtdc? 

102 Cod. Vind. here ends. 
mpock|a[Aecdwevoc. Supplied from G and SBPTh, but cvy- cannot be ruled out. twac or trode would . 

probably make the line too long, unless -«aAécac, which is possible. 
103 tevrdc (¢€ pap., not exv or xv): (yveurdc an aberration of the W tradition (incl. SBPTh). 
103-4 cuv[AngO7]vale] dlerav 5 veoc|covc. Closer to W than to G. No room for the numeral in full. 
104 o[¢] d€ 70 mpocraxbev [€]z[o]/[n]c[av. Not in GW, who have a passive genitive absolute instead. 

[é€]z[o][7]<[av may be wrong; it is compatible with the traces, but the papyrus is much damaged hereabouts, 
and only the c is at all assured. Dr Rea attractively suggests émAjpwcav. 
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AaBayv a mere guess. 

inracbar; no equivalent in W. @kumernc (cf. dypuérnc, of eagles in Homer) may be a less highflown word than 
the lexica might suggest. The form, -ereic not -7érau, is in conformity with later Greek’s regular treatment of 
compounds in -zeryc (wéropar) as 3rd-decl. adjectives. 

108 émdvw éavrdy: i.e. on their backs, presumably. Contrast W’s 81a OvAdKwv, and again in § 116, rove 
traidac did Tv WuiTEA@Y OvAaKWwY Toic Tocly amapTHcac (HuTeAdY del. Perry; but = open at the top?). G, with 

unelaborated Bacrafew, is non-committal here (such a text presumably led the W redactor to his exegetic 
invention), but éxéAeucev (rove maidac> avaByva (Perry: avaBeiv cod.: avaBCaivew or avaPeiv stel?) rode aerovc 
(<émt> rodc derovc?) in § 116 suggests the same mode of conveyance as given by the papyrus here. 

yevo |wevar. Or yeva-. 

109-10 With W against G. SBPTh lack this entire sentence. 
emt dysnAod Tod a€ploc: etc tyboc W, etc tov a€pa G, cf. § 116. I should have expected either és dyyAod or émt 

tov a€poc. Could this be a double reading? 
111-13 vmpjKoor «TA. Closest to W, but the latter part a coordinate clause (as in S). 
112-13 Hardly rote rac|civ. I suggest ry [7H] cu vel sem. 

W’s fussy explication, 6re yap 78eAov «7A, is not represented. 
113-15 6 odv Aicwroc xrA. The papyrus does not state the time of year, which G and W both specify, in 

conformity with the response made to Nectanebo (éav 6 yeyrwv tapeAOn, 21 above). Otherwise, G’s text is close. 

?Combines with fr. 1. 27-41, as follows: 

(ir: 1.20) zlopl «a | 

5 iA tone [ E|dmevo[c odtwe" | 

]. vo, ; [ KVOV Alive, bu’ | 

peice] duxatal[c yap] 

Jal Jef «5 ] 
lyn. . [ (35) vmv..[ &5 | 

pe Re ae for vo..[..] 
deelalou{, ce [t]ove [Adyou] 

ee w[e]v obv [Tov Oeo] 

1. [. ]@eor[ (|c[6]Pedv [ecrw. ] 

pr (40) @etep To[vc yoveic. Tov] 

15 loz | dula TH[v dvr] 

It looks possible, though I cannot verify it, that this scrap may come from the left of the main fragment, in 

which case it will be read as in the second transcript above (which I break off at the point where fr. 1 takes 

over). 
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31 &|dpevo[c is a forced reading, but perhaps not intolerably so. 
32 Al[fve. Trace of an oblique equally compatible with A[ive, but not with “Hie; see on 9. 
35 Not voc or vov; yevomevn or -yv seems indicated. 

36 dvAdéau, it seems. € a high speck equally consistent with inter alia x, but ais fairly clear. Then yap? I still 

cannot reconstruct these lines. 
40 wemep isa very doubtful reading, and the restoration seems too long. rovc pév rather than rod |touc pev? 

Remaining are two smaller scraps, abraded and almost wholly undecipherable; not transcribed. 

3721. THEopHRASTUS, On Winds 4-7 

Plate XII 

21 3B.24/C(2)a 25 x 28 cm Second century 

Substantial remnants of three consecutive columns, written in a formal round and 

upright hand with some decoration, comparable e.g. with XLIV 3156 only rather more 

normal; XX VI 2450 is an earlier example of the same style. The manuscript may be 

assigned to the second half of the second century. 30-1 lines to the column, occupying 

a depth of 21 cm. Upper margin 5.3 cm, lower at least 2.0; intercolumnium c. 1.5. 

Columns c. 6.5 cm across, with about 17 letters to the line; a filler-sign is used to help 

justify the right margin, and final letters are sometimes diminished and laterally 

compressed. The fragments are of a single céAAnpa. The text of the treatise up to the first 

surviving column would have taken up, by calculation, just four full columns. If the roll 

contained this treatise alone, it will have had a length ofc. 4.25 m. 

Some of the scribal errors are corrected, whether calamo currente or subsequently; 

iota adscript seems regularly to be a later addition. Syllable division between lines is 

several times amended: for that perhaps a dcop8wr7c is responsible, who may also have 

made at least some of the corrections to the text itself. A crude paragraphus at iii 13/14 

was perhaps added later. The first hand seems responsible for the desultory use of stops, 

which include an apparent double point at ili 15 (see XLVII 3326, 3327, intros.); 

accompanied, where evident, by paragraphus. No other lectional paraphernalia, unless 

a breathing ati 9. 

This is an unintelligent copy of a text appreciably better than that carried by Cod. 

Vat. gr. 1302, known as P (Wimmer’s A, Burnikel’s 16; early xiv AD?), a manuscript of the 

‘fragments’ which has been concluded by W. Burnikel, Textgeschichtliche Untersuchungen 

zu neun Opuscula Theophrasts (Wiesbaden 1974) to be the medieval archetype. P’s text is 

now shown to be even more corrupt than had been suspected. Over this short stretch of 

text the papyrus offers several improvements unanticipated by modern conjecture, most 

signally perhaps at ii 20-2, ii 25f., 11 of., and iii 21 f. At the same time it has some trivial 

errors uncorrected, and possibly a few less superficial. 
Dr Burnikel has been so generous as to have sent me his own collations of the 

manuscripts of this section of the treatise. My reports of readings are drawn directly from 
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his, and thus supersede earlier reports. But normally there is no occasion to record 

readings of manuscripts other than P. There is nothing to upset the archetypal status 

assigned it by Burnikel, despite an agreement between the papyrus and later 

manuscripts over obroc in § 7 (ili 21), against P’s o}twe (which editors have preferred, 

mistakenly as I believe). 

The manuscripts are cited by their conventional sigla, as listed in Theophrastus, 

De Ventis, ed. V. Coutant and V. L. Eichenlaub (Univ. of Notre Dame 1975), xiii. 

A comprehensive catalogue and description are given by Burnikel, Untersuchungen 

XX1-XXxvil; a concordance with his own numerical sigla, xxxviiif. As well as the edition of 

Coutant and Eichenlaub it has been necessary to consult Wimmer’s Teubner (1862) and 

Didot (1866) editions, and also Schneider’s (i-iv 1818, v 1821). O. Gigon offered a much 

improved text in his Habilitationsschrift (unpublished), for knowledge of which I am 

again indebted to Dr Burnikel. 

Back blank. 
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col. i 

].¥> 
me aey vl c. 6 Jwe 

'T, atrAwceutrewore > 

E. || yovrouvtotrov 

|, KTovpKpa, ,,T[, |v 

aadrapeyicrn, [, ]arn 

_, |racxwpacuypoce> 

.J....7..[. Japavrpo 

10 , jowtavedynKkatra 

_].‘eracwevtavda» 

é i. vd, TOCYEVECLC 

_, |, Kautwvcuveyyuc 

Se eA eed Ol ee 
Cage beeniee VOVELO , 

_ Jamrepywevudatwv 

Dinepaectpa Tone. > 
Jevovwvextncdau 

_, , ]attvackavopev > 

20 CaLO ]. pxoue> 

eainem Oem | 

3 te oro prob. 

by m. 1; cf. 6, 1 4 
lost After pxpa, perhaps c altered to 8 
damage, but text in little effective doubt; breathing far from certain 

conceivably lost 

> \ > aA 

avatoAnv otKodc |wv 
Br € \ / A o 

véTtou 6 be v[dToc Kal] we- 

Te aTrAadc €imeiv Ot €- 

& €xeivou Tob TOT0U 

MVEOVTEC TOIC TPOC 
” > \ cd A 

apktov. od puKpa , evt[a]d- 

Oa adda peyicrn plo] 
\ \ / A w” 

TO] Tac ywpac vipoc E- 
a \ n~ 

x ew: d7rov [y]ap av mpo- 

K ope ta véedn Kal Ad- 

B|ne crac, evradba 
ee 4 / 

Ka] vdaToc yevecic. 

di]0 Kal TOY cUveyyuc 

tom |w[v GA]Aou trap’ GA[A]orc 

bé|TL0L TOV aveéuwv. 

aAA]a mept wev VdaTwv 
> ¢ / ” 

ev €|Tépouc eipyTar bu- 
\ / > A > > 

a mA ledvwv. €x THC 8 av- 
a ree 1 Nee: \ 

THC] aiTiac Kal 6 peV 
/ > \ > / 

Bopéac evOvdc]| apxdpe- 

voc peyac 6] de vdt[oc 

§5 

5 9,7: 07 adjacent, presumed y written tiny in between, below top of 7, apparently 

6 Of the supposed paragraphus, the merest speck 
._T (evr): er adjacent, y written as in 5 ov7 

12 After cic, a high stop 

After v, a high stop conceivably 
g Severe 



20 

25 

right suggesting e or c 
21 |,,vo0rae ava: av) originally written 

[, see comm. 
oO 

perhaps | y yap (» clear above) a7 te 
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col. 

Touwyapt[ ¢.5 |, , Tov» 

Karrover| eh jee > 

voucava[, , , , ]vove> 

Tapoyua,[,,,, |Te> 

we[e]veyov. vf. .]...@, 
dEKaLTOTUKY, _ KaL 

axupoveaac| , |, exec 

Kaomarece| , : ay On » 

vorocor,[...., Jov 
aevyal £10. Riess 

cToict[ eae) 2r0 

oi) 

arte COU Ae RAP 
Seis ] F oAnmTeova, TEp> 

ei ]¢ [6 Jvecckarxaradroug > 

_. |. ovcercweAatrouc 
_., ], Aatrovamrexov) 

c.6 |, Awvr, de> 
c.5 |,8, , erevave 

c.5 |vexewoue, .,. 
ae _ |, aevrouceyyuc 

c.6 Jap... .[.].Bo> 
c.5 |ravn Kata 

c.5 japeyacer[, lev 

sellceae al 
c.6  J@dal, 9. [ 

toic yap m[ept Aly |utrov 
\ \ Z: > / 

Kal Tovc T[O7rouc]| exei- 

vouc ava[maAt|v 6 vo- 
> / / € i! 

Toc apxopn[evoc] vdToc 6 dé 

Bopéac an|y |wy [dev «ai rH 
/ > i 

Trapouriav [evar |ri- 

we [|] Aéyoucu. [dcladvrw 

d€ Kal TO TUKVOV Kal 
” Wath \ 

aKkupov Kal ac[v]vexec 

Kal ouarec é[ Kei|vouc 

6 véToc Trove[t WGAA]ov: 
ag \ A > \ LA 

ael yalp Toic éyydc] Exa- 

croljul|c t[ovotroc ¢. 4], Ta 
7 Wd \ 

Tw[ppw Kat avapadnc 

[kal dvectracpévoc | 

[maAdov. TovTwr pev | 

obv rae ¢tlpy|uev[a]e [atri- 
ac U|7oAnmréov aimep 

eu |paveic kal Kat’ dAXovc 

TO |7rouc €iciy €AatTOVUC 
\ ” > / 

Kal] €datTov amréyov- 

tac adA|jAwv. Ta5€ 

5 otvK aly dd€evev ava- 
” < A \ 

a JAoyo]v gxew: 6 pwev yap 

voto |c det ToIc éyyvc 

totroic| alfpoc, 6 [dé Bo- 

péac 6|Tav Hu Kata 

xywovla pwéyac év [wlev 

toic 7 ]Anciov ér|[wwe- 

pyc €€|w S’ alt]Ap[coc. ai- 

[reov 8° dre Sid prev] 

7 v perhaps altered 

22 €x, OF cx 

175 

§ 6 

§7 

13 ],, curve at upper 
20 7,, specks on torn and broken papyrus, compatible with a, not I think with 

_..» specks on abraded surface: 
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col. ii 

Topeyeocroduva, , [ To wéyeboc TroAvv aép[a 

KéewevroytovdedOa | y | Kwel TovTOV Oe POa- 

»[. Jurnyvucrpwar, [ VEL TNYVUC TPL aTTa- 

cauTrayeivradeye| cau: rayeévra be pe |v ]- 

5 rertavepndiaBap| e |], »~ vei Ta vedyn dia Bapoc: 

eic[ ta JracEwxarrr, [ cic Sé ra CEw Kal mwp- 
pwrepw Topeye) [, |wal pwrépw 70 wéyeBol[c] pal A- 

Aovynnybux por, cOu Nov 7 7 puyporyc bu- 

goirot|, |... []reul, |, ze adirot[a]: xa[t] rob[7]o To 

10  epyalopevov 0d[ epyalopevov. 6 fe 

voTocynTTovTeEex| 

vAnvKaTauTHY, U 

TyyvucadraTrwbw , [ 

JaOp'o, caevtoucrrAn, [ 

], viveriwrepocdertotc 

/ a / ” 

voToc HTTOV TE Ex[ wv 
A \ / > 

vAnY Kal TAUTHV OV 

myyvoc arAN’ arwiav 

alOpro, c det Toic Anc{ (- 

ov: veTLwTEpoc 8 (a>el Toic 15 
|twppwmeyactwe> TUWpPpW Meyac TIVE- 

JawveaAnywrvyar wv Kat Ajnywv wada- 

Aovnapyopevocot[, | Aov 7) apxopevoc, o7[¢] 

apxopev[ , |cwevol apxopmev[o|c wev 6[Ai- 

20 yovaepatrwbeimpot» yov aépa atrwiet mpot- 

wvder| |... sKQuoU wv € m[Aletwi{i}, Kal od- 

rocal ¢.8 |, ocex,, toc al Oporldpe|voc exve- 

dovt| povt|ai Te Kal TUKVW- 

Geucvdar, | etc bdaTt[ voc yive- 

Peat Ten oie Be agp ene feels 
Aatr[, |yvol[ Aatr[o]{v}vo[c 7H wetlolv ]- 

_[. Jcapyncal v[o]c apyjc al pyecBar dia- 

peper— pix | Peper: pwik[ pac pev yap 

JoucncasOp of ovcyc atOpio[c, weyaAnc 

go |Semruvedy| & émwedy[c Kal vére- 

Jocdvator| oc 61a TO 7[Aelw cuvw|Oeiv aépa. 

1 After a, apparently p corr. to ¢, cf. 20 5 fin. Seemingly Bapev) corr. to Bapoc, by m. 1 
13/14 Paragraphus not by m. 1 14 ,, surface largely abraded, but v strongly suggested 20 aepa: 
e corr. from p 25 ]...[, foot of stroke descending from left, closely followed by speck, then after an 

interval an oblique coming in from left, followed by lower left of apparent arc as of foc 
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col. i. 2-3 Kat] &cl|r¢ (or dc | 76) amAdic eimetv: Tc etreiv 7) P: Kal drAdc etzeiv Schneider (1v 682, v lvi): Kat 
wc dAdc etreiv Coutant, neither claiming nor assigning credit. Cf. cc drAdc etreiv in §§ 1 and 2. 

5 P has a three-letter erasure between rémov and zvéovrec; an insignificant blunder, it is now 
evident. 

6-9 I take it that the scribe intended od pupa 8 évradda «rd, as P. Schneider emended to od puxpav 8 
evrabdda adAd peyictny pony Td THe xwpac vyboc Eyer (uixpav EO, rc M [= Theodorus]), but the transmitted 
text is unexceptionable (for predicative pom cf. e.g. Dem. Ol. 2. 22, weydAn yap pom .. . 4 t¥xn), and the 
noun phrase (70 . . . €yew) quite in Theophrastus’ manner; ‘a most important factor here is that the places 
have height.’ 

9 yap (om. group 6, now known to have no ancient authority), oddly rejected by Wimmer, is obviously 
right. 

9-10 qpol[K]oyqe: rapaxdypy P: mpockdpy edd. There is not room at the beginning of 10 for cx[. rpoxdyne 

for mpockdy, then, a simple slip, facilitated at once by the syllabification problem (cf. ii 13) and by the 
existence of the word. 

18-19 €« ric 8 adl[ ric]: €« ric adrHc 8 P (ek rc 8 adrHc 8’ EO). Should preference be given the papyrus’ 
placement? Aristotle at least would probably have preferred the earlier placing (cf. e.g. Mete. 377229 rac 8 

avdrac airiac, 379>2 7 8 avr?) atria, but 381811 Sua tH adrny yap airiay v.l. airtav ydp), Theophrastus I am not 
quite so sure. 

21 After 6 d€ véroc the transmitted text, which will have occupied c. 9 lines lost from the foot of this 
column, continues: Ajywr, 60ev Kal 1) mapoysia cupBovdrcdver Ta TrEpt ToUC TAONC (i.e. [ed mAEiv] apyopuevou Te voTOU 

kal Anyovroc Bopéao, [Arist.] Pr. 26. 45 [with different explanation], cf. ibid. 20, 27). 6 peév yap evOdc ofov 
emixertat Toic TEp! ApKToY olKoUcW 6 Se paKpav adecTnKe: xpoviwtépa 8 1 THV AmwHev amoppon Kal dtav GOpo.cb7 
mAnOoc. Toic yap KTA. 

col. 1. 4-5 Confusion here. 4 originally ended in votoc. 0 de, like Bope, is a subsequent addition. After ac, 
anywv was written, but y (sic) has a (cancelling?) dot above it. The medieval manuscripts here have just 6 véroc 

apxopevoc éyac. The papyrus’ underlying text must be 6 vétoc apyopevoc péyac, 6 d€ Bopéac Ajywy (‘the south 

wind is strong at its inception, the north at its cessation’). But the scribe wrote voroc instead of weyac, skipped 
odeBope, and misread Anywy; and the text was only partially made good. The effective discrepancy, then, is over 
6 d€ Bopéac Aryywr: textual loss in P, or interpolation in the papyrus? The fuller expression would not surprise, 
but the briefer is readily intelligible in the light of the preceding sentence (see at i 21 for text), and the garbling 
in the papyrus could be the result ofan attempt to incorporate a marginal addition, itself a gloss mpoc cadyjvecav. 
On balance, even without invoking /ectio brevior potior, I think the probability lies with P here. 

g ac[v|vexéc: 1. cuvexéc, with P. a- no doubt induced by the preceding privative. 
12-13 Perhaps exa[||c|]]|crol| cl} (the surface is abraded at the end of 12). Syllabification problem, c|z or 

|cr; cf. i g-10 and see Mayser? i 1. 222e. 

13-14 Tovobroc ** S€ ra méppw P: rovobroc Toic S€é Téppw edd.: rovodToc Ceic) 5é Ta TOppw Cmporwyy Gigon. 

Presumably eic 8]é vel sim. in the papyrus; some such phrase is clearly indicated. 
a@ppw is the papyrus’ regular spelling: iii 6, 16. 
14-15 It appears that two lines are missing between the fragments, as transcribed. A reconstruction 

omitting paAdov, along with the Aldine and Wimmer, would be 7@[ppw kat dvapadne Kal | dvecracnévoc. TovTwY 

pev | obv talc K7A; but I see nothing in favour of this. 
18 76]zouc: tpdrouc P, corr. edd. 
20-2 rdbe [8 od« aly SdEevev ava|[Aoyo]v €xew (or cxeiv): robro 8 ody Kai dd£er dvaddoyov elvar P. Schneider 

printed rod70 8 ov dv dd£eev dvddoyor efvar in his text (i 760) but later preferred rodro 8 dv xai ddfevev adoyov 
elvac (v lvi), accepted by Wimmer. tod70 8 odv {kal} dd€evev dv ddoyov efva Gigon. The papyrus proffers 
unanticipated novelty in rd and éyew, and its text of the whole clause, if I have rightly restored it, is to be 
followed, I should suppose. A similar transition occurs later in this treatise, at §§ 31-2: Ta pev oby cupmTmpara 
mewpatéov dract Svaipeiv. exeivo 8” av Sdéevev GtoTov Kal mapddoyov elvar, «tA (where éxeivo refers forward, as 

7aSe here, and resolution follows introduced by airiov Sé). For avddoyov éxew (dvadoyov functioning 
adverbially) cf. e.g. Arist. Mete. 33918, 36232; no doubt in this phrase éyew has got corrupted to evar 

elsewhere too. 
23 éyytc: éavtod P. We have had trav civeyyuc témwyv in § 5 above, and roic éyyvc in § 6, and in the 

balancing clause here we have év toic 7Aqciov. I find this difficult to decide. 

25-6 xara | [xydv]a: xeyuav P. The papyrus’ text (1. xeyudva) is clearly right. It is Boreas itself that is 
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péyac (§ 2, § 5), in winter (§ 10 in ac.); cf. [Arist.] Pr. 26. 62, dia ré of Bopéat peyaAror Tod Yepavoc ev Toic ux poic 

romouc emivededAon, E€w 5 aiPpror; 
27 éx[wedyc: cuvvedrjc P. The traces suit e[, but not cu[. cuvvedécraroc is used of ajp in § 2, and certain 

winds are described as ai@pior Kal dcvvvedeic in § 11, but émwedyjc is what we would expect here (cf. e.g. §§ 4, 7, 8, 

regularly opposed to ai@pioc), and the matter might be thought clinched by [Arist.] Pr. 26. 62, quoted in the 
previous note. (émuwedeic, which is I think always active, while émwédedoc is regularly passive, might have been 
expected there, but I hesitate to propose the change, for the distinction is not observed with the cuv- 
compounds. ) 

col. ili. 2-3 Pbdvermnyvdc: dbaver kal myyvuct P: Paver exnnyvic Wimmer, coll. [Arist.] Pr. 26.62 P@avovrec 

myyvovrec: Paver mnyvdc Gigon. 
6 The correction is curious in view of the fact that P apparently offers no connective here: «ic ra €€w (be) 

edd. plur., etc (5é> ra €€w Gigon, Coutant. The papyrus’ corrected text is presumably right. 
7-8 106 péyeBo[c] wa[A]|Aov 7 7 puxpornc: Tob weyeBouc waAAov 7 buvypornc P. The papyrus’ text, anticipated 

in totality by Gigon and by Coutant (and I dare say by others; but Wimmer prints 7 yuypdrnc), is obviously 
correct, hiatus after 7 being venial. Cf. [Arist.] Pr. 26. 62 e€w dé Td peyeber epyalovrar (sc. of Bopéar) paAdov 7) TA 
yuyxpe [in the previous clause, orav 5€ may7 (sc. ra ved), revouct dia Bapoc, surely read peéver?], Arist. Mete. 364° 
10-12. 

8-9 diadirorau: |. dvadidorar. 
Q-10 70 epyalopuevov: épyalouéevyn P: epyalerac edd. Once again the papyrus’ reading is a distinct 

improvement: ‘this (sc. 76 xéyeBoc) is what has its effect’, i.e. the strength of the wind blows the clouds away, 
rather than its coldness freezing them. In P evidently ro was lost by haplography, and the participle brought 
into concord with 7 yuypdryc. 76 épy- will be in crasis. 

14 We might expect ai@pioc aed, in iteration of § 6 fin., and this is what seems to underlie the muddle in the 
papyrus. P, however, gives ai@piav ayeu. Decision is not easy; but if the truth were ai@pioc aed | would not expect 
to find def again after vetwTepoc, and corruption from aiOpiav dye to aifproc dei is in the context more readily 
intelligible than the other way about. Aristotle has zrovodcw at@piav in comparable context (Mete. 3649; but 
also ai@p.oc is regularly used of a clearing wind, e.g. [Arist.] Pr. 843213 alpiouc efva). 

15 6 dei (as P) must be the truth. Evidently a quasi-haplographic omission (4A). 
20 The suprascript a makes scriptio plena. 
amw6et: anwGetra: P. Editors have not demurred at dzrwOeirar, but the middle seems not to be used in such 

context; cf. § 4 dmwOet tov dépa, § 7 fin. cuvw6eiv aépa, § 20 O79 Tov mAnciov aépa, de sensu 54 dmwotvra ad’ 

éavtod . . . rov dépa, Arist. Mete. 3581, 3682, 3739, [Arist.] Pr. 942%9, 944°29, 94521; passives passim, as 
cuvweicbar rAcicrov dépa and é€weirar in § 2. 

21-2 obroc: ovtwe P. obroc is in fact the reading of most of the MSS, including Q (Mediol. Ambrosianus 
P80 sup., Burnikel’s 14), which according to Burnikel, Untersuchungen, stands between the archetypal P and all 
the remaining MSS. (Dr Burnikel in his private collations negatively reports odrwc only for P [his 16], U [Par. 
gr. 2277, his 23], and the Aldine and a manuscript copy thereof [his 20 and 27].) But if his stemma is correct, as I 
believe it is, only P’s orwc has authority, and Q’s agreement with the papyrus is without significance. 

o¥rwe is the accepted text; but odroc, with reference to the djp, seems to me unquestionably right. For the 
object-subject transition cf. e.g. § 20 &69 tov wAnciov dépa Kaxeivoc Tov éxdpevov, and for the propriety of 

applying the condensation etc. to the air rather than to the wind itself it is enough to refer to § 2, where the 
north and south winds mAeicrov ypdvov mvéouce Sud 76 cuvweicbar mAcicrov dépa mpdc a&pKrov Kal wecnuBplav ... - 

eEwbeirar yap evtadda .. . , 610 Kal muxvératoc Kal cuvvepéctaroc 6 anp: GOpo.lopevov 8 éd? Exdrepa TroAXod (sc. 

aépoc) «rd; cf. [Arist.] Pr. 9412. odroc in the post-P tradition may be owed either to conjecture or to happy 
error. 

25 70 de kal 70 P: é7 dé kai 7d Schneider. Neither of these stood in the papyrus, and I do not know what 
did. 76 d€ rov dvepor is not to be read, r[6 8°] dve[wov hardly. 
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I NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

(3695-3711) 

and Life of Aesop (3720) 

ABSdnpa 3709 — 3 

aBpoc 3707 116 
ayabdc 3708 ! | 19? 
Ayacbévyc [3702 ! 3] 
ayew 3709 > 6 371011 23, ii 33 

aynvwp 3710 ili 24, 26 

Ayxaioc [3702 ? 3] 

ayvoety 3700 7 3720 70 

aypetv 3710 ii 21-2 
ayxipodoc 3710 ili 21 

adixeiv 3720 [89-90?], 98 
Adpnroc 3702 [1 13?], [? 7-8] 
Aspacroc 3702 | 29 
advuvateiv [3720 55?] 

aei 3695 1 5? 
aeroc 3720 [103], [114] 
anp 3720 110 
abeoc 3708 ? | 34 

AGjvar 3702 1 [8], [97] 
A@nvaioc 37101 11,1125 37111131? 

aOAnT Hc 3699 \ ii 4-5 
ai 3697 6? 
Aiytadrevdc 3702 1 28-9 

Alytrtiot 3720 16, 23 

Aiyurtoc (7) 3720 114 

Aiyumroc (6) 3702 ! 35, 38 

aidac 3710 ii 31, 32 
ailnoc 3698 8 

Ainrnc 3698 18 
atvoc [3710 ii 6?] 
Alvoc 3711 1 ii 33, 34, 35 37209, [32], [97] (or Aivoc) 

até 3710 iii 33 
aipety 3708? | 40 

aicOyncic [3708 ? > 44] 
Aicovidnc 3698 17 

aicxtvecbar 3720 74 

aicxivn 37082 | 37 3720 12-13 

Aicwroc 3720 [6?], 11, 15, 24, 27, 97, 100, 105, 113 

airia 3702137 37087 2 
airtacbar [3710 ii 8? | 
axabapcia 3701 11 29-30 

axatpoc 3720 67 
Axapac 3702 ! 8 

axatadnxtoc [3707 115-6] 
axovew 3720 21, 45 

axpacta 3699 Mite 

adnbeva 3720 9 
adnbedvew [37101 48? | 
adAnOyc 3708 1 | 32? 
Adxaioc 37111117,7 12 

Adxpéwv 3699 \ ii 4-5 
GAXd. 3698 19? 370024 3710 ii 9, 20, 29, 33, ii 32, 

[iv 3] 3720 4, [68], [72], 80, [90] 
addoioc 3699 \”) i 14? 
GAdoc 3698 32?, 412? 37081 — 32?, | 26? 372057 
aAXore 3710 ii 46, 47 
aAXOt proc 3710 ii 30-1 
ddverreAjc 3699 () iii [1], 2, 152, i [2-3], [62], 

wat 
Adwrexovvyjciot 3711 1 11 35 

apa 3710 ii 20 
apabync 3720 75 

dpapravew 37111116 372060 

(-)dwapravew 3708 ? | 27, [28?] 

Apapvyketc 3702 | 2 
d&ppec 3698 18? 
dtreAoc 3695 18 5? 

Apudipaxoc [3702 } 1] 
dppotep- 3701 1 21-2 

apdotepor 3703 9 
dv 3697 4 3699 iii 8, ii 7 37082 34 [3710ii 

6] 37111ii 19 372043 

ay[ 3695 17 3 
ava 3710 iii 21 
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avayt(y)vackew 3720 [17], 17 

avayxalew 3708? | 13 
avay«n 3708 2 [— 23-4?], | 39? [3720 40] 

ava.petv 3720 10 

avaé 3707 2 12 

avarrAaccew 3701 ii 26 
avackevalew [3708 2 | 11?| 

avatiBevar 3720 95 
avjp 3699 ii g 370018 372058, [89], [92] 
avOoc 3701 1 20, fea? ii 13, 14 
dvOpwroc 3699 “9 18 3710ii5? 3711 4i2t 
avirracbar 3720 110 
avictavat 3703 7 

dvopoc [3699 \ iv 4-5] 37041 3? 
avdpatoc 3708 ? — 35 

avocnoc 3701 i 24 
avraywrictyc 3720 63 
avri 3710 i 19?, ii 7, 32-3, li 37? 
avtiypadew 3720 18 
avriduxoc 3708 ! > [13], 19?, [? | 12] 
avtixeiwevov 3708 2 —> [11], 15-16 
Avrioyoc 3708 2 | 53? 

avtitadoc 3720 77 

avtippncc 3708 | > 29 
avtidacic 3708 2 > 17 

Avtigoc [3702 ! 11-12] 

avtpov 37041) 5 
avwyew 3710 ii 12 
aévoc 3708 2 | 13, 21 

aowddc see Wddc 
draisevroc 3699 \) iii 4-5, ‘4 i 7-8 
amadéc [3701 11 20-1? | 
amac 3706 11 10 (-11) 
arrevpoc 3708 ? | 12 
ameAbetv 3700 16 

amuctoc 3708 ? | 50? 
a6 3695 185? 3702138 37082 — 32? [371111 

33?] 3720 64, 71 
amrodetxvivar 3708 1 — 29? 

amod.dovat 3720 33, 42 
amroeiv 3720 61? 
amoOncaupilew 3720 80-1 
amobvyncKke 3720 46 
arroxabaipew 3701 11 17 
amoxabaptixdc [3701 ii 28? | 
amoxaptepetv 3720 99 
amoxpivecbat 3720 20 
amoxpvrrew 3710 ii 48 
drroxreivew 3699 \ iig, 11 37021 36 
arroAurravewy 3710 iii 10 
ArodAddwpoc 3701123 37081 > 27? 
arroAAtbvat 3708 2 | 26 

Anoddav 3707 2 12 3710 11 35 
amoAoyeicbar 3720 8 

INDEXES 

arorréurrew 3720 22 
amopOnroc [3720 86] 

amdppytoc 3720 76 

amoctpepecBar 3720 4 

aroraccecOat 3720 113 

amotpoc [3710 ii 14] 
anopbeypna 3708 * | 6 

apa 3698 23, 36 37101 23 
Apyoc 3702 ! 29, 2 [1], [6], [10-11] 

dpyvprov 3699 \) ii 4 

Apyc 3702 } 28 
(-)apOpov, -oc 3696 — 8? 
Apicrapxoc 3710 [i 26?], 11 37 
Apucrovixoc 3710 [(i 25?) ], ii (21), (34), (111 35) 

dpictoc 3708 ? | 23 
ApucrotéAnc 3708 } > 14 
Apicropavyc 37101 10?, [26?], iii 33 

appwereiv [3720 54°? | 

apcnv 3710 iii 29, 38? 

aproc 3720 84 
apxew 3710 iii 12 [3720 30-1] 

apxn [3708 2? > 6] 3720 25 
apxnyetyc 3697 3 

aceBeiv 3720 10 
Acxadadoc 3702 } 27 

dcxeiv 3699 \) iv 7 

AckaAnméc [3702 1 16? | 
acratecbat 3720 [6?], [7] 
Actépiov 3702 1 14? (apicte[ pap.) 

actu 3710 ii 21 
acuptrabync 3700 15°? 
atéAea 3711111 15 
aréAevtoc 3695 1 21? 

Arrixn 3709 = 5 

atvxeiv 3708 ? | 35 

ad 3708 2 — [11], [21] 
avyn 3710 ii 51 (em.), [55?] 
avAn 3720 45 
avpiov 3720 44, [80] 

avrap 3698 13 [3710 13] 
avrixa [3710 iv 9?] 
avrdbev 3708 ? — 43 
airév 3699 \ ii 14 37082 —> 8 3720 70; see also 

éaurTov 
atroc (2) ipse 3708 2 — 14, 17; (a) idem 3701 ii 

14 3708? 31? 371011 35; (wz) pron. [37021 

41] 3708 * — 33, 42, ) 17, 24-5, 30?, 31, 
32 3710 11 39, 48, 53?, 114? 371111 21, 31, 1 
30) 37201; 2) 5t5 Sb, 0) LL lG,, 22eh 20.2778 

28-9 ?, 29-30?, 63, 69, 71, 88, 101, 105, 107; (2) or 
(12) 3706 11 7,2 4°?,7 

avrod 3710 iii 19 

adatpeiv 3720 86 

adavjc [3711 11 30-1? ] 
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adavilew 3710 ii 52 
Adapetc [3702 2 5] 

advévar 3708 2 | 29? 

adopur 3699 i 11 
Ayaidc 3710 iii 25 
axAdvc 3701 ii 29 

Badilew [3720 65-6] 
BadAew 3710 ii 27 

BapBapixdc 3696 | 8 
Bapvc 3706 ! ii 2? 

BactAeta 3702 } 46 

BactAevew [3702 ! 46-7? | 

BactAede 3702139 3720 4, 7-8, <g-10?), 14, 16-17, 
23, 30 

BactAccéc 37111 ii 23 3720 45 
Bacralew 3720 108, 109-10 

BéXoc 3695 !? 19 
BéArictoc 3701 24 

BeAriwy 3720 [74], 81 

Bia 3702 49 
Biavoc 3699 \* iv 3 

Bioc 3699 ) iii 1-2, 6, ) i [4?], [6-72], i 2, [62] 

3720 56, [79], [99] 
Biodv 3699 \” iv 5-6 

BraBepdc 3699 \ iii 1, ig 

BXarrew 3720 7o 

BAérew 3700 4 37101 [6], 16 
Bonfety 371111 20-1 

Bowwria 3702 ! 26-7 

Bopéac 3702 ? 4 
BovAecBar 3702 1 42 
BovAevew [3700 17?] 

BovAn 3710 iv6 37111112 
BovAnua 3720 112 

Botc 3710 111 42 

Bpaxtc 3702 ! 46 

Bpédoc 371017 

Boulavtvoc 3710 11 25 

yapetv 37041 | 3? 

yapoc 3698 16? 3702! 41 
yap 3695 1214 36986 3699 ™ iii 10, ‘4 i 6, 10, ii 8 

3701112 3702138 37061 (i8), (iit) 37081—>9?, 
2—> 39,138 37101 3?, 17, i 11, 23, 24, 48, 1 11, 
22, 26, 20, [39?],iv2 37111123, 31 372033, 38, 

40, 48, [58], 67, 69, [74], 77, 78, 81, 94 (bis), 111 
ye 3697 2? 3699'%i3 3708!) 30? 37101 49, ii 13, 

21,iv6? 

yeirwv 3708 2 | 18 

yevernc 3704! | 3 

yevva[ 3697 2 
yévoc 3699 ‘ ii 5 3706214? [37082 4?] 3711 

13123? 372059, 77 

Tepwac 3711 1 ii 34? 

yy 3701 11 5 
ynpackew 3698 9 

yi(y)vecBar 3699 ‘i 7 3702139 40 3706 [1 ii 8?], 2 
6, [8?] 3708 2 — 29, 30?, 36 3710 ii 39-40, iii 

18 37111131 3720 34-5, 82-3, 108-9 
yAadupoc 3698 30 

yAvndc [37061 i 1?] 
yAdcca 3720 66 

yvaboc [3699 ii 9] 
yrwpilew 3720 89? 

yovevc [3720 40] 

youn [37101 15?] 

ypappa 371111 29 

ypamroc 3708 2 | 48? 

ypadew 3710 ii 37, iii 33 

(-)ypadew 3710 iv 9 

yviov 3706 ? 11 

yor 3699 4 i 14 3720 56-7, [75] 
Tuprmvn 3702 } [18-19], [20?] 

daic 3710 iv 4 

daxpvew 3720 4 
daxtvdAoc 3706 ? g? 
Aavaidec 3702 | 42, 49 

Aavacdc 3702 } 34, 40, 43 

darravna 3700 23°? 

dac 3700 4. 
dactc [37101 25?] 

dadvn 3695 * 3 
dé 3695 12 1?, 2, 4, 24? 3696 — 6,8? 3698 12, 18?, 

23, 24, 31?, 32? 3699 ii 12 370022 370117, 
14, 28, 11 19, 33, 35 37021 32, [42], [48?] (3706 
1110) 3707118,24,11 37081— 13, 14, 16, 30?, 

?—> 6, [9], [11], 14,<17), 18, [20], 23, 31,33, 35; 36, 
98, 30, 442, | 1, 10?, 12, 17, 18, 31, 92; 33, 2) => 

2? 37101 8, ii 28, 42, [53?], ili 19, 21 (bes), [23], 
227) (01S) PAO VG. TON S7 Lk Sa tel 7. 2Ten 25 ils 

Dah, PAG) ||, KOH Dep, Bie Hey CXS) BPA tae 1G Pls. 

26, [27], 27, 41, [52], 53, [55], [59], 84, [86], 88, 
[97], 100, 102, 104, 105, 109 

(-)decxvdvar 3710111 3720 29? 

dev 37061114 3720 [39], 42 
deity ‘bind’ 3720 111 
dewvoc [3720 51] ‘ 

dercdaiwv 3708 ? | 34 

d€wac [3710 11 12-13] 
déuvvov 3710 11 12, [12] 

(-)de€voc 3696 — 3 
dérrac 3710 11 18 (bis?) 

Aeveadiwv [3702 } 6] 

devtepoc 3708 2 — 23, | 1? 371011 45-6 

37 [3695 18 11?] 3698 [9], 13, 14, 15 3699 i 
13? 3705 1,2,3 371019 
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dHAroc 3710 iii 13 [3720 76? | 
dnAodv 3710 ii 36, [11 36?] 
dnunyopelv 3703 3-4? 

Anpnrproc 371019? 
dia 3695 17 6? 3702136 37082 | 30?, 48? 3710 

ii 18 37111 ii 28 3720 3, [32], [41], [98], 106 

diaBaivery 3706 11 12 

draBodAy [3708 2 > 27-8? | 
braBodAoc 3720 92 
dcarpetv [3708 } > 15] 

Svatpecec 3708 ! — [17], [25?], [2 > 52] 

dvaxovia 3710 11 31 
duaAnyuc 3708 ? | 30 

diapevery 3720 86-7 
dvacrav 3711 1 11 28-9 
dvaraccew 3708 1 — 22? 
duatovoc 3706 11 [4-5?], 9? 

diadépew [3710 il 10] 

dcadopa 3708 2 —> 33, | 4 3710 iii 35 
dcadopoc [3708 2 > 5?] 

dvayxetv 3701 1 26 
bddvac 3700 13? 

25, [91] 
dinynee [3708 1 > 15?] 
dixatoc [3708 2 | 31-2?] 3720 rr, [33] 
dixavixdc 3708 1 — [14-15], 28, | [23?], [28?] 
Avddwpoc 3710 11 47 

diocxnTyc 3720 26 

Avovicioc 3708 2 > 48? 
Avdvucoc 3711 1 11 [13?], 24, 27 
dimrAdcvoc [3720 41-2] 
doxety 3708 ? > 31? 3710117 3720 106 
5déa 3699 i 2 
dovdAevey 3700 [172], 24 
Aovrixvov 3702 1 [5], 33 
Soddoc [3699 ‘ ii g-10] [3720 70?] 
Senctyp 3710 ii 24, 25, 27? 
dpic 3695 3 g? 
dvvapc 3701 ii 6, [10], [16], 28 

Svvachar 3699 ii 7-8 3720 43, [g0?] 
dv0 3700 18 
*Sucreuctixdc 3708 ? > 7? 
dda 3710 11 22, ili 19 
Aawpretc 3710 iv 2? 
dapov [3708 2 | 16?| 

[3702 1 40] 3709 | 3? 37208, 

édv 3708 2 | 1, [12], 2?, 3, 4 (bts), 10, 18, 20, 21, 29?, 
() | 13 3710115? 3720 [21?], 45, [73], [87] 

eav 3720 11 

éavrdv 3708 2 > 18 3710 ii 53? 3720 28?, [51?], 
108; see also abrov 

eyyl(y)vecbar 3699 (%) ive 

eykapuoroytxdv 3707 117 

éyxoc 3710 ii 20 

INDEXES 

eye 3695 25,18 10? 369812, 43? 3700 7?, 12, 13, 

15, 20, 21,22 37038 37101117? 372037 

€40c 3710 ii 31, iti 22 
ef 3699 iii 10, (913? 3708129? 3710ii 19?, iil 

11; see also at 

eidévat 3700 5, 20 3720 83 

elduKdc See (duKOc 

eldoc 3708 2 > 5? 

e(koc 3708 1 —> 35? 

eka 3708 ? > 15 
etAuxpwyc [3710 11 5-6? | 
evar 3698 34? 3699 iii 2,6, % i 4, ig, Oi 

4, li 4, 9 3700 19, 22 (bis) 370724 37081 > 

Q, 23?, 2 > 31?, | 5, [10], 31 (dts) 37101 19, 0 
34, ii 3, 4, 6, 12, 16, 22 37114147, 11, 17, 2850 

23? 3720 13, [39], 44, 59, 63, [77], 81, [or], 
106, 111 

(-)etvar 3708 2? — 3?, | 41, 42 

eivexa [3695 1? 4] 
etreiv 3696 — 4 37038 3710 i131 
Eitpava 3707 11 2 

eipwvevecBar 3720 93 

cic 3699 ‘i 12 3702144 3706'ii1?,2 37081 — 
15, 34, 2—> [26], 28 37101151, 1130 371111109, 

22, 29,1129 3720 11, 30?, 36, 46?, [80], 114; see 

also éc 
ic 3699 iii 10 
eira 3701 11 2 

éx, €€ 3702 ! 4-33 passim, ® passim 3703 9 37041 | 
5 3706114?,24 37082 — 40, 42, [44?], 44?, | 
15 371017, 8, 1 44, 54, 1 34 371111 22, 11 20, 

23 3720 25, 41 
exactoc 3702 ! 34-5? (em.), 35-6 3708? — 12 
exBaddew 3720 93 

éxBacic 3708 1 — 17, 30?, ? 
€xdotoc 3720 27? 

exe’ 3708 ? > 23 3710 11 19? 
éxeivoc 3699 [7 i5?], [ i4] 3700 [22?],24 37112 

3? 3720 [15], 61°, 112 

exOpwcrew 3704 ! | 4 

exkavoexacvAdaBoc 3707 | (3), [8-g?] 

éxxardexatoc 3710 iii 8, (18?) 

exxpicic 3701 11 32 

exréyew 3708 2 | 23-4? 

exAcirew 3710 11 38 

exAeusic 3710 ii 36, 41 

exrrodwv 3700 14 

excunv 3720 5? 

éxtoc 3708? | 4? 

expaivew 3710 ii 53 

€Aavov 3701 i 22 

eAaccwv 3710 ii 46 
edadpdc 3695 29 3701 ii [8-9?], 21 
eAcriCew 3706 11 3? 

3720 97 

(b) +2? 
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€Neiv 37041) 5 37082) 9 3710 iii 21-2, 23-4, 25, 
27, 40,iv8 37111ii 30 

(-)eABet 3711 1 i 2? 
‘EAAdvixoc 3711 1 i 10?, ii 15-16? 
eudc 3720 31 

eumeAdlew 37101 51 
euminrew 3710 ii 51 
euTrAnydnv [3710 i 49] 
éutrAnktoc 37101 52 
€utropoc 3708? | 1? 

év 3701 ii 2 37036 3708 2 — 37, | 3, 39 3709 — 
3 3710 ii [7], 36, 41, ili 9, 11 (dts), 30 371121 
10?,27 3720 45, 46, 66, 111 

évavtioc 3708 2 —> [16], | [18?], 32, 38 
evarrobyncKew [3720 46] 
evappovioc 3706 11 13 

evdenc [3707 * ii 1-2? | 
evdeiv 3707 ? 4? 
evdexacvdAdraBoc [(3707 ? 8?) ] 

eveka See elveKa 
évexev (3699 ii 3] 37082 36 3720 94 
évepyjc 3701 11 15 

évOa 3698 3? 37101 23 
evOade 3710 iti 39? 
éviévat 370119 
év.oc 3708 ! | 30? 

evrav0a 3708 ? => 35 3710 ii 20 
evre[ 3695 1? 2 
evredev 3711 } 11 26 

évtexvoc [3708 2 | 9?] 

evtpérrecBar 3720 72 

efnyeicbar 3710 11 48? 

e€ic [3708 ? — 16] 
éopty 3709 — 3,6 3710111 39 
érraweiv 37101 41 

érraxovew 3720 31 
éravw 3720 108 

érret 36957 3? 369813 37071112? 371011 35, 48, 
ill 14?, 37? 

’Erecoc 3710 11 27-8? (em.) 
ére:ta 3698 14? 
* érevdéecBar 3720 82? (erevdeachar pap.) 
érepwrav 3720 20-1 

éri 3696 > 8? 3698 30 370711 4 3708? | 32 
(bis) 3710 ii 12, 30, [52?], iii go 37111 i115, 17, 

25 3720 33, [84], 85, [95], 96, 98, 110 
emuB[ 3695 1? 13 
émyt(y)vwocKew 3720 [9], 17 

emuyovn 3710 iii 30 

émdecxvovar [3720 66-7] 
emOvpeiv 3699 \ ii 10-11? 
émikareiv 3720 1 

émtAoyoc [3708 1 — 16] 

emipedcicbar 3720 71 

érrimpocbev 3710 11 39 

émuckorrety 3701 i 25 

éerrictacbar 3720 62, [91] 

erructoAn 3720 16 
*Emictpodoc [3702 } 22] 

emxeipnua [3708 ? | 7] 
émoc 37111117 
éxracvAdaBoc 3707 ? 3 
’Epyivoc [3702 2 6] 

épyov 371111 28 
épety 3708 1 — a1, [21?] 3710117, ii 14? 
’Eperpiac 3701 11 8 

’Epwic 3704! > 4 

‘Eppaydpac 3708 | > 16 

‘Epp [3702 ? 9] 
epvew 3695 12 28? 

Epxecbar 3710 11 32 
épwe, “Epwe 3695 2 marg.?, 12?, [19?], 17 6?, 18 10 
épwrav 3720 22? 
éc 3698 24 3710 111 [23?], [24?], 27 
écBAdc 3698 26 

écyatoc 3707114 [3720 105-6] 
écxatwe 3710 ili 17? 
écw 3710 11 16? 
érep- 3700 5? 

érep() (nota) 3700 5°, 7 
érepoc 3708? > 40 3710149 372095 
erntupoc [3710 11 8? | 

ére 3710 ii 4?, 27 

<b 3699 ii 7 3710 iii 38? 3720 [40], 68, [88] 
eve.djc 3696 — 6? 
evévreuxtoc 3720 82 
evepyernc 3720 73 
Evparoc 3710 ii 35 
Evpndoc [3702 1 13°] 
evvora 3720 94 

evvoikdc 3720 52-3 

evrrpaéia [3720 6 | 

Edpimi8yc [3699 \” iv 7-8? | 
Evpuxparnc 37101 9? 

Evputoc [3702 ? 8-9] 

-evcapKoc 3710 111 38 
evcceAwoc 3698 25 
evtvyeiv 3708 2 | 35 3720 87 
evpnuoc 3698 21 
evyecBar 3720 [53-4] 

edx7 3696 — 9? 
éxew 3699 ‘9 i 11 3701 i 24, ii 7, 28 3702} 46? 

3703 6 370728 3708 2 — [7?], [8?], 9, 12, 
19, [21], 33, ¥ 8, +1? 3710ii 20, iii 32 [3711 
11 29?] 3720 12, [26?], 49, [71] 

(-)éxew 3695 18 8 
éyOpdc 37082 | 1-2, 12 372050, 53, [81], [88] 
*Exiwv [3702 ? 9] 
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gwc 3701 ii [1], 24 3710 iii 21 

ZaxvvOoc [3702 } 33-4] 
Zed 3695 2 14? 369834? 370226, [12] [3711 1i 

3°] 
{nula 371111 16 
Civ 3720 13, [15], [56?] 
Znvodoroc 37101 10, [ii 7], [iii 40] 
fnreiv 3699 \) iii 11? 3708! + 23 (37101 33 

marg.) 372079 

Enrnwa 37082 > 45 [3720 18] 
Zyrn< [3702 ? 3} 

% 3699 \) ii 7, [8], iti 7 37041 | 6 (bis)? 37072 
9g, 10 3708 2 | [2?], [16 (bt5?)] 3720 56 (dis), 

75, 82 
7 3698 35? 

#8n 3699 4 i 13? 3703 7? 3720 109 
Adu abeva 3699 | i 12-13 
Adve 3699 \ i 5 
HO0c 3706 118 
HAcoc 3701 11 2 3710 ii 35, 38-9, 49, 51 
*HXc [3702 1 4] 
jyetc 3700 5? 37082) 12 [3720 1]; see also dupec 
Huepa 3710 ii 41, 44, 19, 11 (b25), 19 3720 78 
HuéTeEpoc 3708 2 | 19 
qmoc 3710 11 5? 

“Hpaxad- [3697 7?] 
“HpaxAetroc 3710 ii 43 

‘HpaxAjc 3700 1 +3702 [1 10], [? 5-6] 
Apt 3710 ii 33 
HcBar 37101 25 
jrot 3708 2 | 15 

Arracbar [3699 ii 10-11] 
Arrov [3708 2 > 18] 3710 ii 23 

“Hdaictoc 3711 11 18, 28 

Baddccroc 3701 11 [27], 34 

OdAatra 3703 7 

Oadrjec 3710 ii 38 
Oavaroc 3711 1116-17 372013 
GéXew 3700 6, 19 ©3720 [10], 15, 24, 58 
Gewigevoc 3697 4? 
Oéuic 3711113, 4? 

Ocddwpoc 3708 1 > 5?, 33? 
Bedc 3699 ) ii 8 3710 iii 21 

38] 
Gepp- 3701 1 27-8 
Jeppacia [3701 ii 17-18? ] 

O€pcavdpoc [3702 1 25?] 
Oeccadia [3702 ? 8] 

@eccaddc [3702 ! 12] 
Oéctwp 3702 1 24 

OndAvKdc [3710 i 24?] 

3711411 25-6 [3720 

INDEXES 

OnAve 3700 2 3710 ii 29 
Onp 37041 > 5 

Onpiov 3711 11 11?, 29 
Oncevc [3702 ! 9] 
Ovyckew 3720 12 

Opaxec 3711 ' ii 36 

Opaxn [3702 4] 3711111 33 
Opacic [3699 \ iv 3?] 

(-)Opérrew 3720 34 

Auyarnp 3702 1 34, 44 

Avew 37111 ii 19, 24 
Oupdc 3695 18 g 372073 
Adpa 3700 3, 9 
Bucia 3710 iii 23 

Tadpevoc 3702 1 27-8 
(-)’apBoc [3707 *1 6] 
"Tdac 3702 * 5 
Suxdc 3708 * — 1, 9, [12], 19, [21] 

idtoc 37041) 3? 37081 — 3, 12?, 2 > [5?], [48?], | 
17°, 30 3720 [14], 64? 

TSopevedc 3702 1 5-6 
60d 3700 11?, 14 
lepevew 3710 iv 6-7, [9-10] 

tepoc 37101 21?, 22°?; see also ipdc 

fepwevvyn 3711 1 ii 25 

ixavew 3710 11 6 

Tkapioc 3702 1 31 
tAvyyoc 3701 i 10? 

ieurnc 3720 103 

iva 3700 12 3708?) 41,42 3710 [ii 8?], iii14 3720 

34, [44], 51, 52, 54, 61, 72, [88] 
‘InmdAxoc (or “TmmaAxpoc) 3702 [1 26?], 2 11 
ipdc 3695 12 23? 
icdeoc [3720 39?] 

icoc 3708 * — 18 

icyupdc 3701 11 36 [3720 62-3] 
icyve 3711 2 7 

trayoc 3700 18 

‘Tdtroc [3702 } 22] 
"Twvec 371111 31 

Kadeioc 3711115 

kabatpew 3710 ii 26 
kabapdc 3710 i 27 

KabéAxew 3703 8 

Kabnuepivdc 3720 42-3, 79 
Kabycba [3720 78] 

Kabicravat 3720 26 
KabdAov 3708 2 —> 41 

Kabwc [3720 24] 

cai 3695 * 10 3698 20, [39?] 3699 ii 6, 13, 15, 
iii 1, 6, 7, 10, iv 1?, i 3, [67], i 13 (dis), 14 
(dis) 370013 37011 3, 4?, 6, 7, 11, 15, [19], 21, 
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24, 11 3, 8, 9, 11, 18, 21, 23, 25, 29, 30, 31, 33 3702 

* [6], [12], [22], 27, 31, [32], [36], 49, ? [3], [5], 9, 
{12] 37036 3706 1i (7), (13), ii (1), (5) 37082 
17, 22,25, 26, 35,367, 29?, *—> 14, [16], 17, 35, 
40, 42, 2?,15?, 20,30 37101 44?, ii 7, 8, 10 (bis), 
[14], 23, 26, iii 2?, 36 3711113, 23,i113,14 3720 

2, 3, 4, 9, [20], 32, [44], 44, 48°, 52, 54, 61?, [68], 
69, [72], 76, 80, [82], [83], 92, 95, [98], [106], 107, 
10Q, 112, 115 (ds) 

Kauxidoc 3708 2 — 39 

Kapoc 3720 [86], 93 

Kaxodamovilew 3699 \ ii 13-14 

xaxdc 3699 \ ii 4 3709) 5? 
Kad- 3696 — 4 
Kadaic [3702 ? 4] 
Kadeiv [3702 1 44-5?] 3708 ® > 8-9, 19 3710 ii 

42 371111 14-15, ii [6?], 27 3720 1-2, 75 
KaA\- 3696 — 10 
KaAAwvupoc 3701 11 33 

KaAdoc 3699 \ i 2 

KadXvvew 3710 11 25-6 

kaddc 3710 iti 31 3711111 [19-20?], 22? 

KadAyac [3702 1 24] 
KadAwe 3720 111 

kavwv 3707 ? 1, 6 

KatnAoc 3708 ? | 20 

Kactwp 3702? 12 
card 3695 123 3699 iii 10 37081 | 31?, 32?,2 > 

8,18 37101 2?, 1150, iii 13, 16,17, 19 372054 
xataBaAAew 3720 50, 65 

KatayyéAAew 3710 ili 23 

catayew 3708! — 14 (3710 iii 29) 

katayeAav 3720 67-8 

catadeiv 3710 iii 36-7 

katakaiew 3701 ii 21-2 
KatakAeuctoc 3707 2 5 

catakAcic [3710 ii 11] 

ckataAapPavew 3708 2 — 42 

kataXeizew [3720 81] 

katapavOavew 3700 6 
KatatAacua [3701 i 3] 

katamAaccew [3701 16-7?] 

Katackevalew 3708 2 | 11 

katadpoveiv 3720 51 

Katnyopeiv 3720 8-g 
KaTnyopia 3708 ? | 33? 

Katouxilew [3711111 34?] 

Katw 3720 47 

xeicBar 3710 iii 39 
xedevew [37111 ii 18-19?] 3720 1, 24-5, 103, 107 
Kepoaivery 3708 ? | 14 

kepadadyeiv 3701 i 11 

«npv€ [37021 31] 3710 ili 20, [22-3] 
Kwédvuvevew [3708 1 > 32-3] 

37111 i 19 

Kivduvoc 3708 ? | 36 

Kiev 3696 | 6 
KXbpevoc [3702 ? 7] 

«vjpa [37011 19?] 
cotAwpa [3701 11 11] 

xouvdc [3720 82] 

xotroc 3710 ii [g], 10, 11 

Kodalew [3720 61-2] 
Kodakevew 3720 59 
KoAoBoc [3710 iii 7? 

Kowav 3720 2 

Kouilew 371111 22 

komav 3720 go-1 

Kopeiv 3710 ii 22, 26 (bis) 

Kopyn [3710 ii 27] 
Képwvoc 3702 1 19 

Kovdoc 3720 58 

«pad 3701 ii 16 (KAady pap.), 20 
Kpaimrvec 3698 5 

kpateiv 3720 38, 73 

Kparnc 3710 [i 2?], iii 20 
Kpéwacbar 3708 2 — 40 

Kpnvn 3710 ii 32 
Kpjrec 3711 1 i g?, i 4 

Kpyrn [3702 * 7] 
kptrrew 3711 11 23, 25,30 3720 47 a.c. 

Kputt6c 3720 76 
kpvysic 3710 [11 40? ], i 5? 
xracBar 3699 9 ii 11 
Kréaroc [3702 1 1] 

KTHcuc 3720 25, 96 
xvBoc 3699 ( i 13 
Kdp.a 3695 } 4 

kuvovakoc 3710 ii 21 
Kurpuoc 3710 ii 8 

Kirpic 3704 2 — 3 

Kvmrew 3720 47 
Kupteverv 3720 79 

KUpioc 3720 72 

Kvwv [3720 83] 
k@ac 3710 11 [18?], [20]; see also ka@oc 
Kopn 3695 1 3 
*x@oc, 76 3710 11 19?, 20 

AdBpoc 3695 1? 7 

AapBavew 3700 10 3701ii 19 [37082 16?] 3711 
liirg? 3720 15, 43, 58, 80?, [104?] 

(-)AapBdvew 3708 1 — 27, | 28,2) 8 

Aapmrpoc 3700 8 3720 101 

Aarpic 3700 2 
éyew [3699 ‘ iv 1-22] 3700 [10?], 15,21 37082 

—> 34, 39 37101 13, [22?], ii 29, ili 2g 372095 

(-)Aéyew 3708 1 | 16, 2 | 38 

A€évc 3710 1 50? 
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Aeovrevc [3702 ! 19] 
Nerric [37011 17? | 
AecBiaxéc 3711 11 11 

AécBroc 3711 2 2? 

AécBoc 3711 11 22-3 
Aevxoypadgic 3701 ii 10 
Aéwv 37111115, 18-19, 25, 28 

Anyew [3698 13?] 

Avydc 3707 116 

Aivoc see Atvoc 

Aoyoc (3710 i 33 marg.) 3720 29, 31, [37], 56, [98] 
Aourdc 3710 iv 5? 

Aovecba [3720 6? } 
Avyxedc [3702 ? 4] 

Avddc 3711 2 6 
*NuKatypiac (-aic) 3711} ii 32 

Avuxa@poc 3720 21-2, 114 
Aurreicbar 3720 96-7, 98 

Auciredeiv 3699 \) i 4 
AvevredArjc 3699 |) iii 9? 

Mayvncia [3702 } 21] 

pawac 37111 11 28 

paivecBar 3699 \) ii 15 

(-)watvecBar 3695 18 7 
Maxap 3711 ' i 21, 30, ii 16? 
Maxedovia 371015, 6 
pdra [3698 23?] [3699 iii 7?] 3710 ii 33 
padaccew [3701 11 10-11] 

pardicra 3706 117 
uddrov 3699 ‘4 i 13? 37082 —> 11, [17] 372088 
MoadAdwrnc 3710 ui 41 

pavOdve 3699 (4 ii 6-7 3720 74, 107-8 

paptupetv 3708 2 | 14?, [15] 

paptuc 3708 2 | [10], 18-19 
pactiyodv 3720 99 

parnv 3710 ii 5 

paxatpa 3699 a 6-7 

Maxdawyv [3702 } 15?] 
payecbar 37101 4 

peyadodpovetv [3720 85] 

péyac 3695 12.24 3701112 372096 
Méync 3702 } 4 
Médwv 3702 1 31 
peOn 3708? | 3 
perdiav 3720 18 

(-)wevdi[ 3695 17 3 

petLwv 3708 ? | 36 

MevEiac 3706117? 

petc 3710 11 44, 50, 542, ill 7? 
peAdvOcov 3701 i 23 
MedXav6toc 3710 ii 22 
péAac 3701 i 16 

péAew 3697 5? 

ped 3701 i 22 
MeXiBora (3702 } 17] 
pédew 37082 | 16 [371111 23-4] 3720 30, 36, go 
peAo- 3706 } ii 4 
peAorrovta [3706 11 5-6? | 

péAoc 3696 — 7? 
pedwbdeiv 3706 ' i 8, [11 5-6? ] 
per 3698 15 3699) ii 10?, iii 3, 9 i 10 (3706? ii 

3) 3708%— 1,[7?], [9], 12, 21, [317], 33, [437], 4 
10 3710 ii [11], 16?, 22, 38, 42, 49, ili 36 3720 

19?, [38], 40 
pévew 3710 ii 13 

Mevecbevc 3702! 7 

Mevoirtoc [3702 ! 23] 
pepilew 3708 1 —> [19-20?], 22 
pépoc [3708 * > 5] 
pec- 3710 ili 5 

pécoc [3710 iii 3°] 
perd [3698 33?] 370115, 19, ii 12, [17] [37023 

43] 3720 102, 115 
peraBaive 3710 ii 30 

peraBadArew 3710 11 46-7 

perabdsddvar 3720 71 

petadotixdc 3720 52 

peradAdaccew 3720 gg-100 

prerapeAecBar 3699 (4) ij 13 3720 88-9 

petéxew 3720 69 
pérpov 3710 iii 10? 

péxpe 3708 2 | 31? 
uy 3700 10, 12, 15, 23 3702142 3708?) 36 3720 

{22?], [46], 51, 58, 61, 66, 68, 72, 74, 85, 87, go, 

[91], 96 
pndé 3720 96 
Mysera [3698 17?] 
pndetc 3720 76 
MyOvpvaioc 371111 26 
pnw [3701 i 5-6?) 

Mnpidvnc 3702 } 6 
unrnp 3699 \) iig 3710: 46 
enxavacbar [3720 78-9] 
puxpdc 3695 18 11? [3720 96] 
puxtoc 3706 [115 ?], 2 12 

pupevjckecBbar [3710 iv 3-4] 
pv 3710 ii [5?], 6 
Muvieroc 3702 ! 28? (uwupov pap.) 
piécc 3706 117? 

MirvAnvaior 3711 115 

pvn- 3705 1, 2, 3 

puncKakeiv [3720 87] 

pvnctnp 3702130 3710 ii 29, iii 24, 25 a.c., 27? 
pocxevew 3700 11? 

Modoc [3702 } 7] 
povov 3708 1 > 13,2} 25 371011 23 
poprov 3708 2? > 34 3710 iii 32 
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0x Onpdc 3699 \ iii 5, (5) i 4 
Morpoc 3698 14 
pvAn 3710 i 2%. 24 
puptoc [3699 \ ii 3] 
MupriAéc 3711 1 i 24-5, ii 17? 
MuriAnvaior see MirvdAnvaior 

NadrAvoc 3702 ? 10 

vavc 3698 25, [30] 37038 
veavicxoc 3720 10, 28 

véecBar 3710 ii 33 
NexraveBwv 3720 24 
véoc 3708 ? | [2?], 35 
veoccoc 3720 103-4 
vépoc 37101 8 
vndic 3699 | ii 10 
vyjcoc 3703 6 371111 [24], [30], 32 
vuxndopoc 3700 1 

Nixopadv 37101 14? 

Nipedc [3702 ! 10-11] 
vouoc 3711 11 11, 15 
voctoc 3698 15 

vovdereiv 3720 30 

vounnvia 3710 11 34, 36, 42-3, 45, [55f.? J, ili 13, 15 
viv 3695 1 3? 3696 > 5 3700 20 [3702 ! 44?] 

(3708 2 | 31?] 37101 17, ii 6, ili 15?, 39? 

Enpaivew [3701 ii 2] 

6 (dem.) 3698 12, 23 (bis) 3710 ii [13], 21, 22, 28, ili 

19, [40] 
ode 3710 iv 5-6 [3720 16] 
60ev 3700 9 371011 35 
ota 3695 18 11 

Oitaypoc 3698 10 

oldetv 3695 1? 8? 
otecBar 3699 \” ii 6 
duCupoc [3710 ii 14] 

oixeiv 3699 ‘9 ii 6 37111 ii 32 
otxeioc 3708 | > 12? 

otkérnc 3720 60? 

otxta [3699 \ ii 2?] 
otkodopeiv 3720 19, 64 

oltxodounua [3720 64-5] 

otxoc 3710 iii 30 

oixrilew 3720 go? 

olvoc 3720 66 

oiov 3706 116? 

ofoc 3708 ? > 38? 3720 89 
oltrep 3700 20? 

oicew 3710 11 32 
(-)otxecBar 3696 — 10? 
dXtyoc [3710 11 52?] 3720 110-11 
doc 3699 \%) ii 2? 37082—>5 372078 
opirciv [3720 57] 
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dpuvvdew 3708 ? | 34, 36 

opococ 3708 ? — [10], 14 
opoiwe [3707 ? 10? | 
opmodoyetv 3708 ! > 20 

’Oudadn 3700 2 
dudvupoc 3702 } 39 (ouov-) 
dviwavat [3720 56?] 
dvopa 3708 2 —> 6 

"Ovupakrenc 3711 } ii 31 
6b 3706 i 11 [3720 65?] 
omdAilew 3720 78 

orrov 3700 11 

owe 3710 ii 29, iii 34. 3720 57 
opav 3708 ? —> 37 

dpextixoc 3720 44 
dpxoc 3708 2 | 33 
opoc 37082 > 5 3720 22 
’Opyomevoc [3702 2 7] 

6c 3699 13, i 2, iis [3707262] 3710ii 12, 
41,42 371111119,28 37208, 15, 25, 32, [71], 106 

octic 3710 ii 44 
érav 3700 16 3710 ii 50, 54 
6re 3710 11 9 
ort 3708 1 — 33?, 2 | 11, [12], [13 (d05)], 14 (bs), 

21 37101 11, 19?, 22?, 11 10, 16?, 32, 34, 36, 38, 
53°, Wi 4?, 31 371111 16, 18, 27 ize Ca) 

ob (od, obx) 3695°5? 36986 3699 iii 7, ) i 2?, 
5 3700 5, [6°], 23? 37037 370414? 3708 
{1 > 22?],2) 25? 37101 22?, ii [6], 28, ili 14, 31 
(bis) 3720 11, 32, 33, 60, [93]; see also odyi 

ovdapod 37101 3 
ovdé 3698 7, 36, ie 
ovdelc (odfeic) [3699 

28? 

ovddc 3697 7? 
odxobv 3699 ) iii 3 3703 8 (unless ovxow) 
ovAy 3701 ii 30 
odv 3699 iii 3, 8, ) i 3 3708 2 > 43?, | 8, 

10 3710 i037? 37111126 3720 14, 36, 113 
ovrw 3710 ili 14 

ovpa [3720 83] 
ovc [3698 12?] 
obre 3695 18 13? 3699 4 i 6,7 37101 402, [iv 4?, 

4-5?] 
odroc 3699 “4 i 3 370021 3702137, [42] 37061i 

10 3708? — 9, 11, [20], 40, | 8,14?,15? 3710ii 
28, 11 38? 37111112-13?, 15, 20, [28?], 30 3720 

18-19, 21, 33, 40, 97, 102, 105 

ovTw, ovtwe 3701 [i 12?], ii 19 3708 2 — 34, | 8 

3710 ii [9?], 47 371111 23, [ii 16?] 3720 [31], 

44-5, 107 
ovxi 3710 ii 20?, iii 4? 
opbarpiKdc [3701 11 3-4? ] 

oyyabyc 3720 75 

3710 ii 4, li 31, 32 
4 ii3}) 37082 | 13, [21] 3720 
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madoc 3710 iii 7? 

travd<ela 3720 67 (em.) 

mradevew 3720 32, 34, 
maic 3695 12 12? [3699 \ i 6] 3702 * 35, [41] 

370725 3720 108, 109, 112, 115 
nédw 3699 “) ii 4 3700 11? 3701 ii 3 3708 2 > 

12,21 37101152 [3720 26?] 
taumav 3710 ii 13-14 

mavu 37101 16 

mapa 3700 23? 37082 — 37, 39?, | 4 3710 ii 25 
TrapaBoAn 3708 2 — 15 

mapayl(y)vecbar 37021 48 37202 

*7rapadaravnuwa 3700 23? 
mapaderywa [3708 * > 15] 

trapadidovar 3720 27 

TrapaxaAvupa 3720 12 

Tapakatabnkn 3720 37 

mapakéAevca 3710 11 22 
Tmapakualew 3720 73-4 

mapakoAovbeiv 3710 il 15? 

mapaxdérrew 3699 \ ii 5-6 
Trapapovinoc 3720 92 

tapavntn 3706 119 

maparaccewv 3701 ii 23 
mapamAncuoc [3701 ii 7] 
tapamAnciwe 3701 11 35 
mrapackevalew 3708 2 | [16?], [55?] 

mapackevy 3720 115 

Trapapuac or mapapvecbar 3701 ii 20 
trapetvar 3700 9g? 

trapexBaivew 3708 ! —> 18 

mapexBacic 3708 ! — 24? 
trapeAbeiv 3720 21 

Taperrouevov 3708 2 — [10], 13 
Tlappévwv 3710 ii 24 

Trapoiuia [3708 2 | 5] 
mac 3698 15? 3699 iii 4 37081—> 30?,2—> 45, | 

32 3710 iii 33, 34 3720 [38], 54 
maccéAnvoc 3710 iii 8-9, 12, 16, 18 
narnp [3699 ii 7-8] 372011 
ITézrpoxdoc [3702 } 23] 
(-)weBew 3695 1? 11 

treipa 3720 57 

meipntilw [3698 11? } 

ITetpifovc [3702 ! 18? | 

IleXorrévvycoc 3702 } 45 

TTéXo [3702 7 11] 
méutrew [3720 19] 

méuntoc (3707 2 11) 

mévecBar 3720 54 

mévnc 3700 22 3708? | 31, [35] 
(-)revOeiv 3720 102 

mevte (3707 ? 8) 
mépoE 3701 ii 37 

INDEXES 

rept 3708 ! > 19?, 2? > [377], 45, V7, 10, 16, 33 
mreprexew 3708 * — 8, 17-18, 18 

TlepixAdvpevoc [3702 * 1] 

mreptoucia 3708 ® | 29 

Tlepcuxdc 3709 — 7? 

TTerecic [3702 } 8] 

ITnvérewc [3702 1 26?) 
ITnveddrrn 3702 * 30 
anccew [3701 i 26-7? | 

mivew 3701 i 14 
ITica [3702 ? 11-12] 
micrevew 3708 2 > 43, | 40, 47 

mucreutiKoc 3708 2 | 7 

micric 3708 ! — [15], 26,7) 9 

mAciv 3720 114 
mAeiwv 3710 ii 47 

mAéov 3720 61 (Aeiv) 

mAeovaxic [3701 ii 25-6] 
mAcovaydc 3708 ? | 15 

mAnyn [3720 84] 

mAnOuvrixoc [37101 24?] 

mAnKTpov 3698 11? 
mAnpovv 3701 ii 11 
mAncioc 3710 i 23 
mAovcioc [3708 2 | 34-5] 

mvoin 3698 8 
TTodaXeiproc [3702 1 15?] 

TTotac [3702 17] 

noveiv 3699 ) ii 3, 12 3701 i 12, ii 32 3703 9? 
3708 2 | 30, 33? 3710 ii 19?, 41, [55?] 371111 
15? 3720 15, 40, 51, [88], 104?, 113 

mountyc [3711 11 18? ] 

mountiKoc 3708 2 | 5-6 
tovdTnc [3708 2 > 22?] 
troA€utoc 3711 1 11 20? 

moAeuoc 3711 1 11 33 

moXuc 37111 11 33 
toAddxec [3700 23?] [37082 | 45] 
TToAvsevd«yc 3696 | 7 [3702 ? 12] 
TToAvveixnc [3702 1 25?] 
IToAvéevoc [3702 1 3] 
TTodvrroiryc [3702 ! 18?] 
moAvc 3695 18 15?, 16? [3698 38?] 3700 21 

14,U15 37111i127-8 3720115 
moAvxpovioc 3720 3 
tmoAvwvupov [3708 ? — 6? | 
trovnpdc 3708 ? | 28, [29-307] 
movtoc, [Tovroc 3698 22 

(-)ropevecBar 3720 47? 

mropilew 3720 84 
troppuvpeoc 3710 11 28 

TTocevddv 3702 * 3, [10] 

trocoTnc [3708 ? > 22?] 

more 3699‘ ii 10? 37008 

3701 i 
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(-)rorilew 37011 8 

movc 3696 > 9 [3707%15?] 372065? 
mpaypa 3708 * > 4?, 7-8, 24-5, [32?], 35, | 12-13 

[37101 52] 
mpaéic 3699 iii 6 
mpaoc [3720 52] 

mpaccew, mpatrew 3702! 37, 43 372068, 94-5 

(-)mpaccew 3708 2 | 39 

mpécBuc 3720 23 

mpoatpecic 3720 41 

mpodnroc 3708 2 | 37 3710 iii 34 
mpoextiGévar 3702 1 37-8 

tmpoepeiv [3708 2? —> 31-2? ] 
ITpo8o0c [3702 } 20] 
mpoxotr7 3708 2 > 6 

tpootu.ov 3708 1 — [15], 28, 34 
mpoc 3695 12 23? 3700 20, 21 37021 41 

ERY 2 > 7 0b, 88, S710 aad fill 3m] 

26 3720 24, 35?, 77, 80, [87?], 93, 112 
mpocayew 3710 ii 49 
mpoceivat 3708 1} — 31? 

mpockadeiv [3720 102] 

mpoctaxtixoc 3710 ii 24 

mpocraccew 3702140 3720 104 
mpoctibévat [3708 ! > 16?] 371011 2?, i 4r 
mpocwrrov [3708 ? — 2?] 

mpotepov 3720 32 

mpotepoc 3708 2 — 9, 13, [21] 371011 45 

mputavetov 3711114 

mpatov 3699 \ ii 5-6 372037 
mpatoc 3708 2 > 1 

mpwtwc 3710 11 55, i 15, 17 

atepov 3720 106 

arjcec [3720 112-13? ] 

mrwx6c 3700 19 

ITébdoc [3702 ? 2] 
mvpyoc 3720 19-20 
mw 3698 6,7 3707112 
mac 3699 ‘9 ii 8 371015 

3708 | > 
S/n 

peda [3701 11 11-127] 
pjuwa 3710 [1 527], ii 24 
pjtwp 3708 1 > 18? 
‘Piavoc 3710 ii 7 

pila 37011 18 
pupoxivdvvoc [3699 (@) iy 4?] 

‘Pddoc [3702 } 10] 
pvecbar [371111 24?] 
putrav 3720 3 
‘Pwpaixdc 3710 i 31 
poopy 3699 iv 1, Vi2 

Can [3702 1 32] 
Caproc 3701 ii 5 371011 37 

Capoc [3702 ? 3] 
capxwodnc 3701 ii 31 

capyvilew [3710 iti 38-9? } 

céBecbar 3720 38 

ceAnvn 3710 ii 39, 49 

cynpecodv 3710 11 40 
cladoc 3710 iii 28, [iv 10] 
CiBvAda 3711 11 27 
Cixedoc 37041 | 5 

cxéerrecbar 3708 ? | 33 

cxevalew [3701 ii 18-19] 

cxevacia [3701 11 6-7] 
cxotreAoc 37041 | 4 
cxoprioc 3701 ii 27 
cpxpoc 3695 18 11? 

CuwGede 3711 1 ii [11-12?], 14 

coc 3695 1? 1 
copilecbar 3720 67 
crrodoevdyc 3701 ii 25 
crrovdetoc 3707 2 g, 10, [? 11 3-4? ] 
cradaypoc 3701 11 13 

crépyew 3720 39, 41 
ctépycic [3708 2? > 16-17] 

cTopa 3720 84 

ctpwpayv 3698 3? 

croysic 3701 11 12, 18 

ay SaaS! ai, GP SHAUN) ts ee is} Biel ys al 2) 

3720 19, 35?, [46], 46, [51°], 51, [53], 55) [57], 63; 
[72], [75], 83, [94] 

cuyxaipew 3720 69 
cuyxwpeiv 3720 14 
cuxy 3701 11 16 

cvdAdAapBavew [3720 103] 
cupBaivew 3708 ? — 19-20 
cbpBacic 37081 | 12? 

cupBiwec [3720 77] 
cupBovdAeutixdc 3708 1 | 24-5?, 29? 

Coun [3702 ' 11] 
ciptrtwpa [3708 2 > 20?] 

cuppépewv 3708 1 | 27? 
cippwvoc 3706 7 3? 
cov [3710 ii 21?) 3720114 
civaysoc 3704 1 —> 2? 

cuvavrav 3720 83 
cuvetdncc [3720 14] 
cuveync [3706 11 102] 
cuvnfeca 37101 12 

cuvOnxn 3708? | 5 
cuvevat 3710 11 43 

cuvoxn [3720 4] 
cuvurrapxerv 3708 ? > 14 

cdc 3710 iv 10 
cucto.xia [3708 2 > 22?] 
cheic 3710 ii 21 
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Cyedloc 3702 1 21 
cxeddv 3699 ( i5 

caua 3696 — 6 

cwppoveiv 3720 55 

cwdpoct’vyn [3720 84] 

taAavrov 3711 ? 9-10 

tadac 3700 10? 

taAacvoupyta 3710 ii 30-1 

ravranilew 3695 > 4. 

Tavraroc [3695 * 2? | 
taxoc 3720 46 

raxvc 3710 11 30 
re 3695 12 10? 3699 jig, 15, ii 10 3701 ii 29 

3710 ii 37 3720 8, 60? 
réxvov 3710116 + [3720 31-2] 

rereiv 3698 16 

téXevoc 3720 109 

teXevtaioc 3708 2 > 34 

teXevTH 3710 11 50 
téAoc 3708 1 | 25?, 30?, 2 > 6, 26, 31, [32?], 33-4, 35 
réuvew 3708 2 > 26-7 

TevOpndav 3702 } 20-1 
reprrvéc 3695 #2 10? [3699 i 4?] 
réccapec 3708 1 — 15, ? — (g), (16), (22) 

103)] 
reccapeckaidexa 3710 ili g—10, (11), (16), (19) 
retpapetpov [3707 115?] 

tetpaxopd- 3706 2 13 
TyrA€axoc 3710 1 39?, il 3, Iv 3 

Tyuviryc [3708 1 > 16?] 
tnpetv 3710 ii 30 

7Oévar 3698 24 37111120 [3720 76?) 
tidAew 3720 105 

tywav 3695 18 13? 372073 
ric 3699 \) iii 8, i 4 3700 4, 21 

3703 6 ee 
ric 3699 ) ii 6, 7, iti 10, ig 370015 3705 1?, 2°, 

3? 3708 * — 16, 34, 35, 37, 37?, 38, 39?, ¥ 36, 
42° 3710 [i 13?],i14?, 13 3720 [46], [67], [73] 

TAnmo6Aepoc 3702 1 g-10 

to. 3698 36 37101 23 

rovotroc 3699 iii 8-9, 1 7?,(%i5, [9] 370724 
to€[ 369512 
romoc 3705 1, 2,3 37061 [i 12?], [116-72] 37082 — 

[22], ab [9-10], 12, [21], 27, 37) y [10?], 54? 

rote 3698 9, 14 371011 34 
tpayevoc 3701 ii 36 

tpeic 3708 ? — [(13)], (14), [(17)] 3710 iii 28 
tpecxaidexa 3710 iii (11), (13) 

tpepery 3709 > 4 3720 107 

tpéxew 37101 15 

tpiaxac 3710 ii 42 
rpiBew 3701 ii 1, 22 

[3720 

[3702 ! 96?] 

INDEXES 

tpinpnc 3703 7 
Tpixxn [3702 ! 16?] 
tpitaioc [3710 11 7?] 

tpitn 3706 11 11? 

*rpitoeonc 3706 11 6 
tpiroc 3707 #ii 3 37082 -> 6-7 3710 iii (17), 40 

tpotratov 3720 13 
tpotroc 3708 ? — [2], 47 

tpodr} [3720 43] 
tpoxaioc 3707 * ii 10 

tupwe, Tupwc 3704! | 6 

tvxn [3708 2 > 24?] 372091 

*} 3700 14? 
UBpic 3700 10 

vytaivewy 3700 13 

vdatwdnyc 3701 i 17 

vdwp [3701 11 22?] 
vidobc [3702 7 2?] 

viorroveicbar 3720 39 

vidc 3698 10, 34? 

vpreic 3703 3, 9; see also bppec 

vppec 3698 2? 
vr[{ 3695 1° 1 
bratOpoc [37011 27?) 
vrraxovew [3700 12?] 371011 8-9? 

irdpxew 3699 ) iii g-10?, 14-5, % i 10-11 3720 
48 

vtrevavtioc 3708 | — 10? 

vrép 37082 | 17, 24 37208 
bmnKooc 3720 111 
Umvoc 3710 ii 10 (dis) 

v6 3698 8 371011 10? 37111136 [3720 94] 
v7ro(-) 3696 — 11 
vrroAapBavew 3708 ? > 38 
broAnyuc 3708 2 —> [25-6?], [36-7], [44?] 
*bmduetpoc 3710 ii 10? 

brotaccew 3710 ili 20 
Screpov 3699 \) ii 12 

uctepoc 3708 [1 > 7?], [2 > 13] 

Udayroc 37011 15 

visnAdc 3720 49, 64, 110 

[3720 45] 

paivey 3696 > 5 37004, 12 3710 ii 44-5, iii 8, 9, 
12, 14, 15-16, 17, 34-5 

davar 3698 23 3699 iii 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, i 3, Oi 
2 STIOIgh 25h ie, 945.97, 11030, [a7e] sell 
i [11], 18, [25-6], 28 3720 [12?], 15, 18 

davepoc 3708 2? —> 44 

pappaxov 371111 20 

pappardc 3709 — 4 

pacic 3710 [11 55?], ii 4 
peidecBar 3704 ! > 6 

®eidirmoc [3702 ! 12] 



I. NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 1gI 

DPepai 3702! 13 
hépey 3710 ii 33 

(-)Pépew 3710 i 44 
Depexparevov [3707 2 3?| 
Pépyc 3702? 8 

gevyew 3702143 3711! i132 372062 
oyun 3710 i 20? 

Prroc 3702 | 32 
Pbovetv 3720 68, 70 

pbovoc 3720 62 
$8opa 3710 ii 27 

grAciv 3700 19 

piAnua 3700 13 3720 8? 
Piroxryryc 3702 1 16-17 
pirodoyetv [3720 66] 
giroc 3698 [10], 34?, 35°? 37008 [3708 2 | 11] 

3709 | 7? 3720 [52], 55, 82 
(-)ftAdcropyoc 3710 i 42 
greypatwdnc 3701 13, 18, [20-1?] 

PoBeicbar 3720 38 
®odon 371111 22 
govioc 3704! > 5 
dovoc [3710 iv 3] 

dpnv 3695 1? 14 
dpoveiy 3720 60 

dpovrilew 3710 11 28-9 

gvdAaky 371111 29 

gvddaccew 3720 35-6?, 36-7 
®vreve [3702 1 5] 
gucixdc 3720 35 
pvc [3720 41] 

guciwpa 3708 2 > 28 
®wxic [3702 1 22-3] 

xatpew 3720 96 

xaAKxdc 3701 i 20 
xaAxovc 371111 14?, 19 

xaAKoxitwv 3710 ii 28 

xapterc [3695 1? at 
xapilecBar 3699 \” ii 7 

xapic 3720 33, 42 
Xdpotroc [37021 11] 

xeEuweproc 3695 12 6? 

xeyuwv 3720 20 

(-)xety 3701 11 23 

xelp 3698 33? 37041—3 [37111 ii 29-30] 
xeAwvn [3701 11 33-4?) 
xoAn 3701 ii 27 
xoAwdyc 3701 1 19, 21, 22 
xopoc 3709 | 8? 

xpav 3703 6? 

xpn ew 3703 6? 

xpra 3698 20, 24 3699' ig-10 372085 
xpyv 3698 16, 18 

xphcbar 3701 ii 3, [26?] 37082 | 18? 
(-)xpycBac 37101 50 

xpncevew 3701 1 2, [7] 

xpjcysoc 3701 119 ©3720 43 

xpncudc 37082) 5? 37111127 

xpncroc [3720 57] 
xpdovoc 3702147 3708%—>2 37101152 
xpucevoc 3698 33 
xpwpuatixoc [3706 11 13?] 
xapa 3702139 3707 [? 8°], [21 8?] 
xwpilecbar 3720 97 

evd- 3708 ? | 45 

%iOvpoc 3720 92 

Adc 3710 ii 11 

@ 3695 © 4?, 124,19? 3698 35? 

@86c 3702 | 32 
*dxuretyc 3720 106 
apnctnc, Quncryc 3711 1 ii 13, 18, 24-5, 26 

@poc 3711 1 ii 28 
cic 3698 25? 3699 ii5 37082 34 3710i 13?, 

14, ii 13, 18?, ili 14, [39?],1v 7? 37114u31 3720 

10, 37, 43, [72], 79 
we 3698 5, 23, 40? 
wcavel 3708 2 — 34? 

wcavtwe 3720 94 
dcrrep 3699 “16 [37082 | 13?] 
acre 3706 2 4 

awdpereiv 3720 61 



192 INDEXES 

Il AU LHORUL Res Gi li) 

Alcaeus 6 r@v éray [mounrjc?| 3711 11 17 ff. Euripides (fr. 282N?) 3699 (@) ij 
Alcaeus (the lyric poet?) 3711 ? 12 Hellanicus, Lesbiaca 37111 i 10-17?, il 15-16? 
Antiochus (of Ascalon?) 3708 2 | 53? Heraclitus 3710 11 43-7 
Apollodorus (of Pergamum) 3708 1 — 2?, 27? Hermagoras of Temnos 3708 1 — 15 ff. 
Apollodorus (the iobolologist?) 3701 1 23 Meixias (musicologist?) 3706 117? 
Aristarchus of Samos 3710 ii 37 ff. Myrsilus (of Methymna) 371111 24 ff., ii 17 ff.? 

Aristonicus 37101 25?, ii 21, 34-5, iii 35 ff. Nicophon, A¢podirnc yovai (?) 37101 14-16? 
Aristophanes (of Byzantium) 3710i 10?, 26?, iii33-5 | Parmeno of Byzantium 3710 ii 24-6 

Aristotle 3708 ! — 14-17 Rhianus, ed. of Odyssey 3710 ii 7-8 
Caecilius (of Gale Acte) 3708 ? — 39 ff. Thales 3710 11 37-43 

Crates (of Mallos) 3710 iii 20-3 Theodorus (of Gadara) 3708 ! — 5?, 33? 
Demetrius (Ixion?) 3710 i 9? Zenodotus (of Ephesus) 3710 i 10, ii 7-8 
Diodorus (of Alexandria?) 3710 ii 47 ff. Zenodotus of Mallos 3710 iii 41 f. 
Dionysius (of Halicarnassus?) 3708 2 — 48? 
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